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TEK OSCILLO 
SMCHOZ THE ANSWER 

BY ANY MEASURE 

100 MHz scope, counter, timer, 
multimeter: All one integrated system. 

100 MHz dual 
time base scope. 
3.5 ns risetime, 
sweeps from 0.5 s 
to 5 ns /div; alter- 
nate sweep; ±2% 
vertical /horizontal 
accuracy; vert- 
ical sensitivity to 
2 mV /div @ 
90 MHz. 

9 -digit fluores- 
cent display. 
Digitally accurate 
readouts accom- 
pany the CRT 
waveform. Error 
messages and 
prompts also 
appear on the 
display. 

Dc volts and ac 
coupled true 
RMS volts. Mea- 
sured through the 
Ch 1 scope input. 

Gated measure- 
ments. Use the 
scope's intensified 
marker to measure 
frequency, period, 
width and to count 
events within 
specified portions 
of the signal. 

Auto -ranged, 
auto -averaged 
counter /timer. 
Frequency, period, 
width, delay time, 
s -time, plus total- 
ize to more than 
8 million events 
-with 7 digits 
plus exponent 
displayed. 

Auto-ranged 
DMM. Use floating 
DMM side inputs 
with up to 5000 - 
count resolution. 
Get precise read- 
outs of average dc 
and true RMS volt- 
age. Measure 
resistance from 
milliohms to 
gigohms. 

Now make measurements 
faster, easier, with greater 
accuracy and user confidence. 
The Tek 2236 makes gated coun- 
ter measurements, temperature, 
time, frequency, resistance and 
voltage measurements push- 
button easy. You see results con- 
currently on the 9 -digit numeric 
readout and CRT display. 

Its complete trigger system 
includes pushbutton trigger view, 
plus peak -to -peak auto, TV 
line, TV field, single sweep and 
normal modes. 

At just $2650' the 2236 
includes the industry's first 3 -year 
warranty on all parts and labor, 
including the CRT. 

Integrated measurement 
system. 3 -year warranty. 15- 
day return policy. Complete doc- 
umentation. Worldwide service 
back -up. And a 12% discount to 
E & I Co -op members. One free 
call gets it all! To order call your 
nearest E & I Co -op regional office: 
Northeast 
1- 800 -632 -7579 (In New York) 

1- 800 -645 -7559 

West 
1- 800 -422 -2119 (In California) 

1- 800 -854 -3488 
Southeast 
1- 919 -869 -7159 
Midwest 
1- 800 -572 -1322 (In Illinois) 

1- 800 -621 -6454 
Southwest 
1- 800 -442 -5457 (In Texas) 

1- 800 -527 -2262 

Téktronbc 
(.()MMIT TEO TO EXCELLENCE 

Copyright ©1985, Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved. TTA- 324 -1. 'U.S. Domestic price F.O.B. Beaverton, Oregon. Price subject to change. 
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Getting more issues to you each year! 

We're happy to tell you that HANDS -ON ELECTRONICS will be published every other month. 

That means that you'll get even more of the latest, best, and most -interesting projects that 

you've come to know and expect from your favorite magazine! 
When? Right now! It begins with the very issue you're holding in your hands. We think that this 

is exciting news, and couldn't wait to tell you about it. But there are some things you ought to 

know. 
Until now, our subscribers have been paying ten dollars for four issues each year. That was 

the same as the newsstand price. With the change to six issues per year, our subscribers will be 

getting six issues for only $14 - a saving of one dollar over the newsstand cost -and you don't 

have to go out to get it. It is delivered right to your door. 
The cover price remains the same low $2.50 U.S. ($2.95 Canada) 
Bi- monthly publication means that you won't have to wait as long to get your next issue. The 

On -Sale date for Issue #6 will be October 15, Issue #7 will be December 17, and Issue #8 will 

be February 18, 1986. 
Make sure that you renew your subscription early. Subscribers who have signed up for four 

issues will discover that, with our new bi- monthly schedule their subscriptions will run out 

sooner. By renewing early, you make certain that you won't miss a single, jam -packed issue. 

Keep HANDS -ON ELECTRONICS coming! 

Jacqueline P. Weaver 
Circulation Director 

P.S. You'll find subscription order -forms in this issue. Fill one out and send it in now, while you 
think of it, along with your check. We'll simply extend your existing subscription. If you're a new 
subscriber, we'll start you off with issue #6. 

Composition and interior design by 
Mates Graphics 
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LNA -What Is It? is considerably better than last year's transformer in a photograph and we 
I've just read an article that talked model. The lower the unit's degree rat- don't give the specs. Also, think of the 

about LNA's, which I figured out are am- ing, the better the LNA can separate the neophyte who's undertaking his first 
plifiers, but (believe it or not) no where in signal from the noise. project, or the person who wants a com- 
the article did it say what an LNA is! You can also expect to see specs like plete project. 
What does LNA stand for? All the article 30 -55 dB gain with noise temperatures Considering all the different people 
talked about was degrees! Can you give from 120 degrees down to 60 degrees. I out there that read this magazine, we 
me some info? suggest you pick up a good book on must be considerate to one and all. For 
I.K., Commack, NY satellite receiving systems at the local those who do not need the information 

library we are indeed sorry that that bit of page 
The LNA, which stands for Low -Noise space is used. 

Amplifier, is a substantial part of t1 e All the Same 
home -TVRO (television- receive only) In project after project, your magazine Carbon Pile 
system. Since that unit must separate has continued to provide regulated I was told that to accurately test the 
the very weak satellite signals from sur- 
rounding noise, its low -noise charac- 

power supplies for DC voltages of 5, 6, 9, 
12, 18, etc. Be honest -they are all the 

battery of my automobile, I should con - 
nect a carbon pile across it. What is a 

teristic design means that the price is same! Why are you wasting the space? carbon pile? 
somewhere between $1000 and $1500 a F.V., Kalamazoo, MI T.G., Santa Rosa, CA 
pop! At least that was the case until a Admittedly, we could leave out the A carbon pile is a device that offers a 
year ago. power supply, but we include it because low resistance at a very high current. 

But now you can look forward to big we want to provide a complete project. The reason it is called a carbon pile is 
price breakthroughs. A couple of hun- Besides, what will we tell our readers that many versions of the device consist 
died dollars should do it for an LNA that when they see a large power stepdown (Continued on page 16) 
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Educational Electronic Controlled 
Robot Kits From OWI. 

Medusa 

TEN WAYS 
TO MOVIT 

Use your mind and a few tools and enjoy 
the educational and pure fun benefits of 
MOVIT. 
Only the choice is difficult... Sound Sensor 
Controlled models which include Peppy, 
Piper Mouse, Medusa and Turbacker. . 

Infra -Red Sensor Controlled kits like the 
Avoider or Line Tracer...Circular, A 
Radio Frequency Controlled kit ...Mr. 
Boatsman, our Hand Controlled kit ...the 
incredible 4K Rant Programmable Memo- 
con Crawler available with Interface Kit 
(cable and software) for Commodore 64, 
IBM PC Ir. or Apple II, +, e and NEW 
NAVIUS- Programmable Disc. 

See your local Electronic /Computer 
Dealer. MOVIT kits range from $24.95 to 
$99.95 suggested list price_ 

OWI Inc. 1160 Mahalo Place 
Compton, CA 90220 (213) 638 -4732 

CIRCLE 523 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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ORDER TOLL FREE 1 -800 -332 5373 TOLL FREE 
LCD Mummeter BUILD A REAL ROBOT 
Cap /Transit 

p At Play 29 $ 
95 

Checker 
e 

r ' 204 color pages 
___ `+ Australians have slow been fun and ` I 

leisure oriented people and when oral- f Use these high precision stepping motors to make your 
;rive- `^'rlaÑ óelren aboumi 

u 
ar npélilfly 

own computer controlled robot arm or travelling robot tike la too NrlouW rhM book a0 
IlStepping angle is a tine 1.8 degrees to gNeyou a highly 7 cola sprwtoW, trail rre meek .$ ä me 
accurate control. Stepping motors have the enormous tooleu beaeneA sxoarlenee ° wsak- 
ad vantage. that they are activated by a computer $ aria sailing. me ocean. sumng. the 

I coirolled pulse so you can program it for an exact samergeeo"Ib°ckc°rnokig cricket 

movement and return and multiple repeats or a complex O°d much. mucnmore. 

series of exact movements i Cat 84901 

I Because these motors are so well designed and built IF 

gain ,2 they are extremely versatile and reliable under a wide At 'NO IsaK Rectla9xstsN 
tke Cat 53315 C eent varlets of conditions BATTERIES 

Cat volt ' Norrmolly motors of this type would cost a fortune but 
Not just the usual voltage, because we made a scoop purchase of the supplier's' 12 V 

Cell 
Ah S, 95 2 current and resistance ranges - entire stock we are able to offer them at this fantastic 

Gel coil though it's certainly got those it ' "getting started In robotics price" of $29.95 ea. If you buy G ,o up $etts .a 
also checks capacitors (2 ranges, tour or more, and you will need them. we'll give a copy 
up to a whopping 20uF!) PLUS - of the fascinating and extremely practical' Handbook 
transistors and diodes. And even ' of Advanced Robotics" (Cat e-1800 - normally $43.95 Designed especially for 'trickle charge 

Omore: it's got an audible continuity S e e 
checker. W Plus other features such as i Two types available: both 1.8 step angle 12V DC 
automatic zero of ell ranges, high Will even operating and base 2.22" x' /a" shaft. ' ' 
surge voltage protection, auto- measure Cat J-OO S } matic 

measurement 
indication, high gain PA464.02: Draws 0.44/ phasat 40.3 at-in holding (single 

current measurement(10AC&DC) on transistors shah torque, length 1.54" and weight 0.ß1D 

The most xeINng now product we've soon In years! Cat J -0016 

E PH266 -02B: Draws0.6A/phase, 83.3 oz-In holding torque C piper Pen Type Digital Multimeter (double shaf0 length 2.3, weight I.31ó 

04 
qq shah roe are rx ̂  °`9'o°ICáswsd ,rig 

/) From a fantastic 100Mohms input 

es- 

915 
°`C8`etulanentwns 

V ÿCawr 
O p mpO ̂ aO durarán of cnargeseve ireeduce 

impedance. 
-1 5 ranges = 

95 Cat O -1450 ti 4 is `ep 
hme sec° ry 

¡e ÿeides ockcw °,ef "ss 
`nere 

AC- 0- 500V- 4ranges Resistance0- 20Mohms -6 ranges plus continuity tester. J *4OP.1i,``'e °ó uine,woo "Ice 
,p a1 C11 ChaGei cog. Cane r' Handbook ofAdvaneedAobot/oe c yVs ÿ331tó 12V lmekewnrrectbn,owu' = 

.1 
ßAe5100 WattAmp Module Edward L. Safford. Jr. 480 pipes. 242 Illustrations. ihsss oC°PM-9520 

F Q0 
t'4' 7 100wans RMS: SkHzat100dBsi rialto noise ratio. The complete took of robots. nom commercial qM i 

A. ,,/ g Pd..n n to snots for ,oborig. nobler robot' Ce MA at V gAa 
Gel Cell. As above Q ,i s' the 

on 
PCB. mpl CB even the power 

supplied 

applications 
°n insight mdtomo°emrobobceppncanonsm op 

1 mount on the PCB.. PCB heatsink bracket is supplied tame. hobby. and commercial environments. Bona 53920ah, Ce, M -9522 ........1 e 4R 

Transformer suit 

in sitivity:l V fat s "taro ROC. retell á1á.Y6 sin n mgnem .....l. Coble 

Power dreun with speaker protection Our $ 9S 

...."....11..S..1"):::..... 

a...+aa 
,* 1 suit 100W amp kit Cot K -3438 $14.95 price 4 3 DDDDt1tAN 

E ,= ERE T to - Transformer to sun above. M -0144 $19.95 ~ 
Ê 

ST IS C A 
ARONIJECT 

79 Fun Way ~ nsistoriestr 3 Digit Counter + .Nr, fault finding The most versatile counter N_ 19" RACK C spy 0.00 0 ircuit around Designed Volume 
O 

MOUNTING '® ¡ E formaximumflexibility(dis- C 
ElectrrnKSanrulabefun.butler play can be removed for O ,,,,t p,e50ndasedm. 

CASE to ® O external mounting) and with LED display Up to _ cunt mysterious sub... The Fun O a very wide operating vol- 2MHz counting speed war series deals with m.. IOW 

á rage (5 -15v). Clock enable Very nabrgsubNCtinan easy tounder- 

n s 
2995 1 o Cat K -3451 ' 495 comprehensive manual s,.w fun way r» first volume 

8 Ys m sans off with iris very banes. y included a moaning that you know absolutely 

O 
,i 695S' Dick Smith Electronics books offer more p nothing about elee,rrn a It will 

Professional quality black O Sine ápá Square snow wandetw the 
connect 

instrument case fits lien- Not asst another Transistor C 
q pork like ,o 

soldering 
ngss 

N j wave Oscillator m,r t^° nreair "° aow.ring i° 

our warehouse ism 1 9 racks. overall Tester! This one tests the gl e, tTl required end so a completely sate 

cheosbacause we've they're 1ßJ5" z 9.8" z lot! Ideal for the beginner a Covers frequencies from f even the youngest enthusiast. 

Xah.oe be whalmad by 5.5 . Supplied flat, ass- O and serviceman alike, or in= i 5Hz to 1 50kHz. All parts Z coca ONLY cat a 2ßm 

the de mandlor rhea. embly takes just a couple of se schools. Battery operated 4 are supplied including spe- 

cases! 
minutes. Heavy gauge a and supplied with one of w craily printed front panel, - ci a 
(0.1 2 ") front panel; top and our new 2 panel meters in N attractive 'Speedy' case and fl^ bottom pre- punched for O a deluxe 'Speedy' box. G full instructions. 9V battery 

Na.ventilation. Cat H-2481 2 Requires 9V battery Cot S w not included. ß3995 
3006 The extra.Cat K -3052 

LCD Panel Meter Incorporate module into 
other projects 

V 

95 Serious Inventors ands experimenters ask about our very 
cuitssuchasburRlerelermaandemer- 

xp Banos auppliea Sealed to vrevent leeks 
favorable prices for larger quardrBles IF and mess. 

E 

o 

o 

Makes computer generated effects. 
Sound even more effective in stereo! 

Stereo Simulator 
Wish those old video movies had 
modern stereo sound? This low 
cost gadget turns almost any 
mono signal into amazingly good 
synthetic stereo! Cat K -3421 5414yß 

Cat K -3469 

A versatile accurate panel 
meter using a large liquid 
crystal display for low 
power consumption. The PC 
board design allows for 
maximum flexibility to cater 
for varied mounting arrange 
ments. The low cost makes 
it ideally suited as a readout 
device on many projects, at 
both amateur and pro- 
fessional level. 

Features 31/2dlgaLCD dis- 
play 200mv hja scow reading 

less thon 1 digit accuracy 
100uV resolution auto- 

matic polarity Input Impe- 
dance g. reciter man ici "ohms 

2pA Input bias current 
dual slope conversion 

memod Internal 100ppm 
reference 5V to 15V dc, 

A @ 5V power supply 
Cd K -3450 

s4Ys 

E 
The ideal introduction for 

o 

kits are educational as well as fun 

g. INSTRUMENT CASE 
E 

beginners from 6 -66! 

$2 

Dick Smith Electronics gives you the choice 

4945 

10u95Bp5eo 
Cat M-250e 

2 A superb case fa all 'instrument' type 
.0 projects and many other besides Case 

spill apart for ease of worlurig, cornea 
C complete wam4e sd.aleet and assembly 

screws Amazingversatile allowing for 

a 5 
venous PCB mounting positions front 

rear peal are moulded ¡Mastic for ease 

7 alumiumg panel d 
be replaced with 

require4 Sae appro. 
V tl a 6Y w 1'h Lat MLbab 

years of mailorder experience 
á 

E 

7 
j, For use up to 500MHz making it ideal for 

the marine radio installation, CB radio, 
. amateur and two -way radio. Flexible with 

o 
stranded center conductor and black 
insulation. 

50 f2 RG -58 
AMATEUR 
Cat W -2090 106 ft 
300 ft roll 84/f1 

ORDER TOLL FREE 1 -800 -332 5373 ORDER TOLL FREE 
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PROTOTYPE BOARDS Cate -4614 $ 95 ° "d °t 

10 up $4.50 ea $ 95 T The greet° Cat P -4615 
j °tes ENTHUSIASTS, SCHOOLS, LABORATORIES Mini Project 

Board Now designing Is so simple.. 
No more bibs nests No more shorn. No more most Now you can tollo up those incredible technology breokthrougns easily and simply with these breodboords 
No sobering required - component leads simply Push Into holes (accph most 

Iola on to ads:. w larger componnh con ho short lengths of tinned copper wire 

Spacing of M holes Is designed to occept stondord DIP pockages too . without damaging M Pins 
And If one board isn't enough, odd more ... as many as you need! Male/Fmale lugs 
on me snarler board as they slay together, too. 
AND AT NO EXTRA CHARGE: Each breadboard comes complete with a pod of layout 
wort sheets so you can transfer that fantastic circuit onto paper lot the finished 

A .ly l.,pepaaleroo qn 

m LA TEST BUY eNdeut and especially onsobl t for cut rigner. 
engineer. 

kit are educational as well as t nl mE 

COMPARE OUR PRICES 
O We've bought these direct 
c from the manufacturers & 

Ó passed the savings on to Midi Project 

Product 

3" x 24" x. 3" one -place 
beard with 56 groups of S 
connected terminals and 
4 bus Ines d25 corvtec$d 
terminoh 

All terminals ore alpha. 
numerical coded so you 
canremember what you 
connect to what Com- 
plete with Nlf- adhesive 
pod so It won't slide a- 
round the table 

Membrane 
Switch Kits 
Newt Newl We thought you'd 
I ke these as they can be used 
for lust about any application 
from design to Bnished project. 
Switching is normally open, 
mamenfarycontact, push but- 
ton type. Easy to assemble. 
Even our president con do it! 

SPECIFICATIONS 
e Circuit resistance: less than 

150 ohms 
Contact ratig: DC 24V max 
5mA max 
Open Circuit Resistance: 
100 MEG minimum 
Contact material: carbon 
In sides 
Life time: tested to one 3 
million operations at 24V 
be 5mA 

4 key Cat K -3605 - 4.95 
12 key Cat K-3607- 6.95 

3 you. Schools, Universities, Board low $8.95 ea car P.4616 Super Pro Colleges ring for bulk buying P Project Board T rices. A massive 7" x 2.7" x 3" board 
Y p nk:n can be split Into three 
SYJ ',center convenience Simpar 

$ 9 95 
Fantastic 27 x 14 pin IC capacity mukes 
great tor R D lobs and the serious leCL ronlc enthutosl. 
Supplied Digital Trainer tomericc inga dodheha- 0up 51595 hum «IC COtllnp and dQte.lw wml4 binding posts andowroy a-& 

0 bock Dut mis one nus 12e a Min 
2420 he points to get amazing verso- 3. 

groups of S connected s 126 

.2 sequencers, registers, LED and 7 seg- o' we"' Idea 
nos 

For breadboarding,Digital circuits, Flip M xl Project Board 
nais plus 0 bus lines or 25 We've seen similar bacras Wing for 70% flops, mutiMbrators, counters, encoders, connected terminate AND pu 6" x 6" x.6" one piece board wan 166 memo.. because we buy dlrecthom Ina decoders, multiplexers, demutiiplexers, get the brge work sheet pod connected bnninoh 3 bindin Post, manufoctuter, we dent think you'll ever be and +0 x 14 pin K: capOCy - I for able to Dot this wive. 

ment LED displays, memory devices, 
etc. Specs: (1) AC power jock - DC See our new stores in Redwood City and Berkeley 

ss for /battery 1.5V x 
Power 

3) Pulse Sea. ken 

33. 

Logic 
bounce free push bu ens, (4) Logic ,- 

$ S SW: eight logic level switches in DIP Probe 5 switches (5) DC O /P. DC +5V 750mA e! _ 

Features: 
Adjustable threshold tor DTVTTL or 

In for user, (6) 8-023 breadboard: 1580 CMOs Moults 
O 1 Asuperb time- saving tool for the hobbyist. Two modes of operation: pulse (with O interconnected tie points; (7) LED dis- technician engineer etc. This outstanding time stretching so you don't miss 3 ploy. eight LED buffered logic level - 'á. logic probe hooks onto the circuit under quick pulses!) and mem (hobs die l) indicators; (8) clock range selection test for ors power(5V DC). and sou can tell play until cancelled). 

O 1O -40kHz 1k -20kHz Power supply to 1 
w at a glance what the logic level is by which Low circuit loading (Pprox 30uA 

3 suit (not included). M -9530 12V lamp of the three LEDs is glowing. It a easily to Put) 

V 
$14.95. Comes complete with training held in one hand - so your other hand is Tested to 12.6MMZ e left (reel Cat I}1272 manual. 
Cat P 462s 95 16 key Cat K -3609 - 8.95 $ 

SD key CalK -3611 - $39.95 

N 
ïji6iÇs! es 

c 

a - 

10up5119.95ea 
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o Nc S E N TH eseNeeseNeNeeeeeseNeNeNee I eeseseeeeeeeN Fun Way ,V 

EI.C+ ........... eNeseeeeeeee 
eeeNeeeseee Instructions nam« °K °IIYD Y1s;m°`;leapo- 

requires the Maka it aa 1M leteat in t od ,ble raquar- 
Eoch kit Eeq 

tun el«tr Ble tewe6env. I¡k gres -n.6utirta .bpu¿ir en br 

20 more in ;ight etc TM cnpcé 
wnc'.edyou 

. Morse °d°' 
to build o.. e d t. eesyl build iw 4 ` 

K-26228 
Ó lun to NN ]$s p¡oieCfS Gt K-28218 Ut vl Ut 

''s 

2B2 

1 ,romyar (. Doto antcn 
Ever w,xdered how kh 

tha P tÌ,uu kit 
Build 

youll be able to work 
d osúhseiunus ói-2628888 

_ ÜtK-20278 

u ud ed 

bur derm 7p 
t K.glsi 2632 

Fun Way Volume 
YOu w built all 

heyppira 
ß;c, 

ter 
snd 

sonetlneb'_3er.b81er 
ed 

a M Here at as -Fun War 
lint 

skis O+er where Fun WaY 

¡don Theras 20 skating new 
Pr,t 

toms try. These ones wú 
how ce 

thmeab. They teach 

r onto pross,mol printed 

Her; (ward and also how to use s 

crnueltoneterl All of these propels 

houe been specially chosen to be 

use.'. Just heue s look and you ll !!6f Ó agree- a00K ONLY 5 -2805 s iV 

K .628 
Gift PACK 

si 

Npw haras a gin berga,n. ov.r f 20 worth 

of value for less than 
act$201 OueMk red 

bain get. 
of Fun Way Volume 

lue.Vossy 
Dick 

y 
nome 

p: s qudiry er:ce 5mim soldering 
PLUS our 

peck cot solder: e 

moil poplarkrt a\wirleless crophobe. 

Ligm and sound Two UP 

®r,. 

Ano >Mre,ublelentd 
f.sobct awndeeects 

tinsi. ng lights - cprr. 
v tppter. Mor.' 

4tt 
lat«.. 

K-257588a8 

Min Clou, org«t 

Wireless MIc. 
Just hike the bugs 
used in 

any stan- 
dard FMwredo noen- 
other 
door. etc Hear t all! 
Cat K.2631 ,6,, 

Cricket 

I; 4*: 
Auerdias nstanal Whaaaai Hde n in e 

tttoncully because chirprg. Turnhers s 
original ,reg h" q 

stopsylYa 
rd -ar K.2563 

Cat K -2661 s9 59es 

Mod Memo AMP 

=1fw Ill 

Just the .shot for 

'Welker' 
stereo - 

now 

your 

un 
bedroom through 

speakers, 
rse a PAerrtlmiekm. 

Cat K-2B6] 

s14e5 

LED Level D 
Hemk t up te your ste- 

you .a 
: warn can 

G sche- 
loada Looks perry rd- 
n.The LED's light up 

he musé, 
Cat K-2637 .8.0 

Metal/Pipe Locator 

Extrenmely 
handy for k - 

...grapes. wsree et 
in wells before drilling 
holes. Surprisingly 

OMe 
for h an 

nce a cite t56 
Cat K -2633 

Eggs too herd? Time 
Mm with this great 
little other. It really 
works - set it fora l 

ads to t5 nuns. 
Cat K -28 4 +550 

Mesquite OOM, 
Do 
really orkt Bulb this 
one and find out You 

won t hear - but th 

Cet K- 2629=49 

See Vol. 1 for full instructions and 
explanations. 

Sound Activated 
Switch 
Packs up sound and 
triggers. Use: stele- 
phone bell tender 
or in security pila' 

Cat K.2634 
76M 

Intereom 
Use itsetrito make the a 

:croMr 1 el u 
use as 
pose amplifier. ait any 
bendy. good nd 

!lad too. d e 50 
Cat K -2630 

Fun Way One Project Kit 1 -10 n Enable. sou to build any of the first 
n Protects an Fun Way One And 

because the components are not sot- 

can build 
they rare all re-usable w you mil 

build y other of Me first ten 
protects too. 7 Cat K-2600 

Continuity indicator 
Transistor Tester 
Water Indicator wim Light /Dark Indicator 

The Flasher 
An electronic Siren 

Dog and cat communicator f A decision maker 
Morse code communicator 

Music M 

Fun Way One Project Kit 11 -20 
Contains the more specialised com- 
ponents required to comply he last 
en Protects (11.201,n Fun Way One 

Hann /Ca AlarM 

Very macucsll 
You 

could useable slerm 
ore 

cr 

Usas 

sr,rm r K-2635 we -Y 
0 Oft MOM 

Receiver T 
WOWS. ,airs 

to shoo wave 

and amateurs services 
E a y end to 

bead VQp 
Cat K -26408 t 

on rem 111 Pokey Bleary Wlga 
LoCk 

Liu a d,ko -but 

¡dq,`e ire LED 
l.gMrAOw * Cat K-2664 

s 1 Zas 

s 19es 
Ife a barrel of fun to 
puy And you don't nsk 
b rng Your 

like 
Cat K -2062 ;VT 

1 -800 -332 5373 

Minder 

A multipurpose 
car l for the car. 'Lights on wamegi do« open wermngsu,epseudo 

burgle e8rm 
Cat K -2680 

s 7es 
MIN th 

036, 
ti 

Fun Way 
Volume 

o 

same 
the protects 

Cat 

the 1.10 kit 
to 
Cat K -2610 Igo 
Sound Effects Generator 
A Crystal Set 
One Transistor Amplifier 
Beer Powered Radio 
Two Transistor Amplifier 
World's Simplest Transmitter 
Voice Transmitter 
CB Radio Receiver 
Amateur Radio Receiver 
Radio Booster Amplifier 

C 
Melee 

al 'Vow, A real musical 
A game 1 kill and ynthedser. with dr 

uma -aMd>; y.frequency uD 
wlu det li ng.e 
ItmigMwuhoa°pry y0Uaa0 acurtuaae g 

w pleY' 
r oH 

a M te gene- 

t end sed At. 
Cat K.2669 '+e- Ut K-2B68 

When you've worked your way 
through Volumes e 2 pure ready 
for the more complex projects 
described In N detail ln this book 
Then you could be fsody for a job 
In elechonbt 
Cat II -2610 :C Each kit requires the book for instructions 

ORDER TOLL FREE 1 -800 -332 5373 
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o 
.0 
a0 Ni -Cad charging 
E Cabinet 

31195] 

Cr M9547 

ORDER TOLL FREE 1 -800 -332 5373 
FANTASTIC ° HEAVY DUTY 

TEST BENCH SOLID -STATE 

POWER SUPPLY 
9 

d 13.8V! Y 

ó 4A Peak 
This beauty will supply up to 20 Amps all day to your teat bench or 
amateur radio station. Ideal for 50 and 75 watt 2 meter ham band 
linear amplifiers. It is a precision regulated DC supply with the 
added features of: 

Electronic overload protection with instant automatic reset 
Fuse protected 
Neon lighted on /off rocker switch 

Size: 11.5 a 7.75 x 4175 Weight: 161b 

O10 up $10.40eo 

y Can't charge NiCads inside the device? No problems: this incredibly versatile 
charging cabinet suits virtually all sizes and types of NiCad cell. Has a test meter 

O to indicate charge and 5 LED indicators to show bananas are connected. Fully 
Oapproved, complete with plug -pack. Cat M -9519 

ur worldwide bulk buying power makes our prices look crazy. 

ÿ1e2 & 2.2GHz Frequency Counters 

C 
o 

Hole Punch Set 
Ideal chassis basher tool, in fact a 

W necessary tool for anyone who needs s 
large hole cut through metal. Its easy to Z 
use, needs no filing and it will wt a hole a1 
without distortion. The complete set 41 
includes a 12mm tapered reamer, tommy 
bar, 5 punches - 18mm, 18mm, 20mm, 
25mm, and 30mm. Individual chassis 
punches bought separately would cost 
lot more than the price being charged for 
the whole sell WIII handle steel to 22 
gauge and aluminium to 16 gauge. 
Cat T-4900 o U s1995 

Housed In high- Impact plastic 
case with massive ventilation for 
long sondee. 
Rubber feet to keep stable, 
eliminate scratching. 

Regulated D.C. Power Supply. 13.8 VDC, 3/5 Amp. For home. lab, 
Cat "545 

service bench, CB, stereo and auto radios, this is en extremely versatile 
unit. you'll wonder how you managed without h! 

Inppuut is 11 70ÁC BONe 100W.end the output is fully regulated low ripple 
i 3.BVDC to supply, 3 Amps continuous and up to u5 amps surge. The unit 
is fuse and double-short circuit protected with on /off switch and plot 
light 

Dick Smith Electronics - your one stop electronics shop 

Iry High output' 

4s Solar Panel 
1 Cat Z-4845 

Thse soldarfpana s u ilize lige technology average 

g 
l t 

g 
te on 

cell. High 
196 

than then orrn hl5 volt cell. High 

denslryove 
ives really nigh output. Encsp' 

kegingB makes the Portel+ 

suleted slummum 
kramnd weather prop' 

Ideal 

sorts shock usckp 
t PVmers. amateur 

Ideal for all cone M uses to lea that nee had 

tatars. technirtetschargd 
e 

nous ofthaway 
top eepa 12V be 

In 

place. 4149°° 
«Amp Ou puu ItOwltsl 140.00. 

P 
200 @Sao MA 2- 484510 u f S 

lee IX00 MA Outpu I cu 1 -4844 10 up15V9.00 eo 
T 200 @ 250 M 

s1>Kiatlon 
and issu 

euÌñä lfessu gleáe ali liar plus. lugeend auctim 

`° w,t1, nook m auapená your ler °e " °' 

A 
MADE IN U. S. 

9 

We have been fortunate enough to make There are two to model: to choose from: 
thus exclusive direct buy. Compare the MODEL 21 - IOHZ to tOua 

VIE 

price of this aretrof -thrart unit with MOOR 22 - 1 OHz to 2.2GHz 
older model,. sue. SB 7.3" a 3" 

O EXCLUS MODEL 21 MODEL 22 
Cat Q-1318 

h 
o 
. 

sw 

Iÿ 
ONL Y Cat 0-,315 ON itY 

S 24900 s 499°° N N 

DICK SMITH S 
_ WHERE 

TH E 

NTHV SIAST IS 
......... ............., I C DSE 2840 _. ELECTRO IN r 

FREE Battery Charging 
aw with the 
le Solar Battery 
o Chargers 

Charge suttee. with Free Solar Power through 

O Space Age Technology available horn Dick 
S Electronics 
Here is a convenient and safe way to revitalize 

worn down batteries. Pocket chargers start saving 
money the first time they are used. These pocket 
chargers are completely self contained. compact 

and easy to use. 

IDButton Cell Charger 
Brings new life to your bunon cells. 

M -9504 

4 e AA Charger 

O 
suctcharge 

on rep and 2hook for easy easy suspension ee F 

with 
ore 

M -9502 
24 

a_ 
ratan 2 a AA C. or D Charger 

This one comes complete with C and AA adapter 
as well as suction cup and hook for easy suspensor 

°S M 9500 

ó Solder Stand 
ó with magnifier! 
E The helping hand when BEAT j you need it most when 

o you have a'hot stick' in THIS >v your handl Heavy die- 
m cast base, solder stand, PRICE O clips for holding PCB, etc 
a01 -Ouse unique magnifying w 
s3 lens for those close S 95 
GP, assembly jobs 

Cat T -5710 Ú 
VI 

o 

We carry 
a huge 
ronge of 
electras, 
polyester, 
tantalums, 
ceramics 
and styros. 
Please 
ask when ' 

ordering and 
we will 
Probably be 
able to supply 
your needs. 

Primary: 117V, 60He 
Secondary Collage: 4.5-4.5V 50 Secondary Current, e, 150mÁ 7 

Terminations: Flying Leads 
Cat M -2840 

10 up$2.2g ea 

DSE 2851 
Primary: 1170. 

Secondary Voltage: S7V, 6 0 
Secondary Current: 150mA 

Terminations: Flying leads 
Cat M -2851 

50 

DSE 2155 
N 

s19" `tr 

Magazine File 

O A magazine binder, ideal for enyl v magazines that cover 12 issues ^` ln one year. Hard spine with 

W metal rods for placement of 

the magazines Cat B-4045 

VALUE $495 I 

Primary: 117V. 60Hz 
Secondary Voltage: 6.3, 7.5. 8.5. 

9.5, 12 6 15V 
Secondary Current: 1 Amp 

Terminations: Flying Leads 
Cat M -2155 

10 up5B -4010 

DSE 6672 

ILLUMINATED PUSH BUTTON ramp 12v e 55m4 

As 
swtchwrth obutltgI2V globe Sauare finish body. round 

action 

hole. 

AC 
Body 4" a Sr 
Mounting hat Ar' 
Cremona : 1.Sr 
Cat S15 
to or moue Sa 50 each 

IC 

\e3 
IRRADIATED HEAT Shrinkable Electrical Tape $375 'Cat N -1365 

For RF connectors, computer connectors or any around the object. Secondly the Inner lines will 

- connector or cable splice that has to be water soften and flow Into the tope wrappings. Tensile 

proofed or Insulated. When heated (a heat gun will strength 1200 PSI. Dielectric strength 9kV min., Color 
serve excellently) there will be a 30% tightening Black 10' length. 

Primary: 11. 1,. 

$ 
7 95 Tapped Secondary 17. 30. 20, 24 

AC 

Voltages, 30 who 
Secondary ination: 1 Amp 

Termination: Solder Lugs 
Cat M -6872 10 up$6.04 /o 

Giant Handbook of EXTRACTION TOOL 

Electrical Circuits 
Raymond A Collins -880 pages 
Giant isn't the word its a whopping 880 pages! With cat. T -4650 

60 chapters covering everything from crystal sets to 
computer circuitry, you're sure to find what you want 
here! 519.95 
Cat 8-1780 

ORDER TOLL FREE 1 -800 -332 3 3 ORDER TOLL FREE 

3195 

The perfect way to remove IC's without 
damage. Works with all DIL packs, no bent 
pins and no static damage, Operates like a 

pair of tweezers with hooks, 

Signal Injector 
One of the handiest do- 

995 boa. have in your 
boa. CF cicutso(hamo- 
and RF circuits (harmo- 
nics 

/ 
nics extend to many MHz) 
simply and easily. Often 
the quickest method of 
fault finding and one of 
the cheapest,! Self con- 
tained. with probe and 
earth clip. Cat 0-1270 

Battery 
gOperata 



1 -800 -332 5373 ORDER TOLL FREE 1 -800 -332 5373 
STATIC RAMS 

DEVICE Cat No 
2102 Z -9302 
2114 Z -9306 

HM6116P -4 Z -9308 

Description 
1024 x 1 

1024 x 4 
2048 x 8/16K CMOS 

DYNAMIC RAMS 
124116 2-9310 16,384 x 1/MM8290N-3 

4164 Z-9312 65,536 x 1 
41256 2.9314 262,144 x 1 

EPROMS 
2516 Z-9207 
2532 Z-9208 

2732A Z-9209 

8000 SERIES 
P8085.AH Z-9385 

8086 Z-9386 
P-8088 Z-9388 

P-8235-5 Z9453 
P8255A Z-9455 
P8284A Z-9484 
D8288 Z-9488 

PINS Speed Price 10 up ea 
16 350ns 990 894 
18 450ns 1.05 950 
24 200ns 3.49 2.95 

16 200ns 1.00 900 
16 150ns 3.95 3.50 
16 15Ons 10.95 9.95 

2048 x 8 16K/2716 24 
4096 x 8 32K/2732 24 

4096 x 8 32K (21V) Intel 24 

CPU 8 b8 N- Channel 40 
CPU 16 bit 40 

CPU 16 bit /8 bit Data bus 40 
Prog Internal Timer 

Prog Peripheral 24 
Clock Generator and Drive 

r 

40 
Bus Controller 8086/88 18 

20 

450ns 4.95 
450ns 4.95 
150ns 4.95 

5MHz 6.50 
5MH2 19.95 

14.95 
7.50 
4.95 
5.49 

13.95 

4.75 
4.50 
4.50 

L95 
17.95 

12.95 
6.50 

6.50 
4.50 
12.95 

6500 /6800 SERIES 
P65C2 Z -9502 MPU with clock 40 1MHz 5.95 5.50 6845 Z -9545 CRT controller 12.95 11.95 6850 Z -9550 Asynchronous Comm Adaptor 

3.75 3.55 

LINEAR IC's 
Type No. 

TL555CP 
NE/DS555 
NE556 

Dick 
Smith 

Cat No. Description 

Z -6144 CMOS tim 
Z -6145 Universal ti 
Z -6146 Dual timer 

Price 

3'h digit LCD driver Cat Z -6300 

$9.95 ea 10 up $9.00 ea 

74HC 
Cet No. Type No. 

74HCOO 
74HCO2 
74HC04 
74HC08 
74HC11N 
74HC14 
74HC27 
74HC30 
74HC32 
74HC74 
74HC78 
74HC85 
74HC88 
74HC123 
74HC138 
74HC139 
74HC157 
74HC185 
74HC174 
74HC221 

74HC240 
74HC244 
74HC245 
74HC387 
74HC373 

Z-5800 
Z-5802 
Z-5804 
Z-5808 
Z-5811 
Z-5814 
Z-5827 
Z-5830 
Z-5832 
Z-5874 
Z-5876 
Z-5885 
Z-5886 
Z-5910 
Z-5915 
Z-5920 
Z-5925 
Z-5930 
2-5935 
Z-5940 

Z-5945 
Z-5950 
Z-5955 
Z-5980 
Z-5985 

Price Price 
Ea 10 up. 

.55 .50 

.55 .50 
.55 .50 
.55 .50 
.55 .50 
.55 .50 
.55 .50 
.55 .50 
.50 .55 

70 The semi's listed here are only a tiny fraction of 

11. 91245650 our hue range - Please enquire about types 
Pnce 

.60 

.95 
92.20 12.90 and prices. 

Get No Ea 1 

.95 

.95 70 mi' pleat! t»a 
áA1 

Use 2-4310 .19 75 
71.90 31.70 EW^O Vdtm ma 

II 
2-4315 .60 .90 

.99 .95 Typa Sma e Gate 2.4320 ,95 
32.50 f2.40 200 qB SenatFive Gate 2-4332 

$1.95 11.56 

'.:3°3j51. 

30 
4 AC Switcn 

IC SOCKETS 
Why endanger valuable 
IC's by soldering them 
directly into circuit? Take 
the sale approach: use an 
IC socket! It makes 
Service and repair of your 
Protect much, much easier 
too. There's an IC socket 
to suit all common IC's. 

6 pin mini DIL socket 154 
Cat P -4080 10 up 13C ea 
14 pin DIL socket 160 
Cat P -4140 10 up 141 ea 

16 pin DIL socket 18C 
Cat P -4160 10 upl6t ea 

Sann 
400 B -' N.75 31.65 c106D 500 / a-a 

sl.as 11.7s C122E ¶C126E1 / - 
(BT151. 

1 

1 + DI"r- 
V 

, IN4004 Z 32 . 30 
16 1l 3 

ertsN PO I Sony about no descriptions on some 
products - wa ran out of room. This is 
only e small semple of our IC range - 
our new sateen; will list the full range 
- with descriptions. 

1 Use 

No 
V 0 uP 

PI 

Amp GenerÌ purlMSe 

luDe HO Nilse 
Ea .05 ' ßer ' 'Purpose .06 
Ao 

Price 
loup 

Ea ea 

er .69 .65 
mer .35 .30 ,. UcON Pnce 
r .79 .75 Notes eSl Pr 

Size Cat No. P Price 6 vt @ Intensity 04 
A 05 

b y 
IN4007 Z3222 3g .25 

IN54 Z-3228 

T 
ÉÄ 10 up (mA) 20 mA @ 20m 

Ea 10 uP 

Ype No 
90 

t°2 

Z.3120 

T2482-52 N 

079 .25 .20 40 2.1 5.0 Premtum 

- 
L 
ESBR5501 

d p Cd ` 
Colour 5 3.OmCd 

14111 Intensity . 

: 2WmrnG¿GO Premium Quality 
Premium Owliry 

.4070 1.00 . IN ` Pnce 

Rd./Gr. 0.2" diem Z ,95 r Pnc 10 up 

Red 0.2" dum Z-4075 D Ea 

ed 0.12" diem Z-4077 20 .10 qp 2.1 5.0 Premium Gwllry 

mium d,9i 
04 

40 htEmitting 

Gwuty 1 
up111D % Owliry 

GWIItY 4`y 
TL42 Graen O.t2 4m 

.30 2.0 
TL4231 Yelbw 0.12" diem Z-4081 .25 40 

B OmCA Pramlum 
t Ilquld 

cryste 

TL4251 Orange 0 12" diem Z.4OB9 pp 1Ó 
2.1 4 0mC 

p lum Oualiry 5 0 4 

a 

59.0° \V 
2-4175 S9 95 

O 
.Prom.Oel / TL4291 R p2.. diem Z-4p87 Y2 ,16 40 2.0 B.OmCd rem 

-411P 
w 

TL4213 2 1 g OmCd Premmm Gwhry LC 

TL4233 
TL4253 NN TL4293 
TL3215S e 

Yellow 0.2" diem 2.4089 .30 26 40 
Prsm.Ow 

0. diem, Z.á095 
.30 30 

25 
2.1 12mCd Rect. Prom. Guai. 

Fad 0.08.0.2 2-4093 2.1 1.2mCd Rect. 
r 

. 0.2 .30 .25 

v . JUST WHISTLE! (D 

-lam 

Ig 1asts'S Catalog ore -Rush O 

Huge 132 Page En .and much m 

Data 
N HUg gooks Components or come into one of our stores 

Daia . High Tech Kits 'for your copy today- n 
ing r . 

40 

TiNnt GYelow 0.08.0.2' 2-4097 

Diodes fhUS 

52.00 plus $1.0O s ÑPé want to meet you. .. 
Flashing 

and pick one u P j Compact Disc IlNtr4N 
\ Out of the Inner `I Library System 

These very attractive modules 
plastic 

made of high-impact, tl tinted 

that wary vertically 
interlocking system 

they will not slip about or tall 

over 
that they w1 dwi- 

`dual Your discs stack neatly in Indic, 

dual shelves. 
modules 

cs1n 
system hold up 

Cat C -3830 

Circle 140 ne Per 

wau uen was e we never low anomal 

gook On COrM1Ppl4, 
b M 19 Yea Wald 

'::fs V 
erex l«idd auPlpPOahoended 

by 
tmesw 

$995 

mpe inq INÌde s1arV of Amancti pKKVrlil 

ettve hacking cusure.TMS 
boa 

bOUI 

give you heaPe ot Inbrrnaaa 
..computer npokeri' Oed 

ong 'me a1Ì 

qactpirWpoterv ipltr c ' °nAn 
ilcnockers Ode b mereeeumy 

Cat 5.2370 

ITS 
AMAZING... 
SUT TRUE!! 

ea WOW! ONLAYA 
ee. 

Si 
DC MOTORS 1 got 

eo 

Grab 'em while they lase 0,,E. 2.-- 
CCIa 

_ 
These little beauties are 

used in car cassette players 
so they are robust and spin 
freely. They have plenty of 
torque so y4ru can use them 
for all sorts of projects. 
The 3 flanges on most of 
the motors makes it extre- 
mely easy ter mounting. 

OUR Ee aau! Nwnhm.. 
great Inds kit you 
can sound like aD arolekS.na 

onee of 
admen n robotic spin- 

offs, 
effects on 

Used guitars 

and othe musical equip 

Cat 4.3509* 
Resistance 
Substitution 

Strobe 

$1495 
10 up $13.95 ea 

.s 

A new idea ... and a beauty! 
A bright blue flashing 'strobe lamp (like 
on the top of you -know -what cars!) which 
demands absolute attention. 
Placed outside the property (say under 
the eaves of the house) it will instantly 
show neighbours, Police. etc where the 
alarm is occuring (It's not always easy to 
tell from which direction a siren or bell is 
coming!) 
Operates from 12 volts: use in conjunction 
with virtually any alarm controller via 
'relay' output. Cat L-6000 

Wheel QUALITY 

NI -CAD 
Rechargeable. 

Batteries 
From 51 ea 

(10 up price off AA) VAL 
%OE? 

o 
o 7 
7 
N o Convenient size with large, easy to read 3 value selection that enables you to select 

values from 5.ohms to 1M ohm in 36 steps by 
using most common divisions Complete 

V, with leads and insulated crocodile clips. 

r TOP 
QUALITY 

mar. npu. .eh one of ew eriaeaeles neeeme 
nau iwsobc pur eeN lust 

eociá l a proalcare.. 
mac. Oa* had 
car -tmo 

312964 

eA C 
.'1 . -lam CO) 

10 up 511.95 ea 0a 

Connector Packs H 
How's this for lest minute bargain? Connector pecks eta 
In either 2. 3.4, 5, orb way. All cane with nylon connect- 
or housing arid 2.38mm tin plated brass pin terminals , 

for long Ilfe and rollablllywlth no 
loose ends! 
As used In most cars 
- Ideal roplecsments my 

Pnce110 uP Ea 
Cat P-5102 31.20 $1.10 2-way east Cat P-5103 $1.30 $1.20 3-way 
Cat P-5105 $1.40 $1.20 4-way 0,4 
Cat P-5108 3140 $1.50 8-way 
Cat P-5112 5220 92.00 2 -way 

CAN'T READ 
OUR AD? 

NFCads work out much cheaper in me 
Ong run. especloOy x you buy alum nom 
Dick Smini Electronics 
Type Cat No. 

AA 53300 
AAA 53305 
C 53301 
D 5-3303 

Price each 

.6 
m:oN for any ousts.- 

who has difficulty 
needing VIM ad. 

1.99 21" double gloss tans. 
1 95 stomp /can Newer - an- 

2 95 cNlerrt br inspctkq hoir. 
2 vs une cracks ln PCS's. 

Cot Y-0500 

EVERYTHING FOR THE ELECTRONICS ENTHUSIAST 

DIC 4 
ELECTRONSMITH ICS 
INCORPORATED IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

1-800-332 5373 

Mail Order Center located at 390 Convention Way 
P.O. Box 8021 Redwood City CA 94063 
TELEX: 160488 DICKS USA FAX: 368 0140 ' 

SHIPPING CHARGES 
U.S.A OUTSIDE U.S.A 

PASS 
OUR STORE? 

ING si' 
DROP IN PICK UP m A CATALOG w WE'D LOVE TO MEET YOU/ f 1 

co 

O 
a, ó o 
33 el 
rn 

i a in w 
O a =O 

n n 

Redwood City CA 94063 
NEW STORE 
2474 Shattuck Ave. 
/Between Dwight 

and 
Nastway St/ 

Berkeley, CA 94704 

Telephone: 
141 S/ 4937 -0755 

5% of merchandise total 10% of merchandise total 
minimum $2.50 minimum $5.00 

We generally ship UPS ground. 
If you require a foster service Tax, 61/2% 
please contact us. Californian residents 

ORDER TOLL FREE 1 -800 -332 5373 
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CAUDILL, INC. 
Printed Circuit Fabrication 

205 East Westwood Avenue 
High Point, North Carolina 27262 

(919) 884 -0229 

Specializing in prototypes and small /medium 
production runs 

We close the gap between the large circuit manu- 

facturers, with their high set -up charges and 

minimum orders, and the basement circuit shops 

with their poor quality boards. 

Quality boards, quality service. very reasonable 
prices 

Single and double -sided boards, plated- through 
holes 

Photo-reduction 

Computer-aided production. including CNC 

drilling 

All services done in -house 

Prototype service with turnarounds short os 

24 hours 

Competitive quotes, call or write. 
CAUDILL, INC., 205 East Westwood Avenue, 
High Point, North Carolina 27262 (919) 884 -0229 

CIRCLE 520 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Be an FCC 
LICENSED 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN! 

Earn up to 
$30 an hour 
and more! 

Learn at home in spare time. 

No previous experience needed. 

ILIall 
No costly school. No commuting to class. 
The Original Home -Study course pre- 
pares you for the "FCC Commercial Radio- 
telephone License ". This valuable license 
is your "ticket" to thousands of exciting 
jobs in Communications. Radio-W. Micro- 

wave, Computers. Radar. Avonics and 
more! You don't need a college degree to 
qualify, but you do need an FCC License. 
No Need to Quit Your Job or Go To School 

This proven course is easy. fast and low 

cost! GUARANTEED PASS - You get your 
FCC License or money refunded. Send for 
FREE facts now. MAIL COUPON TODAY! 

commanD PRODUCTIO IS 
1 FCC LICENSE TRAINING, Dept 200 

P.O. Box 2223, San Francisco, CA 94126 

I Please rush FREE details immediately! 

I NAME 
ADDRESS -- 

` CITY STATE_ ZIP J 

IBM -COMPATIBLE MATRIX PRINTER 

Canon has showcased its latest advance 
in NLQ Printers. The company's new 

A -40 impact matrix printer provides max- 

imum support for IBM PC application 
programs. It's printing speed is a fast 140 

characters -per -second in draft mode (I 1 

x 9 dot matrix, Pica). In NLQ mode, the 

simple press of a button produces a sharp 
23 x 8 matrix at the speed of 27 charac- 
ters -per- second. 

CIRCLE 561 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Its linefeeding speed is 8 lines- per -sec- 
ond, with selectable linefeeding of 1/6, 

1/8, and 7/72 of an inch, and programma- 
ble. The A -40 is equipped with IBM 
graphics printer character Set 2, and fea- 

tures escape codes that are fully compati- 
ble with IBM's graphics printer. 

The machine has quiet operation -less 
than 60 dB -and will be welcome in any 

office environment. It can handle fanfold, 
single sheet and multipart plain paper. 
Weighing less than 17 pounds, the A -40 

can be moved from one office to another 
with little effort. For further information, 
write to: Printer Division, Canon USA, 

One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, NY 

11042: Tel: 516/488 -6700. 

14 -BAND GRAPHIC EQUALZIER 

For the ultimate in equalizing con- 
venience, Sansui has introduced its new 

SE -88 computer -controlled, 14 -band 
graphic equalizer with uniquely detacha- 
ble hand -held remote that controls all 

equalization functions. One of the major 
problems in setting equalization is that 

one's favorite listening spot in a room is 

usually more than an arm's length away 

from the control panel. That usually 
means a lot of walking back and forth 

before equalization is set to one's liking. 
And if you decide to move to a different 
spot in the room, the whole process must 
be repeated. 

The Sansui SE -88, however, solves 
those problems by letting the user set 

equalizations from his or her favorite lis- 

tening positions using the remote control. 
That equalization can be stored in memo- 
ry for instant recall. In fact, the SE -88 can 

remember and instantly recall five dif- 

ferent equalization settings so the user can 
equalize not only for position, but also for 
type of music. Other functions that can be 

remotely controlled include: line, tape, 
1/2 EQ, EQ reverse, EQ curve, EQ flat, 

spectrum and channel mode. 
The model SE -88 has center frequen- 

cies of 25, 50, 100, 160, 250, 400, 630 

Hz, IK, 1.6K, 2.5K, 4K, 6.3K, 10K and 

20K Hz with a control range of ± 10 dB. 
The basic component itself features full 

control both at the front panel and re- 

motely, and incorporates a spectrum ana- 

lyzer to aid in adjusting system response 
to the desired equalization. It also has bi- 

directional, tape- dubbing facilities for 

two decks. The key specifications of the 

SE -88 include: frequency response of 
10- 100,000 Hz; a signal -to -noise ratio of 

100dB, and THD of less than 0.02 %. Its 
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suggested retail price is $400, and like all 

other Sansui components, the SE -88 is 

available in black. 
The new unit joins Sansui's line of au- 

dio- graphic equalizers, which include the 

SE -9 Compu- equalizer ($700, suggested 
retail), and the SE -77 12 -band graphic 
equalizer at $280. For more information 
on Sansui equalizers and other fine audio 
and video componenets and systems, 
please contact: Sansui Electronics Corp., 
1250 Valley Brook Ave., Lyndhurst, NJ 

07071: Tel: 201/460 -9710. 
(Continued on page 12) 



The IBM -compatible NTS /Heath 
HS -151 PC is included in three 
training programs. 

IF YOU WANT TO GET 
INTO PC SERVICING 
YOU HAVE TO GET 

NTO A MICROCOMPUTER 
Learn PC Servicing By 
Building Your Own 
NTS /HEATH HS -151 
Desk -Top Computer 

NTS Intronic home training gets 
you right down into the heart of com- 
puter circuitry. Learn how micropro- 
cessors function, how they operate 
and are used to solve problems. 
Your program includes a wide va- 
riety of tests and projects you 
perform as you build your own PC, 
circuit board by circuit board unit 
by unit. 

The NTS /HEATH 16 -Bit 
HS -151 

This remarkable desk -top PC is 
the most powerful and versatile ever 
offered in any home study course. 
Advanced features include: 

128 KB RAM user memory, expan- 
dable to 640 KB. This power trans - 
lates into high speed operation, 

IBM is a Registered Trademark of International Business 
Machines Corp. MS is a Registered trademark of Microsoft 
Corp. 

Two video outputs provide con- 
nections for either a color or mono- 
chrome video display monitor. 

16 -Bit 8088 microprocessor runs 
most IBM and MS -DOS software. 

4 open slots provide for expansion, 
will accept most peripheral boards 
designed for IBM PC. 

Your NTS training course will 
teach you how to program on this 
powerful PC using lessons, texts 
and diagrams showing you how to 
make full use of its remarkable 
capabilities. 

NTS Offers Many Additional 
Courses in Electronics, 
and other fields: 
Robotics: Build the NTS /Heath 
Hero 1 Robot as you learn robotic 
programming. 
Video Technology: Build the NTS/ 
Heath System 3 advanced Color TV 
as you learn circuit diagnostics. 

TV and Radio Servicing: A spe- 
cialized course featuring training in 
both analog and digital test equip- 
ment. Learn servicing of mono- 
chrome and color TV receivers. 
NTS also offers courses in Auto 
Mechanics, Air Conditioning /Solar 
Heating, Home Appliances. 

If card is missing, write direct to the address below and 
specify the course in which you are interested. A FREE color 
catalog will be sent to you by return mail. 

DE 
NATIONAL 
TECHNICAL 
SCHOOLS 

TECHNICAL TRADE TRAINING SINCE 1905 
Resident and Home -Study Schools 

4000 So. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, CA 90037 
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KepoCbcFE 

At Home Professional Quality 
Fine Line PCB's. 

Introducing an easy, inexpensive, step by 

step method for the home production of pro- 
fessional quality printed circuit boards without 
a major equipment investment -KeproClad, 
by Kepro, makers of quality industrial equip- 
ment and supplies. KeproClad was designed 
for the home user who needs professional 
results with: 

A Simple Circuit Board; 
Use KeproClad unsensitized copper - 
clads. These boards come in 2 popular 
sizes with 1 sided foil, a marking pen, 
all for a suggested retail price as low as 
$3.50. 
A Fine Line Detailed Board; 
Use KeproClad photosensitized cop - 
perclads. Available in 2 sizes with 1 or 
2 sided foil. These copperclads use the 
latest technology of negative acting dry- 
film photoresist. This material is rug- 
ged, yet holds extremely fine detail. It 

comes with a premeasured amount of 
developer and sells for as little as $3.90 
(suggested retail). 

Other KeproClad products such as a photo 
reversal kit for making negative film, etch, tin 

plating solution and photoflood lamps are all 

available at your local distributor. (For the 
distributor nearest you, call or write: 

KEPRO CIRCUIT SYSTEMS, INC. 
630 Axminister Drive., Fenton, MO 63026 -2992 

In MO 314- 343 -1630 Toll Free 800 -325 -3878 

CIRCLE 517 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Electronic 
Systems 

I' Îrr' Newsletter 
The magazine written especially for the 

electronics hobbyist /experimenter 

Fascinating Projects ' New Ideas 

Sources * Tips & Techniques 
New Products 

Each issue brings you exciting and unique 
articles and projects including information 
on: 

Designing with Leds 
Control Systems 
Backlighted Visual Displays 
Electronics Directory 
Components & Circuitry 
Book Reviews 
Trouble- Shooting Tips 
Business Opportunities 
Construction Features 
Communications 
Robotics 
Lasers 

... and much more. 

FREE DETAILS 

AF PUBLISHING CO. 
Dept M 

P.O. Box 524 
So. Hadley, Mass. 01075 

CIRCLE 519 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

NEW PRODUCTS 
(Continued from page 8) 

COMPUTER CARE KIT 

Philips ECG has announced the addi- 
tion of a Computer Care Kit to the 
company's line of high technology chemi- 
cals for electronic applications. The com- 
prehensive kit is intended for cleaning and 

maintaining personal and business com- 
puters as well as other kinds of electronic 
equipment. It contains all the materials 
needed to quickly and safely clean deli- 
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cate parts and hard -to -reach areas. In- 

cluded in the compact kit are aerosol cans 
of Philips ECG Anti -Static Spray, Jet Air 
Duster, Computer Glass & Enclosure 
Cleaner, and Magnetic Tape Head & Disk 
Cleaner. Also, pre- moistened CRT screen 
cleaning pads; 5 -inch, foam -tipped 
swabs; non -abrasive Floppy -Disk Head 
Cleaners, and Lint Free Wipes. 

The Philips ECG high technology 
chemicals are specially formulated to ex- 

tend the life and improve the performance 
of electronic components and parts. The 
versatile line meets most cleaning, lubri- 
cating, shielding, and testing needs in in- 

dustrial/MRO, electronic servicing and 
hi -tech maintenance area. 

Further information on the Computer 
Care Kit, chemicals, and other Philips 
ECG products may be obtained from au- 

thorized distributors. To locate the nearest 
Philips ECG distributor, look in the tele- 
phone directory yellow pages under 
"Electronic Parts Wholesalers" or call 
I- 800/225 -8326. 

FLOPPY DISKS 

JVC's growing involvement in comput- 
ers and information processing tech- 
nology continues with the announcement 
of a full line of floppy -disks to be sold 
under the DYNAREC name. The new 
line includes: Standard (8- inch), mini (51/4 

inch), and micro (3' inch) floppies, 
which will all be available from JVC in a 

variety of unformatted models that meet 
or exceed all industry standards for disk 

performance. The new JVC disks are 
products of company's extensive experi- 
ence in all aspects of magnetic -media en- 
gineering and manufacturing. The disks' 
superior surface smoothness reduces 
abrasion to prolong the life of disk -drive 
heads and the disks themselves. And a 

head -cleaning property of the magnetic 
emulsion helps keep disk drives in op- 
timum running order. 

Comprehensive tests are performed be- 

fore shipment to ensure that the magnetic 
surface of every disk is error -free when it 

leaves the plant. JVC has engineered a 

high -durability magnetic coating that can 
stand up to as many as ten million passes, 
for the reliability essential to accurate data 
storage and retrieval. JVC floppy disks are 

also designed to be especially resistant to 

extreme temperature and humidity, mak- 
ing them exceptionally useful in terms of 
environmental versatility. 

The disk - jacket materials and designs 
are selected to protect the recording medi- 
um and optimize drive characteristics. 
Made of special polyvinyl, JVC's disk 
jackets are lined with a special non -woven 
fabric that helps keep the magnetic sur- 

face free of dust and other contaminants. 
In addition, the mini- and micro- floppies 
come in protective polypropylene cases, 
which provides an additional defense 
against dust and moisture intrusion. 
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Single -sided or double- sided, regular - 
density or double -density models are all 

available in hard cartons containing 10 

disks each along with 15 color -coded la- 

bels and 18 write -prevention stickers. 
JVC floppy disks are suitable for any type 
of disk drive and are guaranteed by JVC to 
be free of magnetic defects. Check out 
your local computer retail store. 

......I 
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- CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS - 
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21C14 (20016) Nos SRAM .99 
CMOS USES LESS POWER 

27C16 1450551 CMOS EPROM 9.95 

4164N -200 (DRAM 1.49 -9/12.95 

6116P -4 120055) SRAM 3.49 

6116LP -4 (209,9) L.P. SRAM 3.69 
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5.95 
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28051011 40 5e1ra1 00 (Lacks DIARI 1149 
280 -510/2 44 5e11110111014 SYNCBI I I 49 
2805100 N Serial I/O I l 49 
2806 II C850913880N- 4117805 1I4MH7. 295 
2804170 n Counter finer Cucu11 3.95 
2806IMRT 4 Dual Asynchronous Am /Trans 995 
2804 DMA IN (Meet Memory Access Circuit 1295 
2804 P10 a P4rx61 u0111erlxce Cannier 395 
2804510/0 40 5014110 17409 and 6.C9 90ndedl 1195 
2804510/1 N 5e11133 (lacks 01991 1195 
2804 -510/2 40 Serial l/0 Racks SYNCBI I I.95 
26045106 N Seri I/) 1195 
2808 40 CPU M11388066,64117. 895 
28013 CIC 21 Counter rimer Orcu4 1195 
2809 DART N Dual Asynchronous Bee Mans 1995 
2856.742 a Ppa141 I/O Inertia Conned 1095 

8500 /6800 /68000 SERIES 
6502 40 04V 011 Clock 110411 495 
65024 N MAU Olin Clock 20471 525 
65024 a MRI 045 Clock 43WD) 795 
6520 4 Peripheral Iner Adapter 2 75 

6522 N 11594re lute Adapter 495 
65501 

29 994740 

Lamm In4rlace Adapt 6.95 

6002 40 MPD wllh Clock and RAM 595 
6809 40 CPU -8 Bit 10nChip OsoIllatorl 6.95 
6809E 40 CPU -884 660111 Clocking, 849 
68809E 40 CPU - 8- 9,1114I 0034491 264X7 1 149 
6810 24 128,8 Static MM 2.75 
68810 74 12818 51494 RAM 1214411 595 
6821 10 Peripheral 111449454 0406820, 2 75 
68921 N Peopll.a11nteráæ Adapter MAIM 495 
6845 40 CRT 0079-.. ICRXC) 
68045 40 CRT Controller (CR7C12MH1 1195 
6850 24 l8yncnlonous Comm Adu4er 295 
6860 24 0 6009p 00401 MODEM 6.95 
6800018 6 MPU 16'NI18M671 34,95 
68468P 40 General Purpose utt Adapter 9.95 
68661 n Enhanced Rog Comm lnterlace129611 895 

8000 /80000 SERIES 
8031 

8035 

8039 

804IX4-6 

8060 

80734 
80.905 

80854 

69667 
8087 

8087.2 

8088 

8155 

8156 

8205 

8222 
8224 

8228 

82375 
8238 

8243 
82504 

8251 

82510 

8255 
8255 

825545 
82575 
8259 

8259.5 

8212 
8274 
8275 
8279 

8279.5 
8282 
8284 
8286 
8287 
8288 
8289 
8741 
8748 
8749 
8755 
801866 
801811 

40 

40 

40 

40 

'0 

N 
40 

40 

4 
40 

40 

M 
6 

11 

16 

w 
58 

24 

41 

n 

11 

40 

40 

88 

28 

40 

40 

tl 
20 

e 

n 
20 

20 

20 

b 
10 

51 

a 

N 

MC3110P 
6416532111 

MM58161AN 
MM58174AN 
M645369AAM 
MM5369E5T 

Control Denied CPU w'114.1 81/0 12.95 
MRS -8 -Bit 495 
CRI -SA D0 8.6111128019 RAMI 4 95 
CPU 1256 ti4es RAMI 995 
CRI - 8.811 45105 12 95 
CRI wteasic M0cr0 Mbprelp 995 
CPU 395 
CRI 395 
2.658721 N- C44nne11551101 1095 
CRI 16.01 81017 1995 
Nnh1re10 Processor 151.71 1995 

Anlhrnex Rms./18/11W 15995 
CRI 8/16-134 1495 

48105 RAM Por1.11mer 4 95 
RAM wren V0 idi and Omer. 595 
H0 Wad I out of 8 B1nary Decoder 195 
6611 Inpull02151117454121 225 
Clock Generator/Ornar 269 
Sys Coot /Bus Driver 17454281 395 
4546 Perl Roo DMA Cons 1541171. 1295 
System Controller 17454381 4.95 
00 Expander d 48 Series. 395 
65815. Comm. Element. 9 95 
Rog Comm 1/011354417 325 
Roo Comm 1nlerla x 1054471 349 
Ro9.)narval Timer. 649 
Rog. Peripheral I/O IP4) 395 
Rog 1Pnp7er41 I/O 184154 W. 4 25 
Pros ORO Controller 6.95 

Rog. Interrupt Control 595 
Rog Interrupt 004119íe, 695 
59e058 Den145 Floppy Drk Cons 1695 

Pro40454101 Cons ant) 1495 
Roo CRT Controller. 14.95 
Rog Keyboard /D1P* 1n1115æ 549 
Rog 64y44121 1045 Intel-Lace 5 95 
Octat Lac, 6 49 
Clock 0ene1alp1011.1 5.49 
Octal Bus Sanscmcr. 649 
Octal Bus 9anscover 111,4.1 3.49 
Bus CCntrder 
Bus Amolar 2495 
8- 6114114 4516e141108760e 1995 
HMOS EACH MRS 19.95 
74781 8 841EPROM *non of 60491 2495 
166 EPROM mil I/O 995 
14911 Integra. 1614 1APU 49 95 
Nigh Ream 16.83 MPU 1669 Dala Bus, 4955 

SPECIAL FURC110R 
II Flipp Disk Read Amp System 405 
16 29 Camera 51+Ic General or 995 
24 Microprocessor Real lime Omit 8.95 
16 M2o Comae*. time Cock 895 
I Rog Osallald/Dinder 150611 I 79 
1 Rog. Osc111a6X/DlwdeI 11001111 495 

M41 
1103 II 102411 Ilinsl. 

4027 16 409641 1250141. 119 
41160.15 III 16.38411 (15 1.39 - 8110.95 
4116 M 9 16 16, 38411 120001 79.816 .9 
4116N25 16 16,38111 125081. 69.81549 
4I640.150 11 65.53611 (15074) 165 - 9111 49 
41614-200 16 65,536x1 1200791. 1.49 -911295 
1A6345261 . 11 1024.1 1300nsl. 35 - 8/195 
MM5262 22 204811 1365ns, 35 -8195 
54145210 II 4096.1 1250511 495 
045280 21 409611 120001 2101. 3.95 
646452983 II 819111 (MP .59 41256050 l0 262.1441111500 549 
41256200 11 262.14441120081 ...595 
4128 II 131,012x11250551 11 95 

STATIC RAMS 
2101 n 25644 1450u18101 195 
2102 1 101411 135081. .89 
21022L 1 101441 125081LG1911Ó2) 149 
2111 1 25644 4 507518111. 249 
2112 8 256.4 (4501.9) M05 249 
21144 102444 145pns1. 9 - 81995 
211414.1 1 102444 450m1 LP 165 - 60295 

21144.2 1 02414 1200791 19 - 811095 
211012L 1 1024x4 1200ns11P 1.69 - 8/1319 
2147199 1 409611 17081. 449 
264804 e 102414 17081 . 495 
7164045 1 1024.4 145081 

. 

395 
1M6401.0.45 21 102414 115081 .1.95 
5101 22 25614 14505s CM09. 295 
MM5257 II 1096.1 /145Uns 4044 495 
63611612 
MM6116L17 

24 
1 20488 1i20nsILP CIA05 . 6é9 

HM6116P.3 24 204818 115081CM05 375 
651611641.3 24 204818 115081 LP CMOS. 395 
MAI 1E14 21 204818 1200110800 349 
tM61161P-4 21 204818 1200nsI LP CMOS 369 
HM6264P-12 n 819248 1120810MO5 725 
HM62641112 n 8191x8 11201stLP CM05. 7.95 
H06204P-15 28 8192x8 115011) 07405 695 
41462641115 n 81916 145091L.P01Á05 749 
271500 I 25611 180811 4 395 
7489 I 1604 15016 3101 29 
740921 1 25664 125015106405 595 

Ì4S189 
I 

10612iái1 
125011 CMOS 165181 595 

745289 6 1614 135n13104011 19%5 
8910 I 102441 15081 O. C. 1934151 3 95 
82525 6 16.4 (50ns) 0.0 0452891 225 

PROMS/EPROMS 

99 

17026 
7142516 
TM32532 
711,52564 
27013 

2716 
1 2C 

271616 1 

211605 
2732 
2732420 
2732425 
213345 
11032 
21632430 
2761.9 
27649 
21645 
21161 
21128-25 
2125625 
MCM68764 
745188 
745287 
745288 
745381 
145471 
745472 
749473 
145411 
749475 
745476 
149418 
7455]0 
145571 
745572 
145573 

625ZÌ5 
89123 
89126 
825129 

185 
89191 
DM975181N 
OM875184N 
0518751851 
nA815191N 

0801 
4000803 
AOL0B04 
4000808 
A000809 
ADC0816 
ADC0B17 
0400506 
0400801 
0000808 
DAC0930 

0600831 
DAC1000 
D417008 
DAC109 
540192 
540129 
040191 
AY-3-10150 

81 25648 11,01 
24 204818 145011 495 
81 409618 1454411 549 n 8192,8 1/50111. 1095 
24 102448 145010 3.95 
11 2018x8 1450819 0049e. 195 
14 2048.8 1450551 

3 84 204616 CMMOO 

24 204818 13501751 495 
24 204848 15500) . 3.7 
21 109618 1450111 4.25 
21 409648 1200711210. 995 
21 409648 125040) 210 595 
14 409646 450141215 4149 
24 109618 
24 409648 130081219 10M051 2295 
n 819218 1200711 21V 695 
n 819218 250121V. 509 
n 8192.8 14s 210 

1195 
4 95 

n 819248 CC 

li 1638418 1250811261( 215 995 n 3216818 125001 2566 11401 19.95 
24 819218 145pnsI21V 1295 
IB 968 PROM OC 16330-11 I I75 
IB 156.4 PROM T5.16301.11 . 179 
16 3218 0500 TS 163301 119 
16 25644 PROM OC 6309T1. .I95 

29 25648 PROM TS 1Ìa09-11 495 
N 51248 PROM 15 163461) 495 
a 51248 PROM OC.I631811 495 

5126 PROM 75 111061529661 495 
51248 PROM OC 16345. 495 

Ì 10148 PCT5 995 
0 51214 PIOM 0 C 163051 295 

6 5114 PROM TS 63061 295 
e 10204 PROM 00 163521 495 
/ 10204 PROM TS 18251371 495 
6 3248 PROM OC.1215181 295 
1 51268 18054 TS (27515I 995 
0 318 ROMTS2754911 295 
6 25614 PROMOC 1215201.. 2.95 
8 25614 PROM 75 1273210 295 
1 51284 PROM ac ((2751211 3.95 

204814 
1 204518 

DM i5 ITBP20.5B11 
1l.95 

1 10208 M TS 18251811. 995 
1 20/814 PROM 0 0. 182518/1 995 
8 2019.4 PROM TS 18251851 995 
4 204848 PROM 15 1891911 14.95 

DATA ACuISRIOR 
Mo5e1r DCCO1I.er41.5540-9V 295 n 684 AN 

DC/DC 

1114581 1495 
n 8-9114/O ConlerlerI'1/21561 .. 4.95 
n 801 AID Cmw7@r /1I158r 349 
21 8811 4/0 Cony w01-Channel Arlabp 9 95 
n 8.84 A/D Convene/ 19-C1 MAO. 4.49 
40 80140 Cote wI16CMnre1Analog 1495 
10 8-1140 Conwrer 46C11 MuN.I 949 
I6 8950/A Comenr 1018%LinT 195 
II 8.64 DA Convener 14C1408-71. 19 
II 8-Bit DA C4nve111M41/08.81 1.25 
29 8.01 W DA Conv 505% 51111. 595 n 8-11 Up DM CCnw. 110%LI7.1 449 
21 1001 WA Cony (Acro. Comp 10055I 795 n 10-111)/4 Cam Mom. omp 10.20%1 695 
16 10010/A Cony ow* WI 595 
11 12.111 WA Cony 10.20% Lin I 695 n 12-911 Up 0/4 Cony 105% L1n.l. 14.95 
n 1280 Up 0/A Como I. f O% Lg.l 13 95 

3 IÓ 0118046uÓIW T.ITR15021 395 
25 

Law PnAk (Eel Bldaò 
M1M 14 ISM INN 
6pnLP .16 IN .13 

14 pin LP 17 .15 14 
16 pin LP 19 17 16 
18 put lP 9 24 23 
9qn2.P 30 .21 25 
22pnlP .31 .28 26 

28 pm LP 33 30 28 
28 pnLP 40 31 as 
408511 49 46 .43 

S6lderkil !Heidi Skedlld 
MM. 19 1499 IOWA 

8 pin SG 9 35 29 
14 pin 5G .19 15 39 
16 pn 5G 55 49 45 
18 pn 5G 65 59 .51 

20 pn SG 75 65 59 

24 pin SG 79 9 65 
28 pn 5G 95 85 75 
36pp5G 125 1.15 99 
40pnSG 139 125 I.15 

Win Nap tie 
Silmk 

(Galdl Level 23 
MM. 14 11-01 Ines 

19ónW41 
55 

65 
45 

14 pin WW 75 69 65 
16pinVW/ 79 72 65 
18 pm MI 95 85 75 
20 pin IVM119 19 9 
22 pin yaWl9 1.19 105 
24pn VAN 1.35 119 109 
28 poi 841169 I 55 1.9 
36 pon 1VV4189 1.9 1.69 
4pin8A129 195 1.9 

Header Plugs (Geld, 

6M No. 19 ION lie 
14 pon HP 65 59 55 
16 417 HP 69 65 59 

14 pon HP 1.15 9 9 
Hader CMS 

14 an HC 15 
16pnPIC 19 

24 pin MC 9 
13 12 

17 15 

25 22 

SlO Minimum Order - OS. Funds Only CM Healdenle: Add 8% % Sale. Tex Spec Sheets - 300 each Shipping: Add 5% plus SI. SO Inwrence Sand 81 Paeepe ter FREE 1985 Jemeco Catalog Prices Su6)ect to Charge Send stamped sell-addressed envelope to receive a Monthly Sales Flyer - FREE, 

MasterCard lameco 
ELECTRONICS 

V/SAe 

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002 
8/85 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME - (415) 592 -8097 - Telex: 176043 

CIRCLE S10 ONFREE fNFORMATTON CARD 

Perl No. Pins Fundion 

28161* 24 2048x8 16K E2PROM 350ns. , , 12.95 
Features: 4971h rd AEdrwe/Dete Latch. Auto-Tmea Byte Write (on 
chid tense) SV EranAWlle/Reed optional Nigh Voltage Erne/Program 
(129-229) Pewar 882520n Write Protec4g41 Auto Eme Pelore WeN% 
The 2616A Is an Ideal nonvolatile memory 670viding in- system alterability 
with Me same ease and with the same features es 21448 54alic RAMS. 

D a t.Ikerw 
I I -MOM. Be*. 44 Ia_R 048. *Om Yaispóea 

encoded 
anal111W141a 

tones, 

and 

dl 59heStandard 
lence 444111ons T1he1xa 0 

4,19 
unes AAA beep 

assigned discrete addresses making ll Nsslhe to oulWl songe words or won,. o;onr:Ienn'.,, 
inm phrases o r even sentences 171 mre output 41 111 011050 19 a 74hIy rrrepg!C,. n,,4í 
Aoce Ike 811810 cameo el I *ea Nam ONe. 111184104 MO 401 .w M 121 Sown Wes 
15815216453111 a41821848462 241,1 Mae Me 1 54,16414 4d IN I raped$ algie le 
aerw M IN 0011441144 000 

DT1050 Digitalkerra $34.95 ea. 
MM54104 Processor Chip $14.95 ea. 
DT1 O57-Fyr4 e 071050 wade, da 13111 -a1 ait Md. 2101¢ S veal 

Part No. DT1057 $24.95 ea. 
INTERS I L 

a4hM 
6E02620 
FE02030 

7045IR 
7045EV/I44 
1106081 
710655501 
7101095 
1107EV5U1 
1116181 
120105 

795IP0 2/ 
7205EVdM 21 

72060.141 Ie 

1206045/151 II 
79761P0 11 

7974EV/54 II 
12111P5 10 

12114181 4 
)115g1 !8 
7216414 n 
7216011 n 
7217511 a 
12t7NR IN 
122a1PL i 
7225EVM11 N 

4 Our I LOU 0.471 y for 7211181 6 721164181 1495 
3'- LTV LCD Display Di 7106 6 7116 14.95 
CMOS 06lsen 5mer 1495 
Stopwatch Chip. 171 IEydNl10 F41 1995 
3': 01411 ND /100 2,441 1049 
IC. Circuit Board Display 18wluatlon 1411 46.95 
31, Digit AN IIED Drivel. 1095 
C. 0114.4 9444 Dspay 111684107 641 4695 
30 Dlpl A/D LCD Ds 10.0 1295 
Lox Battery Vdl. lydeaW 225 
CMOS LED Stwavarhlimer 1495 
94w01ó Chip. 871 iEsoluation KM 1695 
Tone 

Yoe Gene alp 0115. I03 (EQ1116= KIII 795 
010114/11 Cmtrdlel 5.95 
Rep Counter Chlor XTL IEVa101855 all 8.49 
4 Og11107 &splay Decoder /I/met 071 compal15/17 7.95 
4 9411 LCD Display Decoder/Dlse 1011626 compel.) . 895 
4 Reis C335 Stopwatch CK7 1695 

4 Fur/ 514pwlc1 Chip, X71164aluaom K11 1949 
8 01011 Lon 0421111 C A 3149 

8 Dot Feg Conner CC 2149 

4 

0101 4 LED 1N/OUwn Goan. C C 
1995 

LC 4'7 1191 U Counter DM 1095 
5 F noon Counter Cho. %IL 15.0kí0105 III) 9995 

130009 1983 INTERSIL Data Book 11356p.)1....39.951 

74HC HIGH SPEED CMOS 
746000 
744002 
744003 

745004 
74115101 

7411008 

7411010 
741011 
741014 
74109 
7411527 
74X530 

74032 
748542 
746151 
744058 
MIC73 
7411074 

744075 
744076 
746085 
748006 
74110107 
7440109 
74110112 
7460123 
74110125 
74110132 

74111137 
74110138 

59 
59 

89 
59 
69 
59 

59 
69 
89 
59 
59 
69 
79 

19 
89 
89 
79 
79 

99 
79 

169 
75 
79 
79 
79 

229 
175 
19 
159 
119 

71410139 8 105 
74410147 I 9 
1410151 

741C153 1 109 
701C154 4 265 
7/111157 1 99 
74110158 1 99 
74110160 0 I39 
1440161 0 139 
71110162 1 I.9 
7410163 6 I.39 

7440165 8 25 
74110166 6 249 
7110173 6 129 
7440114 6 109 
14110175 6 1.09 
7410190 8 1.59 

74110191 6 159 
741C192 1 119 
74110193 8 149 
7180194 I 9 
7460195 0 119 
7410221 i 295 
144C97 1 119 
746024 a 29 
74110241 n 29 
71110242 11 2.15 
741102/3 11 2.15 
741102w 81 29 

1460251 16 

74110253 II 
1480251 11 

74115259 II 
7410266 14 

1115213 n 
1440260 II 
1410299 n 
]160366 II 
71110361 II 
7010373 a 
14110314 26 
1410390 16 

7441093 14 

7440533 n 
1440534 a 
1440595 II 
740088 (Y 
741151024 11 

14451010 II 
14604049 II 
74404050 IN 
74454060 II 
141451075 I/ 
744104078 14 

74404511 11 

70104514 84 

14154538 II 
141101543 10 

7480004 wo 

99 
99 

169 
89 

279 
459 
559 
259 
259 
269 
269 
159 

59 
269 
269 

319 
359 

I 75 
149 

89 

89 
1.49 

59 
59 

195 
419 
259 
315 

11000 
74002 
]4504 
14008 
7410 
74011 
7430 
74030 
74'31 
14042 

74048 
74013 
7411 
74085 
74156 
74589 
74090 
14093 
74095 

29 
35 

35 

35 

ss 
35 
39 

119 
I 79 

59 

595 
1.9 
109 

191 
1 

740101 
74151 
1415 
71015] 
740160 
74161 
74162 
74163 
710161 
140165 
14173 
]4171 
74175 
140192 
140193 
74195 
74221 

4 79 

I 2.19 
4 3.25 
8 175 
6 119 
1 119 
1 119 
1 119 
4 1 9. 
/ I 9 
/ 89 
1 119 
1 1.19 

1 139 
6 139 
1 19 

6 175 

7102/0 n 
110244 n 
74373 n 
746371 n 

74992 II 
745933 11 

74906 1/ 
740937 11 

]IC911 n 
140912 n 
740915 111 

740911 n 
14099 II 
74923 1$ 
745925 II 
74926 II 
80055 11 

,80C91 II 

195 
1.95 
29 
229 

59 
9 
59 

895 
895 1 1 
895 
449 
4.95 
595 
595 

69 
69 

M0026051 195 
LM11]N 11 9 030115? 9 
2M748M I 59 71072CP 109 

]1.0]459 I 195 1F355N IW IM76010 995 
1L081CP 59 117 I 1414565 I 195 
72.08201 I 19 LM1/5808 I 59 
TLU84CN I I 95 LM35914 I 179 L51148. Il 69 
1141091 595 133194 I 4.95 

L5114841 II 9 
111.301C1 39 11637351 1 /.95 

118149614 II 9 503014 249 
1.030411 1.95 

LM31/8 1 195 
1316050K 9.95 

1400541 99 
LMIBCC4 19 

144187114 II 2.95 
5M307511 1 49 133804 I 89 

LM16zx 18 325 
14430499 1 69 164381N 

6 
I 9 3418774.9 14 295 

18030911 I.15 103826 1 1.49 
24889N II I95 LM31001 1 195 1438414 1 1.95 

1331156 1 59 133864-1 11.4189614 11 1.59 

L6431211 219 1420027 19 
1163171 1.19 

LM3891 1 139 
U1.4420034 11 149 

1143174 3.19 X82206 16 395 
LM318C4 I 1 59 2.039111.90 1 119 842207 14 249 
1113191 14 149 1643924 59 

X112208 16 1.19 LM32045 1.39 1/439311 
L33201412 135 LF398N 3 95 

011111 11 2.95 
1439115 I 35 1142877P 195 
5M3201424 135 11439917 595 

LM2818P 295 
5M32014 95 LF47204 195 

LM29014 11 79 
551320012 85 11494011 1 2.19 

191290114 11 .69 L0320015 85 71.49651, 1.59 
151290774 II 249 20320024 85 4165310 1.79 

LM322N 14 149 645404 05400 2.95 
5542917N 1 I.95 

LM3236 495 5M390041 II .59 
1613249 14 59 6E5446 11 195 2.51390504 I 119 
1.332902 15 11E5506 14 1.95 L439091 1 89 
1643318 1 3.95 46555V e 35 LM39148 II 29 
1.5133/2 119 140.5555 I 69 15119154 IN 239 LM3352 19 LM5561 79 L11391614 9 11 2. LM336Z 19 14 

149>MP 115 M55941 16 159 RC4136N 14 125 
143371 189 4E5644 16 195 104151119 1 1.95 
1.1133814 695 1515654 14 99 KA 19346 I 195 
2.03399 14 69 14156604 1 1<9 80419571< 595 
L03/015 135 LM567V 8 9 13425054 1 119 
LM340912 135 74E5106 18 295 6E5532 1 169 
143401415 135 

065711/ 11 249 
LX 

NE5534 1 1.3154340K24 '` 
NE59144 M I 

781054 39 
LM341]-5 75 785124 39 
151340012 75 5470301 8 149 795054 59 
161341E15 75 

]1014 
1/ 

16131002/ 75 
9 79540 5H I9 

1M711M 1/ 79 1018038 I/ 395 
153174 

M319N 14 

1 

Rj 184]2084 11 19 2.511311801 / 119 

16113311 11 9 15113600N 10 1 19 

LF SjÑ 1 459 LM]39N 11 1.95 
15177 I 99 

16002 I/ 195 
113536 I 9 1.6474104 I 39 79471 a 395 

30003 1982 Nat. Linear Data Book 4 52 pgs.I $11.95 
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CORPORATION AK, Puerto Rico - 218-681-6674 Telex - 62827914 TWX - 9103508982 DIG! KEY CORP 

- 
, 

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR PANASON TooLoUNGAR 

visA OK MACHINE EWC, INC. 1NTERSIL AD 256K (262,144 x 1) DRAM 15ONS S5.7011; $39.9519 )gDECSV;IPIDÜSTAS**.54 EK G.E. 

EAC, INC. J. W. MILLER AAVID ENGINEf 4GAR YAGEO J. W. MILLER LUXO 

L - - E F. JOHNSON -ATLANTIC SEMICONDUC- Factory Firsts 3C CHEMICALS ARIES PLESSEY 
---7- 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

043171. 1 51 

1.5013 1 33 
067184 3.46 
.131911 3 19 

1.132042-6 0 1 30 
L1673.111 1 36 

54334614 
1.43360N 
5436. 
512041394 

50302N 

33401N 
1936.1. 
1413970N 

44.076. 
.13306 

1 07 
4 13 

I:2 

15472012-16 1 31 
161320.65 2 01 
1.64320.56 1.79 
1.1432046P 1. 81 

t9=179 9 % 
L163226 2. 
L3323K 8. 
.3666 
L.31 4 64 

4.21121 4 64 
.32717 3 71 

L5432602 0 
424116 6 78 
343312 1,06 
L33362 1.13 
L3173316 1 36 

I.2 

1.-334184 % 
L33496 I 71 

L1.1116 2.06 
L54731451 3.44 
L163916N 3 44 
L330186 3. 
L16425006 

1.34793.6 3 03 
4517131126 7.03 
4371315C6 3. 
1.4.35C7 98 
.1713131 96 

LA137,5cm 

L1478L06.422 

L5(7305C7 

222E3 ;20 

46310 90 : 
6117801 60 

P19.1"79229 

7.52N 
754676 
75454N 
7648IN 
75492N 

754939 1 80 
70.4N 1 42 

MOO CMOS 
Part eem 
pp, en 

.010 50 
40320 . 
mpg, 
.76 50 

4021B 1 60 .28 1 66 

Memory 
rm rem 
3321036-6.182 
165421131 3 39 
51.114143L 3 63 

3321131.L 3 60 
3142147N 17 93 
63627160 7 313 

:Ivey 
.014-200 1 96 
6136267N 5 47 

.78 

.30 1 86 
4030A .63 

.411 4 35 
4031611 2 25 

amg , 

.1 I 75 .2 1. .3 1 26 
4044 1 26 

4046 98 
4047 2 03 

4049 
.50 63 

L51016 2.89 

6154037 . 3 13 
.40310 3310 

7.10N 13 643 

7.160N 2 40 

74516(3 375 

L.3414 2 76 

L''''"16131176 R: 
L46.3041 3 2 15 

L12391060 I 61 

tretC'eZ : 
.72606 

7462876 281 745. 2,48 
74533N 276 
74.73 3113. 

7.2221.1 260 

7.4754 63 
7455763 4 
746671N 410 

7495731 37: 

1.95733C6 1 02 
06741C3 89 
16174706 1 10 
161741.44 33 
161130. 1 16 

Ill= 1: 
1.16160061 S 50 
1611061M 4 13 

16118123 11 28 

.18706 5,50 
LAMM 5.50 

16413172N 5,60 

1.611586N 4 13 

LM29094 04 

1142032N- 1 24 

MIO. 
Pan Pnc 

COPIOIN .726 
0094065N 12.50 

EgP44443 112,113 

0°19'93N 
030174 3.75 
139821. 3 50 

6.6224N... 4.50 

013126N 9.: 
099303N 

09830466 4.63 
g963076 U1, 

0983106 5.0 
1.33116 5.68 

INS8036L96 7.50 
165603614.11 7.60 
165933962 9.63 
013030011 10.00 
015830106 18 75 

olsoorae-no 00 
i11581046 17 50 0,53.9 g 39 

159.562 25 (9 
3.016766 15 6 
31666174.46 13 ff. 

32= ,32 
14506764 I 12 . 
1616C81014 I IS, 

407613 1 98 .10 SO 

.Q0 50 .00 3 13 

.978_ 73 

4008 1 18 

4.8 
626 

46260 2 n .76 2.00 

46296 2 45 
46410 1 88 
4643: 3: 
47230 1 68 
472413 1 31 

1% METAL FILM RESISTORS 
n Wan Tempatatum coesemet 100 pp.. 

130.1. 45.4.611. Volta. 50DV 

STANDARD 0616167011 9.1.16 TAMS 

61361.160 RUMOR VALUE 16-96 Sones, 

10 0 13.3 17_8 23.7 31 6 42 2 56.1 75.0 

10.2 13.7 161 24 3 32.4 2 57 0 76 8 

10.6 14.0 18.7 3 13 2 2 59.0 713 7 

10.7 14 3 19.1 25 5 34 0 46 3 50.4 07.6 

11.0 14 7 19.6 26.1 34 11 46.4 61 9 132.5 

11.3 15.0 20 0 26 7 36 7 47 5 63 4 64 5 

11 5 16 4 20 6 27 4 36.5 48 7 84.9 96 6 

112 162 21.0 26.0 37.4 43 9 66 6 1316.7 

12.1 18.2 21.5 29 7 3B 3 61 1 118 1 90.9 

12.4 16 5 22 1 29.4 33 2 52.3 009 93 1 

12.7 18.9 3 5 30 1 .2 53 6 71.5 96 3 

13.0 17.4 231 30 41.2 64 9 77 37.6 

Now To Orden Tme nv weave ,mme e 
.32K1 a. odd on ". 12.32K XI, Mk 9 Ine DIGOKEY 

pan nun.. 0. lay gu.ty end eme, 

le wen iS MeM EN. Mgr WI' I 

For 0r.mianmfosno poem.. a.. 25/M, convect 

9101-3M 

5% Carbon Film Resto, 
SPO06.114ma 69. warp. 

1644. Waking Vonage 

W 

.2005, 

N PI 

3509 

Read AmMe51 TN4P 

Om. Temp Roe -WC to 15. 
Reatemnce Range m 5.130 

1516 

11,2 16 VI SeM 
Body langth 00.0. 11 610 4 

2 731 0 
13590 5 

3.720 2 H 
bad. Lengtn 
W. 013.0 Id) 

der to 
0 6 

22.1 0 

0 7 

Pe eeman1.81... Yalweln 
5004 

1 2 11 ICO 010 01K 79( 8BOK 

-1 3 -11 
-IS -13 

-110 -1 01C 

-120 -I 1K 
-9 14 
-10K 

213 
91K 

-1 5 -15 
-1 8 - 16 

-130 -I 2K 
-150 -1 3( 

-11K 
-I2K 

100K 
110K 

-1 2 -20 
-100 -1 . 
-180 -1 SK 

-I3K 
-15K 

120K 
130. 

-.0 -2 OK -186 180K 

-3 0 -27 
3.3 30 

-240 -2 2K 
270 -2 4K 

-201( 
22K 

100K 
20. 

-330 -3 IN -27K 
220K 

270K 
PIK 

3806 

-62 -56 -510 -4 71, 

-SOO -5 IK 
-43K 
-47K 

38014 

11 2 76 

When an.r. ondmodu. mmelors, 

4706 
51. 
"01, 

793K 

910K 
OM 

1 

1 29.1 

- I SM 
-IPA -1. 
-2 NA 

-2 4M 
-2 NA 

-3 3M 
-3 SM 

-4 34 
-4,791 

oh. Ow lot SW end A, for RW memoa 

14 WATTS. CAPNON REINST011.1106731ENT 
R5126 6 won of 73 .441n. won 1.0. I 1. 01.0 

1.5.1.8.2 2. ncmol3 .rn of 1. 535 

R5225 934'sc7:1;'Z 3°3".'"1 1. .u. hem. NM 
1.6. 2 O. 2.4 etc to 310K ohm of . 
14. 6. .09 for to31 GI 300 

16 WAIT PA .3004111.1 REM.. ASSORTMENT 
RSITO 5 4441.177.1. in Me 4.1 0, 1.2. 14.110 

1.5.1 6.2 2...191.1.611114 66/ 
616 resimor for total of 365 p.m 

1.5, 2.0. 2 4 Me. to 910K ohm of 010 

9W 51i 046tor lof total of 307 

R5250 

TI IC SOCKETS 
Bo. - 94 50 o.n.o. moth Cop. Alioy oontace. Ac 

comma.. stewed ic Wee up 'op 01, rmm end 026. 

SOLDER TAIL 
DIP SOCKETS 
ea..... 
TUB CPLOICE: TIN OR 4304.174 

- 

TIN PLAT60.6101.1.14 TAIL 410.m emow.n. 

Pm NI 11.6. I 10 MO 

.378 8 40 solder fag on 13 1.16 10 50 

C0914 14.63610 taA. tin 15 1 46 12 CO 

.310 16. so. tall.. 17 1 93 13.00 

.916 18 pin 101.4. On .20 1 90 17.00 

08320 20 pin .23 110 20.00 

case 22. solder t. on . 25 2.25 2120 
C8824 N 5051er ta2. tin 3 2 50 24.03 

C8920 allpm solder. tin 32 2. 2720 
0340 40 Noe.. 0916n 48 470 39.00 

GOLD NMAY SOWER TAIL 456664.614.4 
Nut la 00400 I IS IN 
.011 13.43o4r t01, gold 74 3. .00 
C5614 14 pneoldef 10. 9. . S. .° 
53816 16. sot. tall. sold 50 4 70 46 CO' 

18 18 pin.. 911. 9old 57 540 5200 
C9620 20 On sotler rall.m. 63 5.00 57.00 
06622 225.....r tol. 9. 70 11. 04. 
C01124 splc. odd 76 720 70 00 

CD. Noon eolder O Id e Too 73.00 
C9.0 40 ofnm.attag. 3old 1 12 9.90 07 03 

WIRE WRAP 
DIP SOCKETS 

mmema peol. 
Unbore. moon. mebd 

wo.90. 
Conemla.pommod. 

L16293411 .93 
L.6066 . 13 
L323076 3. 
02231794' 9.99 
49221790 3. 
.02146 1 39 

Interho 
94, 
991=6 
13516.1 13 
764516 BB 

A/Di D/A 
Pnce 

4000603LC6 7 716 

604060.C. 03 
40030264011,54,3 

Rem.. -0" are , ocHorl 

prow ma .4390 04.4 
4 W46 Ho ne.3oofort3.40.1oce ram at 
)5 Wall 5 fo. 230 lo. 80.1E00 'of 416 03 

oe round ADM... I.. 
W. weno owe.. To eve poition of .016" oro- 
6441. nu. ono.. of .020' on 1450.. 410- 

YOUR CNO4C5. TIN OR 813.134 

TN MATED WIRE WRAP sam 

Net 04, Mserlo. 1 10 NO 

039116 14. weer., On 50 4.90 40.00 

.118 16 ton mreynap. tin 153 8 70 85.00 
C8120 20 pon vow wrap.. .78 7 SO 74.00 
CBI. 22 On.. wrep, on .83 870 81.130 

00124 24p...ow.. on 91 8.90 38.00 
08120 213 pm Ave remo. on 1 04 10.30 102.10 
06/40 40 prnwirewnep. nn 1.42 13.90 138 00 

001.0 INLAY PARE WRAP re......44.4 
PIP se °,,R. 1 10 IS 
C9106 8..4 wrap 995 59 5.00 67.00 
C9114 14 pm waewrao. gm 79 7 50 77 0 

C9116 16 pm wire wrap. goo 05 9 40 83 00 

09/18 18 pfn wom. gala 93 9 PO 97.00 

C9126 24 pfn wreo. gold 1 33 13 PO 137 00 

0126 33.0. wrap. gold 1 69 16 BO 187.00 

T I EDGEKOARD CONNECTORS 

AWL 
86U.11.5 COSITEPFICIENT CONTACT 00SION 

50 15/1.451.144 SO 18.90 7. sold 
or. n145,41 01.1. 13* 

CA 0509 II... cont. polote pg4a *43 ... 
0.43.40 44.4 

NOTE Ofmans0n4 am Me pm cenno to caot. 
nam. followed lay the datance ups.. ma two 

mo 

qp,a wrens pn.ng , sire 

01011001 muet 06140.. lay ..61. 116.. 1.04101 and 
ordered in rm.. of 1.060 only 

/H. 11N NM INA INSI MINA 1041106 

9W 8.10. 7./ 46 6.11006 4.33/1A 3.90/M 3.86116 

12.2564 10.. 9.60/M 8.65/M 0,8561 0.46/M 

DISINET 
No. 

m.745 
2.29, 

1f,10%323 3:03 

4116 200 oser 16,3841 D Ram 

411. ND 1 

625. NO 

Poce .ch 

pg,33 

11 32 1 

5 12 57 12 215 

5 12 57 12 216 

I B8 1 786 1 

.2 N. 
1306 40 1797 75 
.40 1.7 73 

1 575 1.755 

54114164 15 64K PRAM 15065 71. 1617 50,9 

1 AMP SILICON RECTIFIERS 

r1.100-1.-.2051-j1,1001 

.034_j II 
-1-.107 

pow De.964. 16 1. 1.1100 MAW 
N4031 50 PIV 6341 93 7E0 60.03 515 00 
66302 100 PIV 00-41 BO 7 00 00 CO 540 00 

31033 100 PIS. 61041 .130 7 50 M CO 683 00 

.30 4013PIV 610.41 93 7 90 68 00 MO 00 

.05 6001. 63.41 1 CO 9 OD 74 00 SD CO 

1440.1 03014. 63-41 1 CO 8 CO 20 00 MI 03 
64007 1000 PIV 130-41 I 53 11 00 103 00 710 00 
144148 UM. Fan 00.41 .50 S CO 37 03 276 BO 5.0.3 

3 AMP SILICON RECTIFIERS 

r1.000-T--.375-1n1.0001 

.053 .210 

_Remminmn mo. le um 
NS400 3 Amp 5091V P1/101.0 23 2 66 3.80 193 50 

66401 7 ...PIS Pl.. 30 2 70 14.00 210 00 

66. 3 Amp 2COPIV P144114 31 2.60 25,23 220 50 

364. 3 A. .PIV 1000t< .33 2.97 26 40 DI 00 

.406 Amp 000PIV 700500 .30 3.16 28.03 1.03 
51.07 3 Amo 6100P1V 914.4 40 3 ea 32 00 EC Of 

Silicon Tr ansstors 

1 IN 

2 02 16.80 161 20 1. 00 

2 20 18 90 17333 
e 93 1733 

24 
19: 1779 :5 

2723 19: 17733 229 

33 3 15 

20.00 190 

W 24 00 2, 
2 M 18 W 

67 6 64 M 4M . 10 35 00 go 

40 4 20 76 OS 

48 4 M 33 00 

. 72 

30 00 

9; 9.: 
720 50 20, 

54 CO 43. 

57 CO 

71 57 co 

67 SA CO 

.18 7.75 63.03 

37 3 $0 78 00 

76 60 40 55. 

B6 6 05 69 CO 

78 7 

78 7 

115 6 06 09 00 
97 9 10 78 03 

3 18 30 

23 1. 10 BO 

; ;f3 le 90 

3 210 .90 
24 2 20 20 00 1013 

10 CO 180 00 

3 173 3 
27 210 10 60 17326 
23 2 20 16130 17726 
23 2 20 18 50 173 25 

A 2 62 at so 
33 3 75 2700 247 50 

I 03 
1999 1 12 

1 01 9 45 81 so 742 50 

1 01 945 81 00 70 60 

1 35 3 BO 04 OD 770 CO 

78 7 35 63 00 577 50 

78 7 35 63 CO 577 50 

7B 7 35 CO 00 577 50 

3g: 00 00 650 00 
50 00 550 00 

10 SERIES .110-.200" 
EDOESOARD CONNECTORS 

10.50 CLID 3 85 37 03 C610 2.96 

1650 C615 4.50 43.40 C615 3.40 77.50 
17334 0617 4.70 65.80 C617 3 80 34.31 

1635 C5-113 4.00 44 40 06-18 3 66 3 93 
2050 .20 6 70 0.30 C6217 3 93 V 40 

33. .33 660 53 50 0622 4. 40.40 
25/60 C676 5.95 57.30 C626 4.50 
2866 C6731 6.30 81 40 06-26 4.80 
30/93 CO-33 6.43 02.60 C670 4.96 4810 
31.2 C631 0.70 86 70 0631 5. 40 35 

36170 06.36 7.80 76 30 C635 5.20 58 10 

36/72 0638 7.50 73 03 C6311 5.70 .50 
40/80 C640 8 60 B4 10 C5-40 6.30 61.70 
4337 00-43 9.30 30. 066.3 a.ao 66.03 
03/96 0648 10.63 1..60 C549 7.16 76.00 

60/103 0960 9 90 96 30 C660 7 40 72 10 

Fe 

IM SERIES .121" sr 
EDOESOARD CONNECTORS = =It. 14 r;64710 

3 20 0610 4.35 ..10 C3.10 2.35 
.10 C415 5.20 49.60 C3-16 3.40 33.40 
16 C4.16 5,50 53.30 C3111 770 35.90 

C42.2 6 20 69.10 C3-3 .30 gas° 
o C4.26 GO 6430 0315 .70 45.70 
'6 24.18 6,70 65 7'0 C3 28 4 85 4740 

01 30 6.90 67 70 C3.70 4 95 43.63 

W C4.31 7 70 70.60 C331 6 25 51 70 

W C4-36 B.. 60.50 C.3. 5 10 56.10 

CA-36 8.. 90.70 C-7-36 6.10 59.10 
60 CA . SO 67 10 C7-40 6.55 61.20 
fm. Ca. 995 98 90 C744 7.40 72.50 

. o .. 
144 SERIES LW' 4 .M01' 

EOGEBOARD CONNECTORS 

15/70 CI-15 3.33 56.35 
18/36 C1.18 3 27 30.52 
2144 CI 22 3 (0 34.44 
25. C1-25 4.25 40.40 

ELECTRONIC HARDWARE KIT 

9.0. Nam.. KA coml. 

120 :3:23I3 N=2= 
;313 _3443::31:2,II33= 

;E:::12330"¡F:174ZEF: 

;2:23:1222 
103 - 8-22 Nee Num CAT. NO. 
ILK- 't T t11'.2"' 5200-KIT 

6 1909417.th IncWa.. 914.1. 

PANASONIC ELECTROLYTIC KIT 

Cat No 
P6203-Kit 

ONLY 

*3995 

PANASONIC IS SERIF S 

07 1 10 1.1 1 10 1. 

20 

I:1 2 IN 22 E ;r2 

*700.0' 23 2 3.2 22 2 133 22, 
' Al 2 22 2 :2 El 

IN 1:r, z,, I 12 4.0 062 
4700 

10.0 es 3 1 . 13 17 166 77 1 54 13, 109 40 

1;0 

,,,, 33 2 78 27 15 N 2 05 17 10 

470 : 9923 22 2 133 IWO 

/9 2 :2 22 2 32 22 2233 

OW 310 1 28 ION 51 18 I 13 9 80 30 0 
;19 1: 1323 ;22 "2* 1*3 

360 
10000 

E 11:2 E ;11 111 
13 /18 21 1 77 14.77 14 1 19 9 90 
47 316 A 2 CO 1666 16 1 36 11 31 

18 37 2 34 19 53 21 1 72 NI 80 

/16 50 422 3514 38 319 26 58 

7100 : 999 3.2% 973 12 223 .0 .16 1 15 9 91 62 62 1 17 10 01 63 48 

4700 16 1 57 13. Ill 88 157 1303 111 87 

NCO 

15 77 

470 

2500 
4700 

' 11 

10 

211,0 

470 
1003 

:303 133' 14 1 19 9 90 
ISM 

F3 9 

19 11 I a 
CO A5 3 85 

103 

IMO 11' 7/ 09 LI 

PANASONIC V-SERIES 

P6666375R 9.51160 
owmono vmnwp.uw Rano. 4040 lo P SVC 
Capacity 0 01, to I .5 
Tarnmora Coat.. dc. 2 615 

C-,,rio 5. 
1714.14.00 rclow Isnes.1. 1.016 

114410.0.12501: 1.410 
Von. Co4410.11761:55919.6 

S04.1.0 
W.. 50V 

01091466 Cam 
Pen 166 f 

PON 
1 19 163 

DISC CAPACITORS 

m. see. Yak 3 83 1. 
94020 'OPI 500 .75 049 41371, 

F.2 15 pf . .. 6.46 667 
P.0 503 D 
N004 22 *0* 

76 6.1: 46'.'71 

144033 /7 pl . 75 8.40 48,7I 
P41.3 33 pf 500 .711 6.40 40.71 
P4007 :: p.m. 

300.0 ...,75 6. 4371 
0 40 M.71 

14079 52p7 500 75 442 411.7, 

P4010 03 of 503 164 7 23 54. 

.011 527f 503 .04 70 54.22 

NI: 109 id 
S 43 40.72 
6.0 

P4104 220 pf 500 .10 6.43 

:76 3202" pfPf 500'' : 40.72 

:1070 
390 pf . .63 :: :2'72 

5402 1602f 

,.. 470 01 SOO .20 231 
143018 560 pf NO 00 8.91 51.09 

P4111 920 pf 500 .80 0 91 51 96 

99119 
130 9 . 8 68 

1013 64 SCO 1.31 11.25 M 37 

199 .: 601 37 17 

37 57 

3206 430 pl 100 58 5.01-9; 977 

134.9 CO pl 100 .70 13.42 45.00 
10300 01 vl 25 66 4.0 36 2] 

44 22 P430 03 ul 
P4305 033 uf 3 82 7 D6 53.10 
P.7 047 uf 25 23 7 68 57 50 

94711 1 uf 25 1.79 /5.37 115 31 MEM11===.1 
10400 10 pf 500 D 626 47.13 
P4402 16 pf 300 111 6.97 62.31 

.03 10 of SOO .61 6.97 51.31 
91 687 52 31 

PMKX3 33 61 50D 1 00 11.. 86 71 

54407 2657 500 1 03 8.0 6571 
94466 47p4 503 1.37 

11: 
034 

144403 50 pf . I 37 

174010 IN of 500 1 Ea 13. 103.36 

P4411 62 pf 500 2. 17.69 171 93 

.11 31 788 P.1 0.001 : g 0012 11 91 7.83 

.11 91 789 57 40 

PA. 0 0047 11 91 7 89 

94610 0 0005 977.99 

3511 0 0003 
9612 0 CO. 

57.40 

11 91 7 83 
9.20 

943919 9 919 " 3.33 61.00 

91516 0 018 .11 1.01 8.75 
9.17 0 03 12 1 CG 9.15 60 00 
P4618 0 027 12 1 12 55 

;9.99 P.I9 0 073 .17 1 19 103 
9430 0.003. .14 1.24 10.71 77. 
P4521 0 .7 15 1.32 11.39 02 90 

16 I.. 12 28 83.20 p453 . 
35.23 0 ON 17 I 53 13 13 95.30 

94524 0 OS? IB I 63 14 03 101.10 
.18 110 14.43 945.26 3 1 

p tg 

P4627 0 15 N 2.21 19.00 13620 
3.31 le CO 13820 1516211 0 16 

1.4629 0 22 .37 2 42 20.03 161 50 

.30 2 70 3_21 106 00 P4533 0.27 

1;4531 

P4533 
9.4 
p.m 
P4577 

32 
0 56 
0 68 
0 62 

1 0 

33 3 00 20 79 187 60 

36 3 33 26 62 

AI 3 75 32 29 . 
46 4 21 33.24 203 60 
52 4 7/ AO 66 135 90 

00 : 9 % 

ra Co.*. Emo IMmos 412. md Imam. Ch.*. oon.....57144399. tamp. 

311101SC 
6630017.10 OF II 

POPSY NUM 
CAPACITORS PAINS. MAIM 

Pos owe. 
P.M Mane Pea 4411 

8.1 Imam N. 
oel mcns 

CAT. NO 
DM-KIT 
ewer 

*24" 

MaYallized Polyester Capacitors 

0.60 
P01 116 

61164 

Wk. 
11.64 PIt 446 01 Pall N Pee 01 

pi 1/1101. 
133 :2 1:2 II:20 1233 

IE .2 if. 2:31 ;22 

ir, 1.2 1:10 
513174 2 11 61474 
515. 9: 79:: rol: 
51. 1CO .82 58 33 11 :1 9: 99 % 9902.99 
51684 

i 11 1:21 1, 3I .61 9 932 2:2 21.2 
7.32 03.97 .13 67 

9117:5 1: 7.9 1 99 91: ;7:990 999:: 

91:39 199 9.9 39 19.: 963:9 2:22 

Pl. 24.45 ..70 1,833. 
51. 103 100 323 27. 230 76 2 7041 

E1E 203 A .I: 1.2. 112 22 
gal 29) 015 13 1 61 17.68 3 . 

250 010 . 1.04 13.38 no, 
62223 250 022 19 I. I. 3.4, 
5.77 260 CQ7 13 

52363 250 009 .19 1 64 13.811 3 -IF 

.33 . 0E0 3 
52E03 250 .602 .72 1 86 16 43 35 EL, 

F2105 250 10 D 1 94 18.13 45 13 

521N 250 .12 25 2 12 1703 66 PO 

12164 250 .15 .77 2.28 18,95 70 55 
32164 250 .10 .79 2.49 30.13 88 63 

3274 3:0 ;72 724 ill N:2 11-2 67724 

52334 250 33 .37 3 10 26.47 238,17 
523. 250 38 .41 3. 20.05 257 136 D. 250 47 43 369 33.65 77618 
52564 55 .47 4.02 33.45 301.05 
.04 250 60 .52 4.43 36.03 ..33 
.24 260 

j1 .00 5.212 413.50 ..50 
12252ii 10° iii 1:: 8.824 ::: 615'.:0' 
62226 1 03 8 85 73.66 ND.. 
64103 . .01 N 2.93 N.40 219.15 

NIE 21 -3;3 :2 323 2.2 31:13 
54163 . 010 . 2.93 24 40 21E1.16 

3073 . .027 .34 2.83 2440 219.16 

33/13 . .039 .1: it 3::: 919 19 

3173 . .047 . 2.93 24 40 213 15 

64503 . COS .34 2.. NM 219.16 
54063 . .0. .34 2.63 N.40 DB 16 . .040 44 3.70 31.28 261.40 
64104 . .10 45 3.63 31.02 N7 31 

54124 . .12 .47. 4.04 33.40 ..40 
Mr,.. 16 . 4 18 34.80 313 20 . 10 .. 4.56 38 96 350 78 

6427'222 401 5722 .967 9:: ::: 322 
HIM . 2 .2 3-2 22 23:2 54474 . 
6084 . PO 

4 7812 .5.00 

. 1 2 
r " F0397..917 

34824 . 82 

NO 2 2 In ill NM 20" I.-1 

PANASONIC POI YESTER 

170 METALLIZED 
POLYESTER 

CAPACITORS 

PcOn. 07ni:13 
ed pias. bog 

1M717:1''' 

684106170667 
olISPOMILAS 

YALU. 
PANASONIC 

QUALITY 

CAT. NO 
E-KIT 

g54** 

468011.60 0114 
4403146.511. 

:3705 

10 CAPACITORS 
CAT. NO 

rI 30601,1Cit 
ONLY 

BOX" CAPACITORS 

TANTALUM CAPACITORS 

222Z P° Es Es. 

go_ 22 60 

322 7.16 
3.15 

92007 0 .26 
1.03 100 6,75 

13010 33 9 III .008 150 

142011 4 7 :24 3012 0.8 
.313 10 ..31 
92114 15 30.75 
92016 .2 .3 
3016 37 
92017 47 
P2010 0 
P1019 100 
92020 150 92. . 
3021 1 0 
P2072 2.2 
13323 7.3 
91024 4 7 M. . 
3026 10 
142017 15 
P1037 732 .69 73 5..60 
.30 47 029 57 
92031 OB 1. 50 
13022 100 175 23 70 197 50 1777 50 

P2 . . 13 :2 22 32E 
P. 2.2 

i,31 IF, II 202 60 
220 60 

P.133 1 6 

P2037 6.8 ' if F4i 
F2036 1.3 

3076 1 16 

P2047 :,,7 3 ;.1 Ili .14,,,64.20, 

13610 23i 
16 
16 

13031 

92041 D 16 

P20% 1r, ii 1-ri r.-:11 lg.! 
P2.4 
P2045 A 220.50 
P2063 

3:3 ..7 37.76 
13.8 362 50 

P2053P301 

11 91 1539 11 30 WI 
0250 

P1069 578:70 

.362 33 _ 422 
92088 99 2 :.33 NE ME 1746.00 92067 

910. 
f:7'32 '1 

191 iS, P.63 

13065 202.60 
P2093 0.3 36 
92067 0.47 35 202.50 
92058 OM r. 
142353 
92063 
P2061 3:3 : 286.87 ..76 

7 2000 

P2001 
2767.50 
1053.70 

2(0.50 
202.50 

92070 202 50 

r077 9.99 E 
256.82 
33.50 

3077 1.0 60 38.0> 

13076 

.03 

13077 
9203 ill 639 611 713:0 1:59: 
3091 10 50 2 32:23 :21:33 

2 74 23 43 196 61 170 71 

PANASONIC TANTALUM KIT 

1N TANTALUM 
CAT. NO 

:nle =e. E N 

gukle 
05. 205 - 
TV.T.'1.1.17=1 *5495 

, PANASONIC TRW SERIES 

3:223 

104MN 
NS. 16.. 
NM 

005C0 10 .7., 
i IS IN 

50.1 MO 
n.73 173:00 .02 

pe. IMO N. 26 MO 
96506 .62 
P8607 4700 1.0 14.63 1.31. 

SOD 2.50 P8501 F,:75 
P0600 10.0 223 
P6510 15030 .11 
P0511 36 1030 71. 
P6612 2.0 
11617 7300 1._: 

¡raj if1 791:03 
1461514 4700 
3015 MO 
99616 1E000 

140517 03 IWO 
33.56 320.03 

904618 310 ?,i1 19: 1E:20 Pt. 2300 20.44 104.00 
p.m 4700 
18521 .0 231.00 

NE32 100 . 1. 11.14 100.00 
M2823 1000 

P..76 30 DO 1. 14.70 132. 
NM 330 2.16 2270 .0. 470 3. 25.111 29.00 
A3626 NO 

70 32 22 ;33:33 .003* 

1.33 233 3232 
96530 3. 9.2f 470 

AMP Champ Connectors 
81. NS. IN 4/ melle 

P.M PIN 4 P. *N. 
A1:9,, P 049,ncr. 

:501 : ,34914 544 Lock 

61507 36 Iff .131e 0.411 L.5 
415C4 24 
41506 76 

:999 239 Al. N 
AIM 371 

07 45 

Ca. Screw La. 7 43 

Screw Lock 7 Of 

C4945.0 R. 1 

Scr. am 3 7 

Pan. Screw.. 
AI. NA. 98.1.81on Too1 . 5 

21:17 

21:1; 
51514 24 

41516 36 

PC Board V... 7 25 

PC 00.19.41 5 02 

PC Board EON 7 32 

PC Board D. 627 
PC Soent Ang4 6/; 
PC Boa. R. An. 6 08 

Latch Type Connectors 
sm. 

RM. ecw 
.14e. Alm A PIN 16.1.0.6. 
215T 8 73 

SS 52 

41667 36 P 94. Lock 9: A1553 36 P BM to. 
51554 N R or .1 
61566 R Pa. Sc.. BM 0 72 

A1587 3B PI Screw or .1 3.42 

AI. 36 R Par. Screw Bai 3. 
6624.1115 Hardware AvaIbbki Separatel, . 

The Dilp.Kev whn@ discount end senwe charms are simple m am*e Most mime sold by Dig.-Ney may be 62371b7. for 4 omelet decount. 7427. Pm am not docounteble are dameAd by tleseuffo 

-ND follow.. the pad num., After engine yout total all of the discounted:4e items end eppLy the approprote di..nt To this subtotal, add Me 707 20/02774626 goons T.n add 722 service 

charm We Par all stopping and insurance to addre.06 the I/SA Cana:band Mexico when check or money order 80013.981608 ord.. 04.Key Only shirrs ord.. within continental 1./ S.. Alaska 

liewmt Canada a. Memo, 

WHEN ORDERING 92 PHONE. GALL 1100 3441539 AlI. call 1111.1111,96741. BY MAIL SEND YOUR ORDER TO: 0121.1E1. P.O. Box 677, Thet River Falls. MN 56701. 

You may pay by shack. money odler. Master Charge. VISA or C 0.D. INGTKEY GUARAIYTEE: Any parts or products purchased from Di* Key thal plmve to PM 1161¢0live PPS replarnd 77 17107/ 

Rd 7e? umed wodlan 90 days from receipt with a 7007 05 your invoice "MIMES SUBJECT TO COLA NGE WITHOUT NOTICE." 

SERVICE CHARGES VOLUME DISCOUNT 
s 0.004 9.99 Add 42.00 4 0.00-4 99.99 NET 
9 10.00425.00 Add $0.75 4 100.00-4249.99 
9 25.00449.99 Add $0.50 4000m 4499.99 Less 15, 
0 50.00499.99 Add $0.25 e 500.00-$999.99 Less 20% 
*HMO IS Up No Charge *1000 & Up Less 25 

CIRCLE 514 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 



®®1e 1-800-44-45 9 ' C O R r w P O R A / O EY AK, Puerto Rico - 
218$81-6874 

Telax - 8282797q TWX - 9103508982 DIGI KEV CORP / 
yiNATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR PANAS( 
OK MACHINE EWC INC, INTERSIL 
EAC, INC. J. W. MILLER AAVID'ENGII 
E. F. JOHNSON ATLANTIC SEMICONDI 

IOC Assemblies 

Socket 
Connector 

ISlhe SI 

PCB 
Connector 

ISMe PI 

Card Edge 
Connector 

IStyle 51 

wNrrkl.raNr.r 
tmSrwrwarw é"áj loe t9. 

R300 NO 1 15 10 11 6645 576 00 

iré 
11103.0 1.55 13.75 90 00 777.00 

R705 NO 2.24 PO. 17000 1175 00 

]1é 
167 013 1726 00 

16401 60 I 40 12.40 II 00 705.00 

p50 1 

010 
1640160 7,15 19.04 124.00 ñ75w 

11500 NO 2 42 21 41 la 00 .4 00 

NN: sl 

10450 4.70 41,67 272.00 2353 00 

16 R7011 76 NO 7 01 1.7 172 42 1103 75 
14 IA 0310 2660 2 38 2114 13107 1747 SO 

tA^ 

só ú ii275.w 0 21 55 66 751.6 3175 00 

2A 
10 76 61406 761110 I 72 15,30 75 100150 

20 71 .407 3660 30 716 VI/ 50 

i M.N. 70 21 . 5 
e110M 1 

40 7A 

50 26 6.11 05a0 5.2] 4640 35100 3115.00 

3A13:21813 
20 76 

+só5ü1 
71137 lensc 

60 4 55 40.77 235 73 2.4 00 .26 36 
U 76 1507 76 NO 5.. 50.76 318.05 211511 50 

1BIA 
1 

ió 
10 IB 
14 1B öá 

1719 3660 
1434 17 

357.50 

14 .320 16 60 3 14 27.14 Dan 60111 

is 

óti w i1i1i 

: 

gngg 

11 l5270 3 

n51 i 

6240eó 4. 4107 NI 19 2.1.00 
74 10 r]74150 5.51 41N 312.11 2191.00 
74 6 1132416110 177 S050 772.15 3733.30 

IB 0326,640 5 74 50.71 319.17 7800.80 
40 11 0176 11410 6 61 611 51 H. 16 2070.00 

0.71 17.74 511.20 45/5.00 

26E°"ß 

60 517 00 4494 00 

10 18 0617 060 1 110 1 /.40 140 60 1731.00 
ID IS 6417 10110 2.23 11.61 151160 1787.00 
ID N 0.12 36160 2.03 77 40 165.50 1111 011 

70 711 .6413 6 NO 2.65 27.37 IMO 1020 PI 
2D 1. 16417 1810 7.07 11. 711 60 1147 20 

16 71 61414 75 NO 4 76 76 71 700 M 1820 06 
34 71 6415 6110 7 00 74 46 705 42 777104 

28. 11.7416 114117 4 57 40 17 71120 MO 02 
34 70 63411 36 67 5 44 6174 775 57 3267 04 
40 70 0041111. 4 56 4050 314 70 2730 0 

60 21 68417 38 60 1 

e 
7. 7. 

70 18 R511 7660 6 /7 54 56 742 00 3005 03 

iäóú 
34 31 .517 1160 13 71 00 W. 4811.0 

0 70 6514 119 54 04 77 5/5 76 ttosoz 
an 71 614 360 10 NI 90 32 67120 5375 9 
0 30 11515 6 ND .06 111 01 540 20 6.60 
5D. 31 4515 1840 1106 10/ 75 60500 341750 

I 

I2oee 

627 20 69900 

147 12 1275 00 
2 67 73 64 167.91 1715 6 

3 14 21 70 

ñ2i7 i 

.10 00 
7 11 3. 2 215. I 

361 77 11 21544 1.500 
171 37 45 21359 1117 75 
4 75 NW 754 le 2190 75 

5 20 48 00 30003 75095 
63 41 75 271 61 234716 

542 4707 71160 770475 

5 51 4171 71652 274750 
16 50 44 301 56 667 60 

719 WO 474 12 7797 50 
6 32 5.9 76710 3177 50 
741 6555 41900 3147 50 

0.05 00 04 617 n BO 

tó 
76 
2e 

31 

to 
to 

50 

E 
2 

211 

La 

.726 1110 

11211 18 . 

1311.10 
6371 1160 
11731 3610 
1192 ND 

0777 ION 

3333 :11: 

éttt iáw 

11418.160 

161 

R419 0110 

1670.0 

MD 0.60 
0.1 NINO 
11421 71410 
162.6 

4 07 

4 50 sú 7 

ice i 4.11 

5 71 47 60 2. 74 2607 OD 

6.77 55 14 345.11 1090 50 

6107 76107 7310 50 
7 19 8193 420.55 764600 

5110 388.32 3450 00 
7.88 10.55 431 38 

9 17 01 14 51302 11 

101 70. .1 70 3050 00 

101. .6 5900 525750 1 

DIE111311 EZ103 
37 ,4 730 44 

2,3 11516 1810 164 41 07 250 5 

78 :13331: 333 :31 333P'1 
mau um 5.54 40.06 
8617 1660 6.39 56.54 7. 11 

R510 6110 7 77 67 82 3N 92 752 61 Ia. a io 2167 44191 3997 SO 

50 3:73 31:/ 332 3312 

N 

s:9 

50 3333 23: 11.33 3133 30:: 3333 33 

56K (262,144 x 1) DRA M 15ONS $5.7011; $39. 
Factory Firsts 

10 111 072. 617 3 61 6 05 204 46 .30 15 
14 111 R375 6.40 4 07 3602 27128 705/ 81 

78 IN .716 660 5 77 51 07 170 65 7877 IS 

qN l 
so 12 941 0 1111 9 51 64 9 

V 
012 50 

2H 

40 IX 6477 No ass Se IS 457 ro 3945 0 
50 22 1470 On 7 61 67 BO 511150 4607 00 

3H 

74 91 6523 6 NO 1010 0047 596 91 5141 00 
72 1624 5110 12.14 117 67 701 77 1671 50 

N9 32 A52560 14 66 10.7 1980 115000 

DIP Jumper Cable Assembly 
Standard Assembly Styles 

Q 
s6. 

47 

RFl 
R6as 

F5m.9 

rY1. 

i 

öa 
e.N. t In 1n6. 

65045 

6102.12.60 1 57 13.136 94 36 053 . 
R10218.60 1 76 1566 104.07 
R102.266D 1 93 17 05 117.77 

979 26 

6101.60 T 61 10 06 170 42 0.64 

14 

i 

14 610.60 1 39 1227 M 61 700 9 
61.11.617 I 57 13 63 61 36 853 25 
61.1660 1.75 

6106.60 3 29 m;4 ; 17 1190.75 
14 16013.5.6D 61 23.00 150 00 1363.00 

169.72 1.26 14 6100.12.63 34.63 

1.3 

R1061560 2.25 
1110614-6D 3.13 27.72 i70n 

í511.N 

D Y 3091 16.17 1779.76 

2.61 D 

1110618-60 2. 28 17 mot 1519 

.1 
3 

0 3ü 08 198.13 172.75 
5000 1760,00 

R11012.60 7.77 N.A 158.32 
to16NO 2 51i'66 

9I162660 1.13 27.72 178.73 
0 616.6D 36 0s1 19113 177.7 

18 2111.613 147 17.06 
14 R112.12 NO 1 60 14.67 

BO 

50 

41 109.00 
900.00 

1612-1660 1.08 16.6 68 1007.03 
I 12.24.60 7.09 18.51 130.72 1146.34 

1: 
11114-660 1.47 17..6 0661 106.60 
6114.12.63 1 .601 14.87 103.60 
111146-613 1.68 6.66 III 60 0017 00 66.60 2.06 1.1 130 72 1146.24 
11116.613 2 50 22.15 .N I 

1419317 
6110-12.60 W 317.08 167 02 1510.03 

16 0 3.11 N 17.61 1017 CO 
IB 

ñ 
7e 120.99 1710 15.00 

RR 2 100 
6 2.74 2627 157.73 1419.00 

16 611812 60 2.95 1N 191.9 1610.00 
14 R1113.1660 3.1. 27_91 179.00 1617.01 

2I 
167.73 1419,03 R1204040 2.74 

01.1740 3.95 20.08 188.02 1618.00 
61.10613 3 10 27.91 179.90 1617.00 
6120-24.140 7 76 29.71 

U.17 

3.77 2R 75 .11 16 
1716 00 

o 3.77 7 1914.03 

N 612161.10 
2 

690 135.66 1221,60 
61.12.60 
617.2.1660 2.013 75 

61 2t.66 16 
163 70 1473,00 

R1924. 3 10 27 58 177.3 1590.00 

24 6124.60 3.64 2 m® 1061 00 

24 61.1617 4 40 
R136-1146 4.66 1.i.2 21.t0 2342 00 
111.1.211 4.93 43.57 hv 2480.00 
111.26.24.60 6 19 .63 256 33 2594 00 
6120.6D 5.71 50.9 717 . 2646 00 

6121.140 4.40 76.93 740.90 7216 03 
61612-63 4.60 41 26 201.10 .2.60 

24 

3i 6126.60 6.71 50.53 717 55 .6.00 
141366.60 4.40 0 24090 .16 00 
R1612.ND 4.63 41 26 911.10 2342 00 

N 111133.1560 4.93 63.67 275.72 .8.00 
Lt 

163566 5 9 317 56 290 00 

913]8ND 3. 30.09 103.12 1735.03 
R17212.60 7,84 37 96 210.. 1646 00 
R132.1.0 4.27 9 01 340.10 2155 00 
6132.76-60 4.71 41 63 263 00 .030 
6177.60 5.58 40.40 310 72 2785.00 
01.660 iá ñ 61.12613 

3'3 

R161.60 4.9 té iié . 2 

:69 

1.5.00 

6134-2460 4.71 263.55 2366.03 
310 72 2 

o 
m.00 

siá»D i 
R1.76.60 8.56 75.62 470.32 4210.00 

tl 61.666 6 30 60 0 352 R 7150 00 
61313.12.6D CBI 00.35 776.00 7375.00 
61.1660 7.24 64.9 769.76 7663.00 

40 6161.24.60 7.86 67.00 .26 3793.00 
61.36 NO /7.66 75.62 670 32 4710.03 

11124.620 7 73 20,63 17655 1321,03 
6124-12.140 2.69 . Its oft 1747.00 

60. 

61.060 6.76 56 30 . 72 3100.00 
61.12.90 .1 63.26 95.6 7776.00 

7.24 04.03 363.76 7580 00 11167.101-611 
61.24.60 7 06 67 GO 4.38 7790.00 
61036 ND . 76 02 4721 32 APO 00 

tN-`,\¡WOO 

i 
Nmme 

6101 961., Pa. Mount, 7 Comma Al. Pin, Panel Mount. 4 Circurt . 2: 
2.04 

21 Al. Soo.. Pe. Mount, 4 Clrculta 23 2 12 

MM Pin. Panel Mount 99.9 31 ili 
iwé : 

14 27 

61412 Pln Free Roping:6 
saa. virn lMi.MnwrozCreuia 

n4 . mum AI415 Soc. 
6AwG 

a C 

AWG . 

A l. 66.1610 AWG 0 34 Al. 9644. 2410 AWG 10 .94 

61419 From. Tool 4 ni a se 
.6989 Cr. Tool 40 

A I. Plug, 4 Pln 
4139 Recap.. 
70307 
61703 6.01.14.91. 

114 2.77 16 00 

:ú s CC 13-9 
17.16 7 46 77 46 

16 Rn .1716 2 2000 
613. Plop. 77 Pin .37 30 22 

RN 

:5á 
Cade C4207 31.136 3N AI. 77 

.2 16 P45 CaMe Clamp 

ai .w.a s.e... 
0.1337 0 Pmv.ra1w.15w. 13-9 50 4.50 Al. 18 Po 
61736 37 FM v.ñAna.ësMW4x .n37 50 4 50 

MUD Pm, 
61221 6.2. 1814 AWG 

155.25-213 <m .9G 
.324 POI. 211.2WG 

6130 Contact .316.5n 7.4 
68.14 Contact Cm. 7. 

18 1 193 

21 1 93 

40 95 

D Sube..Nature Connectors 

Am ommoda. up to 217 .447 

e Amp* 
mOSnM 

Soc ..ends. brans, eme mo 
amt. Rag. 

MN NO. 
NdSKFY 

a426 1 10 299 

INPHD 9 77.0 
15051417 9 Pin Fern. 1 40 0 47 91.61 
1515P.ND 15 P. 6154 1.69 13.06 

i6525P2666D á P5 Faman 3.16 25.337 ..00 
1539560 776n 816 7.63 20.70 227.. 
15376ND 37 Pm Fem. 4 73 30.70 ..50 
1560P6D 53.606 4.58 35.67 ..60 

108.617 9 P. Hood 1.9 10 12 81.03 
.16-60 15 Pin Rood 1 27 10.12 01 CO 
Ro266D 2 
141137.613 37 Pm Nood 1.66 17.50 060 9 1761 50 PmRood 1.. ts 6 00 

IAN 
671.90 

1170 40 

1756 00 
MN 60 

2239 30 

599 00 
939 00 

766 CO 

LED Numeric Displays 
Red. On.. Amber mi. 0.664 Colom Direct D.6 

c úmolp. rm m 

P323 F364 Gr. 3 1 511 14 50 m 
924 P 6 

_ 

122 00 
1.27 M. 

® 1.61 62.00 

R 140 CO 

i D.ap l 
Mt 1.363 Noáv .57 1.03 17.70 162.03 ® P35 Oran. .57 2 25 20.70 1811.03 

1.4 P355 Red 
975 
936 óáä O Stll 2 10 9 Pm 

xo 
936 

ed 
Mrr, 

28 2 e.16 56.6 515.00 

. . 

LED's e,.,) o.,.,:r, Ana... Or 

II 

I 

1.22 Mae 
klar 

.en C6er 63031 2.20 10.50 c:: 61.4431 
Amber Clew 6334 2.20 19.53 
Orange Ciem 9136 7.20 19 60 

o araia. ö"Id Pn 
Red 9051 2. 18.50 
Green Clear P303 1.10 19.50 
Amber Clear P310 2 20 
Red Clear 911 3.10 ,s':5ó 
Green C.r 911 2. 19 

iá6ó 
Red DMus. P315 2.20 18,50 73.6 :la. 

Omen Dilhaed P3I6 7 12 28.00 346 Rana.. 
ArMar ..ed P717 3 12 26.00 
Red OrMsed P31. 2.20 19.60 
r..n oi6u4ec Pa5 3.12 26.00 .s 

9 

Mow 

Round 

Round 

b Dme.d 6321 240 2.00 1811 
Geo 

$ilicon Lane, Diodes 500enW 

Ora 16.626I C.mwlra F. Rn... Conon 

A1003 8 Pm Aisle 

61003 15 Pm Female 

61005 25 Pin Femme Al. 77 Pn Male 

61000 Po 24 .026 
A1009 Salim 1421.560 

1 90 0 10 152 00 
90 17 /0 152.00 

1 96 17.55 6100 

Op toi 001111 ors 

Cal No. arm. D... Aa ontrared min 

NPN photo-Iran.. 

AgN Puny/Mg SCR, 4026 a 
nlrared emn 

Ip5I452'nned 569erv. 

a. NPN phOlo-Illn3alpf. AC 2.0. 

pu,u,pnuo-lnmóoraed 
amm,a e ode a. 

4. id:. gon 
.a.minn.gñp,>w.wn1 

.da, 

Mda and mograted non gon mon u ge 501 speed 
dwlnan 

Me mac 

1.000 

66.10 3 299.9 souswianernioau arm 20 
66290 7.596 601. 2.2167. 4.60 .28 1.20 

dá12á ::3°1159600.222..D:7;::...r. 
29 210 

667338 4.7V 56.6261.116750.4.1 24 1.93 

6527113 5 IV 6.501.3mer114256.0 24 I 00 
69326 5 6V 69 612.6 

5 50wnW 
Iai.11M 

66908 685 74 1 00 
662140 0.165116 600m62er111 SN.vr.l 24 t BO 

B 1NSR50Dnw2arrnM05706a3 N I BO 

1652369 7 

Sti50Mó.W7.iaerri1n505.1F..i 
24 1 013 

565n5» 5.N1500N0mw7nrer 
165336 9 IV 546 509.21ner mom / 24 I 00 
1662400 101.600.3416,160610.0 24 / 80 

VTIC DIODES DIAMOND TOOL UNGAR 
9519 ITIC DII CW INDUSTRIES AMOEK G.E. 

UNGAR VAGEOJ. W. MILLER LUXO 
IC GC CHEMICALS ARIES PLESSEY 

IIIMMEIZIII 
Oip Cap.: 

Co 
6. síì 

1 26 6 points. Ail 

5d.,00í00, 

/:1 

n usail on AP term 4.6 and 

Y Gd 1. Term,u. O 

Giant .7 look 4DlgR LED Display 

Port Ne. 

66101.11 oiq:KMa.y 1 1 06 
Bord. 12 

m.%ówA9twM 
004557535 

661.8 66102016 P, 0 

.63.2 300 ohm 011.0.466 
.P8 Norma. open 5657 Switch 

"Progrnelmable:' Clock Modules or ar O.M" Red 4DIt12 LED DYpey 
unt9 

.: Segue,.. 
F ed 166 

é:p; mm.`,1... 

ynvl 4.91 .14 m.inm .in.6 ,.db Iima. M 

MAIM - 
Mo.Dsylbn I 

_ 

MAtD2P .Iw id. 7N 

461023 110 VAL 16610.10 
P. 

® 
16610200 Buirm for 661.124* t. 
.111206 

7 10 

C. .> 
141611127 31Nnt Nol6 warn 

14.6 
66106761 MAIM Cora4od.4a.6 41196 

I P C. SoadmmeMel.a. MCdw.. m,l 
6.N 

26610276 
20 M 10 AI 

[Melrose Fuses 

370 "NORMAL-BLO- FUSES 

6146.6. q 
1652410 111514 5607,11mer 0.620 6,61 N I SO 

1162426 IN. 50.6 aner11.618 min I 24 1 BO 

stSOOnwxeur 
IN 6 

80 

166.2458 15161 60666.40601564.1 U 1.53 

Inmate /6559 
1653479 17559 
1662488 646 006.0 

61 

1 BO 
169505 215.50MMMmd.w 11MN95ee.pi..1 ]a I. 80 

69619 Muss Omw.nn n0699. 
1652529 m50.91.9 12140.. 
16956 15159 .N 1 PP 

1662363 2666 50.62Zaner 
4R 

N 1 BO 

1652563 79.7 5661.76n40.7211.5.0 24 1 00 
161257B 3.3P PP; %Om,/ Paile.,1111973..n1 24 1 80 

Pen No. .. I 10 IM 1,061 

1.7726 3 7V 25 2 00 16 65 110 00 

27V 15 2 00 6.65 110 00 

Bridge Rectifiers 

0.0 

In to 25 Amp, 50 to 400 YE. 

026-Ney 
Leg. 

Mu. 
®Ixeri 

ito 

3.151.60 10 75 1 5 

ay m 

50 120 00 

51 3 82 34 00 
54 416 3660 
V 4 27 38 00 
60 4 40.00 

166160.60 
16810,60 
1.20 ND 

R 540146 

RS40 4 ND 

RROOSND 
191 ND 
.66216 
.914 ND 

6600660 
5460140 
6082.60 6.60 
6401006613 
1.1010160 

6610450 

140 2 

280 2 

57 4 27 78 OD 

60 4 60 40 00 
83 4 72 42 CO 

69 517 46 00 

35 4 

50 8 

26 

780 9 

1.50 11.70 00 
1.85 12.37 1139 
1.00 13.50 120.00 
1.95 14 62 130.00 

1.56 11.70 19 00 
1 55 1237 /10 00 
I B3 

5.% u 82 130.120 

I 71 12 82 11400 
1 61 17,50 130 CO 

I 95 14 52 170 00 
2.10 1576 1000 

100 70 10 2 10 16 75 140 07 
200 10 10 2 25 16 07 150 00 

B6150660 50 36 
BR151 ND 100 70 
96152 ND 260 140 
011154 ND 400 910 

6.2506613 50 36 

05251 ND 103 70 
6922 60 
DR. NO 03 280 

15 7 08 23 17 206 00 
15 3 15 23172 21000 
15 3 30 24 75 220 00 
16 1..57 230 00 

3927,0 tl 00 
7 75 29 12_260 00 

FICOND 

619.60 

110060 

011. 

F115 ND 
6111560 

611660 

6173-60 

219 ND 

775 

.700 

1 200 

500 

3 96 
7.10 

35.10 

UN 1166 
16.10 2250 A 

11.6 178.00 
4.40 192.00.6 

05.00 292.00/6 
66 03 302.00/64 

1.40 
292.00/M 
226174 

4.40 67 00 262,60. 
4 60 292.02216 

40.00 177.00/6 
40.00 177,00/6 
40 00 n.o074 

1777.021/16 

1,32 80.00/M 
1 32 26.00/6 
132 59.00/61 
1 32 86.00/M 
1.9 0.00 90W4 

06.03/11 9 
2.12 71.60 ñmM 
2.13 31.00 

351 101.00/51 
194.01.1 

360 

SAO BLO -11l0. FUSES 

61046. Aines Mee 
Rs 

010 8 46 126.90 .0 F30160 071 0.48 
F302440 00 0.0 176.1 

63/34 ND ICO 6 40 96 03 

61m.»ó 96 00 
F707.60 175 0 40 :12c: 
F30607 1137 

630067 730 96 00 

93 6 00 

m 
F722 ND 

632460 

m»D: 
977.60 2 WO 7 52 

F731 NO 

6.0-60 

2 803 7 62 

1 600 
1 600 4 54 

6 CO 

4 54 

5 00 

6m»D 3xoó 

39 

F337 ND 12 4 00 
6378.140 16 

33 4 OD 

653.0616 
563.00/61 
683 M 
42 

79.07/6 

75 00 93 00/M 
75.60 ma.com 
75 00 333.00/6 

17.174 

00ó514t 
tiro7335061 

.:0076 
332.00,14 

00/16 

66 00 
6600 COIN 

54 00 241.00/14 
04 00 241 00/16 
54 03 241 CO/M 
54 00 341 03/11 
54 CO NI 60/151 
54 00 241 60/6 
54 00 141.120316 

sem 
16 

200 
60 CO 

63 00 386 00/61 

GO 07 216 00/16 
6000 76600/6 
60 DO 266 06561 

Poworace 

for F* And wt.e 
w n.05 to was voc .p w..mo.. 

187 wmge 
`mî°m.°" 

Nei. w . 
o1m. 

Cot 66016 
10906.6011 

061141. re Nam or. and doa. 
MOM 

0026 

UL, Style 1015, 600V, -556 to 1050C, V W.1 

9119 60 19810 NO 976 6.10 1.111110 100 14 

:33:33 :333:37 13333:33 3 33 ti 

11001067 Win., Solid 
UL, Style 1015, 600V, -59C to 1059C, VW) 

7.08 77 076110 97 720 MO 111372.0 
677.0 *3 /10 60 57776110 

9 974.3 97 /40 NO 674660 371xp i 
OS 20 

Awo 
7316 

61.215.60 9 92 46 42 67 126 031 177 
61226.60 12.01 50.61 82.05 . .165 

612.46.140 10.16 78.70 16.10 .032 .214 
61261-6D 19.00 63.34 120.50 . 214 
612656D 21 16 97 /6 141 76 2202 239 
W137.1.60 24.06 166 40 154.06 . 145 
61.201.140 36.00 110 61 177.70 
6129.5140 31.40 76 214.06 m 
6130.-60 78 50 183 23 20 75 040 316 
6171,160 57 71 265 74 793.60 23 040 .345 

wmi»D á 

IN i re, Multiildict or Shielded 

6506 69 2 
6507 560 27 64 126. 1013 48 
6510 ND 73 20 153 2B 226 3. 
W612.1 ND 78 00 181 14 265.86 
W6161 ND MI 111 219 88 36 50 

072 

°cu a 

037 266 
036 a 

.5305 ND 9,14 BO 94 411 36 20 
% ND 79 w5A 

NO 06 54Q N 633. 70 036 406 

Cnu.wl Cable 

6703 1,60 15 2 6 66 107 /u725dd 76 

Electro Tap Splices 

+! 4? 

27 to I a 
Affli Ina On 11, PP 

61051 18 14 160 18 I 53 14 1 

Shrink Tubing - Polynlelin 
M k.aral 6 sot* e.ery. 

11. Ne 1a 
6441114. 1 Ft 

1rM 111110-60 1.614e 11117 7]s1 OM 023 

126 

16111 NO 2117 445 70 05 35 65 013 031 
111117. NO 703 5 05 22 75 40 40 992 046 
8117 NO 7 20 5 15 26 02 491 125 062 

81.14 60 3 90 0 50 2217 51 94 187 0117 

18616 4 97 8 22 7110 86 75 

66110 550 111 4121 7721 27Ms 1117 

1117 MO 120 10 77 4149 07 65 500 250 

»s1171 iD iä 110 

1e 1 8 :. i. 
500 /50 21110 67 2017 

»slvisú 5s 
COO I 000 

.34 72 

óliii tü25 : 
54 75 110 341 54 677 14 7000 I 509 

Shook Tubing Adhesive Wall 
6111 2305311 Clen 

mrR.i.yimi 
Prim 

t.µn3e. 

500 250 

0101.1161 

5200 WI 10.10 207 00100 7S0 
970110 11 34 22000000 175 
11702 NO 13 50 54 
VI. NO 

25ió 
m75 750 775 

9204 60 I 

11705 NO 6100 MI.. 500 750 

Shrink Tubing Assortment 
Con* TM Folio*: 

1 n. of WM-ND 2 N. of W1KND 
2 N. of Wttt-ND 2 k. of W/tSND 
2 ft. of W182-ND 1 K of W188-ND 
3 ft. of W 1i3-ND 

Part No. ST-KIT 17.95 
nn Dig. Key volume discount and service charges are simple to am by Most items sold by Dip Key may be combined for a volume discount. Items that are em discountable are Mentit d by the suffix Na tdlowmng the pan number. Ayer writing your order, total all al the discountable items and apply the speseprúte discount, To this subtotal. add the nmldiscountabie 0ems. Than add the service rge. We pay all ss.ppieg and insurance to addresses in the U.S.A.. Canada Ma 610.00.17 when check et moms order accompanies order. Digi. Key only ships orders within IM continental U. S., Alaska M awe d. Canada and Mexico 

WHEN ORDERING BY PHONE. CALL 1.900.3444539 MK. all 21866146741. BY MAIL SENO YOUR ORDER TO: DIGI00V, P.O. Box 677, Thief Riser Falls, MN 56701. 

yd 
you 

may 
say by 

check. 
money order, Master Charge. VISA o C.O.D. OJGl.KEV GUARANTEE-: Any pans or products purchased tro . Digi.Key that prove to be defective will be replaced or rebind day from receipt wan a copy of your invoice. lICEN .JECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NONCE." 

SERVICE CHARGES 
s o.00-á 9.99 Add $2.00 
9 10.00-925.00 
9 25.00-919.99 

b 50.00-999.99 
010000 Up 

VOLUME DISCOUNT 
Add $0.75 9 100.00 -9209.99 Less 10% 
Add $0.50 0 250.00 -0499.99 Less 15% 
Add $0.25 0 500.004999.99 Leas 20% 

No Charge $1000 S Up Less 2514 
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LETTER BOX 
(Continued from page 3) 

of a pile of carbon disks in an insulated 
frame. The disks are then squeezed to- 

gether increasing contact as the pres- 
sure is applied; thus the resistance 
drops. 

To handle 10- to 30- amperes drain re- 

quires such a device. However, with the 

battery in the car, you could load it with 

your headlamps. With the battery out of 
the car, you can load the battery using 
two electrodes in a plastic pail of water 

Slowly add salt to the water to increase 
the current. Do this out of doors for short 
intervals only and do not allow the bat- 
tery to warm up. 

Wants Degree 

I'm a shut -in because of poor health. 

However I can work about my shop and I 

am clever enough to pass most college 
subjects. I'm not bragging, but I am tutor- 

ing college math including calculus, sub- 
jects in which I am self- taught. That is 

why I'd like to know whether or not I can 

get a college degree in electronics engi- 9 
neering? 
W.S., Lowell, NC 

If you can learn calculus on your own, 

go for the gold -or should I say, "Go for 

the sheepskin!" Drop a note to 
Grantham College of Engineering, 
10570 Humbolt Street, Los Alamitos, CA 

90720. They offer home -study degrees, 
which I am sure that you will have no 

trouble mastering. 

Short Question 
What is a glitch? P.L., Redmond, WA 
In the good old days, a glitch was an 

open, a short, a blown fuse, a burnt re- 

sistor, etc. Today, when a complex digital 
circuit fails to operate we say that it has a 

glitch -a fault that we cannot explain. 
Very often that glitch is a momentary 
fault that never reoccurs. Write it off to 

the glitch as many aircraft faults were 

written off to gremlins during WWII. 

Watch It 

I'd like to tell your readers of my expe 
rience. One day I sat at my workbench 
(actually it's my hobby play bench) and 
went to work on a gadget I was building. 
It didn't work, so I pulled out my multi- 
meter and checked the 117 -volt AC line 
first. It was almost the last thing I ever 
did. 

After years of workbench use, the rub - 

ber insulation near the probes cracked, 
leaving some exposed copper wire. The 

shock was sudden and the resulting 
backward jump nearly broke my back. 
Fortunately I mend quickly. I also men - 

ded 
And, 

leads 
on ll my instruments. 

do the 
, I your 

same. 
B.G., Downey, CA 

Thanks for the tip. 

We enjoy reading letters from our 
readers. Each letter is read carefully. Es- 

sential information is used to guide the 

editors in preparing the next issue. 
However, please forgive us should we 

not answer your letter -it is impossible 
to answer all of them. 
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DELTAX DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPES 
TWO QUALITY 10 -1 HOOK ON PROBES INCLUDED) 

SALIENT FEATURES: 

BUILT -IN COMPONENT TESTER. 

AUTOMATIC TRIGGERING. 

TV VIDEO SYNC. FILTER. 

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS: 
DEFLECTION FACTOR: 

5MV to 20V /DIV. 

M RISE TIME Less than 17ns. 

TIME BASE: 0.2µs to 0.5 s /DIV. 

SALIENT FEATURES: 
PORTABLE, WORK ON AC /DC. 

BUILT -IN BATTERY. 

AUTOMATIC RECHARGE 

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS: 4 DEFLECTION FACTOR: 

2MV to 10V /DIV. 
Wig"RISE TIME: Less than 23ns. 

IRCibillb t Ale TIME BASE: 0.5µs to 0.5 s /DIV. 

DX5020 20MHz $379.95 DX5015S 15MHz $510.00 

SALIENT FEATURES: 

SINGLE SWEEP. 

DELAYED TRIGGERING SWEEP. 

DELAY TIME BECOMES DIM. 

SWEEP STARTS AT TIME DELAYED 

ALT. TRIGGER FOR TWO 

NON -SYNCHRONIZED SIGNALS. 

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS: 
DEFLECTION FACTOR: 

5MV /DIV. - 10V /DIV. 
1MV /DIV. (5X gain) 
RISE TIME: Less thon 10ns. 

TIME BASE: 0.1µs - 0.5 s /DIV. 

SALIENT FEATURES: 
DELAY LINE TO PERMIT 

ANALYSIS OF RISE TIMES. 

DELAYED TRIGGER SWEEP 

FEATURE AS DX5035. 
WIDE FREQUENCY BAND 
WIDTH, SCALE ILLUMINATION. 

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS: 

jjj 
DEFLECTION FACTOR: 

a 
5MV /DIV. - 5V /DIV. 
1MV /DIV. (5X gain) 
RISE TIME: Less than 8ns. 

TIME BASE: 0.2µs - 0.5 s /DIV. 

DX5035 35MHz $527.00 

TERMS: One year limited warranty on parts and labor. 

Satisfaction guaranteed, or return unit in original form for refund 

within 10 days from date merchandise received. 

California residents odd 61/2% soles tax. . 

Orders shipped UPS. odd $8.50 for shipping handling and insuron,' 

DX5045 45MHz $789.95 

TO ORDER: CALL COLLECT (714) 594 -7131 
MONEY ORDER, VISA, MASTERCARD, C.O.D.(REQUIRED 25 %DOWN) 

DELTAX20955E LELTAX OM NG SfT WALNUT, 

CALIF. 91789, TELEX: 503749 DELTAX. 
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: 22K 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW 
ABOUT THIS 

RCA LV REG. CIRCUIT 
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Typical of RCA CTC 85 thru 108 LV Regulator Circuits 

7100 

11 D422 D421 

AUTO I C420 M M 
START-UP OI 
X-FORMER I . 

Schematic by Diehl Engineering 

How many of these questions 
can you answer ? 

(1', Every circuit has a beginning and an ending. Where does this 
circuit begin ? 

(2, Specifically, what is the purpose of this circuit ? 

(3 What turns it on ? What turns it off, or does it ever really turn off ? 
(4, Does this circuit have a shut down feature ? If so, which com- 

ponents are involved ? 

(5 What would happen if 0103 were to become shorted E to C? 
(6i What purpose does Z115 serve ? 

(7) What would happen if D114 became shorted ? 

(8) What purpose does C126 serve? What will happen if C126 
becomes open ? 

(9) Is the winding between terminals 3 and 4 of the flyback a primary 
or a secondary winding ? 

(10) What purpose does C117 serve ? Exactly what does it do, and 
exactly how does it do it ? 

(11) Exactly what do resistors R113, 114, 115, 116, and 117 do ? 
What happens if they change value ? 

(12) What occurs that causes this circuit to produce an initial start up 
pulse ? 

(13) Why does this entire circuit become shorted and begin to destroy 
horiz output transistors if the regulator SCR becomes shorted ? 

(14) There is exactly one safe and practical method of circumventing 
this LV regulator circuit for test purposes. This technique does 
not involve a variac. Instead, you must disconnect one wire then 
connect a jumper wire from terminal #4 directly to 
Which wire do you disconnect and where do you connect the 
other end of your jumper wire ? 

(15) If SCR100 is shorted, this circuit will still "eat" horiz output tran- 
sistors even if you are using a variac. Why ? 

(16) Why does this circuit use a floating ground ? 

We publish a monthly magazine called the Technician / Shop Owners 
Newsletter. Each month we take a popular circuit and absolutely 
diasect it. 

Using color coded pictorial schematics such as the one above, we 
"map out" every action in the overall sequence of events that must 
take place during each and every cycle. 

Beginning with the very first "action" in the sequence (which just 
happens to be depicted in the above schematic) we explain exactly 
what is taking place. We then explain the function of every component 
in that portion of the circuit. After explaining the function of each com- 
ponent, we show you how to troubleshoot that particular "action" or 
function. 

After reading our newsletter on this circuit, you could answer all of the 
above questions as fast as anyone could ask them. In fact, you will 
then know everything there is to know about this circuit. Including how 
to troubleshoot it !! 

Regardless of whether you work on TV sets, stereos, radios or 
computers, just having the ability to " diasect" an electronic circuit 
(any circuit) is worth a fortune. In reality, "diasecting" is exactly what 
our newsletter is designed to teach you. 

Because of the manner in which our newsletter is written, the subject 
matter that is gained from each monthly issue is so extremely broad 
that it will "spill over" into your everyday troubleshooting routine, and 
be applied to totally unrelated circuits. 

Each monthly issue sells for only $995, due ten days after delivery. 
VISA / Mastercharge welcome. 

To Order: Send your name, address and phone # to Diehl Publica- 
tions, 6004 Estacado Ln., Amarillo, TX 79109. Specify Issue # 3. 

For immediate Service Call: (806) 359-0329 or 359-1824. 

Do not use the Reader Service Card in this magazine to place your 
order. 
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TOLL FREE ORDERS 1 -800 -826 -5432 
(IN CALIFORNIA: 1- 800 -258 -6666) 
INFORMATION 12131 380.8000 

L. E. D: S 
STANDARD JUMBO 

DIFFUSED 
RED 10 FOR $1.50 

GREEN 10 FOR $2.00 
YELLOW 10 FOR $2.00 

FLASHER LED 
,,ry/L, 

5 VOLT OPERATION 
1 RED JUMBO SIZE 

1111. 

$1.00 EACH 

81 POLAR LED 
2 FOR 57.70 

LED HOLDERS 
TWO PIECE HOLDER 8 
FOR JUMBO LED 
10 FOR 65s 200 FOR $10.00 

CLEAR CLIPLITE 
HOLDER 

coMAKE LED A FANCY 
INDICATOR. CLEAR. 
4 FOR $1.00 

1J VU6 MCLAT 
l' CONTACT: S.P.N.C. 

10 AMP @120 VAC 
ENERGIZE COIL TO 
OPEN CONTACT... 

COIL- 13 VDC 650 OHMS 
SPECIAL PRICE $1.00 EACH 

*`f 
iyl l. 

KEY ASSEMBLY 
5 KEY 

$7CH 
EACH 

CONTAINS 5 SINGLE -POLE 
NORMALLY OPEN SWITCHES 

MEASURES 3 3/4" LONG 
6 KEY 

if,-¡¡I43, 

$1.25 
EACH 

CONTAINS 6 SINGLE -POLE 
NORMALLY OPEN SWITCHES. 

MEASURES 4 1/4" LONG. 

EDGE 
CONNECTORS 

,1,5:x,,, ",, +,,. +- , + + + 

22/44 22/44 GOLD PLATED 
CONTACTS 

.156 CONTACT SPACING. 

$2.00 EACH 10 FOR $18.00 

28/56 
.?8/56 GOLD PLATED CONTACTS 
156 CONTACT SPACING. 

$2.50 EACH 10 FOR $22.00 

SUB -MINIATURE 
D TYPE 

CONNECTOR 

:.-.: ... ° 

SOLDER TYPE SUB- MINIATURE 
CONNECTORS USED FOR 
COMPUTER HOOK UPS. 

DB -15 PLUG $2.75 
DB -15 SOCKET $4.00 
DB -15 HOOD $1.50 
DB -25 PLUG $2.75 
DB -25 SOCKET $3.50 
DB -25 HOOD $1.25 

MULTI- SWITCHES 
5 STATION INTERLOCKING 
3 - 2PDT AND 2 - 6PDT SWITCHES ON FULLY 

INTERLOCKING ASSEMBLY. 31/4" BETWEEN 
MOUNTING CENTERS. $2.50 EACH 

5 STATION NON -INTERLOCKING 
SAME AS ABOVE. EXCEPT EACH SWITCH 

OPERATE INDEPENDENTLY $2.50 EACH 

COMPUTER 

GRADE 

CAPACITORS 

2,000 mfd. 200 VDC 
1 3/4' DIA. 5" HIGH $2.00 

3,600 mfd. 40 VDC 
1 3/8" DIA. , 3 3/4' HIGH $1.00 

6,400 mfd. 60 VDC 
1 3/8" DIA. 41/4" HIGH $2.50 

31,000 mfd. 15 VDC 
13/4' DIA. 4" HIGH $2.50 

72,000 mfd. 15 VDC 
2' DIA. 4 3/8" HIGH $3.50 

185,000 mfd. 6 VDC 
2 1/2" DIA. 41/2" HIGH $1.50 

CLAMPS TO FIT CAPACITORS 505 N. 

48 PAGE CATALOG 

SOLDERING 
IRON STAND 

By Mark Saxon 

ON SCANNERS 

SPRING STEEL 
IRON HOLDER 

N WEIGHTED BASE. 

$5.00 EACH 

WALL 
TRANSFORMER 

ALL ARE 115 VAC 
PLUG IN 

4 VDC @70 MA $2.00 

9 VAC @1 AMP $3.00 
12.5 VAC @ 265 MA $2.50 

17 VAC @ 500 MA 54.00 

24 VAC @ 250 MA $3.00 

MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES 
ALL ARE RATED 5 AMPS @ 125 VAC 

S.P.D.T. S.P.D.T. S.P.D.T. 
(on -on) 0 (on -on) d (on -on) 

SOLDER LUG 
TERMINALS 
$1.00 EACH 
10 FOR 49.00 
100 FOR $80 0 

P C STYLE. 
NON -THREADED 
BUSHING 
7Si EACH 
10 FOR S7 00 

P C LUGS. 
THREADED 
BUSHING 
$1.00 EACH 
10 FOR S9 00 
100 FOR $80 00 

'ú 
I 

13.8 VOLT REGULATED POWER SUPPLY 

THESE ARE SOLID STATE FULLY REGULATED 

13.8VDC POWER SUPPLIES. ALL FEATURE 

100% SOLID STATE CONSTRUCTION, FUSE 

PROTECTION, L. E. D. POWER INDICATOR. 

2 AMP CONSTANT. 4 AMP SURGE. 

UL LISTED $18.00 EACH 

1 1 EGdWICS IRZ 
905 S. VERMONT P.O. BOX 20406 LOS ANGELES, CA 90006 

QUANTITIES LIMITED FOREIGN ORDERS 
MINIMUM ORDER 510.00 INCLUDE SUFFICIENT 
USA 5300 SHIPPING SHIPPING 

NO C O D' CALIF RES ADD 61 2' 
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OFTEN OVERLOOKED AS A POTENTIAL 

source of monitoring excitement are the 

frequencies used by the news media: 
newspapers, radio, and TV stations. 
Those organizations go to great lengths to 

put into the field crews of reporters in 

roving cars, vans, and even helicopters. 
Often the reporters spot accidents or other 
newsworthy events before police or fire 

authorities are summoned to the scene. 
That is why it's so unusual to note that 
they haven't been heralded as the greatest 
discovery since the invention of Twinkies. 

One of the things I like about what's 
being heard on those frequencies is that 
when they call in their stories they go into 
lots of detail. The accounts are much bet- 
ter than what you get on the police and fire 

frequencies where it's strictly a matter of, 

"Just the facts, ma'am." 
In the case of the broadcast media you 

may hear actual live on- the -air "feeds" 
taking place on those channels, and that is 

especially true in the case of traffic heli- 
copters. In some instances, however, 
you'll find that what the broadcast au- 

dience is led to believe is a "live" broad- 
cast from a traffic chopper is actually a 

taped rendition which is put on the air as 

much as five minutes after it was sent 
"live." 

Up in the Smog 
Where I live there are traffic helicopters 

from several local radio stations. The pi- 
lots all know one another and they usually 
chat with one another and swap small talk 
on the VHF aero band (122.85 and 122.9 
MHz are favorite frequencies) between 
traffic reports. Moreover, the pilots like to 

kid around with the air personalities at 

their broadcast stations before and just 
after their traffic reports.That takes place 
on the channel used for the traffic report. 

In addition to direct remote location 
feeds, those frequencies are also used for 
dispatching staff personnel. In once in- 

stance I know of, most of the station per- 

sonnel have two -way equipment in their 
cars (and boats) and use those frequencies 
to place and receive telephone calls 
through the radio station switchboard. It's 
interesting to hear the station manager's 

reaction when they disturb him while he's 
fishing to say that the afternoon DJ can't 
go on the air because he had one -too- 
many martinis with (or for) lunch! 

Where to Listen 
The frequencies used by the various 

media are shown in Tables 1 and 2. You'll 
find that even in areas away from large 
cities you should be able to pinpoint ac- 
tivity on one or more channels. Put your 
scanner into the search mode to see which 
channels are active in your area. 

Reader Sallye Reynolds of Illinois asks 
us to remind readers that sometimes you 
have to root around on the scanner bands 
to locate what you're seeking. In her area, 
for instance, there was reputed to be an 
"unlisted" police frequency used for spe- 
cial tactical purposes. After rigorously 
scanning every possible frequency allo- 
cated to the Police Radio Service and 
drawing a complete blank, she was begin- 
ning to think that the rumors were without 
substance. That was until she stumbled 
across the mystery frequency by accident. 
It wasn't on a regular frequency where it 

was "supposed" to be. 
Well, it was regular frequency, but not 

one set aside for exclusive police uses. It 

was on a frequency allocated to the so- 
called Local Government Radio Service. 
That radio service is usually used by mis- 
cellaneous municipal, county, and state 
agencies such as parks /recreation, social 
services, civil defense, sewer repair, etc. 
There is no restriction against the use of 
Local Government Radio Service by gov- 
ernmental services such as police and fire 

departments. And Sallye has also dis- 
covered that in one state, the State Police 
have their communications on an Inter- 
state Highway Emergency Radio Service 
where you'd never think of looking for 

them. 
Or would you? 
Local Government Radio Service fre- 

quencies are gently sprinkled amongst 
various other services' frequencies in the 
following bands: 37.10 to 37.26, 39.06 to 

39.98, 45.08 to 46.58, 153.74 to 
158.955, and 453.025 to 453.975 MHz. 

(Continued on page 22) 



NRI Trains You At Home -As You Build Your Own IBM-Compatible Computer 

GET THE KNOW-HOW 
TO REPAIR EVERY 

COMPUTER ON THIS PAGE 
Learn the Basics the NRI 
Way -and Earn Good 
Money Troubleshooting 
Any Brand of Computer 
The biggest growth in jobs 
between now and 1995, 
according to Department of 
Labor estimates, will occur in 
the computer service and 
repair business, where demand 
for trained technicians will 
actually double. 

You can cash in on 
this opportunity -either 
as a fulltime corporate 
technician or an inde- 
pendent serviceperson- 
once you've learned all 
the basics of computers 
the NRI way. NRI's practical 
combination of "reason - 
why" theory and "hands -on" 
building skills starts you with 
the fundamentals of electronics, 
then guides you through advanced 
electronic circuitry and on into 
computer electronics. You also learn 
to program in BASIC and machine 
language, the essential languages for 
troubleshooting and repair. 

You Build -and Keep -a 
Sanyo MBC5502 
The vital core of your training is 
the step -by -step building of the 
16-bit Sanyo MBC -550 -2 computer. 
Once you've mastered the details of 
this state- of- the-art machine, you'll 
be qualified to service and repair 
virtually every major brand of 
computer, plus many popular 
peripheral and accessory devices. 

With NRI training, you learn at 
your own convenience, in your own 
home. You set the pace -without 
classroom pressures, rigid night - school 
schedules, or wasted time. You build 
the Sanyo MBC -550 -2 from the 
keyboard up, with your own personal 

IBM is a Registered Trademark of International 
Business Machine Corporation. 

Epson is a Registered Trademark of Epson 
America, Inc. 

Apple and the Apple logo are Registered 
Trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Compaq is a Registered Trademark of 
COMPAQ Computer Corporation. 

1984 AT &T Technologies, Inc. 

using machine language. You'll also 
prepare the interfaces for future periph- 
erals such as printers and joysticks. 

100Page Free 
Catalog Tells More 
Send the postage -paid 
reply card today for 

NRI's big 100 -page 
color catalog on 
NRI's electronics 

training, which 
gives you all the facts 

about NRI 
courses in 

Micro- 
computers, 
Robotics, 
Data 

Communica- 
tions, TV/ 

Video /Audio 
Servicing, and 

other growing high - 
tech career fields. If the 

reply card is missing, write to 
the address below. AND 

MORE. 
NRI instructor and the complete NRI 
technical staff ready to answer your 
questions or give you guidance and 
special help whenever you need it. 

Praised by critics as the "most 
intriguing" of all the IBM -PC 
compatible computers, the new Sanyo 
uses the same 8088 microprocessor as 
the IBM -PC and features the MS /DOS 
operating system. As a result, you'll 
have a choice of thousands of off -the- 
shelf software programs to run on 
your completed Sanyo. 

Your NRI course includes 
installation and troubleshooting of the 
"intelligent" keyboard, power supply, 
and disk drive, plus you'll check out 
the 8088 microprocessor functions, 

Your NRI course includes the Sanyo 
MBC550.2 Computer with 128K RAM, 
monitor, disk drive, and "intelligent" keyboard; the NRI 
Discovery Lab", teaching circuit design and operations; 
a Digital Multimeter, Bundled Spread Sheet and Word 
Processing Software worth $1500 at retail -and more. 

Níß/ SCHOOLS 
McGraw -Hill Continuing Education Center 
3939 Wisconsin Avenue, NW I rt 
Washington, DC 20016 11:4 
We'll Give You Tomorrow. 
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SAXON ON SCANNERS 
(Continued from page 18) 
Check 'em out! 

In our mailbag for this issue we find an inquiry from Sam 
Carrone of Baltimore, MD. Sam wants to know if there are 

national scanner clubs he can join. Sam, you may be just a little 
late for the only such group with national aspirations. The 

California -headquartered group looks to have entered a declining 
cycle in its popularity and some folks don't seem to think it will 
ever re -gain the status and member value it once had. Your best 
bet would be to try to seek out some of the local or regional 
groups which have been coming into existence of late. Ask 
around at communication shops selling scanners. 

Andy Collins of Toronto asks if we can pass along a few 

frequencies in his area since they seem hard to obtain by asking 
around at communications shops. The Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police use 41.28 and 49.12 MHz, and you can listen for the 

Ontario Provincial Police dispatchers on 41.96, 41.98, 42.06, 
42.20 and 42.72 MHz. On 42.10 Mhz you can hear emergency 
service agency communications. Forestry conservation commu- 
nications are on 48.16 MHz. And if you're a fire- communica- 
tions enthusiast, be sure to listen on 46.70 and 46.74 MHz. 
Prisons in Ontario are using 41.86 MHz. 

Robert Cosgrove of Texas notes that "nobody" ever gives out 
information on frequencies used for inter -company communica- 
tions by telephone companies. Bob says that they've got repair 
crews and all sorts of other personnel out on the road around the 

clock. He'd like to see some data on their frequencies published, 
and he's sure that others would also like to have that information, 
too! Could be! All you need do is ask! 

Some companies use 35.16 or 151.985 MHz for base /mobile 
communications, with additional frequencies for mobile units 
and hand -held's on 43.16 and 158.34 MHz. There are also UHF 
frequencies available and those frequencies are in especially 
heavy use by telephone companies in larger metropolitan areas. 
Those are all in the 451.175 to 451.6875 MHz band. 

From San Diego comes a postcard from "C.L.G." who wants 
to know "what's with" 56.75 MHz. He says that its supposed to 

be VHF marine channel 15 but he's never heard so much as 

"peep" on it. 
That frequency is intended for use by coast stations in a way 

roughly similar to the NOAA weather transmissions on 162.55 
MHz (and similar frequencies). The idea is for coast stations to 

furnish mariners with weather, sea conditions, time signals, 
hazards to navigation, and other notices. Basically it was a good 
idea but coast stations have not shown much interest in becoming 
involved. Maybe it is a matter of economics (since the service 
would not produce any revenues) or it's because they fear law- 

suits from mariners who have problems after using the broad- 
casts. 

TABLE 1- FREQUENCIES (MHz) 
USED BY NEWSPAPER REPORTERS 

173.225 
173.275 

173.275 452.975 
173.375 453.00 

TABLE 2 

FREQUENCIES (MHz) USED BY RADIO/TV STATIONS 

161.64 450.0875 450.2875 450.4875 450.70 
161.67 450.1125 450.3125 450.5125 450.80 
161.70 450.15 450.35 450.55 450.85 

161.73 450.1875 450.3875 450.5875 450.90 
161.76 450.2125 450.4125 450.6125 450.925 

450.05 450.25 450.45 450.65 

Note: Additional radio/TV station frequencies are situated exactly 5 MHz higher 

than the 450 MHz frequencies shown above (i.e. 455.05, 455.0875, 455.1125 

MHz, etc.) 



By Herb Friedman 

ON COMPUTERS 

Computer Aided Design (CAD) programs are available for µP's 

IT'S MORE THAN LIKELY THAT IN A FEW 
ore years templates, ruling pens, and 
her drafting tools will be antiques, to be 
en in display cases along with other 

bjects d'art because just about every- 
one- including hobbyists -will be creat- 
ing drawings and schematic diagrams by 
computer. 

Even though computerized artwork 
dften takes longer to prepare than con- 
ventional drawings, in the long run they 
are more convenient because, among 
other things, they are easy to modify. One 
an make additions and deletions without 
aving to scrub away with an eraser, or 
aste tiny scraps of paper over the drawing 

in order to show changes. 
Although most of you are familiar with 

the expensive and somewhat tedious -to- 
learn CAD (Computer Aided Design) 
software used by architects to design 
buildings, few electronics technicians and 
hobbyists need computing power that can 
Show an entire building or an entire room, 
qr which can zoom in and fill the screen 
with a sink drain. As a general rule, any - 
thing that powerful costs big bucks be- 

Muse it needs a maxi -computer -a 
ainframe. 
The typical electronics technician and 

hobbyist doesn't need all that much com- 
puter power. More often than not CAD is 
used to simply prepare a flow chart or the 
schematic diagram for some particular 
equipment, either of which can be easily 
done by a desktop computer. Your home 
and family personal computer is capable 
of handling such tasks. 

Looking at Bucks 
There are basically two kinds of moder- 

ately- priced CAD programs intended for 

the personal computer. The more corn - 
mon kind, the type generally used in 
schools from high school up, costs several 
hundred to over a thousand dollars and is 
generally intended for drawings that use 
lines, rectangles, and circles. Much of 
their strength lies in the ability to easily 
replicate some kind of structure in any 
desired physical relationship. For exam- 
ple, if the user draws the symbol for a 
single op -amp, the program allows the 
user to replicate as many similar op- 
amps- either larger or smaller -any- 
where on the screen. For a few hundred 
dollars more, plus the cost of a digitizing 
pad, the program usually comes with a 
library of stock shapes and symbols. A 
sheet of paper imprinted with the symbols 
is placed on the digitizing pad. To insert a 
symbol into the drawing, the user places 
the tip of an electronic pointer on the 

symbol, presses a button on the pointer, 
moves the pointer to the screen where the 
symbol is needed. When the button is 
again depressed, the symbol appears on 
the screen. 

While that kind of software and the 
hardware that can run it is relatively ex -. 
pensive, much of the cost represents fea- 
tures not needed by the average 
electronics hobbyist and technician. In 
fact, a very fine low -cost ($49.95) elec- 
tronic drafting system known as Sche- 
matic Drafting Processor from Spectrum 
Projects (Box 21272, Woodhaven, NY 
11421) is presently available for a Radio 
Shack Color Computer equipped with a 
single floppy disk. 

Unlike most other drafting programs, 
which are universal in the sense that they 
are intended for any conventional drafting 

(Continued on page 94) 

Fig. 1 -This is how the schematic diagram 
of the Telephone Hold appears on the 
screen of a Color Computer. The type is 
actually graphics generated by the pro- 
gram's text mode. The construction project 
for the Telephone Holder appears in this 
Issue. You may want to compare a drafts- 
man's version against the monitor's view. 
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By Don Jensen 

Tuning -in on... 

Shuttle 
Communications 
Hear voices of astronauts and earthbound support personnel! 

In the nearly quarter century since man first broke free from global fetters, 
we've come far in our quest to conquer space. 
From a single cosmonaut, tentatively circling the planet, we are now regularly 

launching reusable space shuttles with shirtsleeve crews of men and women, 
scientist and payload specialist, a school teacher, and even a U.S. Senator! 

In just over four years, the shuttle orbiters -Columbia, Challenger, Discov- 
ery', and, in 1985, Atlantis, too -will have logged over 3,000 hours and millions 
of miles out beyond Earth's atmosphere. 

The shuttles function as freight carriers, delivering and launching satellites in 
space and bringing some back in the shuttles' payload bays. They also serve as 
traveling repair shops for orbiting satellites that are ailing, science laboratories 
for space experiments and observations, and factories for manufacturing products 
in zero gravity. 

With those space trucks some 170 miles out for days or weeks at a time, an 
elaborate communications system is a must. As a National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) spokesman said recently, "Communications? 
Everything relies on communications!" 

The ability to put human beings and multimillion dollar packages of high -tech 
cargo into space means nothing if NASA can't find and talk to the technicians 
and instruments. 

Finding the shuttle orbiter means space- tracking systems. Keeping in touch 
means complex telemetery operations and both voice and video communica- 
tions. 

For the guy at home with a shortwave receiver or a scanner, regrettably, the 
chances of hearing direct communications from a shuttle flight these days are 

Photos by NASA 
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slim to none! There are no astronaut single -sideband (SSB) 
voice downlinks on the shortwave high frequencies (HF). And 

rarely used, except in emergencies, are the 259.7 and 296.8 

MHz air -ground UHF channels. 
Still there is fascinating listening for the average Joe and 

Jane with relatively unsophisticated radio gear. There are 

upper sideband (USB),shortwave ground -to- ground relays of 

the astronaut signals. There also are many shortwave -and if 
you live close enough to launch or landing sites, VHF and 

UHF -radio signals from various ground support and emer- 

gency services belonging to NASA and the military. 

The future may also bring a repeat of special amateur radio 

tests from space like those during the STS -9 orbiter mission 
in late 1983. 

Tapping the Stars 
How can you eavesdrop on future space flights? Stay tuned 

for more on that. First, though, let's take a look at the big 

picture of space shuttle communications. 
Orbiting space missions are linked to Earth by the Space 

Tracking and Dating Network (STDN), operated by the 

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) in Greenbelt, 
Maryland. Primary communications, direct or via the Track- 

DOMSAT S-BAND 

ing and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) System, make use of 
microwave -length Kµ -band and S -band frequencies. 

STDN has 13 tracking stations on four continents: Ascen- 

sion Island; Santiago, Chile; Bermuda; Goldstone, CA; 

Guam; Kauai, Hawaii; Madrid, Spain; Merritt Island, FL; 

Orroral, Australia; Quito, Ecuador; Fairbanks, Alaska; 
Rosman, NC; and Winkfield, England. 

In addition, there are special transportable tracking sta- 

tions at Edwards AFB, CA, plus several Air Force Advanced 

Range Instrumentation Aircraft (ARIA) at various spots 
around the world. 

The STDN stations are equipped with a variety of para- 
bolic dish antennas, 30 to 85 feet in diameter, each designed 
for a specific job in a specific frequency band. 

Two million miles of circuitry- communications satel- 

lites, telephone lines, submarine cables, microwave and radio 
(including, happily, some HF shortwave relays) link the shut- 

tle to the Johnson Space Center (JSC) Mission Control Center 
at Houston, TX. En route, the communications are routed by 

major switching centers at GSFC in Greenbelt; the Jet Pro- 

pulsion Laboratory (JPL), Pasadena, CA; Cape Canaveral, 
FL; Canberra, Australia; Madrid, Spain; and London, En- 

gland. 
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Tracking stations scattered around the world gave shuttle crews contact with Mission Control Center (MCC) 

for several minutes of most orbits. With the new Tracking and Data Relay Satellites (TDRS) parked 

at 23,000 miles over the equator. MCC will have almost continuous contact with the shuttle crews. The 

diagram simplifies the communications and data network that connects Earth to the shuttle. 



SHUTTLE MISSION FREQUENCIES Closing the Communications Gap 
A revolutionary new way of tracking the orbiters began 

with the launching of the first Tracking and Data Relay 
Satellite by the Shuttle Challenger in April 1983. It was the 
first step in closing the communications gaps that existed in 
the systems since the earliest days of space flight. Before 
TDRS, the shuttle could remain in contact with one of the 
ground tracking stations around the globe only about 20 
percent of the time during a typical mission. 

With the TDRS system, nearly constant (85 to 100 percent) 
global coverage is possible. The high geosynchronous orbit 
TDRS's serve as tracking stations in the sky,'relaying orbiter's 
S -band signals via higher powered Kp. band, from orbiter to 
ground. Eventually the satellite system will replace more 
than half of the existing ground- tracking stations, with great- 
er efficiency and reduced costs. 

TDRS, designed jointly by NASA and Western Union, 
can handle up to 300- million bits of data per second -the 
equivalent of processing 300 14-volume sets of encyclopedias 
each second! 

The orbiter vehicles have two sets of antennas. The S -band 
(2,000 MHz) antennas are located on the outside surface of 
the shuttle. KR -band communications use a steerable dish 
antenna mounted in the cargo bay and deployed once the bay 
doors are opened in space. The Kp. band is used for the 
greater flows of digital information required by television 
signals, high -rate telemetery, and the orbiter's text -and- 
graphics system -a kind of teleprinter on which the astronaut 
crews can receive copies of printed material transmitted up to 
them during a mission. 

The shuttle voice communications with the ground use the 
S -band 10 -watt (2205.0 and 2250.0 MHz) and 100 -watt 
(2217.5 and 2287.5 MHz) transmitters. There are dual voice 
channels, one for contacting Mission Control Center. 

Mission Control at Houston is the central control point for 
the shuttle flights. Its communications flexibility is great, 
combining voice, teletype, video, and facsimile. The data, 

Shortwave Frequencies (kHz) 

2622 6693 9042 13277 
2678 6708 9132 13600 
3850 7461 10780 14397 
3860 7675 11205 14896 
5180 7910 11407 20186 
5190 8972 12160 20197 
5350 8981 12277 20198 
5810 7765 13170 20390 

Aeronautical VHF/UHF (MHz) 

KCS Patrick AFB Edwards AFB 
117.8 119.4 116.4 
121.7 121.7 120.7 
126.3 125.1 121.8 
126.2 126.2 126.1 
284.0 128.7 127.8 

273.5 236.6 
335.8 269.9 
340.9 290.3 
348.4 318.1 
358.:3 390.1 

KSC Ground Support VHF (MHz) 

148.46 
149.17 
162.61 
163.46 
163.48 

163.51 
163.56 
;65.19 
170.15 
170.17 

170.35 
171.15 
171.26 
173.56 
173.68 

S -Band Microwave (MHz) 

Shuttle- to- GroJnd 2205.0 2217.5 
2250.0 2287.5 

Ground -to- Shuttle 2041.9 2201.4 

Photo by NASA 

Shuttle flights are becoming more frequent and more successful. Here space shuttle Columbia 
main wheels touch Runway 17 at Edwards AFB to successfully complete a mission of 10 days, 7 hours, 

47 Tnirul:es aid 23 seconds. It was the shuttle's sixth and longest trip into space. 
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A triumphant moment in space is monitored on Earth by ground controllers in the flight control room (FCR -1) of the 

Johnson Space Center's mission control center. Two flight controllers (foreground) man the payloads console 

during the deployment of a Syncom payload. Communications between the shuttle and ground pick up during this period. 

real time and delayed, comes to and from Houston via the 

various ground stations. The interface systems use computers 
to format, compress, and route outgoing information; and to 

reformat, decode, and forward incoming data. 
Scientific telemetery data are transmitted in real time or by 

delayed playback on the orbiter's Kµ -band system via the 

Tracking and Data Relay Satellite or directly by the S -band 
frequency- modulated system to the ground- tracking network. 
Television is available from the orbiter cockpit camera or 

from one of four payload -bay TV cameras. 
There also are a number of other communications systems 

connected with NASAs during space shuttle flights. They 

include the facilities at the primary launch and landing site at 

the Kennedy Space Center at Cape Canaveral, FL, and the 

secondary return location at Edwards AFB, CA. 
The Defense Department -with Army, Air Force, Navy, 

and Coast Guard personnel, aircraft, ships and communica- 
tions equipment -provides logistical, special studies and 

search - and -rescue support. 

Listen at Home 
The shortwave listener with a receiver capable of tuning in 

single -sideband (SSB) radio signals -and most modern sets 
(Continued on page 32) 

Astronaut Sally Ride communicates with ground controllers 
from the mid -deck of the Earth -orbiting Space Shuttle 
Chanlienger. She is reporting on continuous -flow 
electrophoresis system at the photo's left. 



What can you do 
with electronics? 

Ask CIE. 
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electronics. Robotics. The hottest careers in 
electronics. And CIE can get you started. 
By teaching you the basic theory and prin- 
ciples of how they work. 

Why CIE? Because we're the leader in 
specialized electronics education with over 
25,000 students. With over 50 years of proven 
experience teaching electronics without 
classroom sessions. And with plenty of hands 
on, practical experience using our specialized 
training laboratories. 

Whether it's learning new skills or upgrading 
old ones, CIE can start you where you want, 
take you as far as you want. From the basics 
to CIE's Associate in Applied Science Degree 
in Electronics. We've done it for thousands of 
students. We can do it for you. 

Let us get you started today. Just call toll - 
free 1- 800 -362 -2155 (in Ohio, 1- 800 -362 -2105) 
or mail in the handy reply coupon below 
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CIE World Headquarters 
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(Continued from page 28) 

can -may find a good number of tuning targets among those 

transmissions, 
Begin checking the various NASA and military frequen- 

cies about 24 hours before the scheduled shuttle launch. 

Action will begin to pick up as the liftoff nears. During the 

pre- launch hours, the support facilities gear up for the mis- 

sion. NASA's own communications facilities, in particular, 

the down -range tracker on isolated Ascension Island in the 

South Atlantic, will check in. Tracking vessels, booster 

recovery, and search- and -rescue ships will be heard. Radio 

communications will be noted between U.S. Air Force 
ground controllers and EC135 tracking aircraft, T -38 chase 

jets, rescue medical and evacuation helicopters, and photo 

and surveillance planes. 

The Language They Use 

You may hear key ground- communications stations such as 

AFE71, called Cape Radio, at Patrick AFB, FL, near the 

Kennedy Space Center. Other call signs include AFE83 As- 
cension Island, AFE86 Antigua in the West Indies, and 

AGD Vandenberg AFB, CA. 
More common, perhaps, are the many strange- sounding 

tactical call identifiers used by the military- support units. 
Calls such as AGAR and ARIA, followed by several digits, 
identify USAF tracking planes. Other fixed wing and heli- 
copter designators noted during recent space flights included 
Gull, Jolly, Peapod, Variety, and Bloodhound. Eyesight 
seemed to be a Navy aircraft tactical call. 

Some aircraft use a phonetic -alphanumeric identifier, such 

as Victor -3- Charlie, Bravo- Hotel -8, or India -6- Hotel. 
Navy tracking and booster recovery ships have been heard 

with radio calls: Liberty, Freedom, Picopay, and Dishpan. 
Those identifiers may baffle you at first. Who is saying 

what to whom? But with careful listening to the message 
traffic, often you can figure out the probable identities of the 

stations, their locations, and just what they're doing to aid the 
shuttle mission. 

Probably the single best shortwave frequency to try during 
space- orbiter flights is 10,780 kHz, Cape Radio's primary 
upper -sideband (USB) channel. A secondary frequency of 
20,390 kHz also is a good bet, as are frequencies from 20,186 
to 20,198 kHz, which have been especially active recently. 

Other suggested channels, depending on propagational 
factors and the time of day, include 5,350, 5,180, 7,675, 
7,910, 9,132, and 11,205 kHz. 

Scanner fans living within VHF range of Florida's Patrick 
AFB or California's Edwards AFB may want to watch fre- 

quencies including 138.30, 138.45, 149.925, and 162.612 

MHz for various ground- operations communications before, 
during and after shuttle flights. 

Amateur Radio 
The VHF aeronautical band, particularly frequencies such 

as 117.8, 121.5, 121.8, and 126.3 MHz also may be worth 
checking. 

Nearly two years ago, for the first time ever, amateur radio 
operators around the world had the opportunity to work a 

ham, W5LFL, astronaut Dr. Owen Garriott from the flight 
deck of the Space Shuttle Columbia. 

With his 5 -watt, hand -held, 2 -meter ham transceiver, Gar - 
riott transmitted on 145.55 MHz, while receiving signals 
from earthbound hams on some 10 to 20 frequencies between 
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SPACE TALK ALPHABET SOUP 

ACN 
AFB 
AGAR 

AGO 
ARIA 

AGD 
AMSAT 
ARRL 

BDA 
CYI 
DOMSAT 
DSN 
GDS 
GSFC 
GWN 
HAW 
IUS 
JPL 
JSC 
KSC 

MAD 
MCC 
MIL 
NASA 
POCC 
QSL 

QUI 
SSB 
STDN 
STS 

TDRS(S) 
ULA 
USB 

Ascension Island 
Air Force Base 
(usually AGARxxx with several numbers 

following) Air Force shuttle tracking plane 
Santiago, Chile 
Air Force Advanced Range Instrumentation 

Aircraft 
Vandenberg AFB call sign 
Amateur Radio Satellite Corporation 
American Radio Relay League -amateur radio 

society 
Bermuda 
Canary Islands 
Domestic satellite 
Deep Space Network 
Goldstone 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Guam 
Hawaii 
Inertial Space Stage 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
Johnson Space Center 
Kennedy Space Center (also known as Cape 

Canaveral, Cape Kennedy) 
Madrid, Spain 
Mission Control Center 
Meritt Island 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Payload Operations Control Center 
Usually a colorful postcard verifying a reported 

communication (could be in letter form) 

Quito, Ecuador 
Single side -band 
Space Tracking and Dating Network 
(Usually STS -x with number following) Shutt 

identification 
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (System) 
Fairbanks, Alaska 
Upper side -band 

144.910 and 145.770 MHz. The Federal Communications 
Commission also authorized NASA space centers to re- 

transmit those ham communications. At Cape Canaveral, for 

instance, it was possible to hear them via the Spacecraft 

Amateur Radio Club's 2 -Meter repeater on 146.94 MHz. 

Hams making contacts with W5LFL (as well as non- 

amateur monitors who heard the signals from space) received 

special QSL's, thanks to the American Radio Relay League 

(ARRL), which, with the Amateur Radio Satellite Corp. 

(AMSAT), sponsored the project. Unfortunately, so far, there 

has been no repeat of the ham -in -space experience. 
But beyond a doubt, the best listening involves radio 

communications between the orbiter crews and Houston 
Control for this, the 20,191 -kHz shortwave frequency, is a 

good spot to try. Remember, those are shortwave relays be- 

tween earth stations not direct -from -space signals; but the 

behind -the -scenes peek at space -shuttle operations can be 

fascinating. 
Overhead during an earlier space mission, for instance, 

was a slightly exasperated ground controller who spelled out 

in detail just what he wanted his spaceman to do: 

"Move the control back down to the first black scribe mark 

below the little red one!" 
Amid all that high -tech gee whiz gadgetry, it's comforting 

to be reminded, now and then, that astronauts are only 

human, too. 



WIRELESS HOME 
BURGLAR ALARM 

SYSTEM 
BUILD AND ASSEMBLE 

YOUR VERY OWN! 

By Desi D. Stelling 

DOF ALL THE WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEMS AVAILABLE TODAY, 
the RF remote transmitter type is the most reliable. Remote 
sensing is achieved by a switch detecting a door or window 
opening. The switch activates an RF Transmitter that trans- 
mits data or a code to a receiver. The receiver decodes the 
signal and determines whether an alarm is made, or not. 

The problem with most RF systems currently on the mar- 
ket is that the transmitter's RF carrier is not tunable. If you 
wish to install additional transmitters, you will find that they 
operate on a slightly different RF carrier frequency. There- 
fore, the receiver is unable to detect and decode alarm signals 
transmitted to it. 

Also, some installations at locations such as metal doors or 
window frames may interfere with the signal by attenuating 
the RF carrier. 

The antenna design is also a major consideration. For most 
transmitters sold, a balun -coil antenna is used, which works 
well; but it is very directional, and incorrect placement of the 
transmitter may prevent the signal from reaching your re- 
ceiver. Also, battery life expectancy is minimal because the 
transmitters operate continuously when the door or window 
is left open. 

This article discusses a new method of RF remote sensing 
that basically eliminates all of those difficulties. 

The alarm system incorporates analog, digital, and RF 
technology. There is only one critical layout circuit, involving 
L101 of the transmitter, which is discussed later. All parts 
used are easily obtainable and inexpensive. Complete assem- 
bly of a one -zone alarm can be built in one evening. 

An entire one -zone system is shown in Fig. 1. Each trans- 
mitter is placed at doors and windows, and even on expensive 
appliances. When the magnetic switch is activated, the trans- 
mitter transmits for 5 to 10 seconds and then shuts itself off to 
save battery power. That allows you to leave a door or window 
open while the rest of the perimeter is armed. All transmitters 
operate under 100 mW of power and transmit an RF signal, 
variable between 88 MHz and 108 MHz, that meets all FCC 
requirements. The receiver is simply any portable FM radio 
with an earphone jack, which provides the demodulated tone 
for the decoder. 

The decoder is complete with entrance /exit delay and 
external siren, limited only by external battery power. Trick- 
le- charge circuit is included to provide charge current for 
battery backup. After assembly, a one -time adjustment is 
required to tune all transmitters to the proper frequency and 
tone. Then just arm or disarm the system with one switch. 
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Inside the RF Transmitter 
Refer to Fig. 2 for the schematic diagram of the RF 

Transmitter. The circuit elements illustrated in the schematic 

diagram are in the 100 series (R103, C105, U101, etc.) so that 

you would not be confused with the decoder circuit elements 
(R3, C5, U1, etc.). 

The RF Transmitter operates under 100 mW into the final 

stage (Q103) at a tunable frequency between 88 MHz and 108 

MHz. The RF signal is gated on and off at a 1000 -Hz rate by 

U101, a precision 555 timer integrated circuit. An auto shut- 

off circuit activates the transmitter for a short time to save 

battery power. Referring to Fig. 2, note that magnetic -reed 

switch S101 is used to detect the opening of a door or window. 

The switch is held in the open position by a magnet when the 

door is closed. When the door opens, the magnet is trans- 

ported away from S101 and the switch contacts close. 

Once switch S101 closes, 9 -volts DC is applied to C101 and 

instantly the base of Q102 is at approximately 4.5 -volts DC, 

which allows power to be applied to 555 timer U101 and the 

oscillator /driver circuitry. Due to the long time -constant of 

C101 and R101 -R102 combination, the voltage at the base of 

Q102 will start to discharge. When that voltage discharges to 

approximately .6 -volt DC, transistor Q102 will turn off caus- 

ing Q101's base to pull high via R104, removing power from 

U101 and the oscillator section. 
The shutoff circuit is bypassed by using TEST switch S102 

for calibrating the RF and modulation tone discussed in the 

calibration procedure. 
The time constant of C101 and R101 -R102 should be set to 

approximately 10 seconds, to make sure that the receiver gets 

at least three seconds of transmission. Also, discharge re- 

sistor R110 is needed to bleed off the voltage on C101 to allow 

Fig. 1- Entire one -zone alarm 
system, incorporating analog, 
digital, and RF technologies. 
The receiver can be any portable FM 

radio with earphone. 

Fig. 2 -RF transmitter schematic. Note 
that coil L101 is part of the printed - 
circuit board. Also, note that a magnetic 
reed switch is used to detect when a 

window or door is opened. 

Transmitter circuit with 
several board components 
called out. 

9V DC 

1 

MAGNETIC 
SWITCH 
5101 

PRINTED 
- 

CIRCUIT 
BOARD 

C104 

ANTENNA 

the transmitter to be reactivated when switch S101 is open. 

Otherwise C101 will stay charged, preventing the transmitter 
from operating after the door has been opened and then 

closed. 
The 555 timer chip is used for U101 because of low output 

impedance and low cost. Also, the 555 provides precision 

timing using only four external parts: R105, R106, R107, and 

C103. 
The oscillator /driver circuit using transistor Q103 is an 

electron -coupled oscillator (ECO) that is very reliable and 

precise. It uses minimum parts to achieve oscillation and 

ensures that plenty of power will be emitted from the antenna. 



Resistor R109 in the emitter circuit of transistor Q103 is 
adjusted to set the proper current for a power of less than 100 
mW. 

Coil L101 is a center - tapped inductor which is printed on 
the printed- circuit board for greater accuracy and simplicity. 
Refer to the transmitter printed- circuit board layout (see Figs. 
4 and 5) for location and exact physical size. The RF tuning is 
accomplished by adjusting C107 to the correct frequency. 

Another application for the RF Transmitter is to make it 
continuously transmit when 5101 is closed. Then you can 

install it on or in expensive stereo equipment, TV's, comput- 
ers, or whatever you want. You can locate your stolen proper- 
ty by using any FM receiver tuned to your system's frequency. 
Since FM is line -of -sight on signal strength, a neighborhood 
burglar could be found without his even knowing you are 
zeroing -in on him. 

Inside the Decoder 
The audio tone obtained from the output of the FM receiver 

is fed to the Alarm Decoder (Fig. 3) through FM RCVR EAR 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
RF TRANSMITTER 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
U101- NE555V timer integrated circuit 
Q101- 2N2907A PNP silicon switching and amplifier 

transistor 
Q102- 2N2222A NPN silicon switching and amplifier 

transistor 
Q103 -2N918 NPN silicon amplifier transistor 

RESISTORS 
(All fixed resistors are 1/4 -watt, 5% units) 
R101, R102, R104- 75,000 -ohm 
R103, R105, R108- 15,000 -ohm 
R106- 50,000 -ohm, trimmer potentiometer 
R107- 56,000 -ohm 
R109 -270 -ohm 
R110- 300,000 -ohm 

CAPACITORS 
C101- 22 -p.F, 15 -WVDC, electrolytic 
C102, C103, C105, C108- .01 -µF disk 

C104- 39-pF, disk 
C106- 22 -pF, mica -dipped 
C107- 5- 50-pF, trimmer 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS 
8101 -9 -volt DC transistor -radio battery 
L101 -Part of printed- circuit board 
S101- Magnetic switch (Radio Shack #49 -512) 
5102- Miniature pushbutton switch, normally open 

(Radio Shack #275 -1547) 
Antenna, plastic enclosure, battery clip, hardware, wire, 

solder, decal, etc. 

The following items for the RF Transmitter are available 
from DDS SYSTEMS, P.O. Box 5715, Glendale, AZ 
85312: 

Transmitter printed -circuit board- $6.95. Decal - 
$1.50. Please add $3.50 for First Class postage and 
handling in USA, Canada, and Mexico. Foreign orders 
add $6.00 for shipping and handling and remit via cash- 
iers check or international money order drawn on a U.S. 
bank. Allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery. Arizona residents 
add 6% sales tax. 
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Fig. 4 -Full -scale foil pattern 
for the RF transmitter's printed - 
circuit board. Though the circuit 
is simple enough to be built on 
perfboard, a printed circuit is 
used to reduce the chances of 
wiring errors. Its size is such 
that it can be placed almost 
anywhere without detection. 
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Fig. 5 -Parts placement diagram for the alarm 
system's RF transmitter board. Be sure that all 

semiconductors are inserted in the proper place 
and correctly oriented. Package outlines are shown 
to aid in the placement of the transistors. 

Fig. 6- Life -size, printed- circuit board, foil pattern 
for the decoder is shown here. The pattern may be 

lifted directly from the page with contact transfer 
film and the board can etched from that film using 
a positive, photosensitive printed- circuit blank. 

L101 

- BATT 

PHONE jack J1. That signal is sent to tone -decoder integrated 

circuit Ul via current- limiting resistor R6. Chip Ul is an 

audio -tone decoder whose output goes low each time the 

proper tone is present on input pin 3. A two diode clamp, (D6 

and D7) is used to protect the input of Ul by limiting it to ± .6 
volt. That also helps prevent the tone decoder from detecting 

harmonics of a tone by not overdriving the chip's input 

circuit. Capacitor C103 is a DC blocking capacitor so that 

internal biasing of Ul is not changed. The center frequency of 

the internal voltage -controlled oscillator is determined by 

R8, R9, and C6. Tone decoder U1 bandwidth is determined 
by the value of C4 and C5. The circuit in Fig. 3 is scaled to 

operate at approximately 1 kHz with a frequency bandwidth 

of approximately 100 Hz. When the output (Ul, pin 8) goes 

low, light- emitting diode LED1 is turned on. That provides a 

visual test for calibrating each transmitter's tone modulation. 
Chip U2 is a CMOS 14 -stage ripple counter with its own 

internal oscillator. The internal oscillator's frequency is set by 

the values of R11, R12, and C7. The frequency is approx- 

imately 24 Hz. When the enable input signal (U2, pin 2) goes 

low, Ul starts counting. If the input stays low for approx- 

imately 3 seconds, output from U2, pin 4 will go high, which 

clocks a low into the first D flip -flop in U3 at pin 3. That 

signifies a true alarm and LED2 will turn on. If U2, pin 12 

goes back to a high during the 3- second time interval, it resets 

the counter back to zero, and the D flip -flop U3 will not get 

clocked. Therefore, all transmitters must transmit for at least 

3 seconds each time they are activated, otherwise an alarm 

may never be detected. 
A diode (D8) is used to clamp the enable input (U2, pin 2) 

low when a true alarm is made to keep the counter running 

after Ul, pin 8 goes back high. After U2 has counted an 



additional 30 seconds, output U2, pin 15 will clock a second 
D flip -flop (U3, pin I1). That 30- second period is considered 
a normal entrance delay. If more time is needed for entrance 
delay, simply select the next higher count -which would be 
approximately one minute. 

When the second D flip -flop (U3) is clocked by the 30- 
seeond entrance delay count, its output U3, pin 12 will go low 
causing transistor Q3 to turn off, pulling up the base voltage 

BL2 

F1 

of transistor Q4 via resistor RI8. A high on the base of Q4 w 
cause it to turn on, lighting LED3, enabling the relay (KI). 

The relay provides power to the internal and external sirens 
(the latter via SIREN DDS ONLY jack JI) and also a normally - 
open switched output (N.o. SWITCH jack J4) for external use. 
The ripple counter will continue to count for approximately 
seven minutes before its output U2 -15 will reset and rearm the 
alarm. 

si 

U1 

U2 

U3 

K1 

BL1 

J5 

Top view of the decoder 
circuit board mounted 
in its aluminum encloser. 
Notice the placement of 
the printed- circuit 
board in relation to 
chassis -mounted components. 

PARTS LIST FOR THE ALARM DECODER 
SEMICONDUCTORS 
D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D10- 1N4001 cifused- junction sill - 

icon rectifier diode 
D6, D7, D8, D9- 1N4148 silicon signal diode 
LED1 LED3 -Light- emitting diode. 20 mA 
Q1- 2N2222A NPN silicon transistor 
Q2- 2N2219A NPN silicon transistor 
U1 -LM567 tone decoder integrated circuit 
U2- CD4060 14 -stage ripple counter integrated circuit 
U3- CD4013 dual D -flip flop integratec circuit 
U4, Q5- LM317T 3-termnal voltage regulator chip, 

RESISTORS 
(All fixed resistors are 1/4 -watt, 5% units) 
R1- 390 -ohm 
R2, R4-220 -ohm 
R3 -2400 -ohm 
R5 -1300 -ohm 
R6 -1000 -ohm 
R7, R13, R14, R17 -2000 -ohm 
R8- 91,000 -ohm 
R9- 20,000 -ohm, 10 -turn trimmer potentiometer 
R10- 100,000 -ohm 
R11, R12- 220,000 -ohm 
R18, R16- 10,000 -ohm 
R15- 3- Megohm 

CAPACITORS 
C1- 250 -p.F, 50 -WVDC, electrolytic 
C2 C4 -1 -11F, 15 -WVDC, electrolytic 
C5- 2.2 -11F, 15 -WVDC, electrolytic 
C6- .01 -µF, 15 -WVDC, disc 

15 -WVDC, disc 
C8- 10 -µF, 15 -WVDC, electrolytic 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS 
T1 -Line step -down power transformer: 12.6 -volt, 300 - 

mA secondary winding (Radio Shack #273 -1385 or 
equivalent) 

K1 -DPST, 3 -A, 12 -15 -volt DC relay (Radio Shack 
#275 -206 or equivalent) 

BL1 -12 -volt DC piezoelectric buzzer (Radio Shack 
#273 -055 or equivalent) 

BL2 -12 -volt DC siren (Radio Shack #273 -060 or 
equivalent) 

J1 J6- 1 /4 -in. dia. panel -mount RCA phono jack 
S1 -DPDT, miniature, toggle switch 
Sl -SPDT, miniature, toggle switch 
Aluminum enclosure (8 -1/8- W x 1 -3/4- H x 6 -in. D), 
3AG fuse holder, 2- conductor line cord with molded 
plug, plastic line -cord strain relief, rubber feet, lettering 
decals, mounting hardware, printed- circuit materials, 
wire, solder, etc. 

The following are available from DDS Systems, P.O. Box 
5715, Glendale, AZ 85312. 

Printed- circuit board -$9.95 
Kit of parts less enclosure and hardware -$69.95 
2 decals for front and rear panels -$5.50 
Backup battery- $29.95 
External siren- $14.95 

Please add $3.50 per kit for First Class postage and 
handling in USA, Canada, and Mexico. Minimum $3.50 
for any order. Foreign orders add $6.00 for shipping and 
handling. Remit via cashier's check or International 
Money order drawn on a U.S. bank. Allow 6 to 8 weeks 
for delivery for all orders. Arizona residents add 6% 
sales tax. 
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a DPDT switch which arms or disarms the 

.j2 is switched to the arm mode, 9 -volts DC is 

.8 and U3, pin 6, which sets the first D flip -flop 

.nting it from detecting a true alarm. That provides 

e exit delay. The exit -delay time period can be 

cd by altering the value of either C8 or R15. Diode D9 

clocking diode to prevent the output from U2, pin 3 from 

.mg back driven by the charge of C8. After approximately 

one minute U3. pin 6 will be discharged enough to remove 

the set input voltage allowing the first D flip -flop to function 

normally. The second half of S2 simply opens or closes the 

circuit to the sirens. That is important in the event that the 

relay switch freezes in the closed position, which is a com- 

mon failure among alarm systems. 
Switch S2 allows you to switch between loud and soft 

sirens so you can install the receiver /decoder at your bedside 

and be awakened in the event of an alarm without alerting the 

intruder. That provides you with a warning to escape without 

the intruder's knowing that an alarm has been made. If you 

decide to expand your alarm into a number of zones, you will 

also know from which entrance an alarm was activated. That 

is discussed later. 

Where the DC Comes From 

The power supply in the Alarm Decoder consists of an AC 

step -down transformer, Ti, (refer to Fig. 3) with a full -wave 

rectifier (D1 -D4) and two adjustable, 3- terminal regulators 

(U4 and U5) along with filtering capacitors (C1 and C2). 

Transistor U4 is scaled to regulate at approximately + 13.5 - 

volts DC which is directly connected to the external battery 

(via EXT. BATT. + VDC jack J5) and U5 voltage regulator 

input terminal. 
Diode D5 is used to protect U4 from being damaged by any 

external voltage transients. Resistor RI provides extra current 

from the rectifier circuit in the event the external battery 

prevents U4 from regulating at the proper voltage. That helps 

ensure that Q2 has enough voltage on its input to regulate the 

voltage at a +9 -volts DC output. The +9v IOOMA jack J2 

provides power for the FM receiver. 

Zoning 
Zoning is a technique for assigning a separate channel for 

each transmitter or a group of transmitters. That allows you to 

know immediately which entrance or zone is being activated. 

By simply cascading a number of tone decoders with all 
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Rear panel with several input 
and output jacks shown. Note: 
Labeling the jacks in this 
manner makes for easier 
installation. Also note that 
the line cord (left) is 
mounted with strain relief 
next to the fuse holder. 
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outputs OR'ed together to replace Ul, and a latch light - 
emitting diode driver to store the alarm zone, any number of 
zones may be used. The latch is triggered by U3, pin 2, which 
goes high each time an alarm is made. 

Calibration 
When calibrating your Wireless Alarm System, remember 

l:-tat the FM receiver should be centrally located in the home 
1 3 ensure that all transmitters will be detected. Tune your FM 
receiver near the low end of the FM band (88 -95 MHz) at an 
unused spot on the dial. That allows the transmitters to 
perform in peak power, limited by oscillator speed. Reception 
from adjacent stations should be avoided to prevent false 
alarms from occurring. 

Once you have done that, begin locating your transmitters 
where you want them. Make sure that the receiver can detect 
the audible tone by pressing the test switch on the transmitter 
and adjusting C7 to the frequency to which your receiver is 
tuned. Install all transmitters and adjust their output frequen- 
cies before you adjust the tone, R6. When the transmitters are 
in place, connect the decoder to the earphone jack of the 
receiver and begin tuning each transmitter's tone via R6, until 
Test 1 light- emitting diode (LED!) goes on. Now you have 
completed all adjustments required and the alarm system is 
ready to use. Every 2 to 3 months each transmitter should be 
tested to ensure that the battery is good. Marking the batteries 
with the date when installing them will keep a record of life 
expectancy. 

You should also be aware that many FM receivers tend to 
drift with time, and the better quality receiver you use to 
support this circuit, the more reliable it will prove to be. 
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A magnetic contact switch (the sensory device) is 
connected to the transmitter through a length of wire. 

Fig. 7- Decoder circuit parts -placement diagram. 
Strict attention must paid to the orientation of 
polarized devices and IC's. 

Construction 
Printed- circuit boards are used to make construction sim- 

pler and reduce the likelihood of making a wiring error. Figs. 
4 and 6 are life -size drawings of the printed- circuit foils for 
the transmitter and alarm decoder, respectively. Figs. 5 and 7 
are the parts -location diagrams for both circuits. The num- 
bered circuit points in the schematic diagram for the alarm 
decoder (Fig. 3) correspond to the numbered solder pads in 
Fig. 7. Between those two diagrams you should have no 
trouble interconnecting the circuit elements mounted on the 
front and rear panels of the unit. 

If you make your own printed- circuit boards, it is accept- 
able to introduce variations in the alarm decoder. Do not 
make any modifications or size changes in the transmitter's 
printed- circuit board. Here you will be fooling with RC 
circuits that may de -tune the output frequency beyond the 
reception range of the FM receiver. Maybe the transmitter 
circuit will fail to radiate energy at any band, or radiate 
energy in the RF spectrum where it should not be. 

By mounting S102 directly on the transmitter's printed - 
circuit board, its shaft can be used to mount the assembly in a 
small plastic box. No metal enclosure should be used. The 
two wires from magnetic switch S101 should be at least 18- 
inches long so as to allow proper placement of the transmit- 
ters. The antenna can be longer if more signal strength is 
needed. 

The alarm decoder can be constructed in any type of 
enclosure. No special layout and assembly is needed, be- 
cause only audio -frequency and slow -speed counting signals 
are used. Make sure not to overload the power supply with 
external sirens. 
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I CAUTIONED MY SON TO KEEP HIS HANDS OFF A PIECE OF 

equipment in my workshop; I told him he might get a shock. 
He asked, "What's a shock ?" 

After years of playing with and taking apart transistor 
radios, intercoms, and other equipment, my son had never 
gotten an electrical shock! I remembered being knocked 
across the room by electrical equipment when I was in grade 
school. After being shocked, I spoke to some TV repairmen 
who taught me what not to touch when "experimenting" 
with electronics. Nothing was transistorized back then: most 
equipment had high voltages everywhere. Not everyone who 

received a shock was as lucky as I. 

Even today, a lot of electronics equipment contains dan- 

gerous voltages and currents. A great many steps can be taken 
to make working with electricity safe. The safety measures 
described in this article can be applied to your work or hobby. 

Making Your Workshop Safe 

Home workshops of any complexity should be inspected at 

least once by a licensed electrician. The electrician can make 

sure that home insurance is not invalidated by the violation of 
local electrical codes. He may also find unsafe wiring and 

fixtures; and the electrician will know about items such as 

what size and type of wire can be run in certain areas and what 

types of outlets are acceptable for certain loads. He may not 

have to do anything but look, so the cost may not be exces- 
sive. 

I used to think of fuses as nuisances. They blew 
periodically for no apparent reason, as when an electric 
heater and a vacuum cleaner were plugged in near each other. 

It was bothersome to replace fuses. Then one day I acciden- 
tally connected the two sides of the AC power line together in 

a radio. When the radio was turned on, its frayed line cord 
literally exploded, but the 30- ampere house fuse did not 

blow. Since then I have preferred 5- or 10- ampere fuses on my 

workbench. They blow at the slightest provocation, but do not 

leave me in darkness because the house fuse is still intact 

(usually). 
Any active workshop is going to have wires strung all over. 

There seems to be no way to avoid that, but what you can 

avoid is having it all tumble down on you. Mount what outlet 
boxes and junction points you can. This will prevent the 

problems which arise when cords pull outlet boxes down 

onto other pieces of equipment. Also, computers and other 
equipment can be harmed by power surges or outages. Just 
jiggling a computer's power cord can create transients which 

erase disks and do other nasty things. 

SAFETY IN THE WORKSHOP 

1. Have an approved AC power source. 

2. Have separate fuses for lighting. 

3. Securely mount electrical outlets and power wires. 

4. Have a master equipment power switch. 

5. Have adequate security. 
6. Have a fire alarm. 
7. Protect against water damage. 
8. Watch visitors. 
9. Have lightning protection. 

10. Be wary of power tools. 
11. Have proper grounding. 
12. Have adequate wire power -ratings. 

13. Phase power outlets. 
14. Provide safe surroundings for hot instruments. 
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Electrical 

Shock! 

When leaving a work area, it sometimes seems to be 
impossible to remember to turn everything off. One main 
switch will give you peace of mind; when that switch is off, 
there is no worry about soldering irons or unproven equip- 
ment being left on, or children getting shocked on the equip- 
ment. 

While buying switches and outlets, consider buying a few 
"extra" items. Additional power switches and fuses on each 
workbench are useful if you receive a shock or if equipment 
starts to burn. While you are at the hardware store, think of 
your work area's security and safety Locks on doors and 
windows should be adequate to keep children and burglars 
out; but access for trusted adults is important because of the 
possibility of fire. Fire -alarm systems are available which 
automatically phone a local alarm company; less elaborate 
fire alarms cost as little as $10. Lightning protection bypasses 
for antennas, and surge protectors for power lines, can be 
obtained at hardware stores or electronics supply houses. 
Such devices are now more available because transient -sen- 
sitive computers are so popular. 

Water can cause problems, especially if your workshop is 
in the basement. A wet floor can damage your equipment, 
cause rust to form, and bring electrical shock when you touch 
relatively low- voltage sources. In a basement, a sump pump 
is a worthwhile investment. Water -powered pumps are diffi- 
cult to find, but are useful during storms which cause the 

FIG. 1 -Ohm's Law is no mystery to the readers of Hands -on 
Electronics; however, a few don't realize that the human 
body obeys the same law, often 
with disastrous results. The + 

current is shown as a "small" 
I, because the resistance of 
the body varies between any two V 

contact points, the degree of 
pressure at the contact points, 
and the skin's conductivity. 

Fig. 2- Pardon our stick figure for a person in this draw- 
ing. The person's hand is touching 300 -volts (AC or DC -it 
doesn't matter which) and the elbow is touching a metal 

cabinet. All other parts of the 
victim's body are reasonably 
isolated from electrical ground. 

300 VOLTS -o= Assuming a resistance path 
I of 10,000 ohms, the current in 

the victim's arm will be 30 mA; 
it will produce a very painful 
shock. Since the current does 
not flow through the victims 
head or chest area. the shock 
experience will not directly 
affect the heart or breathing. 

R 

-MVr 

Fig. 3-In this illustration the person's hand is touching 
300 volts and grounded through one leg. The current path is 
passing through the chest area. 
Assuming a 300,000 -ohm resis- 
tance path, a current of 1 mA 
will flow. The person may ex- 

300 v0 LTS - perience anything from no sen- 
sation to a tingling sensation. 
The heart will not be affected: 
however, should the resistive 
path be lowered to 3000 ohms 
(which is possible and probable) 
a killing 100 -mA current will 
most likely stop the heart. 
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electricity to go out if only for a short period of time. 
Even after you are safe in your workshop, others will still 

be at risk. Do not assume that friends, relatives, and other 

visitors know about electricity. Many people do not know that 

it is dangerous to touch equipment in an enclosure or ran- 

domly connect patch cords to panels. Tell visitors not to 

touch anything, and then watch them. 
Power tools give electrical shocks when insulation wears 

off motor windings, or insulation becomes brittle because of 
heat or long use. Tools may cut insulation when a moving part 

brushes against a wire. Power tools are dangerous mechan- 

ically as well as electrically: They can cut people and can 

throw shavings into one's eyes. Know the specific dangers of 

each of your power tools. Use electrical safety features or 

locked power switches which prevent children (and un- 

authorized adults) from using the tools. 
One day after a heavy rain I found myself receiving a shock 

whenever I touched any equipment in my workshop. At that 

time, there was an old rug on the floor which had become 
damp. I grounded one side of a voltmeter to the center screw 

on an electrical outlet box, then put a wire in series with the 

other lead so that I could measure the voltages on the cases of 
each piece of equipment. The voltage between ground and 
each chassis measured between 5- and 100 -volts AC. Placing 
the voltmeter probe on the rug in various places brought 
readings as high as 80 -volts AC! (A "standing wave" volt- 

age?) That actually made sense because some metal chassis 
were sitting on the damp rug. 

Since that shocking experience, I have provided chassis 

and cabinet grounds for most of my equipment. Three -wire 

line cords, which include a ground wire, are usually used. 
When I buy a used piece of equipment I check the need for 

grounding by measuring the voltage to ground present on the 

cabinet of the equipment. That is done with the two -wire line 

cord plugged in both ways. 
If you have lived in older homes, you may have noticed that 

the wiring gets hot at times; that is really scary in some old 

wooden houses. Use wiring and outlets (but not fuses) rated 
for much more power than you will use. Resistance in the 

wires will lower the voltage that your equipment gets and may 

cause heating of wires. 
In addition to checking power ratings, check phase. (Is 

each power wire connected to the proper prong ?) Phase can 
be checked with small devices that are available in hardware 
stores. They cost under $5 and have pretty lights; some can be 

left plugged in permanently (if they do not heat up). Once 

phase is right, make sure that power switches cut off the hot 

wire (or both wires). 
Old electrical wiring is not the only thing that can start 

fires. Soldering irons are very hot; they should have adequate 
holders. Papers, spray cans, and chemicals should not be 

near soldering irons and other heat sources. 

Personal Safety While Working 
"Use one hand at a time." "Work with one hand in your 

pocket." I have read those suggestions many times over the 

A view of the workshop used by the author. On the wall near the center of the picture can be seen an equipment 

power box with built -in switch. Separate switches and fuses are provided for lights and test equipmemt. 

Equipment on shelves and racks are securely mounted so that they can not be pulled off by their test leads. 



last 30 years. They sound good, but just try working with one 
hand! It is more realistic to remember that you are at greater 
risk when you touch two things at once...you may become 
partof a circuit. Current goes from one point to another -and 
one point may be a damp floor or an equipment cabinet. Try 
not to touch two things at the same time. Wear shoes when 
working and have a rubber mat under your feet and chair. 

Many people like to see their own heartbeat. It is tempting 
to try to measure electrocardiograms and other signals on 
yourself and others. But unless you have special training and 
equipment, that can be dangerous. 

Itd saves time to yank wires from the wall. However, it is 
easier on the equipment to pull wires from sockets by the 
strong connector housing, not the wire at a distance. Unseen 
breaks in ground wires lead to shock hazards. 

Isolation transformers can give an added measure of safety. 
Those 1:1 transformers provide 117 -volts AC, which does not 
have a common ground with wall outlet power. Such transfor- 
mers are especially useful in working on equipment that has 
one side of the powerline connected to the chassis. Re- 
member that high voltages will still be present within the 
chassis, though they will be isolated from ground. Actually, 
the isolation is not perfect: There is capacitive and inductive 
coupling between the primary and secondary sides of the 
transformer. 

Other devices that can provide additional safety are power 
interlocks and power -supply discharge devices. Those de- 
vices shut off equipment and sometimes also discharge stor- 

PERSONAL SAFETY WHEN WORKING ON 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

1 Use one hand at a time. 
2. Do not connect people to your c -cui s. 

Handle wires ald connectors gently. 
4 Use isolation transformers. 

Be wary of high voltages. 
E. Use and respect power interlocks. 
i. Discharge storage capacitors. 
E. Do not reach irto the dark. 

Defeat remotely controlled powe- soarces. 
1Q Replace safety covers. 
11 Avoid metal on the hands. 
12. Do not work when wet. 
11 Work with others. 
14 Krow environmental limita ions cf equipment. 
1` Do not work when tired or drinking acohol. 

age capacitors inside the equipment. An interlock may 
become defective, so always unplug the equipment and make 
sure that storage devices really are discharged. 

I remember the first time that I measured the 20,000 volts 
on a television picture tube. The meter registered when the 
high -voltage probe was still half an inch from the point being 
measured. If working with very high voltages, know the 
strange properties of the voltage range involved. High volt- 
ages can arc certain distances; materials which are insulators 
can act as conductors with extremely high voltages, and 
safety gloves may be ineffective if they have tiny holes. 

The author's workbench is well organized. Several power switches and isolation transformers 
provide power for equipment being tested. Chemicals are kept on the top shelf, 

away from soldering irons. The tabletop does not conduct electricity. 
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Before working on equipment, discharge storage capacitors 

and cathode ray tubes through a suitable resistance. Measure 

the voltages on storage devices using an insulated probe and 

meter that can handle the voltage which might be present. 

Things can be dangerous even if you do not see or know 

about them. Do not reach into cabinets or areas where you 

cannot see; loose wires can swing around, carrying dan- 

gerous voltages. Do not work on equipment that can be 

turned on without your knowing it. It should not be possible 

that a person in another room, or a timer, would apply power 

to the device you are working on. 
High - voltage terminals and power supplies often have safe- 

ty cages or covers. They may be removed when the power is 

off, and capacitors are discharged, but replace them each time 

you turn the power back on. 
Take off watches, rings, and other metal objects when 

working around high voltages or inductive fields. If you are 

wet or sweaty, or if the floor is wet, do not work on equip- 

ment. 
Work with others. If help is needed, it will be there. Like 

many other suggestions, that one cannot always be followed: 

We all work alone at times. If you do work alone, be extra 

careful. 
Know the environmental limitations of equipment. Most 

electronics equipment cannot be used out of doors. Water 

will cause shorts and mechanical damage to most home 

power tools and electronic devices. 

- SHOCK HITS THE ROAD 

I often work until a project is finished. I worked 40 hours 

straight on a shortwave radio kit once. Fortunately, it did not 

explode when I plugged it in; still, it would have been better 

to have spread the work out. Some components were 

damaged because the work was not carefully done. You make 

mistakes when you are tired. 
Depressant drugs and alcohol can also make accidents 

happen. A large percentage (well over half) of serious acci- 

dents of all kinds in this country are alcohol -related. You 

don't have to be dead drunk to have your judgment impaired. 

Equipment Design and Experiments 
When designing equipment, you can avoid the traps which 

are built into so many pieces of equipment. It should be 

assumed that the case will be touched, so remember that any 

paint may be scratched off, leaving bare metal. Non -con- 

ductive cases and knobs are one solution to the problem. 

Conductive cases need to be grounded, because capacitive 

coupling from wires and circuit elements may give enough 

current to cause a problem. If rough handling or mobile 

operation is expected, the case and internal mountings should 

be mechanically adequate. 
Any terminals that can be touched will be. Any potentially 

dangerous contacts should be difficult to touch: A wire with 

an alligator clip on the end of it coming from a hole in the 

chassis would be unacceptable. Coaxial connectors are ideal; 

they are used on some power supplies. Such connectors must 

Common sense tells you that if electricity can kill you at home, it can kill you at work and on the streets. In the 

scene above a severe thunderstorm toppled trees in Cincinnati tearing down high -voltage wires. Should you happen upon 

such a scene do not leave your car -stay inside. If possible, make a U -turn or back out of the area. Should your car 

touch a high -voltage wire every point in the car will be at that high voltage, leaving the interior electrically safe. 



be learly marked, so that it is clear that they are power 
so ces. Remember that connectors have voltage and current 
rat" gs which cannot be exceeded. 

Tres running through a chassis should be protected by 
grommets or other devices. 

sulate hot points. Points having power -line or other high 
vol ages inside an enclosure may be covered with electrical 
tap or an insulating compound. Dangerous voltages are 
the e over 40 volts which can supply 5 milliamperes or more. 

se warning lights. High -voltage power supplies and 
tra smitters should have a warning light. The light serves as a 
wa ing that high voltage is present and makes it difficult to 
for et to turn the device off when it is no longer needed. A lot 
of ights also make your equipment look nice. 

ower -line surges are common. It is unfortunate and un- 
nedessary that some equipment fails, or starts a fire, when 
powerline surges occur, or line voltage is not exactly right, or 
power is intermittently connected and disconnected. Surge 
su ipressors designed for computers are readily available in a 
va ety of power ratings. 

ightning surges are a difficult problem. The ARRL Radio 
A ateur's Handbook or other reference should be consulted 
abut antennas and other outside installations. 

ermal burns of the skin, and fires can be caused by 
in . i equate ventilation of equipment. Some expensive stereo 
eq ipment will go up in smoke if a book is laid on top of the 
ca . Look for any equipment that depends on easily blocked 
ve tilation holes. Mount rubber feet or other devices around 
the holes so they cannot be easily covered. 

enever you start a new kind of project, new dangers 
sh w themselves. Know about the dangers of what you are 
working with: laser light, microwaves, heat, moving parts, 
rat ioactivity, acids, alkali, x -rays, or high- intensity sound. 

hink of your equipment's environment. Mechanical, 
th@rmal, and moisture design considerations are entirely 
different for mobile or outdoor equipment. Equipment 
tai ure, fires, and electrical shocks may result when such 
considerations are ignored. 

;Many electrical and electronic components can handle 
on y a fraction of their rated power at high environmental 
to peratures. To the extent that it is possible, do not make the 
sit ation worse by designing equipment which heats itself 
si ificantly above the environmental temperature. 

Treating Electrical Shock 
Electrical shock can make a person unconscious or can 

paralyze the muscles. People nearby may be paralyzed by 
fear or may act ineffectively and dangerously. 

When someone receives an electrical shock, it is first 
necessary to separate the person from the current source. That 
may be done by turning the main power off or unplugging the 
appliance involved. It is important to avoid coming into 
coptact with electricity and getting shocked in the rescue 
attmpt. Using dry cloth, a broom, or other non -conductive 
materials to move a person or wire is usually adequate, except 
wi h thousands of volts. 

¡After removing a person from the source of electricity, the 
status of circulation and breathing must be checked. If the 
brathing muscles are paralyzed or the heart is not beating, 
th¢ brain will die within minutes unless CPR (cardiopulmon- 
art resuscitation) is done. It is necessary to take a CPR course 
aril practice with mannequins to get the feel of proper CPR. 
When doing CPR, call an ambulance with as little interrup- 
ticn in the CPR as possible. 

1 

DESIGN OF EQUIPMENT AND EXPERIMENTS 

1. Have shockproof equipment cases. 
2. Protect inputs and outputs. 
3. Insulate hot points. 
4. Use warning lights. 
5. Provide surge protection. 
6. Provide ventilation. 
7. Think of special dangers. 
8. Think of the equipments environment. 

THE TREATMENT OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK 

1. Separate the person from the power source. 
2. Check heartbeat and breathing. 
3. Call an ambulance. 
4. Splint possible fractures. 
5. Apply cold to thermal burns. 
6. Obtain medical care immediately. 

If a person is to be moved, it is important to splint possible 
fractures, including the spine. Fractures are difficult to de- 
tect, but might be suspected if the person had a fall, con- 
tracted muscles strongly, or was violently thrown. To 
immobilize the spine, keep the person lying on the back. 
Keep the head in a neutral position with small pillows or the 
equivalent on each side of the head. Moving a person while 
maintaining spinal immobilization is a skill that ambulance 
personnel are trained in. 

Even with mild shocks, it is important to apply cold to 
burns. Clean cloths soaked with ice water will decrease tissue 
damage and pain during the first half hour after a burn. Ice 
itself (especially "dry ice ") may cause more damage by 
freezing tissue. Deep injury due to electrical current is proba- 
bly not helped by applying cold soaks to the surface. Do not 
apply ointments, oils, or other medicine before seeing a 
physician. 

In the Emergency Department, complex factors are con- 
sidered. Significant electrical burns can release the chemical 
myoglobin from damaged muscles. Myoglobin can plug the 
kidneys, so intravenous fluids and drugs are sometimes given 
to wash it out. 

People with electrical burns are often observed in the 
hospital because the true extent of damage deep under the 
skin is so difficult to estimate. 

Burns from flames often cause breathing problems and 
body -fluid loss, both of which worsen over the first few hours. 
Inpatient hospital admission criteria include: a). significant 
skin burns; b). suspicion of deeper burns; c). cardiac ar- 
rhythmia; (irregular heartbeat); d). neurological problems; 
and e). laboratory evidence of myoglobin in the urine. 

Summary 
Electrical safety is a broad, complicated subject. Each 

topic covered in this article could be discussed in more detail, 
and some topics were not mentioned at all. 

That means that you are on your own. Read about the 
special devices and voltage ranges you are working with, and 
think about what you are doing. Do not work with electricity 
when you are tired, or taking medication which impairs 
judgment (especially the drug called alcohol). 

Learn CPR. 
When working on electronics equipment, take the time to 

apply all the principles discussed in this article. Post the 
previous charts on the wall in your workshop. 
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HOW TO ADD CONSTANT 
MEMORY 
to a CALCULATOR 

Make your antiquated calculator func- 
tion more like its modern counterparts by 
giving it a memory --then, it can remem- 
ber formulas that you'd rather forget! 

By Jerry Bronson 

RECALL THOSE EARLY CALCULATORS, THE ONES WITH THE 

LED displays? And before them were the gas- discharge and 

nixie -tube displays. You remember them, the ones with only 

four D -cell batteries that lasted almost a week. Of course, 

now everyone has the LCD readouts with constant memory 
(memory and program software is not erased when the cal- 

culator is turned off). Well, almost everyone. 
There are still a few of the Jack Benny types around that 

have the old- fashioned archaic LED calculators, and there's 

no reason they don't deserve extended battery life and con- 

stant memory just like the better new ones, now is there? 

Well, I'm one of those people. I have a TI -57 Programma- 
ble calculator. I love everything about it. Well, almost every- 

thing. To begin with, I find myself recharging it every Friday 

night. But, the most serious inconvenience is losing all my 

programs when I turn the calculator off. That means that I 

can't create a program at home and use it at school without 

punching it in again. The alternative is to leave the calculator 
turned on all the way to school. 

On most older calculators, about 85 percent of the current 
is devoted to the display, so it's obvious that if the display 

were turned off whenever you're not reading it, battery life 

would be greatly extended. 
Unfortunately, at least in that application, there is no one 

"common" wire to turn off the display. Each digit of the 

display has its own enable, or multiplex line. There are two 

possibilities in turning off the entire display. One is a switch 

technique (see Fig. 1A), and the other is a transistor technique 

(see Fig. 1B). Either each segment of the LED can be turned 

off, breaking eight connections (a seven segment character 

plus a decimal point), or each digit's multiplex line can be 

broken. (The author did the latter breaking 11 lines.) While 

the former has the advantage of breaking fewer lines, the 

latter gives the advantage of being able to leave on any chosen 

digit. Rather than adding some type of pilot light, I leave the 

left -most digit of the display on. When I turn off the display, I 

make the last result negative, leaving one segment of the 

display on. 

Turning off the display involves breaking those connec- 

tions. Turning the display back on would involve re- making 

the broken connections. One solution is a multi -pole, single - 

throw switch. While that is probably the simplest solution, it 

would be nice to make the state of the display software 

controllable. You might want to turn off the display while 

doing some long calculations and display the results every 

hundred loops. If we use transistors for the switch, we could 

control the display with a voltage from the calculator. It turns 

out that seven general purpose transistors are usually cheaper 

than an eight -pole switch (maybe larger) anyway. Figure 1B 

shows the schematic diagram of the eight -pole transistor 

switch used in the conversion. 

The Diode Test 

The first step in the conversion of your caculator is to locate 

the common wires for each segment on the printed- circuit 

board. Usually, those lines are fairly easy to locate, as there is 

one line for each segment, going to consecutive pins on the 

driver (often one LSI IC includes the driver circuitry). The 

circuit board of the TI -57 programmable calculator used in 

that conversion is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1 -Two ways you can turn on and off the LED display in your calculator. In A, an 8PST slide switch 
may be used. The switch would be difficult to find and install. In B, transistors are used, one 

transistor per switch section. Since transistors are polarized, the diode test (see text) is required. 

After finding the lines, mark each one of them clearly, as 
shown in Fig. 3. After each line is clearly marked, carefully 
break one of the lines as shown in Fig. 4. When the calculator 
is turned on, that segment of the display will not be lit. Type 
in the number -88888888 E -88 to check that. 

Now place across the cut foil line a test diode as shown in 
FIg. 5. If the digit does not light, reverse the polarity of the 
diode. While most displays are common -anode, there are 
some made common -cathode. The difference in the con- 
version is the polarity of the transistors (and test diodes). 

The location of the diode's anode is the connection that the 
collector of the transistor will occupy. The diode's cathode 
connection will accommodate the emitter of the transistor. 
Alter the test for one of the digits is completed, carefully cut 
all the other lines that you marked. If you are not absolutely 
sure that those are the proper lines, cut them one at a time and 
perform the diode test on all of them. 

The next step is to prepare the transistors for installation. 
That step will take a bit of time and should not be rushed. A 
job well done here will save hours of work later (not to 
mention the saving of your calculator). Take all the transistors 
and bend the base leads up as shown in Fig. 6. Now, carefully 
bend the emitter and collector leads of the first transistor so 
that it will fit well across the broken connection. Repeat for 
the rest of the transistors. 

Touch Each Base 
The next step is to connect the base leads together. I chose 

to daisy -chain a piece of wire-wrap wire. Soldering will of 
course work equally well, but wire- wrapping is very well 
suited to that application. A drop of solder on each connec- 
tion over the wrap will help insure a good, permanent con- 
nection. The bases will go to switch Si, so be sure to leave 
enough wire on here to reach the switch location. 

After all the bases are tied, it is time to install the tran- 
sistors. Begin with the left -most transistor (if you are left 
handed, make that the right -most). That will keep the pre- 
viously installed transistors out of your way while you are 
working on the next one. 

Fig. 2 -This is the display -end view of the Tl -57 circuit 
board. The lines at the bottom of the picture are going to 
the LED's. Those lines are usually heavier than others on 
the board because they carry relatively large currents. 

4 4t 

Fig. 3 -The copper traces to be cut on the calculator's 
printed -board are circled in black with a marker pen. 
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Fig. 4 -Use a sharp knife, old biology scalpel, or Exacto blade to cut the copper traces on the 

printed- circuit board --do one trace at a time and perform the diode test. Refer to the text. 

TABLE ONE -TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE 

Symptom Cause and Remedy 

One of the digits is always on. Leaky or shorted transistor. Check for solder bridges and shorts. Replace 

transistor. 

One of the digits is always off. Bad or open transistor. Check connection to the base, emitter, and collector. 

Replace transistor. 

One of the digits is dim. See Symptom for Always off. 

All of the digits are off. Is calculator turned on? 
Is S1 in the proper position? 
Is battery charged? 
Defective resistor. Replace resistor. 
Poor wiring. Check for solder bridges, cold solder joints, broken wire, cracked 

PC board, etc. 

All of the digits are on. Switch S1 is shorted. 

Fig. 5 -The diode test is applied after the first trace is cut. 
That tells us that we cut the correct trace and where to place 
the transistor's collector and emitter. Refer to the text. 

Fig. 7- Here's what the finished work will look like. Wire - 
wrap wire is used because it is insulated, very thin, and 

can be tucked away when the calculator case is closed. 

Fig. 6 -Here are two transist- 
ors with their base leads bent 
upward so that they can be 
easily connected to other bases. 
Just about any switching PNP 
transistor, and most audio PNP 
transistors, will do the job. 

Begin by heatsinking the transistor. The next step is to get 

the transistor in place and keep it there. A third hand comes in 

very handy here. Once in place, carefully solder the emitter 

and collector leads of the transistor in place. Connect the free 

lead of R1 to + VCC and turn the calculator on. The first digit 

of the display should go on. It is much easier to catch a 

mistake at that point than it will be after all the transistors are 

soldered in, so test it now. After the first digit is working 

properly, turn the calculator off and solder the next transistor 
in. Repeat until all the transistors are in place. 

After all the transistors are in and the test proves good for 

all the digits, connect the free end of R1 to switch Si. The 

other tap of the switch goes to the + side of the battery pack. 

There are many possibilities for controlling the display 

other than the simple switch here. If you use a momentary 

switch, you can push the switch whenever you need to check 

a result. If you connect the left -most digit's segment to the 

resistor, the display will turn on whenever the calculator 
comes up with a negative number. There are many other 
possibilities, and any combination of them is limited only by 

your imagination. 
Your calculator should be re- assembled and tested. It 

should operate as it did before the modification. Should you 

run into a little difficulty, refer to the troubleshooting sugges- 

tions in Table 1. By the way, be careful not to make accidental 

entries into the calculator as you transport it from here to 

there, and back again. 



You can control the very basic forces of 
nature with your finger tip! Direct the 
flow of plasma and harness the unknown! 

By Robert lannini 

PLASMA IS OFTEN CONSIDERED TO BE THE FOURTH STATE 
of matter. It consists of atoms that are ionized and it demon- 
strates peculiar effects unlike the other three forms of mat- 
ter- solid, liquid, and gas. 

The Plasma Machine is a device that demonstrates the 
presence of a plasma produced by high -frequency, high - 
voltage, electrical discharge through a low- pressure gas. The 
plasma created produces a visible and bizarre lighting effect 
that is totally different than any other presently existing 
phenomenon. Columns of pinkish and purplish plasma are 
attracted to external influences, such as fingers and other 
objects, when placed on or near the display container. Those 
columns of plasma light span the entire length of the display 
container, dancing and writhing with a tornado type effect. 
Balls of plasma and fingers are created and controlled by 
simply touching the container. That effect cannot be effec- 
tively or justifiably described in words. The effect can only be 
appreciated when actually observed. 

The Plasma Machine is intended for display purposes such 
as advertising, conversation piece, novelty decoration, spe- 
cial effects, etc. The device can also be an educational, 
science -fair project demonstrating plasma controlled by elec- 
trically and magnetically induced fields. Special materials 
treated by a controlled plasma beam can also be realized. 

What It Is 
The Plasma Machine consists of a low- powered, high - 

frequency, high- voltage generator that is somewhat like the 
high- voltage circuit in a television receiver. The generator 
produces a voltage with the necessary parameters for obtain- 
ing the described plasma effect. The generator uses a circuit 
consisting of transistors that rapidly switch current through a 
winding on a ferrite core of a high -voltage, resonant trans- 
former (similar to a TV flyback transformer). Power for the 
transistors is obtained from a step -down transformer and 
rectifier combination. 
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A clear, glass container or jar of suitable size is evacuated 
to a low gas pressure of less than 2 torrs and uses the metal 

cover as a convenient discharge element. The metal cover of 

this container also provides an excellent low -cost approach to 

constructing a home -made or laboratory model without ex- 

pensive glass -blowing facilities. The display jar has provision 
for depressurizing and then being permanently sealed. 
Again, the metal cover of a pickle jar makes an excellent 
choice because a piece of copper capillary can be soldered 
directly to it, forming a good vacuum -tight seal and allowing 
pinching -off for sealing. Should the display container require 

the vacuum to be restored, the pinched capillary tubing is 

opened for connection to the vacuum system. 
The display jar is mounted on a suitable stand that houses 

the high- voltage generator beneath it. The entire assembly 
resembles a water cooler. To some, it looks like a gumball 
machine. Refer to Fig. 1. 

The following instructions show how to assemble the Plas- 

ma Machine that is capable of generating a plasma tornado. 
That phenomenon uses nature's fourth state of matter to 

produce the effect. While the Plasma Machine doesn't do 

anything really useful, with the exception of deodorizing 
putrid air, it does demonstrate an interesting display of that 
form of energy. Several local pubs in the area have purchased 
those units assembled and ready to use. They place them on 

the bar, or other appropriate location, and allow the custom- 
ers to control the plasma tornado using their fingers, hands, 
pencil points, etc. 

Science Fair buffs can look to the Plasma Machine as an 

exciting, visual display of electronics and plasma in action. It 

could be a sure winner if you are the first in your school to 

display it. 
The plasma is inside a glass enclosure (the pickle jar) and 

The plastic enclosure fits neatly over the assembled bracket 
assembly. The enclosure is a No. 10 planter found in most 
variety stores. A hole is cut in the bottom to fit the PVC 

extender tube (EXT1) snugly. All of the electronics is safely 
covered so that observers can approach the Plasma Machine and 

touch the display jar without fear of a high -voltage shock. 

PICKEL 
JAR 
JAR1 

PLASTIC 
CAPS CA1, CA2 

LINE 
CORD 
CO1 

BRACKET 
BK1 

Fig. 1 -The Plasma Machine is illustrated here with a few 
of its basic parts identified. Always keep in mind that the 
pickle jar (JAR1) contains a large evacuated volume so that 
it always should be handled with care. 

resembles a tornado shape of glowing and swirling plasma. It 

dances and jumps to anything brought near it and is highly 
visible even in normal fluorescent lighting. That sensitivity to 

any external capacity creates many bizarre and seemingly 
striking effects. The plasma also can light up a fluorescent 
lamp when brought near the glass enclosure, without any 

wires or connections of any kind. 
The Plasma Machine is an extremely interesting con- 

versation piece and is unlike anything else that most people 
have yet seen. Its theory is very basic, but yet it still seems to 

amaze most people, who do not understand it. 

Theory of Operation 
An evacuated, glass jar is sealed and pumped down to 1 -3 

torrs of pressure. A metal cap seals the jar and serves as an 

electrode for charging the remaining thin gas mixture. The 



voltage applied to the cap is at a potential of 10- to 20- 
thousand volts of high -frequency AC at 15 to 30 kHz. 

The ionization of the thin gas causes current to flow, 
creating the plasma discharges within the glass jar. One may 
visualize the device in the following manner: The conductive 
gas forms one plate of the capacitor inside the jar. The glass 
envelope of the jar is the insulating dielectric with the outer 
air serving as the other plate of the capacitor. Any conducting 
object brought near the jar now only enhances the con- 
ductivity of the outer plate and appears to draw the plasma 
flow to the point of contact. The vacuum will vary along with 
the physical parameters of the jar, and can be adjusted to 
enhance the type of discharge desired. 

The evacuated pressure level,where the plasma discharges 
are best viewed, is critical. Increases in pressure above that 
level will create a broken wisp effect and a decrease will 
broaden the discharge path within the glass jar, making it less 
pronounced. Further variances from the above will eliminate 
the discharge completely. 

The effect of where conduction of a gas peaks at a certain 
pressure is known as the Townsend Effect, and it becomes an 
important factor in the design of vacuum systems where 
medium -to -high voltages are encountered. The basic Plasma 
Machine does not require any gas other than the existing 
atmosphere rarefied by evacuation to obtain a decent display. 

Other colors and effects are limitless when the builder 
chooses to charge the Plasma Machine with other gases or 
combinations of gases. For example: Evacuate the jar and 
then place a balloon filled with helium over the input port. 
Open the valve and let the helium in. Now, evacuate the jar 
and the bulk of the residual gas will be helium. 

Another technique is to place a few ounces of dry ice in the 
jar. Allow the jar to exhaust into the atmosphere until all of 
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Looking up into the bottom of the assembled bracket you can 
see the fan installed. It blows upward providing a cooling 
stream of air against the heat sink immediately above it. 

FAN 

EXT1 

HEAT 
SINK 
HS1 

the ice sublimates. Do not permit internal pressure to build up 
in the jar. The carbon- dioxide gas that the dry ice emits will 
displace most of the nitrogen and oxygen in the jar. Again, 
evacuate the jar, leaving mostly carbon dioxide behind. Ni- 
trogen gas is easy to obtain from tanks used by welders, 
hospitals, telephone company, etc. 

Gas contained in tanks are at very high pressures. Take 
special care to allow the gas inserted into the glass jar to bleed 

out freely so that the internal pressure of 
the jar is only slightly above normal air 
pressure, and never higher. The best 
way to do that safely is to place a rubber 
or plastic hose inside the jar and let the 
nitrogen come in quickly with the cover 
off the jar. Then, as quickly as possible, 

JAR1 

CV1 

ALLIGATOR 
CLIP CL1 FBI 

FBCT 

FB2 

Q1 

2N3055 

O2 
2N3055 

Pl l 
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1 
R1 

11052 
4 WATTS 
(SEE TEXT) 

T2 

P2 

GND 
RETURN 
OF HV COIL 

OUTPUT remove the hose and clamp on the cover 
practically in one motion. 

Do not use cooking gas, propane, 
pure oxygen, or other gases that support 
combustion. They can produce an ex- 

Fig. 2- Schematic diagram for the 
Plasma Machine indicates that the 

electronics of the device is limited to a 

fullwave rectifier and switching circuit 
which drives a resonant, high -voltage 

transformer. For portable and field 
demonstrations a car battery (12 -volts 

DC) or other heavy -duty dry -cell battery 
types may be connected across 

electrolytic capacitor Cl. Be sure- to 
observe polarity. Transistors Q1 and Q2 

are physically mounted on a heat sink 
(HS1 in Fig. 4). The transistors and other 
circuit elements are electrically isolated 

from the heat sink and mounting bracket 
(BK1 in Fig. 4) in order to reduce shock 
hazards. If you wish, an optional three - 
wire power cord (in place of CO1) may 

be used with the green lead connected 
to the metal mounting bracket (BK1). 
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PARTS LIST FOR THE PLASMA MACHINE 

Part Part 
No. Quantity Description No. Quantity Description 

tBK1 1 Mounting bracket made from #22 MK1, MK2 2 Transistor mounting kits for T03- 

aluminum or #24 galvanized case 
sheet metal ($12.50) tPV1 1 1 /8 -in. brass petcock and fitting 

BU1 1 Small knurled brass nut tQl, 02 2 2N3055 NPN power transistor 
BU2 1 Strain -relief bushing for line cord R1 2 Use two 220 -ohm, 2 -watt, 10% re- 
BU3 1 1 /2 -in. bushing for wires from T2 sistors in parallel to form one 
Cl 1 8000 -µF, 16 -WVDC electrolytic 110 -ohm, 4 -watt, 10% resistor 

capacitor R2 1 27 -ohm, 1/2 -watt, 10% resistor 
CA1, CA2 2 31 /2-in. plastic caps *R3 1 100,000 -ohm, 1/4-watt, 10% re- 

CL1 1 Alligator clip sistor 
CO1 1 2 -wire power cord with molded *S1 1 SPST toggle switch 

plug SW1, NU1 as req'd 6 -32 screws and nuts, 1 /4 -to Y2 -in. 
COPI 1 1/s -in. copper capillary (tubing) lengths 
CV1 1 Metal cover to 1- gallon display jar SW2 2 6 -32 1 -inch screws 

(JAR1) SW3 3 #6 1 /2 -in. self- tapping screws 
D1 D4 4 1N5401 3 -A, power- rectifier diode tT1 1 117 -volt AC to 12 -volt AC, 3 -A 

EN1 1 Large plastic enclosure made power transformer 
from #10 plastic planter tT2 1 Ferrite, TV, resonant high -voltage 

EXT1 1 PVC extender tube, 31/2 -in. OD x transformer 
7 -in. TE1 1 7 -lug terminal strip with end termi- 

*FAN1 1 Rotron fan, or similar muffin type nais providing mounting legs 

*FU1 1 1 -A fuse with fuse holder WN1, WN2 2 Small wire nuts 

HS1 1 Dual TO3 transistor heat sink WR1 24 -in. #18 -AWG, vinyl -insulated wire 

tJAR1 1 Display jar (1- gallon) to fit metal WR2 24 -in. #24 -AWG, vinyl -insulated wire 

cover (CV1) with rubber seal- tAvailable separately from Information Unlimited 
pumped down to 1.5 mm (torr) *Optional -see text. 
air ($24.50) A complete kit on certain individual parts -$85.50. Order 

*LA1 1 NE51 neon lamp with wire leads from Information Unlimited, Box 716, Amherst, NH 03031. 

CLIP 
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T2 
EXT1 

1 1- 3/4 -IN. 
HOLE 

BRACKET 
BK1 

FAN 

plosive atmosphere. Refer to the section in Special Note on 

Different Gases. 
It is interesting to mention at this time that the acetic acid 

given off by the curing of RTV cement produces a white 

plasma display. 

Circuit Description 
In the following discussion, please note that the symbols 

used to identify electrical and mechanical parts are not in 

conformance to the universal convention used by Hands -on 
Electronics and the electronics industry. No change was 

made to those symbols in the preparation of this text, so that 
the parts identification will coincide with supplier of the kit. 

Refer to the Parts List. 
Power is obtained by polarized plug (COl) and is fused by 

(FU1) before energizing the primary winding of the trans- 
former (T1). Refer to Fig. 2. Switch Sl controls the power and 
serves as an on /off switch. The neon lamp (LA1) is lit when 

power is applied to the primary winding of the transformer. 
Resistor R3 limits the current through the neon lamp so that it 

will not destruct. Parts Si. R3, and LA1 are optional in that 

the line cord can be pulled from the AC outlet to disconnect 
the Plasma Machine. (The editors prefer the use of the parts.) 

Transformer Tl steps down the 117 -volt AC power line to 

12 -volts AC where diodes (Dl D4) rectify the voltage to a 

positive, pulsating, DC voltage. Refer to Fig. 2. That voltage 

Looking down into the PVC tube (EXT1) you see the high -voltage 

transformer T2. The alligator clip is connected to the trans- 
former's high -voltage output lead. The clip (CL1) connects to 

the cap of the display jar (JAR1) that rests on top of the tube. 



Fig. 3 -The text gives complete details on adding the two 
new windings to the resonant, high -voltage transformer T2. 
Tnas transformer is typical of the high -voltage transformers 
found in consumer solid -state TV receivers. Each winding 
should be evenly spaced and done neatly. The primary -winding 
terminals are marked P1, P2, and PCT (CT for Center Tap). 
Tie feedback winding terminals are marked FB1, FB2, and FBCT. 
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is filtered by electrolytic capacitor Cl (8000- to 10,000-11F, 
16 -WVDC) to 10- to 14 -volts DC. 

The collectors of the transistors (Q1 and Q2) alternately 
switch the 12 -volts DC to the primary winding of the reso- 
nant, high- voltage transformer (T2) at a period determined by 
the circuit's resonant frequency. Transistor base drive is ob- 
tained through the base winding and emitters' return resistor 
(R2). Resistor R2 is made from two 220 -ohm, 2 -watt resistors 
connected in parallel, that combination provides 110 -ohms 
with the capability to dissipate 4 watts. The 27 -ohm resistor 
(Rl) and the usual unbalance in transistors start the oscillator. 
The resonant, high -voltage transformer (T2) now produces a 
stepped -up, high- frequency voltage. The output of high -volt- 
age transformer (T2) is now connected to the discharge 
electrode (CV1) which is the metal cover of display jar. 
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STRAIN - 
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BU2 
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C01 

o\A 

T2 
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Fig. 4 -Here are two views of the metal 
mounting bracket (BK1) with the various 
circuit parts and other items attached to 
it. You could fabricate you own bracket, 
but before you do obtain the plastic 
enclosure that you will use. Then, the 
bracket is designed to fit inside the 
enclosure, provide mounting space for the 
circuit elements, and offer a safe, 
insulated container for the high -voltage 
transformer inside the PVC extender tube 
(EXT1). The fan may be considered optional 
should the Plasma Machine be used for short 
periods only. Nevertheless, the editor 
strongly recommends the inclusion of the 
fan in the design, because once the device 
is running you'll spend many minutes, if 
not hours, watching and playing with it. 
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The highly- conductive, rarified atmosphere inside the dis- 

play jar (JAR1) now acts as one plate of a large capacitor. The 

glass wall of the display jar serves as the insulating dielectric, 

while the outer air around the display jar serves as the second 

plate. The high -frequency, high voltage now encounters a 

discharge path whose impedance is determined by the capac- 

itive reactance of the system. The high -frequency current 

now flows through the inside atmosphere of the display jar, 

ionizing some of the gas, thus creating a plasma path that 

seeks out the path of least impedance. Any external object 

brought near the display jar surface assists in providing this 

minimal impedance path. A larger capacitance is formed at 

the point where the conducting object is near on the glass 

outer surface and attracts the plasma due to the increased 

capacity effect. 

Special Note on Different Gases 

The Plasma Machine glass display jar (JAR1) uses the 

spectral and conductive property of rarified air as a vacuum is 

drawn down. A variety of effects are possible and can further 

be enhanced by the admission of other gases at different 

pressures. The combinations are many with an equal amount 

of different display phenomena. Suggested gases are helium, 
neon, carbon dioxide, krypton, argon, or any combination of 

those relatively inert gases. 

CAUTION! 
Do not use explosive gases and combinations of gases 

such as hydrogen, fluorine, chlorine, methane, etc. 
Always use inert gases. Observe all safety precautions 
when using high vacuums. Never use gases from an 
aerosol spray can. Check with a chemist when in 
doubt. 
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Assembly Steps 
Lay out all the parts and materials required to assemble the 

Plasma Machine on a work surface along with the tools you 

would expect to use. 
1. Rework high -voltage transformer (T2) as shown Fig. 3. 

Two new primary and feedback windings are added to the 

flyback transformer (T2) that connect to the driver transistors 
(Q1 and Q2). Those windings are hand -wound on the bottom 
leg of the ferrite core where the original two -turn filament 
windings were located. 

2. Remove and discard the original filament winding. In its 

place, wind first a ten -turn, center -tapped winding (desig- 
nated PI-P2) using approximately 30 inches of #18 or larger 
insulated hookup wire (WR2). That is easily accomplished by 

winding five turns at one end of the core and then twisting a 

loop in the free end before adding the second five turns. The 
complete ten -turn winding should then be held in place with a 

turn or two of electrical tape with the two ends (PI, P2) and 

the center tap (PCT) loop all protruding. Refer to Fig. 3. 

3. Connection can be made to the center -tap loop when the 

insulation has been carefully removed. If it becomes neces- 
sary to cut the center loop, be sure that the two ends are 

scraped and joined to form a mechanical as well as an 

electrical center tap connection to the winding. 
The secondary (feedback) winding should be wound di- 

rectly on top of the first, but it should only have a total of four 
turns -two each side of the center tap. Wind two turns of #22 
hook -up wire (WR1), pull and twist a center -tap loop (FBCT) 
and wind the other two turns. Tape that winding in place on 

top of the first. Do not let the center tap loops of the two 
windings touch each other. Mark all leads as indicated in Fig. 

3. The coil -winding procedure is complete. 
Determine the ground return of the output winding of high - 

voltage transformer T2 by selecting the pin or lead with the 
highest resistance reading between it and the high- voltage 
output lead. You will detect a finite resistance that is the 
largest. Do not consider an infinite- resistance reading as 

anything other than an open circuit. 
Fabricate a mounting bracket from a piece of #22 gauge 

aluminum or #24 galvanized sheet metal (BK1 in Fig. 4B). 

The shape and size of the bracket will depend on the external 
housing. When a kit of parts is purchased, the bracket is 

fabricated to fit the housing. The bracket must be large 
enough to hold components shown in Fig. 4. 

There are three holes located on a 3.25 -inch diameter circle 
120 -degrees apart for securing the PVC extender tube 
(EXT1). Be careful not to interfere with the other compo- 
nents. Final assembly may be made easier by first securing 
the PVC extender tube (EXT1) to the mounting bracket 
(BK1) with three self -tapping screws (SW3). 

Fabricate the PVC extender tube (EXT1) from a 7 -inch 

length of 31/2-inch, schedule 40, PVC pipe whose actual 
outside diameter is 31/2-inch. The extender tube is necessary 
in the design of the Plasma Machine. It allows proper clear- 

ance of the jar cover from other metal parts in the device, 
because the cover is at a very-high voltage being connected 
directly to transformer T2. 

Here is the display jar assembled and evacuated. The black 
item on top of the display -jar cover is made from two plastic caps 
used to provide a joining grip between the display jar and 
the PVC extender tube (EXT1) on which it rests. 



A rear view of the bracket assembly with 
the electrical parts in place and the PVC 
extender tube (EXT1) installed. The 13/4 - 

inch hole in the extender tube is not visible 
in this view. 

Fig. 5- Here's Superman's view of the Plasma 
Machine -we've added the call outs to 
identify the parts. High -voltage transformer 
T2 should be kept about one inch above the top 
surface of the mounting bracket (BK1). To do 
that the high -voltage lead with alligator clip 
attached is kept to a length so that the 
transformer hangs in the correct position. 
As an option to that design you may want to 
add some PVC pipe scraps to the bottom of the 
PVC extender tube (EXT1) to serve as insulat- 
ing spacer material. Those scraps will keep 
the transformer from falling to the bracket 
and provide the necessary spacing. The PVC 
material is highly resistive to the high - 
voltage AC. The diagram does not show a fuse 
location. To include a fuse in the circuit, 
break the lead between the power cord and 
switch S1, Then install in that circuit gap 
a fuse holder that can mount on the plastic 
enclosure (EN1) next to toggle switch S1. 
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Use a hole saw to cut a 11/4-inch diameter hole with its 
center located two inches from what will be the top end of the 
PVC extender tube. That hole is used to gain access into the 
extender tube so that the alligator clip (CL1) from high - 
voltage transformer T2 can be connected to the plasma tube 
using the shortest possible lead between the clip (CL1) and 
the high- voltage transformer (T2). See Fig. 5. 

Assemble transformer T1 to the mounting bracket 
(BK1).Then attach the terminal strip (TE1) to the heat sink. It 
might be necessary to drill two holes between the first and 
second fins. Remove burrs from the heat sink in the area of the 
transistor mounting holes and mount transistors QI and Q2 to 
the heat sink using transistor mounting kits (MK1 and MK2) 
as shown Figs. 2 and 4. 

Complete the wiring following the details in Figs. 2 and 4. 
The leads to high -voltage transformer T2 should be long 
enough so that the transformer will be about one inch off the 
surface of the bracket. See Hg. 5. Check your work carefully. 

CAUTION: 
High voltages are dangerous to your 

health and they can kill you! 

( 
(Continued on page 101) 
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Now you will discover the operation of inverters 
and gates, or gates and how to use logic gates. You 

get an insight to digital integrated circuits small - 
scale integration (SSI) to very -large scale 

integration (VLSI). And, we test your knowledge. 

by L.E. Frenzel 
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THIS LESSON OF THE CONTINUING SERIES ON DIGITAL 
Fundamentals will discuss specifically the circuits used to 
make up digital logic elements that perform the basic logic 
functions. When you complete this lesson, you will have a 

good understanding of how the most popular digital logic 
circuits work. 

In the previous lesson we introduced you to the basic 
digital logic elements, such as the inverter, AND gate, OR 

gate, and NAND NOR gates. Those are the basic logic elements 
that process binary signals in digital equipment. We dis- 
cussed their operation in terms of the logic functions they 
perform. The operation of each was expressed in Boolean 
algebra, truth tables, and timing diagrams. Only logic sym- 
bols were used to illustrate those devices. But in this lesson, 
we want to take a look inside the logic symbols. 

There are two basic methods of implementing digital cir- 
cuits: discrete components and integrated circuits (IC's). 
Discrete- component circuits are those made up of individual 
transistors, resistors, diodes, capacitors and other compo- 
nents wired together on a printed- circuit board. The other 
type of circuit is the integrated circuit where all the compo- 
nents are made together on a tiny chip of silicon. Today, most 
digital circuits you will encounter will be of the integrated - 
circuit form. Occasionally, however, you will run across a 

discrete -component circuit in an older piece of equipment or 

in one requiring some special or simple function. We will 
discuss both [C's and discrete -component circuits in this 
lesson. 

Inverters 
Let's begin our discussion with the circuits used to make a 

logic inverter. We will talk about simple discrete -component 
circuits first and that knowledge will easily translate to inte- 
grated circuits. For our discussion here, zero volts or ground 
represents a binary 0 and + 5 -volts DC represents a binary /. 

The main element in an inverter circuit is a switch as shown 
in Fig. IA. The switch is connected in series with a resistor to 
the supply voltage. A binary input signal controls the opera- 
tion of the switch. The binary output appears across the 
switch. When the input is binary 0, the switch is open. The 
output, therefore, is + 5 volts or binary I as seen through 
resistor RI. The circuit does invert. If the input is binary 1, the 
switch is closed. Current flows through the switch and re- 

sistor RI. The output is 0 volts or binary 0, because the 
resistance of the switch is near zero. 

A common bipolar transistor can be used as the switch to 
form a simple inverter as shown in Fig. 1B. A transistor works 
well in that application, because it can be turned off so that no 
current flows through it or so that the transistor can be turned 
on to act as a very low resistance and current flows through it. 

I 

I 
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Fig. 1 -A logic inverter operates like a shunt switch 
(A) in parallel with the output. A transistor (B) operated 
at cut -off and saturation functions in the same manner. 

OUTPUT 

Recall that there are three basic operational states of a 
bipolar transistor: cut off or non -conducting, conducting in 
the linear region, and saturation. Those states are achieved by 
biasing. (See Review of Diode and Transistor Biasing.) When 
the transistor is cut off, it is nonconducting and acts as an 
open circuit. 

With the proper bias on the transistor, it conducts in the 
linear region. That means that the collector current is directly 
proportional to the variations in the base current. That per- 
mits a small base current to control a large collector current 
and thus cause amplification to take place. The linear con- 
ducting mode of operation is not generally used in digital 
circuits. 

Finally, if sufficiently high bias current is applied to the 
base of the transistor it will conduct hard and it will act as a 
very low resistance. During that time both the emitter -base 
and base -collector junctions are forward biased. The voltage 
drop between the base and collector at that time is extremely 
low; therefore, the transistor appears to be a near short 
circuit. When in saturation, the transistor acts as a closed 
switch. 

Using those principles, the operation of an inverter is easy 
to understand. If the input to the inverter in Fig. 1B is 0 volts 
or ground, the emitter -base junction of the transistor will not 
be forward biased. No current will flow through RI or the 
transistor (Fig. 1B). The transistor appears to be an open 
circuit. Therefore, the output is +5 volts or binary 1 as seen 
through R1. 

When a binary 1 or + 5 -volt signal is applied to the input, 
the emitter -base junction is forward biased. The value of 
resistor R2 is made low enough so that the base current is high 
enough to cause the transistor to saturate. The transistor 
conducts and current flows from the emitter through the base 
to the collector and through R2 to the supply voltage. During 
that time, the transistor acts as a very low resistance. A 
typical output voltage between emitter and collector might be 
100 millivolts (.1 volt). That is sufficiently low so as to 
represent a binary O. 

Metal oxide semiconductor field- effect transistors 
(MOSFET's) can also be used to form an inverter as shown in 
Fig. 2. Here N- channel enhancement mode MOSFET's are 
used. Q1 is the inverter switch while Q2 acts as a load resistor. 
When the gate of Q2 is connected to the drain, the transistor is 
biased on and acts as a resistor. That technique is widely used 
in N- channel MOS (metal oxide semiconductor) integrated 
circuits. Transistor loads are easy to make in integrated 

Fig. 2 -A MOSFET inverter 
(01) using a MOSFET (02) as a 
load in place of a 
power- consuming resistor. 

+5V 

circuit form and also take up much less space than an inte- 
grated resistor. 

An enhancement mode MOSFET may also act as a switch. 
When its gate voltage is below some threshold voltage (about 
+ 1.5 volts in common N- channel MOSFET's), the transistor 
is cut off. It acts as an open switch. When a positive logic 
signal above the threshold value is applied to the gate, the 
transistor conducts. Its on resistance is very low; therefore, it 
acts as a closed switch. 

The operation of the inverter in Fig. 2 is simple. When the 
input voltage is binary 0 (near zero volts), transistor Q1 does 
not conduct. Q2, however, is conducting because it is biased 
on. The output voltage, therefore, is + 5 volts as seen through 
Q2. 

When the input voltage is a binary 1 level or approximately 
+ 5 volts, Ql conducts. It acts as a very low resistance; 
therefore, little voltage is dropped across it. The output volt- 
age is near zero volts or binary O. 

AND and OR Gates 
AND and OR gates can be constructed with diodes and 

resistors. For example, a simple OR gate is illustrated in Fig. 
3. If both inputs to the OR gate are binary 0 or ground, neither 
diode conducts and no current flows through resistor R1. The 
output, therefore, is a 0 volts or ground as seen through Rl. 

If both inputs are binary 1, both diodes DI and D2 conduct. 
Current flows through resistor Rl. The output, therefore, is a 
binary 1. Most of the voltage applied to the inputs will appear 
across Rl except approximately .7 volt which is dropped 
across each diode. With a + 5 -volt input, the output would be 
approximately +4.3 volts. 

If one input is binary 0 and the other binary 1, the output 
will also be binary 1. For example, if input A is + 5 volts and 
input B is 0 volt, diode Dl in Fig. 3 will conduct. The output 
will be approximately +4.3 volt. That will cause diode D2 to 
be reverse biased and it will be cut off. 

A simple discrete -component AND gate is shown in Fig. 4. 
If both inputs are binary 0 or ground, both diodes Dl and D2 
conduct. Current flows through Rl. The output voltage at that 
point is the voltage drop across the diodes. For a typical 
silicon diode, the voltage drop will be approximately + .7 
volts. That is a low- voltage level and represents a binary O. 

If one input is binary 0 and the other binary 1, the output 
will also be binary O. For example, if input A is binary 0 and 
input B is binary 1 or + 5 volts, diode Dl conducts. The 
output will be approximately + .7 volts. That means that 
diode D2 will be reverse biased and, therefore, cut off. 

If both inputs are binary 1 or + 5 volt, both diodes conduct. 
The output will be + 5 volts less the voltage drop across the 
diodes. If the inputs are + 5 volts, then the output will be 
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Fig. 4 -Diode AND gate and its truth table. 

+ 4.3 volts or binary 1. 

If both circuits are as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, additional 
diodes may be added to accommodate more inputs as needed. 
Further, those simple circuits can be combined with inverters 
to implement almost any logic function. However, discrete - 
component circuits take up a lot of space and are inconve- 
nient to construct. Their performance is also generally poor. 

For that reason, they are used only where simple, low- perfor- 

mance circuits are needed. 

Digital Integrated Circuits 
Virtually all pieces of digital equipment are built using 

integrated circuits. An integrated circuit is one in which all of 
the components- including transistors, diodes, resistors, 
and capacitors -are fully formed and interconnected on a 

silicon chip. Those circuit components are extremely small. 
Many inverters, logic gates, flip -flops, and other logic and 

linear circuits can be contained within a small area. A typical 
silicon chip is roughly square, with sides of approximately .I- 
to .25 inch. The smaller chips contain several gates or inver- 

ters while the larger chips might contain a complete circuit 
such as a microprocessor. The chip is mounted in a special 
package with leads that can be plugged into a socket or 
soldered to a printed- circuit board. The most popular form of 

package is the dual in -line package, or DIP. See Fig. 5. 

Digital integrated circuits are housed in DIP's with 8 to 64 

pins. 
Digital IC's come in all sizes and configurations. The 

simplest circuits house only several gates, inverters, or flip - 

flops. The most complex circuits contain complete systems 
or functional parts of a system. All digital integrated circuits 
are generally divided into four basic categories: SSI, MSI, 
LSI, and VLSI. Those designations, described in Table 1, 

show how digital IC's are classified according to 'size, density 
and function. 

Digital IC's are also classified by the type of transistors 
used to make up the circuitry. The two basic types are bipolar 
and MOSFET. IC manufacturers have developed a wide 
variety of digital IC families using both types of transistors. 
Typical bipolar families include resistor- transistor logic 

(RTL), diode -transistor logic (DTL), transistor -transistor log- 

ic (TTL), emitter -coupled logic (ECL), integrated -injection 
logic (IIL), and several others. RTL and DTL aren't used any 
more in new designs, but you may occasionally find them in 

older equipment. TTL and ECL are widely used today. IIL 

circuits are used in LSI and VLSI designs. 
MOS logic families include both P- channel and N- channel 

MOS and complementary MOS (CMOS). Because bipolar 
circuits are larger and consume more power, they take up 

more space on a silicon chip and, therefore, are used pri- 
marily for SSI and MSI circuits. Some bipolar LSI are 

available. Most LSI and VLSI circuits are MOS and CMOS. 
The circuits are smaller and consume less power and, there- 
fore, more of them can be packed into a given space. 

In this lesson we are going to talk about the most popular 
forms of logic used today. Specifically we will focus on TTL 
and CMOS circuits which you are certain to encounter. 

Transistor/Transistor Logic 
Probably the most popular form of SSI and MSI digital 

IC's is transistor /transistor logic. You may see it referred to as 

T2L, pronounced "T squared L." TTL is used in everything 
from personal computers to the most sophisticated aircraft 
electronics equipment. 

TTL circuits use bipolar transistors and operate on a 

power -supply voltage of + 5 -volts DC. Complete families of 
SSI and MSI TTL circuits are available. A wide variety of 

inverters, gates, flip -flops, and many functional logic circuits 
are available in DIP form. TTL circuits are fast, versatile, and 

very inexpensive. 
The basic TTL logic circuit is illustrated in Fig. 6. That 

particular circuit forms the positive logic NAND function. 
However, other versions of that circuit are available to per- 

ORIENTATION 
NOTCH 

Fig. 5-Dual in -line package 
(DIP) for integrated circuits. 

DOT MARKS 
PIN 1 

TABLE 1 
LEVEL OF IC's BASED ON CIRCUIT DENSITY 

SSI Small -Scale Integration -Chips containing 12 

or less gates, inverters, flip -flops, etc. 

MSI Medium -Scale Integration -Chips containing 
12 to 100 gates, inverters, flip -flops, etc., 
usually connected as functional circuits that do 

something such as counters, registers, 
decoders, multiplexers, and many others. 

LSI Large -Scale Integration -Chips with 100+ 
gates, flip -flops, etc., often forming complete 
circuits such as microprocessors, program and 

control circuits, memory circuits, and many 
others. 

VLSI Very Large -Scale Integration -Chips with 

1000+ gates, flip -flops, and other circuits. 32- 
bit microprocessors, data acquisition systems, 
gate arrays, and much more. 
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Fig. 6 -TTL NAND gate simplified circuit (A), and its 
schematic symbol (B) and truth table. 
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form the AND, OR, and NOR functions. A single input version 
of that circuit is used as an inverter. 

That circuit is made up of three parts: a multiple emitter - 
input transistor (QI), a phase splitter transistor (Q2), and the 
output stage (Q3 and Q4). Refer to Fig. 6A. Transistor Q1 and 
RI function as a simple diode AND gate where the emitter- 

base junctions of Ql are the diodes. The main purpose of the 
phase splitter Q2 is to furnish complementary logic signals to 
the two output transistors Q3 and Q4. Transistor Q4 is the 
output switching transistor and performs the function of an 
inverter. Transistor Q3 along with D1 and R4 forms an active 
pull -up stage. It is similar in operation to the MOSFET load 
resistor described earlier. Some TTL circuits are available 
without that active pull -up stage. Transistor Q3, D1, and R4 
are eliminated and the collector of Q4 is brought out to one of 
the DIP pins. An external load must be connected. Those 
open collector circuits are useful for driving other compo- 
nents, such as LED indicators, relays, and other external 
circuits. 

In most cases the active pull -up circuit is preferred, be- 
cause it represents a very low impedance when the output of 
the gate is binary 1. That permits the circuit to quickly charge 
any external capacitance, thereby greatly reducing the rise 
time and speeding up the circuit. 

The logic levels for the typical TTL circuit are zero to 
O. + .8 volt fora binary 0 and + 2.4 to + 5 volts fora binary 1. 

Now let's see how the TTL circuit functions. Remember 
that it is a NAND circuit. You can refresh your memory about 
how it works by referring to the truth table in Fig. 6B. 

REVIEW OF DIODE AND TRANSISTOR BIASING 

Diodes and bipolar transistors are made by combining N- 
and P -type semiconductor materials (silicon, germanium, gal- 
lium arsenide) to form junctions. A PN junction shown below 
creates a diode. 

JUNCTION 

CATHODE ANODE CATHODE -I¡- ANODE 

The diode symbol (above) is used in schematic diagrams. 
The current flowing in a diode depends on its bias, an exter- 

nally applied voltage. The circuits below show the two ways to 
bias a diode. 

FORWARD BIAS REVERSE BIAS 
(CURRENT FLOWS) (NO CURRENT FLOW) 

vv. +11 li_ AAN- 
R1 R1 

A B 
If the cathode (N -type material) is made negative with re- 

spect to the anode as shown at A, the diode is forward biased 
and it conducts. The amount of current flowing is controlled by 
the resistive value of Rl. 

If the cathode is made positive with respect to the anode as 
shown in B above, the diode is reverse biased. No current flows 
in the circuit. 

Transistor biasing follows similar rules. An NPN transistor is 
illustrated below. 

N P N 

(E) 
EMITTER 

BASE 
(B) 

(C) 
COLLECTOR 

If the emitter -base junction is forward biased and the base - 
collector junction is reverse biased, the transistor conducts. 
This is the normal condition for a transistor operating in the 
linear region for amplification. 

In logic and switching applications, the bias arrangements 
shown below are used. Here the transistor is used as a switch 
to turn on an incandescent bulb. 

A B 
If the input is grounded as in A, the emitter -base junction is 

not forward biased. Therefore, the transistor does not conduct 
and the bulb does not light. If the base is made positive as 
shown in B, the emitter -base junction is forward biased. The 
base -collector junction is reverse biased so the transistor con- 
ducts. The bulb lights. 

If the base current is made high as determined by Rb, the 
transistor will conduct hard. Its emitter -to- collector resistance 
will be very low and only a small voltage will appear between 
the emitter (ground) and collector. The collector may be +0.1 
volt with respect to the emitter at ground. With the emitter -base 
junction forward biased and conducting, the voltage across it 
will be the same as a conducting diode or about + 0.7 volt. If the 
base is +0.7 volt with respect to the emitter or ground and the 
collector is +0.1 volt, then the base is positive with respect to 
the collector. This means that the base- collector junction is 
forward biased also. This condition is caused by high base 
drive. When both junctions are forward biased, the transistor is 
said to be saturated. Saturated operation is typical in bipolar 
transistor logic circuits. 
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Assume that either or both inputs A and B are at ground or 
binary O. The corresponding emitter -base junctions of Q1 

then conducts through Rl. When Ql is conducting, its collec- 
tor voltage is such that the bias on the base of Q2 will be 

approximately 0 volt. For that reason, Q2 is cut off. As a 

result, base current is supplied through R2 to output transistor 
Q3 and Q3 conducts. Transistor Q4 is cut off at that time. The 

output voltage will be + 5 volts less the voltages dropped 
across R4, Q3 and D1. That output voltage is typically in the 

+ 2.4- to + 3.6 -volt range. 
If both inputs are binary 1, the emitter -base junctions of Ql 

do not conduct. However, the base -collector junction of Q1 

does conduct and provides base current to Q2 through Q4. 
Transistor Q4 saturates and effectively brings the output to 

near ground level. 
The most popular form of TTL is Texas Instruments (TI) 

7400 series. Many other manufacturers second -source that 
line of circuits. All kinds of gates, flip -flops, and functional 
circuits are available as part of that family. Virtually all of the 
most commonly used logic functions are implemented as 

TTL IC's. Individual gates and flip -flops can then be used to 

make up any special circuits. 
The individual IC's are usually marked on the DIP housing 

to identify them. Some of the identifying marks are the 

manufacturer's logo, the device type number, and a date 
code. Each of the TTL manufacturers such as TI, Fairchild, 
Signetics, National Semiconductor, and others, has its own 

special company symbol. The part number designates the 
specific device. For example, a 7430 is a single 8 -input NAND 

gate. 
The date code tells when the circuit was manufactured. 

Usually the date code is made up of the last two numbers of 
the year of manufacture plus a number signifying either the 

month or week during which that circuit was made. For 

example, 8216 might mean the sixteenth week of 1982. Date 

codes vary from manufacturer to manufacturer so be sure to 

check if that is an important consideration. 

Propagation Delay 
TTL circuits are usually rated by both speed and power 

dissipation. Speed is generally expressed in terms of propa- 
gation delay. Propagation delay is the time that it takes a logic 
change at the input to propagate through the device and 

appear as a logic -level change at the output. See Fig. 7. 

Propagation delay is typically expressed in nanoseconds. 
TTL circuits have propagation delays in the 2 to 30 nanose- 
cond range. Operating frequencies up to 125 MHz are possi- 
ble with the fastest TTL circuits. 

Power dissipation is another important characteristic of the 

INPUT 

OUTPUT - tp 4-- -- tp 

Fig. 7- Propagation delay is defined as the time offset 
between input and output logic level transitions. 

circuit. The lower the power consumption, the better. That 

reduces heat and power -supply expense. However, high speed 

is almost always associated with higher power consumption. 
Typically, the faster the circuit, the more power that it con- 

sumes. Most TTL circuits have a power dissipation in the 1 to 

25 milliwatt range per gate. The higher -speed versions use 

lower resistance values and, therefore, draw more current. 

The slower circuits use higher resistance values and consume 
less power. 

Going Faster 
A special form of TTL circuit uses Schottky diodes to 

speed up circuits while reducing power consumption. Essen- 

tially, each transistor in the circuit has a Schottky diode 

connected between the base and collector as shown in Fig. 8. 

The Schottky diode is made up of semiconductor material 

and a metal, and is used primarily to prevent the transistors 
from saturating. 

DIODE 
PREVENTS 
SATURATION 

OR 
liFig. 8- Schematic 
diagram of a 

Shottky transistor. 

When saturated transistors are used in an IC, it takes a 

finite amount of time for the circuit to turn off. That condition 
known as charge- storage puts a limit on the speed of opera- 

tion. However, if a Schottky diode is used, saturation does 

not occur and there is no charge storage problem. As a result, 
switching speeds are faster and propagation delays are lower. 

By increasing the value of the circuit resistors, power dissipa- 
tion is dropped but high speed is maintained, because of the 

non -saturated operation. The most popular TTL circuits to- 

day are the so- called low -power Schottky devices that have 

propagation delays as low as 2 nanoseconds. Those are desig- 
nated by an LS in their part number (i.e. 74LS20). 

Complementary MOS 

Another popular family of SSI and MSI logic circuits is 

complementary MOS or CMOS. CMOS circuits use both P- 

channel and N- channel MOSFETs, thus the prefix C for 

complementary. CMOS IC's are available in many configura- 
tions of gates, flip -flops and other functional logic circuits. 
The power supply- voltage is typically + 5 volts. although 
most CMOS circuits can operate reliably with supply volt- 

ages in the + 3- to + 18 -volt range. 
Fig. 9A shows a basic CMOS logic gate. That circuit 

performs the NOR function as indicated by the symbol and 
truth table in Fig. 9B. Note that Ql and Q2 are P- channel 
MOSFET's while Q3 and Q4 are N- channel MOSFET's. All 

four transistors are enhancement -mode MOSFET's meaning 
that the transistor is normally off until the threshold gate 

voltage is exceeded with a logic input signal. 
Now let's see how that CMOS NOR circuit operates. As- 

sume logic input levels of 0 and +5 volts for binary 0 and 

binary 1, respectively. 
Keep in mind that in order for an N- channel MOSFET to 

conduct, its gate voltage must be positive with respect to its 

source. Usually the threshold value is approximately + 1.5 

volts. Any input voltage greater than that will cause the 
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Fig. 9- Schematic diagram of a CMOS NOR gate (A), and its 
chematic symbol (B) and truth table. 

ansistor to conduct. Otherwise, the transistor will be cut 
ff. In P- channel MOSFET's, the gate must be made negative 
ith respect to the source. Again, the threshold value must be 

bserved. 
Referring to Fig. 9A, assume that both inputs A and B are 

t 0 volt or at ground potential. Since ground is more negative 
han + 5 volts, the gates are negative with respect to the 
ources so both Q1 and Q2 conduct. Transistors Q3 and Q4 
ill be cut off at that time, because their gates are at zero volts 

nd below the threshold level. As as result, the output will be 
+ 5 volts as seen through Ql and Q2. 

If either input A or B is binary 0 while the other is + 5 volts 
.r binary 1, then either one but not both transistors Q1 and Q2 

ill conduct. For example, if input A is 0 and input B is +5 
olts, Q1 will conduct but Q2 will be cut off. If input B is 

Binary 1, Q2 will be cut off but Q4 will conduct. With Q4 
onducting, the output will be brought to binary O. 

With both inputs binary 1, both Ql and Q2 are cut off. 
owever, both Q3 and Q4 will conduct keeping the output at 
mary O. The truth table sums up all possible conditions of 

inputs and outputs of the NOR gate. Naturally, additional 
Inputs and transistors may be added to create gates with 3, 4 
or 8 inputs. 

CMOS IC's are very popular for implementing digital 
circuits. Their main advantage is super low -power consump- 
tion. The only time current really flows in the circuit is when 
the output switches from one state to another. The power 
dissipation of a typical gate is in the 10- nanowatt range. That 
is very low -power consumption and makes power supplies 
simpler and cheaper, and heat dissipation from the IC prac- 
tically non -existent. Low -power consumption makes CMOS 
very popular for battery- operated equipment. 

Even though low -power consumption is the primary virtue 
of CMOS circuits, that does not mean that they are neces- 
sarily slow. They are typically slower than TTL circuits, but 
fast enough for many applications. Typical propagation de- 
lays are in the 10 to 50 nanosecond range. 

Another advantage of CMOS circuits is their high -noise 
immunity. Noise, of course, is any extraneous signal, pulse, 
glitch, or undesirable input. High -noise immunity means that 
the circuit is essentially superior at ignoring input noise. 
Because of the high- threshold levels of the enhancement - 
mode MOSFET's, CMOS is very tolerant of external noise. 
As a result, it is excellent for use in industrial and automotive 
applications where high noise is common. 

The two most popular lines of CMOS circuits are the RCA 
4000 series and the Motorola 14000 series. Both have a wide 
variety of gates, flip -flops, inverters, and functional logic 
circuits such as counters, registers, multiplexers, decoders, 
and others. 

Using Logic Gates 
Figure 10 shows how TTL gates are used. Figure l0A 

illustrates a common TTL IC, the popular 7400 quad 2 -input 
NAND. The power and input /output pin designations are 
given. Figure 10B is a typical logic circuit implemented with 
the four NAND circuits in the 7400. The numbers at the inputs 
and outputs in Fig. 10B correspond to the pin terminations on 
the DIP shown in Fig. 10A. In most logic diagrams, the IC is 
given a number such as IC23 or U14 and each gate is desig- 
nated with a letter. The IC number is usually screened on to 
the printed- circuit board next to the IC identification. 

There are two points to note in Fig. IOB. First, unused 
inputs should be connected together or to the supply voltage 
through a resistor. Open inputs should not be permitted, 
because they are potential noise sources. Second, a gate may 
function as an inverter if all the input pins are connected 
together. 

The circuit in Fig. 10B can be altered so the NAND circuit 
element a and d, or any other paired combination, may be 
interchanged without altering the circuit. In this magazine 
the circuit elements inside of a dual, quad, hex, etc., IC are 
identified by the letters a, b, etc. (lower case), beginning with 
the element that has the lowest pin number. That is not a hard 
and fast rule. Other publications and engineering groups vary 
somewhat. As for which circuit element not to use when there 
is an excess of elements, the choice is left to the man who will 
lay out the printed- circuit board. 
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Fig. 10- Schematic diagram of a TTL quad 2 -input NAND gate (A) 
and a logic circuit made from the quad sections of a 7400 IC. 

Figure 11 shows how the wiring of the circuit in Fig. 10B 

would appear on a printed- circuit board. That is the pattern 
on the bottom of the board. Using Figs. l0A and 10B as a 

guide, trace the circuit to confirm to yourself that it duplicates 
the logic diagram. Keep in mind that you are viewing the 
bottom of the IC while Fig. l0A shows the top. Pin 1 is 

designated to get you oriented. 
Figure 11 does not agree completely with Fig. 10B, because 

logic diagrams often leave out the IC's connection to the 
power supply. Note that in Fig. l0A + 5 volts is connected to 
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wiring of circuit in Fig. 10B. 
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Fig. 12 -Using a 7401 open -collector 2 -input NAND integrated 
circuit as a NAND (A), and as an inverter LED driver (B). 

pin 14 and the ground return is connected to pin 7. If power is 

not connected to the IC, the circuit will never work. Thus, in 

Fig. 11, when you trace the foil circuit, you will find pins 7 

and 14 properly connected. In some diagrams the power 

supply connections are shown only once in dual, quad, hex, 

etc., IC's since all the circuit elements are interconnected to 

the power source within the IC itself. 
Figure 12 shows another IC circuit application. Here a 7401 

IC is used. The 7401 is similar to the 7400 in that it is a quad 

2 -input NAND. However, the NAND outputs are all open - 

collector- meaning that they require an external load or pull - 
up resistor. The pull -up resistor is shown in Fig. 12A. 

Figure 12B shows how the gate is used as an inverter and 

R 

A 

C 

Fig. 13 -CMOS 2 -input quad NOR integrated circuit is shown 
in A. With the two inputs tied together (B) the gate becomes 
a simple inverter that can be used to for the pulse generator 
shown in C. The numbers indicate the pin termination in A. 

LED driver. The output load is an LED and a resistor to set 

the current value. When the input is low (binary 0), the output 

is high and the LED is off. If the input is high (binary 1), the 

output is low and the LED turns on. 

A CMOS circuit application is shown in Fig. 13. The 

device used is a 4001 quad 2 -input NOR gate as illustrated at 

A. Two of the inputs are wired together forming an inverter 

(Fig. 13B). Two gates wired as inverters are connected to form 

a simple astable multivibrator usually called a clock circuit 
(Fig. 13C). The output is a continuous rectangular -pulse train 

whose frequency is determined by the values of resistance 

and capacitance in the circuit. With the values shown, the 

output frequency is F = 1/2.2RC, where R = 10.000 ohms 

and C = 1000 pF, and the frequency is 45,454 Hz or 45.454 

kHz. 

SHORT QUIZ ON DIGITAL FUNDAMENTALS -LESSON 3: DIGITAL CIRCUITS 

1. In logic circuits, the transistor is used as a: 

a. resistor b. diode 

c. switch d. capacitor 
2. When both junctions of a bipolar transistor are 

forward biased, the transistor is said to be 

3. To save space on an integrated- circuit chip, a 

is used as a pull -up 

or load in a MOS inverter. 

4. The basic TTL gate performs which logic func- 

tion: 

a. AND b. NAND 

C. OR d. NOR 

5. The inputs to a 7400 TTL gate are +0.1 and 

+ 3.8 volts. The output will be: 

a. binary 0 

c. No change 

b. binary 1 

d. Not enough 
information 

6. Which of the following is not a type of bipolar 

logic? 
a. NMOS 

c. RTL 

7. Logic circuits using both N- channel and P -chan- 

nel MOSFET's are called MOS. 

8. An enhancement mode N- channel MOSFET 

has a threshold of +1.5 volts. The gate voltage is 

+0.7 volts with respect to the source. The MOSFET 

is: 

a. cut off b. conducting 
(Continued on page 100) 



THE DRIVE TO 

C YOUR CAR 
It's more than an electronic revolution. Communications, 

voice recognition, graphics, and other scientific 
developments are coupled with microprocessors to make 
your car of the future safer and more enjoyable to drive. 

By Marc Stern 

LIWOULD YOU BE SURPRISED tl' YOL R CAR i v ïLD'r.ALKING 
:o you? Well, you shouldn't be. necause cars have been 
talking -using voice synthess, of tour =,c --fora couple of 
years now. It's all part of the auto inclustrv-s Irur\ernenttoward 
the computerized car. It's a movement that started ten years 
ago, and which shows no signs of abating. 

In fact, voice .synthesis is _ my smell. although h ghly 
noticeable, part of the revolw ion tl :at is svveepilrg the auto- 
motive world. Voice recognition is another. In fie rear fu- 
ture, you may very well he tal;irig to youv car, because of the 
developments now going on in the auto industry. Imagine 
telling your car to turn on its ;acadlights or actiyax. it wind- 
shield wipers and having the car respond. Or. ima2ine hay Mg 
your car sense that you've become drovva.v behind the v. heel 
and having it wake you up. That's l-eing worked on. too! 

It's not the realm of science ticti.rn or fa ntas'. either. The 
Japanese automaker Nissan has announced that h is working 
on such a system and has shown it pu'alicly in its NRV -II 
concept car. In that vehicle, the driver can talk with the 
vehicle. By pressing a switch on the steering wheel, the 
driver activates a system that accepts 26 commands. The 
microcomputer responds v, it's an electronically synthesized 
voice. 

That system can recognize any repeatable sound, so it can 
work in any language; however, it must learn a driver's voice 
characteristics before it can be used. A driver trains the 
system by using a checklist beforehand to record the desired 
command for each function. The microcomputer stores that 

information in a digital template of sound equivalents and 
uses it later. 

That car also has a certain degree of intelligence in that it 

can also ascertain if the driver is sleepy, based on changes in 

steering input that aren't in the programmed parameters. I I 

the inputs the microcomputer receives do not match those 
parameters, the car issues a warning, waking the driver. 

Those are only a few examples of the electronics revolution 
taking place in the auto industry. It will make the conynu- 
eri_ed car a reality in the next three to five years. 

The First Few Steps 
Io sa' that the automotive electronics revolution is a new 

development is somewhat misleading. Although the steps 
toward it were halting, there were unmistakable signs of the 
inevitable movement 21) years ago. At that time, solid -state 
electronics began appearing in cars; however, their applica- 
tion was limited to solid -state ignition systems and voltage 
regulators. That limited use continued for about ten years, 
until the auto industry began to feel the impact of the clean -air 
movement. 

The only way the auto industry could meet anti- pollution 
guidelines was to turn to electronics. It had tried to meet them 
with mechanical methods but, as 1974 approached, the 
guidelines became too strict. The mechanical devices the 
industry had used- weights and pumps, for example - 
weren't up to the exacting requirements needed to maintain 
an engine at the proper point for both clean emissions and 
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fuel economy. The industry had to turn to other means to 

maintain the air -fuel ratio of 14.6 -to -1. 

Fortunately, integrated- circuit devices capable of handling 
those chores were appearing. In 1974, Chrysler Corporation 
became the first company to use a microcomputer to control 
emissions. Actually it was an analog comparator system that 
maintained proper engine operation by comparing the analog 
signals it received with information stored in memory; it then 

advanced or retarded the timing to compensate. 
It took four years of development for the real breakthrough 

to occur. At last large -scale integration and µ13's (micro- 
processors) were advanced enough to permit Chrysler, Gen- 

eral Motors, and Ford to begin phasing them in. That 

development was the result of work by the auto industry's 
research and development departments, which haven't been 

idle since. Their work is yielding smarter cars. 
For example, for the last three years, Chrysler and Ford 

have had cars that talk through digital voice synthesis. Voice 

messages have replaced the traditional red warning lights. 
Instrumentation is changing, too. The traditional speed- 

ometer and red warning lights will soon be things of the past 
as vehicular cathode -ray tubes and liquid- crystal displays 
take their place. They promise a far denser information flow 

than they were ever capable of by simple displays. 
Take the cathode -ray tube, for example. The first auto- 

motive application was developed by Zenith in 1981; it is now 

This dramatic view of a 

digital dashboard is in the 
1985 Subaru XT Coupe. The 
electronic instrument display 
brings a three -dimensional 
look to digital dashbords. 
3 -D blocks, which light up 
in increments, display 
conditions for both fuel and 
coolant temperature. The 
tachometer and boost gauges 
are triangular -bar gauges 
which "come to you" from a 

central vanashing point. 

being used in the Buick Riviera. The Riviera's CRT corn - 

bines a touchscreen to activate the functions it is capable of- 
entertainment center and climate control, for example. 

Multicolor, liquid -crystal, and flat vacuum fluorescent dis- 

plays are also being used for driver information. In the next 

couple of years, satellite navigation systems and compact 
disc players for information storage will also appear, but more 

about that later. 
One area of development and expansion has been in the use 

of memory. During the last five years, automakers have gone 
from using roughly 8K of Read -Only Memory (ROM) to 
40K, or more. Along with that increase in memory capability 
has come an increase in the power and sophistication of 
automotive microcomputer systems. 

The CRT -equipped Buick Riviera uses two eight -bit 6801 

µP's, each of which has 32K of ROM for graphics and 8K of 
ROM for logic. 

Multiplexing Still Experimental 
You would think that along with the proliferation of µP's in 

cars there would have been a concomitant advance in micro - 

to -micro communication, but there hasn't. RP's are still 

dedicated to single tasks. Multiplexing, which will bring 
total vehicle management, is needed to make that happen. 

To show what multiplexing means, let's say your car is 

headed down a steep grade. The engine -control system would 

Here's Chrysler's new concept in 
automotive navigation. The proto- 
type car keeps in touch with a 

U.S. NAVSTAR satellite. The system 
can bring you to within a football - 
field length of your destination 
anywhere reachable by land. The 
prototype car incorporates the 
Chrysler's laser Atlas and 
Satellite System that features 
broad capabilities in the area 
of safety and convinence. 



The microprocessor- controllec 
instrument cluste- diagrammed 
here was first . sed in the 
1984 Chevrolet C=orvette. The 
instamment clu>°er consists 
of three separate multi - 
colored liquid - -ystal dis- 
plays. Both the gar's speed 
and engine RPI+.I are displayed 
with analog and c ig tal read- 
outs. Other infdrna: ion pro- 
vided are oil pressu-e, oil 
temperature, COO' art tempera- 
ture,, system votage, instant 
or average fuel economy (lit- 
ers per 100 kilometers), trip 
milage, fuel leiel aid "al- 
most- out -of -gas" indicator. 

The driver of Fdrd's 1985 Mark VII 
Comtech experimental car can operate 
a number of functions without remov- 
ing his hands -rom the steering wheel. 
Ten switches (see photo at left) - 
five on the left of the steering 
column and five on the right- permit 
fingertip control. The instrument -panel 
cluster behind the steering wheel 
consists of three modules with liquid - 
crystal displas. The cathode -ray 
tube (top panel in photo at right) 
in the Mark VII Comtech displays driver 
information and also permits manip- 
ulatiDn of such items as the climate - 
control system simply by touching the 
screen. Below it is the advanced radio 
audio system with automatic Dolby, 
AM FM stereo graphic equalizer, and 
dynamic noise reduction (DNR). 

Extra interior cooling is provided 
for the Saab 900 Turbo EV -1 weather - 
control system thanks to solar cells 
in the car's all -glass roof. Solar 
cells power a fan that ventilates 
the interior when the car is parked 
and powered down. The greenhouse 
heat -buildup effect is reduced. 
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know almost immediately that conditions were changing 

because the load on the engine was much lighter. That infor- 

mation is locked within the system, because it doesn't com- 

municate with any other. However, if multiplexing were used, 

the engine microcomputer's signals would be monitored by a 

master microcomputer which would be able to determine, 

after consulting other subsystems, that the car is heading 

downhill and that other systems might need to be alerted. 

Thus, master microcomputer could issue a command to the 

system controlling the brakes -an anti -skid braking system 

now in use is controlled by µP's -to help slow the car down 

and it could issue a command to the transmission to drop 

down a gear to compensate for the lighter load. Therefore, the 

car would be safer to drive. And, if there were a four- wheel- 

drive system, it might also order the second set of driving 

wheels to engage automatically. Finally, it could further order 

the ignition system to optimize the timing for top fuel econo- 

my. That's the advantage of multiplexing. It gives you a total 

vehicle- management system. 
As another example, let's look at fuel economy. Today, 

some cars have simple systems that indicate your car's aver- 

age mileage, based on current engine- operating parameters. 
They can't suggest ways to increase fuel economy. With 
multiplexing, fuel use, and vehicle- operating information 
could be compared with information stored in ROM and 

suggestions on how to improve fuel economy in a given 

situation could be displayed. 
The list of possibilities goes on and on, but they all point to 

a total vehicular- management system. 
Every automaker is excited by multiplexing. GM, Ford, 

and Chrysler all have prototype multiplexed vehicles in De- 

troit, as do the imported marques. 

Micro's Revealed 
The automotive industry uses a variety of µP's. Ford uses a 

powerful 16 -bit microcomputer to drive its EEC -IV engine - 

control system. Using an Intel 8061 µP, the EEC -IV system 

not only controls the engine, but also handles diagnostics. At 

the moment, that is its only function, although it can handle 

far more. Ford's multiplexing system is still too experimental 
to unlock the power of that microcomputer. 

Displays, for the most part, are handled by 8 -bit µP's of the 

Motorola 6801 series. General Motors, which uses the 6801 

in other systems, also uses it for its µP- driven displays. 

One of General Motors' most advanced displays is found in 

the Chevrolet Corvette. The Corvette's multicolor liquid - 

crystal display is driven by a dedicated microcomputer with a 

6K memory. It takes inputs from various systems and 

provides the driver with real -time information updates on 

engine- operating parameters, as well as trip information. It 

may seem as if that would tax the microcomputer to its 

limits -but it doesn't, because it is capable of executing a 

program at more than 300,000 instructions per second and it 

uses roughly half its capacity. It also uses CMOS RAM to 

store information. 
Chrysler, too, uses the 6801 in its engine -control module. 

Looking Ahead 
The future of the computerized car is best seen in a series of 

concept cars; the Buick Questor, Ford Motor Co.'s Continen- 
tal Concept 100 and Comtech Mark VII, the Chrysler Stealth, 
Nissan NRV -II, the Mazda MX -02, and the Saab 900 Turbo 

EV -1. 

The Buick Questor is an idea car from that GM division to 

serve as a developmental test bed. It sports many cutting - 

edge ideas, but its most important feature is the fact that it 

uses 14 µP's, multiplexing them into an integrated system 

that provides a total vehicular -management package. 
But while the µP's may be the most important feature, it 

does have some other innovations worth mentioning. For 

example, that car uses an infrared door -lock system; an 

automatic level, attitude, and spoiler control system; a "sys- 
tems sentinel," which monitors the status of vehicular sys- 

tems; and a heads -up, line -of -sight display for the 
speedometer and gauges at the top of the instrument pod. 

There's also a map and navigation system; automatically 
aimed headlights that pivot as the steering gear moves; theft 

deterrent system; voice- actuated radiotelephone; road -sur- 

face traction monitoring system; television rear -view mirror 

system, and a touch command center for entertainment, 
comfort, and convenience functions. 

The heads -up, line -of -sight display works much like the 

sight in a jet fighter. A specially angled screen displays 
information for the driver and always remains visible. It is 

directly in the driver's line of sight, but doesn't block the 

view of the road ahead because it is transparent. It appears to 

overlay the road ahead. It is the first time that that technology 
has been used in a car. 

The traction sensor system uses special motion sensors at 

each wheel to determine the traction characteristics of the 

road surface and the µP. It then compensates for any changes. 
All the foregoing technology is under the skin. More 

visible are the dual CRT's in the passenger cockpit, and a 

control pod in the center of the steering wheel that allows 

fingertip control of comfort, convenience, and safety sys- 

tems. 
Questor also sports a navigation system. It can display 

states, area, or metro maps on one of two display screens, 
mounted in the center control console. In the navigation 
mode, a dot on the screen shows the location of the vehicle 

and moves when the vehicle moves. An electronic compass 
display gives the directional heading at all times. It uses 
cassette storage for that function. 

The Chrysler Stealth is equipped with the Chrysler Laser 
Atlas Satellite System (CLASS). That concept combines not 

only navigational satellite- receiving technology, but also op- 

tical disc and touch -screen CRT technology into a package 
that can position your car to within 300 feet of a desired 
intersection. It is the first vehicle to use optical disc storage. 

Microprocessor -controlled, the CLASS system interacts 
with the five operational NAVSTAR satellites in orbit around 
the earth. A network of 18 satellites is ultimately planned. 
The receiver takes positional inputs from the satellites as they 

circle the globe and constantly updates the car's position. The 

µP, in turn, is able to translate that information in four 

dimensions, latitude, longitude, height above sea level, and 

time. A pressure sensor determines and provides input about 
the car's height above sea level. 

After that system has taken those inputs, it compares the 

information with that stored on an optical disc and it is able to 

give you a map display of the car's position on the system's 9- 

inch color CRT. It takes quite a sophisticated algorithm to 

handle that. 
The optical disc - storage system can store up to a maximum 

of 13,300 maps that encompass the continental United States. 
Further, those replaceable discs are capable of storing as 
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SAFETY AND CONVENIENCE 

ELECTRONIC CLIMATE 
CONTROL 

ILLUMINATED KEYLESS ENTRY 

AUTOMATIC HEADLAMP DELAY 
OFF /DIMMER 

GARAGE DOOR OPENER 

ELECTRONIC CHIMES, TONE 
WARNING 

HEATER BACKLIGHT TIMER 

AUTO DAY NIGHT REAR VIEW 
MIRROR 

ELECTROLUMINESCENT 
COACH LAMPS 

AUDIO 

ELECTRONIC RADIO 
WITH CASSETTE 

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 

PREMIUM SOUND 

CB RADIO 

DRIVER INFORMATION 

ELECTRONIC CLUSTER 
(SPEEDOMETER, FUEL, TEMP. ODOMETER) 

OUTSIDE THERMOMETER 

MESSAGE CENTER TRIPMINDER 

GRAPHIC WARNING DISPLAYS 

COMPASS 

CLOCK 

VEHICLE CONTROLS 

SPEED CONTROL 

INTERVAL WINDSHIELD WIPERS 

ELECTRONIC AIR SUSPENSION 

ANTI THEFT 

POWER TRAIN 

ALTERNATOR 'REGULATOR EEC IV 

THICK FILM IGNITION UPSHIFT INDICATOR 

What we now have (above) and what we will soon have within five years (below) is depicted in the 
drawings by Ford engineers. The drawings itemize electronic and computer features in the following 

categories: safety and convenience, audio, driver information, vehicle controls, and power train. 

SAFETY AND CONVENIENCE 

HEATED WINDSHIELD 
REMOTE KEYLESS ENTRY 
MOBILE TELEPHONE-CELLULAR 
SYSTEM 
POD CONTROLS 
SMART WINDSHIELD WIPER SYSTEM 
KEYLESS IGNITION 
DRIVER ALERTNESS 'SOBRIETY 
WARNING 
QUICK HEAT SYSTEM 
DUAL /REAR SEAT 
CLIMATE CONTROL 

POWERTRAIN CONTROLS 
THIRD GENERATION EEC -IV 
DIESEL ENGINE CONTROLS 
TRANSMISSION CONTROLS 
IDLE SPEED CONTROL 
ELECTRONIC ENGINE MOUNTS 

DISTRIBUTORLESS IGNITION 
INTEGRATED THROTTLE BODY 
HYBRID SPARK CONTROL 
COMPUTERIZED DEALERSHIP 
DIAGNOSTICS LINK TO FORD SERVICE 

VEHICLE CONTROL 
ANTI -LOCK BRAKING 
LOAD SENSITIVE BRAKING 
SPEED SENSITIVE STEERING 
HARD ,SOFT RIDE CONTROL 
DYNAMIC SUSPENSION CONTROL 
VEHICLE ATTITUDE CONTROL 
ELECTRIC LOAD MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM 
VARIABLE SPEED ACCESSORY DRIVE 
MULTIPLEXED WIRING SYSTEM 
VEHICLE DATA COMMUNICATIONS 
LINK 

AUDIO SYSTEMS 

DIGITAL AUDIO DISK 
REAR SEAT CONTROLS 
ELECTRONIC RADIO AND 
PREMIUM SOUND WITH MOTIONAL 
FEEDBACK AND OVERHEAD SOUND 

DRIVER INFORMATION 

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE SERVICE 
INTERVAL MONITOR 
FUEL COMPUTER 
NAVIGATIONAL SYSTEM 
(COMPASS- SATELLITE) 
CRT INFO SYSTEM - INTERACTIVE 
DISPLAY 
HEADS UP DISPLAY 

many as 25,000 images per side. 
CLASS uses an icon (video image to represent the car) to 

indicate your car moving along the map's surface and the 
driver has the option of zooming in to a relatively small area 
of a map, as small as 50 square miles, or zooming out to a 
map displaying as much as 1,600 square miles. The choice is 
handled with the touch -sensitive screen. 

One navigation system that is here today is manufactured 

by Etak, Inc. Rather than relying on satellites, the Etak 
system relies on wheel - mounted sensors and a compass mod- 
ule for positional information. The compass module sends its 
information to a µP, while wheels transmit distance informa- 
tion. 

In turn, the p.P takes those inputs and, using a cassette - 
based program storage system, compares the data with that 
stored on tape and determines the car's position. Much of the 
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positional logic comes from a series of proprietary Etak 
programming tapes. Positional information is displayed on a 

high -resolution CRT. A small icon depicts your car's posi- 
tion. As with the Chrysler system, you can zoom in and out of 
specific map views. 

The Ford Comtech, like the other concept cars already 
mentioned here, combines a CRT display device and wheel - 
mounted controls to give the driver a complete automotive 
information system. For example, without lifting your fingers 
from the wheel, you can turn on the windshield wipers, 
adjust the heater and defroster, and tune the radio. Further, the 
CRT gives you not only travel information, but also service 
information. 

Diagnostics a Key 

At the moment, though, the primary use of automotive 
microcomputers is for diagnostic purposes. 

Information related to engine function, is generated by 

each engine -control subsystem and is stored in scratch -pad 
memory as a series of numeric codes. They can be accessed 
by anyone quite easily. All it takes is turning the ignition off 
and on again within five seconds and the engine check light 
will begin to blink with a series of codes. The codes indicate 
any diagnostic problem. 

Even though the RP is providing that information, it is still 
elementary. At the moment, you are only given an indication 
of a general area where a problem may lie. You must then 
follow a long, paper -based series of checks to determine the 
exact problem. But multiplexing will probably solve that, 
too. 

In the multiplexed car of the future, the engine- control RP 

will handle far more than it does now. Since it will be part of 
an integrated automotive system, it will most likely play a 

role not only in engine control, but also safety, fuel economy, 
and maintenance. For an example of the latter category, let's 
look at the BMW maintenance reminder system. 

Instead of being a simple mileage reminder, the BMW 
system uses its µP to evaluate the type of driving you do. 

After evaluating your driving, the µP then sets an oil- change 
warning interval. The variables it evaluates to set that include 

engine speed, coolant and oil temperatures, and miles driven 
and uses that data to determine the interval. Nine light - 

emitting diodes indicate the service interval. There are five 

green LED's; one yellow, and three red. When servicing is 

first done, only the green LED's glow and they begin to flash 

off when you accumulate mileage. When no more LED's are 

lit, it indicates that it's time for service. After a time the 

yellow LED begins issuing a reminder that you're past due 

and if you continue to ignore it, the red LED's sequence on at 

about 1,000 -mile intervals. 
Imagine what will happen when that type of information is 

available to a multiplexed system. For starters, instead of 
relying on an LED display, the information will be presented 
on the display and, since the entire engine system will be 

monitored, you will receive not only information on when to 

change oil, but also when to change other fluids, filters, and 

components. Further, since the master microcomputer in that 
system will have a record of the type of driving you do, it may 

even be able to instruct the engine -control system to adjust 
things to maximize service life. It's an exciting prospect. 
Also, imagine having the entire service record of your car at 

your fingertips, as well as recommendations for future ser- 

vice. All of that could be built into that system. 

That type of capability hasn't always been the case. As 
recently as nine years ago, there were few devices capable of 
operating in the harsh underhood environment. For example, 
GM needed a sensor that could work reliably in the engine 
bay, in an environment which ranged from -40 to + 120 C °. 

Since one wasn't available, the company's Delco Division 
developed it. It developed a piezoelectric sensor to transmit 
pressure changes within the manifold. Using analog -to -digi- 
tal transformation, the signals were digitized and were sent to 

the engine control RP. That was a case of the auto industry 
seeing the problem and developing its own solution, where 
none had existed before. 

Another breakthrough occurred in Europe, when such auto 
makers as Volkswagen and Volvo developed oxygen sensors 
which could function directly in the air -fuel flow, and which 

were long -lived devices. Those devices enabled the auto 

industry to more precisely measure changes in the air -fuel 

requirements of an engine; similar technology was also used 
to measure pollutants in the exhaust manifold. Those and 
other developments brought electronic engine control to 
fruition. 

By 1981, most automakers could say with confidence that 
their entire fleet of cars was equipped with RP engine control. 

Eight -bit Microcomputers 
The auto industry relies to a great degree on the 6800 series 

of Motorola eight -bit RP's. GM, for example, uses custom - 
masked versions of 6800 series RP's. Chrysler, too, uses 
6800 series RP's for its engine -control system. 

In operation, the µP takes inputs from various sensors - 
manifold air pressure, coolant temperature, oxygen sensor, 
exhaust gas -recirculation, and more -and, comparing the 

data input against the values stored in a firmware algorithm, 
instructs the engine components to vary air flow, fuel flow, or 
timing, according to changing conditions. 

Engine control systems include circuitry which performs 
analog -to- digital conversion. That is of necessity, since the 

sensors produce voltage changes to register changes in engine 
state. Those changing voltages must be digitized before they 
can be used by the microcomputer. 

For example, the coolant- temperature sensing unit is actu- 

ally a thermistor -based device. Its resistive qualities vary 

according its temperature environment, and as those qualities 
change, it responds with changes in voltage. Those voltage 

changes are then sent to the RP, which performs the A -to -D 

conversion, and then compares the information with that 
stored in ROM and reaches its decision. 

As we have noted, each system is capable of generating 
diagnostic and fault information based on the inputs it re- 

ceives. For example, let's say the microcomputer receives 
some information which is outside the parameters set by its 

algorithm. When it does, it determines that that information 
belongs to the diagnostic class and therefore stores it in RAM 
for later reference. The Chrysler system has 192 bytes of 
CMOS RAM for that function; other systems contain varying 

amounts, depending on the number of systems monitored 
and the number of fault codes generated. 

That information serves as the basis for far more than 
simple diagnostics, though, because it is also the basis for 
each RP's fail -safe mode. For example, if the information 
matches a set of instructions that relate to catastrophic failure, 
then the microcomputer establishes a set of fail -safe operat- 

(Continued on page 96) 



INSIDE THE 

OSCILLOSCOPE 
A benchtop tool that compares electrical 
signals against time, so that you can 
see and understand! 

By Roger M. Stenback and Carl Laron (Associate Editor) 

D1rHERE ARE FEW TEST INSTRUMENTS IN ELECTRONICS THAI 
are as important or versatile as the oscilloscope. After all, 
oscilloscopes do more than measure -they let you "see" the 
si nals at various stages of a circuit. 

wBut what do you know about oscilloscopes? Have you ever 
ndered how they convert the signal measured at the probes 

i o a visible signal? Have you ever wondered if you are 
sting the most you possibly can out of a scope? What about 

s pe specifications -do you know what they mean and 
ich are most important? In this article we are going to 

ahswer those questions. and more. 
With so much to cover. let's get to it. 

Inside an Oscilloscope 
Look at an oscilloscope, and the first thing you'll notice is 

the cathode -ray tube (CRT). Much as the case in a TV set, it is 
the job of the CRT to convert a stream of electrons that are 
emitted from a set of electrodes at one end into a visible, 
usable display. Figure 1 shows a typical CRT. Like a TV CRT, 
t e electron gun located in the narrow end of the tube gener- 

es a beam of electrons and propels it in the direction of the 
-ide end of the tube. At the wide end, of course, is a 
hosphor -coated screen. Whenever the beam strikes the 
hosphor, the phosphor glows. 

In addition to the electron gun, the narrow end of the tube 
as two pairs of deflection plates -one vertical, the other 
orizontal. As their name would suggest, the purpose of 

VERTICAL 
DEFLECTION PLATES 

ELECTRON GUN 

PHOSPHOR -COATED 
SCREEN 

HORIZONTAL 
DEFECTION PLATES 

Fig. 1 -The cathode -ray tube is diagrammed here to show 
how the electron beam is projected from the electron gun 
to the phosphor- coated screen. The electron beam passes 
between the vertical and horizontal plates that are used 
to deflect the beam sidewise and vertically. 

those plates is to deflect the beam in either the horizontal or 
vertical direction. To do that, voltages are applied to the 
plates. The deflection that occurs is based on the principle 
that the negatively charged electron is attracted to a deflection 
plate when that plate is more positive than its counterpart 
opposite it. 

Let's see how those plates do their job. If the voltages on 
the vertical deflection plates are equal, and the voltages on the 
horizontal deflection plates are equal, the electron beam is 
not deflected (actually the pull or repulsion is equal) and the 
beam will strike a point at the center of the screen (see Fig. 2- 
a). If, on the other hand, the voltage on the right deflection 
plate is more positive than that on the left. the beam will 
strike a point to the right of center (assuming that the voltage 
on the top and bottom vertical plates is still equal): that is 
shown in Fig. 2 -b. The amount of deflection is determined by 
the difference and polarity in voltage. If the left plate had the 
greater positive voltage, the beam would. of course. be 
deflected to the left. Vertical deflection takes place in a 
similar manner. 

That takes care of up -and -down and left- and -right posi- 
tioning. Positioning the beam in other locations on the screen 
is handled by combinations of vertical and horizontal deflec- 
tions. If, for instance. the beam were deflected equally in the 
up and right directions, it would be positioned as shown in 
Fig. 2 -c. 

The next step is to consider what would happen if we were 
to replace the DC voltages on the deflection plates just 
discussed with changing voltages. The result would he that 
those changing voltages would cause the beam to constantly 

o 

o 

o 

o 

n 

o 

Fig. 2- Looking at the phosphor- coated screen we can get an 
idea of how the deflection plates operate on the electron beam. 
The four lines that appear as an open- cornered box are the 
deflection plates. The solid dot inside the box is where the 
electron beam strikes the screen, and the 0, - , and + signs 
indicate the voltage polarity, or no voltage, applied to the 
plates. The text describes the action that takes place. 
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move, or scan across the screen. If, for instance, a sawtooth 

voltage were applied to the horizontal deflection plates so that 

the right plate would go positive, the beam would scan from 

left to right. On the descending edges of the waveform, the 

period where the sawtooth goes from its maximum voltage to 

its minimum, the beam would quickly snap back from the 

right to the left side, due to the rapid voltage change. As a 

sawtooth is a periodic (repeating) function, that process 

repeats itself over and over. The result is a visible horizontal 

trace, called the sweep. 
During all that, we have assumed that there has been no 

voltage applied to the vertical deflection plates. If, there is a 

voltage on the vertical deflection plates, the result is no longer 

a horizontal line. Let's see what happens. 
For our example, let's assume that the voltage placed on the 

vertical deflection plates is a sinewave. Now, a varying 

positive voltage is placed on the top deflection plate during 

the first half -cycle of the sinewave and a varying positive 

voltage is placed on the bottom deflection plate during the 

second half -cycle. As the beam is swept frQm left to right, 

during the first half -cycle it is also pulled upward in response 

to the voltage on the top plate. During the second half -cycle, 

the beam is pulled downward in response to the voltage on the 

bottom deflection plate. The result is that the varying voltage 

pattern of a sinewave is traced on the oscilloscope screen. In a 

similar fashion, other types of waveforms, such as square- 

waves, triangular waves, or more complex waveforms (such 

as a video signal) can be displayed. 
Figure 3 shows a simplified block diagram of an os- 

cilloscope. The signal to be input is fed to a vertical amplifier. 

In that stage, the signal is applied first to a calibrated at- 

tenuator and then to the actual amplifier. From the amplifier, 

the signal is applied to the vertical plates of the CRT. We'll 

talk more about the attenuator when we look at how a scope is 

used, a little later on in this article. 
Part of the input signal is split off and fed to the sync 

system of the scope. That system is used to trigger the start of 

the sawtooth waveform that we spoke of earlier. The wave- 

form itself is generated by the horizontal deflection circuit. 

SIGNAL INPUT 

EXTERNAL 
TRIGGER 
INPUT 

VERTICAL 
AMPLIFIER 

INT 

. 
EXT 

TRIGGER 

SYNC 
SYSTEM 

VERTICAL 
PLATES 

HORIZONTAL 
DEFLECTION 
CIRCUIT 

HORIZONTAL 
PLATES 

Fig. 3 -A simplified block diagram of 
the deflection sections of an 
oscilloscope. The TRIGGER switch 
and TIME Div are front -panel controls. 

The Sweep Signal 
The sync section (Fig. 3) is important as the sawtooth 

waveform must be synchronized to the input signal. If the 

sawtooth is not synchronized to the input -that is, if their 

periods were different -the display would be hopelessly 
jumbled. 

In the simplest oscilloscopes, the task of synchronization 
is handled by using a free- running generator to create the 

sawtooth. Such a unit is called a recurrent sweep os- 

cilloscope. The scope is synchronized by adjusting the 

sawtooth generator until its output waveform has the same 

frequency, or some multiple thereof, as the input signal. To 

achieve that aim, the vertical signal is sampled, and injected 

into the generator. The generator locks onto that sample, and 

follows the frequency and phase of the input. 
While recurrent sweep is the lowest -cost type of syn- 

chronization, it has many drawbacks and is rarely if ever used 

in modern scopes. Among its limitations are that it is diffi- 

cult, if not impossible, to change the point where triggering 

starts and it is difficult to determine the period of the sweep 

signal. 
Those problems can be solved through the use of a trig- 

gered sweep scope. In that type of scope, the free- running 
generator is replaced with a one -shot, and the sawtooth 

waveform is replaced with a ramp. The one -shot is set, using a 

comparator circuit, to output its ramp at a specific point on 

the input waveform, assuming that the scope is used in its 

internally triggered mode. The user, using a time -base con- 

trol, usually labeled as VOLTS /DIV, can select the exact period 

of the sweep signal. 
Thus far, we've considered only internally triggered 

scopes; that is, scopes that trigger the sweep at a specific 

point on the input signal. Most scopes also have provisions 
for the input of an external trigger signal. When a scope is 

externally triggered, the sweep generator outputs its ramp at a 

specific point on the trigger waveform. Needless to say, the 

trigger waveform should be time related to the input wave- 

form. Otherwise, the display would not provide useful infor- 

mation as triggering would be random. 

TIME 
BASE 

Fig. 4 -The photo serves to acquaint the reader to a basic 
oscilloscope. This Tektronix unit is the Model 2213A 
that can display two traces at the same time frame. ATTENUATORS 



Calibration 
Look at the CRT of almost any modern scope and you will 

notice that it features a square grid, called the graticule. On a 
typical scope, the graticule is a 10- by 10- or 8- division 
calibration grid with 1- centimeter by 1- centimeter spacing. 

Figure 4 shows the front panel of a modern oscilloscope; in 
this instance, we show the Tektronix 2213A, 60 -MHz unit. 
Take note of two of the controls we've already briefly touched 
upon -the time -base control, and the vertical attenuator. 

Except for low -level signals, input signals can not usefully 
be displayed directly on the screen. That is because most 
input signals would extend above the top and bottom of the 
screen. Thus, all scopes have some type of input attenuator. 
The vertical attenuator is usually made up of two parts. One is 
a precision attenuator, calibrated in volts -per- division, al- 
though it might be calibrated in volts -per -centimeter. The 
other is an infinitely variable, uncalibrated control that allows 
for adjustment between the switch positions if needed or 
desired. Note that for calibrated operation, the uncalibrated 
control must be fully clockwise; usually there is a detent in 
that position. The calibrated control is usually set up in the 
familiar 1 -2 -5 scheme. For a typical scope, the lowest setting 
might be 0.1 volt, and the highest possibly 500 volts. 

The time -base control is used to set the period of the sweep 
signal. It, like the attenuator control, usually consists of two 
parts -a calibrated rotary switch, and an infinitely variable 
uncalibrated control. The uncalibrated control allows for 
selection of a time base between two switch positions. If 
calibrated operation is desired, the uncalibrated control must 
be turned fully clockwise until it snaps into a detent. The 
calibrated time -base control is usually set up in the familiar 
1 -2 -5 pattern. 

Analyzing a Display 
Let's now look at a display, and see how our two basic 

controls effect it. Figure 5 shows a squarewave. For our 
example, let's assume that the attenuator is set for .5- volt -per- 
division, and the time base has been set for 0.2 millisecond - 
per- division. Both controls are set for calibrated operation. 

In the figure, the distance between the leading edge of two 
adjacent pulses is 4 divisions. With that information, the 
period of the input waveform can be determined. It is quite 
simply 4 x 0.2 = 0.8 milliseconds. Once the period is 
known, it is a simple matter to convert to frequency using the 
formula, 

f = 1/T = 1/0.0008 = 1250 Hz. 
If you needed to know pulse duration, it can be found in a 

similar manner by counting the number of divisions between 
the leading and the trailing edge of a single pulse. In our 
example, it is one division, so our pulse duration is simply 
0.2 milliseconds. 

Input voltage is found by simply counting the number of 
divisions between the positive and negative peaks of the input 
signal. Here, it is four divisions, and since our control is set 
for .5 volt -per -division, we have an input signal of 2 volts. 

We now have a complete picture of our input waveform. It 
is a squarewave with a frequency of 1250 Hz, a pulse duration 
of 0.2 millisecond, and a voltage of 2 P -P (peak -to- peak). 

Let's look at a second example. This time it is the sinewave 
shown in Fig. 6. We will assume that this time the attenuator 
lis set for 0.5- volt -per- division and the time base for 50 
microseconds. 

As before, the peak -to -peak voltage can be found easily 

Fig. 5 -Here is a 

simple bi- symmetrical 
square that is dis- 
played to coincide 
with the graticule on 
the oscilloscope The 
setting of the cali- 
brated time base con- 
trol and vertical 

attenuator perm'ts the viewer to determine the frequency 
and peak -to -peak voltage accurately . Text gives details. 

Fig. 6- What's good 
for the squarewave 
should work for the 

sinewave. In this instance the frequency and voltage 
of the sinewave can be determined with accuracy. 

enough by counting the number of vertical divisions. In this 
case, it is four, so our peak -to -peak voltage is 2 (4 x .05 = 
2). 

To find frequency, we first need to find the period of the 
waveform. That's done by measuring the divisions between 
two like points on two successive cycles. For instance, from 
the crest of one peak to the crest of the next. In our example, 
there are five divisions between one crest and the next, thus 
the period is 5 x 50 = 250 microseconds. The frequency is 
then found fromf = 1/T = 1/(250 x 10-6) = 4000 Hz = 4 
kHz. 

Dual Trace Oscilloscopes 
Thus far, we've talked only about single -beam scopes. In 

such a scope, only one input can be displayed at a time. But it 

is often useful, if not essential, to compare signals at different 
parts of a circuit -typically at the input and the output. You 
could, if you wish, examine the signal at the circuit input and 
then move the probes to the output to examine the signal 
there. There are some obvious drawbacks to that. The chief 
one is that, because neither trace remains on the screen once 
the input is removed, it is difficult to do useful comparisons. 
The way to overcome that, of course, is with a dual beam or a 
dual trace oscilloscope. 

A simple block diagram of a dual -beam scope is shown in 
Fig. 7. That scope uses a special CRT with two electron guns, 
two pairs of vertical deflection plates, and a single pair of 
horizontal deflection plates. Both electron beams are de- 
flected from left to right simultaneously by the horizontal 
amplifier. As to vertical deflection, each beam responds only 
to the signal from the appropriate vertical amplifier and 
deflection plates. In essence, such scopes act as two indepen- 
dent scopes sharing a common display. Often, however, such 
dual -beam scopes are prohibitively expensive. 

Because of that, dual -trace oscilloscopes are much more 
(Continued on page 95) 
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PUT YOUR TELEPHONE 
ON HOLD 

What was once considered an exclusive service of the telephone company 
can now be had at home as an add -on or built -in low -cost project! 

By Herb Friedman 

THERE ARE MANY OCCASIONS WHEN IT'S NECESSARY TO 

prevent our voice or office sounds from being fed into the 

telephone. While it's easy enough to do that with a multi -line 

office telephone having a hold button that disconnects the 
handset while maintaining the telephone connection, those of 
us with conventional telephones are reduced to clamping our 
palm over the handset's transmitter, or whispering. While 
there are commercial devices in the marketplace that add a 

hold function to a conventional phone, most of the gizmos 
sell in the $30 -$50 price range. On the other hand, for as little 
as $5 you can build the universal Telephone Hold described in 

this article. The Telephone Hold functions almost the same 
way as the hold button built into many office telephones. 

Push the button on the Telephone Hold and hang up the 

phone. The hold feature in our nifty gadget seizes the tele- 

phone line to maintain the circuit even though the telephone 
is on -hook. Lift the handset (off -hook) to resume your con- 
versation and the hold feature automatically releases. A light- 

D1 

1N 4002 

LEDI 
(20mA) 

TO 
TELEPHONE 
LINE 

Fig. 1 -The circuit for 
Telephone Hold project in this 
diagram looks like a circuit 
fragment. You would expect to 
see several more components, 
maybe an IC or two. What you 
see is what you need! In order 
for circuit to operate proper- 
ly, it relies on the DC power 
from the local telephone ex- 
change, and the ohmic resistance 
of the telephone line. You pay 
for it, so why not use it! 
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°oáo 

SCR1 
SK3638 
(BOTTOM 
VIEW) 

R2 
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emitting diode (LED) built into the device glows when the 
line is seized and the call is on hold. 

What makes the Telephone Hold universal is that it is 

powered directly by the telephone line; hence, it can simply 
be connected across the telephone wires. There's no need to 
modify or even open the telephone. Because the Telephone 
Hold is connected across the "talking pair," it can be also be 

automatically released by extension telephones. If the Tele- 
phone Hold is used to seize the line in, say, the kitchen, lifting 
a handset in the garage or the basement playroom will auto- 

matically disengage the hold. You don't have to return to the 
Telephone Hold in order to turn it off. 

Although the unit shown is built into a small plastic cab- 
inet, it could just as easily be installed directly in a telephone, 
because its 11/2- x P' /16 -in. printed- circuit board is actually 
smaller than a commemorative stamp. Or, the device can be 

installed in a small plastic pillbox that is cemented with two - 
sided adhesive tape to the telephone. In short, the device is so 

SCR1 R1 

The complete Telephone Hold is assembled on a printed- circuit 
board about the size of a postage stamp. Take note how light - 
emitting diode LED1 is raised above the printed- circuit board 
so that it will protrude through the cabinet. The assembly 
is held in place by the mounting nut that comes with S1. 



s all that it can be installed in just about any kind of cabiìñet 
o housing. 

H w It Works 
Telephone Hold is connected across the telephone "talking 

p ir." That usually refers to the red and green wires of the 
to ephone interconnecting cable. In many houses and offices, 
the two telephones are wired using a 4- conductor cable, in 
which case one talking pair is red and green, the other pair 
b ck and yellow. Refer to Fig. 1. Keep in mind that for 
p perly installed conventional telephone wiring, the green 
w re has a positive DC voltage, while the red wire is negative. 
1 the red wire is positive, then someone has reversed. the 

res' polarity. Reversed polarity normally won't affect rotary 
t ephones, but it will make the Telephone Hold inoperative. 

The on -hook (no load) voltage across the red -green wires 
originates at the telephone exchange as 48 -volts DC, and will 
be that value or slightly less in your home when all telephones 
are on -hook (disconnected). When any telephone goes off - 
hook the load current flowing in the telephone causes the red - 
green voltage to fall below 5 -volts DC. The voltage drop 
between the exchange and your telephone is caused by the 
resistance of the telephone wires. 

The type of plastic or 
aluminum box you use is 
determined by your re- 
sources and desires. If 
you wish, the parts for 
telephone hold may be 
placed inside your tele- 
phone should you own it! 
The pushbutton and 
light- emitting diode 
should be placed for 
convenient use. 

Fig. 2 -The reason you should 
go for a printed- circuit board 
is this: You will be asked by 
friends to make similar Tele- 
phone Hold units for them, one 
for each telephone in their 
home. You'll be surprised how 
many friends you have! 

Telephone Hold is 
housed in a small plas- 
tic or metal cabinet 
that can be stuck to a 

telephone with two -sided 
tape -the kind of stuff you 
use to tape pictures on a wall. 

RED 

GREEN 

TELEPHONE 
LINE 

Fig. 3- Here's an x -ray view of the printed- circuit board 
with the foil surface hidden and the parts in position. 

Although the Telephone Hold is connected across the red - 
green wires, silicon control rectifier SCR1 is open; so there is 
no current path across the telephone line. Imagine, however, 
that you are speaking on the phone and want to hold the call. 
Because the phone is off -hook, the red -green voltage is 5- 
volts DC. You depress normally -open switch Si and hang up 
the telephone (still depressing Si). When the phone goes on- 
hook the red -green voltage jumps to 48 -volts DC. Since 
switch Si is closed, a positive voltage is applied to SCR1's 
gate, which causes SCRI to conduct, thereby completing the 
circuit across the telephone line through Dl, LEDI, Rl, and 
SCRI. The current that flows through those components also 
causes the LED to light up- indicating that the telephone line 
is being held. The effective load across the red -green wires is 
the 1500 -ohm value of RI, which is sufficient to seize the line 
while limiting the current through the LED to a safe value. 

When the telephone, or an extension, is once again placed 
off -hook the red -green voltage falls to 5 volts or less. But 

(Continued on page 103) 
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TORMENTOR 
Turn the tables on your persecutors 
and get sweet revenge as this simple 
circuit makes them climb the wall! 

By Herb Friedman 

ONO MATTER HOW JUST OR RIGHTEOUS YOUR CAUSE MIGHT 

be, there are times when you just can't win! You can't even 

break even! An incompetent gets the raise or bonus you so 

justly deserved. You catch the blame for someone else's 
faults; or you get left out in the cold because someone is on 

the take. About the only satisfaction you can get at times like 

these is to even the score, and one of the most effective ways 

to even it up is with the Tormentor, a device certain to have 

your best, or worst enemy climbing the walls. 

The Tormentor is a small, battery- powered, solid -state 

project that emits a brief eeep! every few minutes. Imagine 
sitting in a quiet room or car and every su often hearing an 

eeep! that seems to come from everywhere, but when you 

search, you can't find what caused the noise because it's 

gone You go back to work, or sleep, or whatever, and 

eeep!. 
Think of the torment as 24 hours a day, day after day, your 

enemy is eeeped!. 

And if you want to really personalize the sound, you can 

change the output from an eeep! to a foop!, a pfszt! or an 

eee000p!. 

As shown in the photographs, the battery powered Tormen- 

tor is completely self -contained on a printed- circuit board. 
No power switch is needed or used because the intermittent 
sound results in a very low average current and the battery will 

last several months, possibly a year or more. If you want to 

silence the Tormentor, you simply unsnap the battery termi- 

nals until you're ready to get your revenge. Also, no cabinet 
is necessary because the entire project is contained on a 

printed- circuit board. If you want to use a cabinet,it can be 

put in any kind of enclosure, from a plastic box to a brown 

paper bag. The eeep!s will work their way through any kind 

of enclosure: plastic, metal or paper. 

How It Works 
Transistors pairs Q1 /Q2 and Q3 /Q4 form independent R -C 

oscillators. Refer to Fig. 1. The oscillation period of tran- 

sistors Ql /Q2 is approximately one -half minute to several 

minutes. The time interval is determined primarily by R2 and 

Cl. Transistors Q3 /Q4's frequency, which is reproduced by 

the speaker (SPKR1), is determined primarily by R6 and C2, 
with a slight assist from R5. However, transistors Q3 /Q4 

cannot oscillate until Q3's base is forward biased. When 

power is first applied, the rush of current to charge capacitor 
Cl results in a voltage across the capacitor almost equal to the 

bias applied to Ql's base through resistor R1, and Q1 is cut 

off. Since there is no Ql collector current, there is no voltage 

drop across R3. Since Q3's base and emitter are connected 
across R3, the potential at Q3's base is the same as at the 

emitter, so Q3 is also cut off and there is no oscillation, 
hence, no sound is heard from the speaker. 

Meanwhile, Cl is discharging through R2, Ql's base - 

emitter and R3. See Fig. I. Eventually, the voltage at Ql's 
base is determined by RI so Q1 conducts, thereby causing Q2 
to conduct. Q2's collector current causes a voltage drop 
across R3 which biases Q3 on, and Q3 /Q4 oscillates, thereby 
producing a sound in the speaker. 

However, at the instant Q2 conducts, the voltage drop 

across R3 causes CI to charge through RI and R2. In less than 

a second, the charge on Cl's negative lead is almost equal, 

but opposite, to the bias through Rl, so Q1 cuts off, disabling 
the Q3 /Q4 oscillator. The result is a short burst of sound from 

the speaker at intervals of approximately 0.5 to several min- 

utes depending on the values selected by the user for R2 and 

Cl. 
The sound quality emitted by the tormenter is determined 

primarily by R6, C2, and to a lesser extent by R5. Refer to 

Fig. 1. The values shown produce a pfszt.!. Decreasing the 

value of C2, or increasing the value of R2 (not more than x 2) 

will raise the pitch and change the sound quality to eeep.!. 

Increasing the value of C2 or decreasing the value of R6 will 

lower the frequency and change the sound quality to a foop!. 
Resistor R5 can be replaced by a jumper. As the resistance of 
R5 is increased the sound is generated with a slide: eeep! 
becomes and eee000p!. 



A resistance of 270 ohms for R5 gives a nice lilt to an 
eeep!, while 1000 ohms produces an eee000p!. For reliable 
operation, R5 should not be larger than 1000 ohms. 

The values shown in the Parts List were selected for easy 
checkout and testing, providing an easily recognized sound 
every half minute. For maximum torment, we suggest length- 
ening the period between the burst of sound to two or more 
minutes by increasing Cl's value to 100 or 200 11F-experi- 
ment to get the exact effect you want. 

Construction. 
The Tormentor is built on a 23/8- x 43/4 -inch printed- circuit 

board, for which we provide a full -scale template. See Fig. 2. 
The component mounting holes are made with a #56, #57 or 
#58 drill bit. The two holes not connected to any foils are for 
a wire strap that secures the battery. Actually, the battery is 
secured by double -sided tape: the wire only helps the tape to 
keep the battery in position. Drill all the indicated holes first, 
then install all components except the battery and the speak- 
er. Refer to Fig. 3. 

The transistors aren't critical and just about any silicon 
general equivalents for the type specified in the Parts List can 
be used. Do not substitute germanium transistors for the 
silicon types. Their relatively high leakage current causes a 
continuous tone or unreliable sequencing. The optimum re- 
sults are attained when Ql and Q3 are complementary types 
for Q2 and Q4. But if you have any reasonable substitutes 
lying around, try them first; they will probably work okay. 

The printed- circuit board's foil connections are for the 
EBC (emitter -base- collector) transistor lead arrangement (re- 
fer to the pin -out diagram in Fig. 1 and the parts- placement 
diagram in Fig. 3). If the transistors you use are ECB (emitter - 
collector -base) make certain you twist their leads so the base 

Here's the Tormentor completed 
and ready for application. The 
parts layout is not dense at all. 
Unsnap the battery terminal clip 
to power down the circuit. 

PARTS LIST FOR TORMENTOR 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
01, Q3- ECG -123A, NPN transistor (or equivalent) 
02, 04 -ECG -159, PNP transistor (or equivalent) 

RESISTORS 
(All fixed resistors are' /4 -watt, 10% units) 
R1- 1- Megohm 
R2- 27,000 -ohm 
R3- 1800 -ohm 
R4- 100,000 -ohm 
R5- Jumper (zero ohms) or 270 -ohm (see text) 
R6 -1000 -ohm 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS 
B1 -9 -volt transistor -radio battery 
C1- 30 -p.F, 10 -WVDC, electrolytic capacitor (see text) 
C2- 0.05 -p.F, 10 -WVDC, disk or Mylar capacitor (see 

text) 
SPKR1 -8 -ohm, 2 -inch PM speaker 
Misc.- Battery terminals, printed- circuit board mate- 

rials, cement (see text), etc. 

and emitter leads fit into the correct holes. Be careful not to 
introduce any shorts. 

The printed- circuit template has been specifically drawn so 
theflat side of all transistors face the same direction. If theflat 
of one or more transistors face in a different direction, you 
have done something wrong. 

Capacitor Cl is an electrolytic type so make certain that it 
is installed on the printed- circuit board with the correct 
polarity. 

The value shown will provide a delay of approximately 0.5 

R4 

100K 

R3 

1.8K 
n 

= VALUES THAT DETERMINE 
ON -OFF TIME AND PITCH 

01-04 

E B C 

NPN = ECG-123A o 0 0 
PNP= ECG-159 

BOTTOM VIEW 

SPKR1 
f3S2 

Fig. 1 -The Tormentor consists of two simple 
oscillator circuits. It is simple enough 
to breadboard on a perfboard; however, 
you may be asked by friends to 
make several more. The printed- circuit 
layout may be duplicated inexpensively. 
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Fig. 2- Same -size layout for the Tormentor's printed- circuit board. Should you decide not 

to mount the speaker on the PC board, you can then reduce the overall size of the layout. 
B1 

.-- _ 

JUMPER 

Fig. 3. -Shown here is the layout diagram of the Tormentor. The foil pattern is shown in an x -ray view. 

minute between eeep!'s. Increase the value of CI to increase 
the time between eeep!'s. 100 p.F will provide a delay of 
almost 2 minutes; 200 µF will delay almost 4 minutes. To 

shorten the length of time the eeep! is heard decrease the 
value of Rl, but try to go no lower than 500,000 ohms. If you 
think you'll be experimenting with different tone frequencies 
and time delays, leave a little extra length on the leads of the 
components indicated in the schematic diagram (Fig. 1) with 
an asterisk symbol ( *). Don't fold the parts' leads flat to the 
printed- circuit board when you solder them. That technique 
will permit you to remove them easily. 

The speaker is the next to last component installed. The 
battery is last. The speaker is cemented face down on the 
component side of the printed- circuit board. If you use a 

good contact adhesive such as Barge (available from shoe 
repair shops) it will never come loose because Barge is what's 
used to glue soles and heels on shoes. Apply a thin bead of 
adhesive around the rim of the speaker, carefully position the 
speaker over the board, press it down, then remove the 
speaker and let the adhesive dry completely. Then very care- 
fully position the speaker over the board directly in line with 
the adhesive ring and apply the speaker. You get only one 

chance because the instant the speaker contacts the board it 

will be cemented and impossible to remove without damage, 
so get it right the first time. 

Finally, place a strip or two of Scotch double -sided tape on 
one side of a 9 -volt battery and press the battery to the board. 
If desired, you can back up the tape with a wire loop, passing 
the wire through the extra holes in the printed- circuit board. 

Checkout 
Start the Tormentor by installing the battery connecting 

clip on the battery terminals. The instant the battery terminals 
are applied, you should hear a tone that lasts for about a 

second or so. If Cl is very old the tone might last several 
seconds as the capacitor is reformed. If the tone continues 
and does not stop, check for proper installation of the tran- 
sistors and Cl . If the tone stops, simply wait for the next tone. 
It will seem like an eternity, but the tone should sound in 

about a half minute if you used the specified values. If several 
minutes go by and there is no tone, once again check the 
installation of the transistors, and Cl and C2. 

If the Tormentor sounds off every few minutes, it's ready 
for use. Now whom do you dislike the most? 



ADD A 
DIGITAL 
DIAL 
Add an accurate, digital- tuning 
indicator to an inexpensive or antique 
radio to read out AM and FM received frequencies 

By Warren Baker 

A DIGITAL TUNING DISPLAY CAN BE MORE THAN A DECORA- 
tionll It serves as a precise indication of tuning accuracy, 
whih is why the newer and better shortwave and amateur - 
radib receivers offer that feature. The Digital Dial described 
herd is both accurate and attractive. 

Simplicity is the key to this handy circuit addition. It uses a 
dedicated integrated circuit (IC) available from National 
Semiconductor distributors. Included in the compact 40 -pin 
DIP chip is everything that you need to do the job. The 
MM5430 (U1) is a monolithic N- channel MDS integrated 
circuit containing all the necessary logic, timing, control 
switching, and segment drive circuits to display AM or FM 
radio tuning frequency on a 31/2-digit LED display. 

The receiver has to be a superheterodyne design, because 
the circuitry senses and measures the local oscillator frequen- 
cy of the receiver, subtracts the IF (intermediate frequency), 
and displays the difference on the 7- segment LED display. 
The only other requirement is that the IF stage(s) must 
operate on one of three selectable frequencies. They are: 
262.5 kHz, 455 kHz, or 460 kHz for AM use. On FM, the IC 
can accommodate frequencies in the range of 10.6 to 10.8 
MHz. The use of a DS8629 divide -by -100 prescaler IC is 
required when operating in the FM mode. The DS8629 will 
divide the oscillator intermediate frequency down into an 
acceptable range for the counter circuit. (Refer to Fig. 1.) 

Several options are available to the user that will make the 
National Semiconductor IC more versatile. Since all AM 
broadcast stations in the United States are assigned frequen- 
cies ending in a zero, proper connection of a pin on the 
MM5430 (U1) will hold that digit of the readout at zero. 
Similarly, the least significant digit (LSD) on the FM dial is 
configured to show only odd integers in the U.S.A. mode. 
That also agrees with the station assignments. The feature can 
be appreciated better when you consider that it eliminates the 
possibility of the last digit switching back and forth from zero 
to a 1 or from nine to zero. Also, it will overcome minor 
tuning errors, etc. 

The Easy Way 
We have taken the easiest method to get the Digital Dial 

operating. We have one option that allows us to use the 60 -Hz 
power -line frequency as the "clock." For use in portable or 
automotive equipment, the MM5430 accepts a crystal for 
proper generation of the clock frequencies. A 60 -Hz output is 
also available under those conditions, which may be used for 
driving a real -time clock in the vehicle. 

When you order the IC, request a specifications sheet. The 
item sells for under $10.00 in quantities of one or two. Think 
of the number of small parts that item saves and then add up 
their costs to see why we call this IC "amazing." The 
DS8629 may also be ordered from National Semiconductor, 
and has been listed in some Jameco advertisements, too. 

Construction 
Although only a few parts are needed, many individual 

wires interconnect the circuitry. There are at least twenty-five 
leads between UI (Fig. 1) and the readout board (Figs. 2, 3, 
and 4). Refer to Fig. 2 to understand the significance of the 
letters a thorough g and the elements of the display numerals. 
A printed- circuit board simplifies construction. Refer to Figs. 
3 through 6. The full -scale layouts provided can be used for 
either direct -etch or photo systems. The prototype board was 
made using a direct -etch method. The latter is quick, and 
easier to use when only one board is to be etched. If you 
prefer, perfboard and wire -wrap can be used as well. 

First, mount the parts on the board, soldering as you work. 
Mount the IC's in sockets -including the readout LED's. 
That saves work if one component is bad and replacement is 
required. The use of circuit pins may be helpful for the input 
leads to the IC's from the oscillator pick -off, the + 9 -volt DC 
supply, and the 60 -Hz input. Wire the readout board so that it 
can be located up -front (Fig. 4). That requires longer wires 
from the main board to the small board (Figs. 4 and 6). Flat 
ribbon cable can be used for that purpose. 

Along the edge and top side of the printed- circuit board are 
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Fig. 2 -Front view 
of typical Xciton 
XAN352 seven -segment 
numerical display. 
Four are required 
for the project. 
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C2 
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(SEE TEXT) 

R1 6.3VAC 
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R2 

5.152 
(SEE TEXT) 

D1 

5.1VDC 

0 
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Fig. 1- Schematic diagram 
of the main printed- circuit 

board is straightforward, with 
no hidden traps. 
Complete circuit 

mounts on two printed - 
circuit or perf boards 
at your own option. 
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+ ANODES 

13 
B -- NO PIN 

11 G 

10 C 

9 

8 
D 

VIEWED FROM FRONT 

Fig. 3 -Foil -side view of the display's printed- circuit board 
shown same size so that it can be photocopied for reproduction. 

PARTS LIST FOR DIGITAL DIAL 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
U1- MM5430 counter integrated circuit 
U2- DS8629 prescaler integrated circuit 
LED1, LED2- Light -emitting diode 
D1 -Zener diode, 5.1 -volt, 1 -watt 
D2- D4- 1N4001 silicon rectifying diode 
DIS1- DIS4 -7- segment, common- anode, LED display 

(Xciton XAN352 or equivalent) 

RESISTORS 
R1 -1.2- Megohm, 1/4 -watt, 10% 
R2 -5.1 -ohm, 1/2-watt (see text) 
R3- 10,000 -ohm, linear potentiometer (optional -see 

text) 

CAPACITORS 
Cl, C2- 18 -pF, ceramic disc 
C3- .002 -µF, ceramic disc 
C4- 50 -1.1F, 10 -WVDC electrolytic 
C5- 500 -µF, 15 -WVDC electrolytic 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS 
T1 -Power transformer; 117 -volts AC to 12 -volts CT, .5A 

Printed -circuit board materials, hardware, wire, solder, 

suitable enclosure 

TO 
3 VDC 
ANODE 
SUPPLY 

TO U1 

PIN 23 

JUMPER 

Fig. 4 -The components for the display's printed- circuit 
board are shown in position with the foil side down. 

several holes labeled from A to G. Those are for the leads 

going to the readouts. The letters will match the segment 

assignments of the display. In the photo, our unit is shown as 

a self -contained assembly. That has been done for presenta- 
tion; yours does not have to be made that way. Since ours is 

self contained, it will probably use the power source (and the 

60 -Hz clock signal) from the host receiver. 
After mounting all the parts and wires, and carefully 

soldering them to the board, you are ready to check to see 

which pins must be jumpered to what levels. 

Checking 
Determine what intermediate frequencies are used by your 

receiver. Assume that they are 455 -kHz and 10.7 -MHz IF's, 
for our example. Pins 30 and 31 of Ul govern the selection of 
the IF offset needed in that case. Refer to Table I. Pin 31 is for 



TABLE 1 -U1 PIN SELECTIONS 

Readout Resolution -Pin 29 
Low = Europe 1 -kHz AM 

100 -kHz FM 

High = USA 

AM IF Selection -Pin 31 

Low = 
High = 
Floating 

FM IF Selection -Pin 30 
Low = 
High = 
Floating 

10-kHz AM 
200-kHz FM 

262.5 kHz 
460 kHz 
455 KHz 

10.8 MHz 
10.6 MHz 
10.7 MHz 

Fig. 5 -Foil -side view of the main 
printed -circuit board shown same size. 
Positioning of circuit elements are not 
critical so that should you opt for 
another layout, remember to keep the 
AM -input and FM -input signal leads 
short. 

AM and will be proper for that choice (455 kHz) when left 
floating. If the IF is 460 kHz, the pin should be connected to 
the + 9 -volt DC source. By pulling pin 31 of Ul low (ground), 
the logic will decode and display the proper frequency when 
tle IF is 262.5 kHz. Similarly, the FM IF's are compensated 
f r by a similar action on pin 30. In our example (10.7 MHz), 

leave pin 31 floating. A "low" condition on 31 will set it 
u to use a 10.8 MHz intermediate frequency. Using the 
aove information, select the proper connection for your 
r ceiver's IF stage. 

Since your project will probably be used in the United 
Sates, pin 29 of Ul is connected to the high (9 -volts DC). 
Refer to Table L The display will readout in 10 -kHz incre- 
ments on the AM band; 200 kHz when in the FM position. By 
removing the high on pin 29 and changing it to a low, the 
resolution will be 1 kHz on AM and 100 kHz when reading 
FM signals. 

There is one small external problem. When you change 
your receiver bandswitch from AM to FM, it will be neces- 
s ry to inform the Digital Dial of that choice. Pin 27 of Ul 
( ee Fig. 1) must be switched low for AM and high for FM. 

s an example, you could hold the pin high through a 1000 - 
hm resistor, which will keep the dial in the FM position. An 

extra switch may be ganged with your bandswitch, which 
will ground the pin and return the Digital Dial to AM display. 

Pin number 40 of UI must be connected to a high for the 
isplay LED's to be active at all times. By returning that pin 

+ 9 -volts DC through a 10,000- or 20,000 -ohm potentiom- 
eter (R3), the brightness of the display segments can be 
adjusted. Another interesting control of the readouts can be 
had by the manipulation of logic levels on pin 39. In normal 
use, you will want a continuous display; however, by allowing 
it to float, the display will be extinguished whenever there is 
no activity on the segments. If you were to tune through the 
entire AM or FM frequency spectrum on your radio, the dial 
would continue to read. When you stopped on a station, 
where the frequency would remain steady, after about 4-6 
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b 
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DIS3 DIS2 

I a b c d e f 9 1 l a b cd e f 91 

AM 
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"SEE TEXT 
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-R2- 
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7.5VDC 

C4 

GROUND 

DIS1 

LE02 

LED1 

60- 

BRIGHTNESS NESS 
R3 

Fig. 6- Component placement on the main printed- circuit 
board is shown here. Mount all components carefully, soldering 
them in place as you work. Use sockets for the IC's to 
facilitate removal should the need arise. Constantly refer 
to the text and Fig.1 for placement of jumpers and connections. 

seconds the display would blank. Cause the frequency to 
change again and the display would once more appear and the 
process would repeat. For normal use and a continuous 
readout, connect pin 39 to a logic low. 

For FM use, the oscillator frequency must be scaled (divid- 
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As you can see, the Digital Dial lends itself 
well to behind -the -panel mounting if room permits, 
or it can be mounted in a small cabinet. 

ed) by a factor of 100 to 1. That is done 
by a DS8629 IC (U2) and provisions 
have been made on the printed- circuit 
board for that circuit. Refer to Hg. 1. 

U2 tends towards oscillation unless cer- 
tain precautions are considered. The 
layout provided works well; but if you 
should use another method, such as 
point -to -point wiring, you may have to 
make changes to stablize it. The output 
of U2 is directly connected to pin 28 of 
Ul. Note that the divider IC operates 
from 5 -volts DC rather than the + 9- 
volts DC as previously. The 5 -volts DC 
is stabilized by a 5.1 -volt Zener diode, 
D1 

PERFBOARD 

DIS1 

DIS2 

Power -Supply Requirements 
The schematic diagram of the power supply used with our 

prototype is shown in Fig. 7. Three -volts DC is ample for the 
anodes of the display devices. Anything greater will increase 
the drivers' dissipation of heat. Using half -wave rectification 
from a small transformer's secondary winding solves the 
problem. The one in use is about 12 -volts center -tapped, 
which gives about the 3 -volt level as mentioned and by full - 
wave rectifying the total secondary winding, we obtain about 
7.5 -volts for the counter's operation. Note that about 6 -volts 
AC is taken from one side of the secondary winding and is 
used for the 60 -Hz source needed by the counter's system 
clock. 

The counter IC is non -critical as to voltage limitations. 
Specifications indicate that voltages within the 7- to 11 -volt 
range should be acceptable. Our 7.5 -volts works well. Your 
power transformer for Tl may have a higher voltage -and as 

Ti 117VAC 

0 

60 Hz 

+3VDC 

+7 .5 V D C 

COMMON 

Fig. 7 -This power -supply schematic diagram is provided 
in the event that you are required to build one. In most 
cases, you can steal power from the host receiver. 

LEDt(FM) 

long as it is within the indicated voltages, use it. Resistor R2, 
feeding current to pins 1 and 8 of the scaler IC (U2) may have 

to be chosen to provide the proper regulation current for 
Zener diode D1. If your voltage is greater than 7.5 -volts DC at 
the power supply, R2 will have to be changed to a higher 
value. If the transformer is higher than 6 -volts AC, you may 
not need capacitor C5. That is true if you are able to obtain 
+ 3 -volts without it. If unable to do so, add the capacitor; its 

value is not critical. 
The Digital Dial shown in the photos contains a small 

perfboard (about 1 -inch square) mounted at the right rear 
corner. It holds capacitor C5, diodes D2, D3, and D4, and 
interconnects those devices and interfaces them with the main 
printed- circuit board. The heavy leads from the transformer 
on the back apron can be seen connecting to the board. We 
mounted C4 to the main board. There is lots of room and its 
location is not critical. 

Some regulation should be provided ahead of the counter 
when powered from a 12 -volt DC supply. Since U2 has a 

design limit of about 11 -volts DC, an automobile charging 
system may cause damage to the unit. 

Testing 
Thoroughly recheck all your solder joints for loose connec- 

tions and /or solder bridges. Be especially careful on the pins 
of the two IC's. Make a check to be sure that all the leads 
leading to or from the boards are correct and that all parts and 
jumpers have been installed. If everything is to your satisfac- 
tion, proceed to apply power to the two boards. The common 
(ground) lead should be connected first followed by the + 9- 
volts DC and the + 3 -volts DC to the readout board. 

Now you should see some readout activity. If you do not 

(Continued on page 95) 



MIND MAST 
Build this 

absorbing game and 
challenge your senses 

By Bob Mostafapour 

E 

MANY NEW GAMES THAT OTHERWISE MIGHT BE COST - 
prohibitive have been made possible with the development of 
the integrated circuit (IC). All sorts of games -from educa- 
tional to purely entertainment gadgets -have flooded the 
market. But here's one, the Mind Master, that you can build 
and have twice the fun! Not only is it fun to build and play 
with, but its options can be tailored to suit your own taste. 
Such convenience is not without its tradeoffs. 

To optimize minimum IC usage and maximum game 
effects, certain tradeoffs are required. The two basic options 

R 

are wired logic and programmed logic. The advantages of 
wired logic are lowered costs and greater ease of "debug- 
ging." On the negative side, you have problems with inter- 
changeability and flexibility. 

In programmed logic, an externally- programmed micro- 
processor plays the game, and suitable peripheral devices are 
used. Such a system is easier to re- program and allows more- 
complex play without having to add more IC's to the system. 
The big disadvantage is that the average hobbyist doesn't 
have the ability to burn a progammable read -only memory 
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(PROM) or use software on a microprocessor to play a game. 

Mind Master, however, uses simple logic. 
First you apply power and press the RESET switch. You then 

press the RANDOM switch for as long as you like to scramble 

the secret code. Next, select your combination of colors and 

press the TEST switch and the CORRECT seven -segment dis- 

play indicates how many are right, and the game advances 

your turn. 
The TURN light- emitting diodes tell you how many turns 

you have to determine the correct combination. (A provision 

in the design is included to vary the number of turns per 

player.) Should you guess the correct combination within 

seven turns, a green light- emitting diode located above the 

CORRECT display) lights to tell you that you've won. 

On the other hand, if you do not guess the correct combina- 

tion in seven tries, the console freezes, no additional turns are 

allowed, and a red LED (above the CORRECT display) indi- 

cates that you've lost. By turning on the DISPLAY switch, you 

can then check to see what was the winning combination. 

System Architecture 
To make the operation of the Mind Master more under- 

standable, we'll break the circuit down into several operating 
groups. Refer to the block diagram of the circuit shown in 

Fig. 1 (which has been separated into five sections) as we go 

through this exercise. 
The first group we'll concern ourselves with randomizes 

numbers -produces random colors. It consists of a basic 

pulse /counter /decoder combination multiplied by four. It is 

user -actuated, and depends on how long the RANDOM switch 

(S1) is held down. At power -up, all light- emitting diodes are 

green. Pressing the RANDOM switch scrambles the combina- 
tion (light- emitting diode) display. 

That random information is compared to the switch set- 

tings and the resultant is forwarded to the next group, the 

USER 

GROUP 
RANOMIZING 
U1-U12 

GRO 
ANALYZING CIRCUITS 

GROUP 
TURNS AND 
STATUS LOGIC 
U20 -U24 

GROUp3 
ADDING & 
DISPLAYING 
CIRCUITS 
U17 -U20 AND U22 

- WINNER? 

LOSE? 

11 

DISP1 

GROUP 5 

POWER SUPPLY 
U25 

Fig. 1 -The block diagram of the Mind Master is broken down 
into five separate groups to facilitate the understanding 
of how the game operates. 

Looking head -on at the front panel of the Mind Master, you 

see a complex array of switches and indicators. After all 

holes are drilled and deburred, apply a coat of paint and 

allow to dry. That covers all nicks and scratches. 

adding /display section. The RANDOM switch, which is 

pressed at the start of the game, should not be pressed again 

or the comparing circuits will confuse current data with 

invalid codes. 
The adding /display group accepts the analyzed binary data 

and adds it. The results of that addition is then converted to 

decimal, and prepared for viewing on the CORRECT display 
when prompted. That display shows how many correct guess- 
es you've made. 

The next group deals with the winner -loser indications. 
The heart of that stage is the TEST switch, (S2). That group 

advances the TURN light- emitting diodes when the TEST 

switch is pressed, checks to see if a winning combination 
exists, and verifies whether the turns have been exhausted. It 

freezes the console if they are, or lets the unit operate nor- 

mally if they are not. 
The RESET switch (S3) is a direct input to the system. And 

finally, there's the power -supply, the one section with no 

decision -making capability. Now let's get into some of the 

specifics. 

Circuit Description 
Refer to Fig. 2, the schematic diagram. The first section 

we'll look at consists of U1 through U12, the first four of 
which are 555 timers (U1 -U4). Each timer sends pulses at 

different frequencies, as determined by the timing resistor. 

That frequency difference serves to offset any possible paral- 
lel color timing that may be transferred down the line. 

Note that each 555 timer has its positive power wired to 

switch Si; thus, they operate only on command. Counter 
IC's, U5 through U8, are wired to count from 00 to 11 and 
then recycle or begin again. That way, U9 -U12 (74LS155 2- 

to-4 line decoder multiplexers) which follow can count nor- 

mally. Those dual- output (four outputs per section) units 
accept two -bit binary inputs and decode them to provide four 

sequentially -low output lines. 
That allows each of the four possible binary numbers (00, 

01, 10, and 11) to sequentially pull one of four outputs low 

from a normally high state. To sum it up thus far: The 555's 
pulse, the 74LS90's count, and the 74LS155's choose a color. 



Analyzing circuit 
The analyzing circuit, U13 through U16, consists of four 

74LS85 four -bit comparators. Those IC's accept two groups 
of binary numbers for comparison to determine whether one 
is less than, greater than, or equal to the other. The circuit 
considers only the equal -to's and ignores the other two out- 
put . The two binary numbers that are analyzed are the 
pr ucts of the random circuits and the rotary switches, as 
sel cted by the player. 

e dual output option of the 74LS155's is used, with one 
set going to light- emitting diodes LED1 LED16 and the 
of rs routed to U13 U16. Since the outputs of the 74LS155's 
ar selected by a "low" signal, the rotary switches are 
co nected to ground and left open when not in use. Keep in 
mi d that TTL logic assumes a "high" when left floating. 

e 74LS85's compare the player's settings with the ran - 
do settings and outputs a logic "1" whenever the two 
m tch. Therefore, the best that can possibly be achieved is 
fo r ones, indicating a winning combination. 

Adding and display circuits 
The adding and display group receives data from 

U13 U14, and is enabled by a press on the TEST switch. 
Uider normal conditions -when the player hasn't lost and 
play continues -point "B" is low. That low forces U22 (a 
7 LS47 seven -segment latch /decoder /driver) to extinguish 
th seven segment readout, DISP1, so that the player has no 
c tinuous indication of how many colors he has correct. 

Only when the player presses the TEST switch (and hasn't 
as yet lost) does the junction formed by point "B" go high 
e U22, which then lights DISP1. Note that the seven- 
s gment display has only one 190 -ohm dropping resistor, 
R13, connected to its + V input. That unit is sufficient for the 
display specified in the Parts List. If another type display is 
used, it may be necessary to replace that unit with another 
value. 

Logic IC's, U17, U18, and U19 accept groups of four one- 
bit binary numbers in any order, and adds them. The sum is 

Looking into the cabinet, we see the power-supply board 
and the chassis -mounted power transformer, Ti. Refer 
to the Parts List for component values. 

fed to the U22, which decodes the input and feeds the 
CORRECT display to show the number of correct colors or 
guesses. Thus, if U14 and U16 each output a 1 (signifying a 
correct color) and U13 and U15 output 0's (denoting incorrect 
colors), the display would read 2. 

The adding circuits take care of any combination. Note 
that only three binary digits are input to U22. That's because 
the binary equivalent of 4 is "001,'' which is three digits and 
the maximum number that can be correct at one time on Mind 
Master. The most -significant digit input to the U22 (pin 7) is 
grounded so that it acts as a leading zero. The only real input 
to this section of the circuit is from S2, the TEST switch. The 
other two inputs to this group, from 1/4 of U20 and reset, are 
less significant. 

Here's the wired unit just before putting the front panel 
into position. Note that sufficient slack is provided in 
wiring all panel- mounted components to allow some 
maneuverability. See text for further explanation. 
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while studying the schematic as many of your questions will be answered there. 
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The TEST switch (S2) is debounced by C5 and R9. When 
S2 is pressed, a low is sent to U21 -a (one -forth of a two input 
NAND gate). And if pin 7 of U24 is high, as it would be when 
the player hasn't lost, the NAND gate sends a high to point 
"B." That, in turn, enables DISP1, which then shows the 
number of correct guesses; enables NAND gate, U21 -a, to 
determine if there is a winning combination. 

U20 -a monitors the outputs of U13 U16 so that when all 

are high, a high is relayed to U21 -a, which gets a second input 
from point "B." If a winning combination exists, and the 
TEST switch is pressed, LED40 glows acknowledging the 
win. U21 -a also drives U20 -b, whose inputs are shorted in 

pairs to create a two -input AND gate. That gate determines 
whether to fire LED41, indicating that you've lost. 

The pin 7 output of U24 is fed to one leg of U18 -b (a quad 
two input EXCLUSIVE OR gate) and the other leg of the gate is 

connected to + V. If pin 7 of the U24 is low (indicating that 
the last turn was used) U18 -b outputs a high (the inverse of the 
input), feeding it to U20 -b. Normally, that high is accom- 
panied by a high signal from U21 -a. The combination of two 
highs at the inputs of U20 -b cause its output to go high and 
fire the LED41. 

There is, however, the possibility that on the last turn, a 

winning combination exists. If a winning combination is 

present, as determined by U20 -b, LED41 will not fire after 
the last turn has been used. That IC permits the Mind Master 
to "think" and allow the correct display to light so that 
confusion will not result. 

Turns and status logic 
The signal at point "B" also drives an all- sensitive 74LS90 

decade counter /divider, U23. Unlike the other 74LS90's in 

the circuit, U23 operates in decade mode, driving U24, an 
74LS138 three -to -eight line decoder /demultiplexer. The sig- 
nal from S2 is routed through Dl to debounce the switch. 
Capacitor C6 is included in the circuit for decoupling to 
minimize power -up spikes. 

Pins 2 and 3 of U23 are fed via U21 -c. When S3 is pressed, 
the two inputs to U21 -c are grounded causing, it to output a 

high, which resets U23. That's required at the end of a game, 
as well as at power -up to clear all random numbers. U23 feeds 
U24, which is designated as the "turnskeeper" It keeps track 
of the numbers of turns taken. 

Normally at power -up, the RESET switch is pressed, U23 
sets to zero, and U24's first TURN light- emitting diode glows 
to indicate turn one. Each time the TEST switch is pressed, 
U24 advances the turns indicator by one to a full count of 
seven. On the eighth turn, instead of lighting a light- emitting 
diode, pin 7 goes low and disables the TEST switch via U21 -b. 
It also sends a signal to the winner /loser logic to tell it that the 
last turn has been used. 

The number of available turns can be altered. If you only 
wanted four turns per player, pin 11 could be connected 
instead of pin 7 and LED9 LED11 eliminated. Other com- 
binations are possible. 

Power supply 
Turning to Fig. 3, the power supply, we see standard 

components and techniques used to produce 5 volts at 650 
mA. While a 4,700 p.F capacitor is shown, anything larger 
than that value may be substituted. Also the 7805 power tab 
regulator, U25, may be replace by an LM309K. But which- 
ever regulator is used, remember to heat -sink it. 

U25 
7805 

C7 

"- 4700 (2F 

(SEE 
TEXT) 

+5V 
0 

ca ± 
4.7µF 

o GND 

Fig. 3- Complete schematic diagram for the power supply. It is 

recommended that U25, the five -volt regulator, be heat sinked 
as it can suffer thermal damage during the circuits operation. 

Construction 
Since construction is not particularly critical, there is some 

measure of flexibility. The author's unit was built on perfo- 
rated construction board and housed in a simple metal cab- 
inet. 

If you choose to use perforated construction board, Fig. 4 
will help you to get over the rough spots. First, position the 
parts on the board as shown. Note that R1 R15, C5, and C6 
and vertically mounted. If desired, provided that your board 
is large enough, those components may be flush mounted. 
Also, when wiring the circuit, be sure to observe the polarity 
of the electrolytic capacitors and diode D1. 

Once the parts are in place, use masking tape to hold them 
in position, and flip the board over. So as not to confuse the 
IC's pin connections from the underside of the board, wire all 
power connections first, using the bus method. Bare two 
lengths of solid wire for each IC power connection, one for 
positive and the other for negative. (Color coding is a good 
idea.) 

Using Fig. 2 as a guide, connect all negative power -supply 
wires to the negative or ground bus, all positive to the 5 -volt 
bus. When that's complete, use a substitute power source to 
be sure that all power connections are wired properly. When 
satisfied, proceed. Next, wire the 555's, Ul U4; after which, 
power up the circuit and use a logic probe at pin 3 of each 
unit, while pressing SI . Each IC should have a pulsing signal 
on pin 3 at this time. 

If you have no logic probe, connect a light- emitting diode 
to ground through a 100 -ohm resistor and, with the other end, 
touch pin 3 of each 555 individually. If the light- emitting 
diode blinks for each IC, everything is fine. If not, check your 
wiring. If all is well, continue with the wiring. 

When U5 U12 are fully wired, stop. Power the circuit up 
again and press Si. All light- emitting diodes coming off 
U9 U12 should be continually and sequentially blinking. If a 

group is not blinking, backtrack and see what is wrong. 
Shorted or crossed wires could be producing an incorrect 
logic level. 

Next, wire the board to the switches and lights leaving 
about six inches or so of slack in the wire. That slack will be 
needed when the chassis is assembled. 

Circuit Debugging 
Once the entire circuit is completed, power it up and see 

what happens. Turn on the random display via S4. Press 



PARTS LIST FOR MIND MASTER 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
BR1 -50 volts, 5 A. bridge rectifier 
C1 -1N914 small -signal, silicon diode 
CISP1- ,3 -in. common -anode seven -segment, light - 

emitting diode display 
LED1, LED5, LED9, LED13, LED17. LED21, LED25, 

LED29, LED33- LED39, LED41- Light- emiting di- 
ode, jumbo red 

LED2, LED6, LED10, LED14, LED18, LED22, LED26, 
LED3O-Light-emitting diode, jumbo yellow 

LED3, LED7, LED11, LED15, LED19, LED23, LED27, 
LED31, LED40- Light- emitting diode, jumbo green 

LED4, LED8, LED12, LED16, LED20, LED24, LED28, 
LED32,- Light- emitting diode, jumbo amber 

IJ11 -U4 -555 timer integrated circuit 
U5 -U9, U23- 74LS90 decade counter integrated cir- 

cuit 
L19- U12- 74LS155 2 -to -4 line decoderdemultiplexer 

integrated circuit 
L13- U16- 74LS85 4 -bit comparator integrated circuit 
L17, U18- 74LS86 quad 2 -input EXCLUSIVE OR gate inte- 

grated circuit 
L19- 74LS08 quad 2 -input AND gate integrated circuit 
L20- 74LS21 dual 4 -input AND gate integrated circuit 
L21- 74LS00 quad 2 -input NANO gate integrated circuit 
1.122- 74LS47 BCD -to- decimal decoder /driver inte- 

grated circuit 
U24- 74LS138 3 -to -8 line decoder /demultiplexer inte- 

grated circuit 
U25 -7805 5 -volt regulator 

RESISTORS 
(All resistors are 1/4 -watt, 5 %, fixed units) 
R1- 330,000 -ohm 
R2, R4, R6, R8- 10,000 -ohm 
R3 -1- Megohm 
R5- 920,000 -ohm 
R7- 470,000 -ohm 
R9, R12- 560 -ohm 
R10 -220 -ohm 
R11- 150 -ohm 
R13- 190 -ohm 
R14, R15 -100 -ohm 

CAPACITORS 
C1- C4- ,1 -p,F. ceramic 
C5- 220 -p.F, 10 -WVDC, electrolytic 
C6 -1 -1.F, 10 -WVDC, electrolytic 
C7- 4700 - .F (or greater), 10 -WVDC, electrolytic 
C8- 4,7 -µF 10 -WVDC, electrolytic 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS 
Si, S2, S3 -SPST, momentary -contact switch 
S4, S9 -SPST toggle switch 
S5- S8 -4P2T rotary switch 
T1 -Power transformer: 117 -VAC primary: 6.3 -volt, .75A 

secondary 
Perfboard, IC sockets (optional), dry decals, wire, alumi- 

num cabinet, knobs, solder, hardware, power cord 

1u.s1.T switch S3; the first TURN indicator (LED33) should 
light to indicate turn 1. If that doesn't happen, check the 
reset, which via U21 -c is responsible for U23's clear pins 
(pins 2 and 3). 

Next, move S5, S6 (Combination Selector switches I and 
2) to all possible positions making sure that LED7 -LED32 
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Fig. 4 -Parts layout for the circuit if perforated construc 
tion board is used. After placing components, apply a layer 
of tape so they don't drop out when board is inverted. Be 
certain not to confuse pinouts when the board is flipped over. 

all light corresponding to the switch positions. Then press S2 
(TEST) as many times as necessary, until DISP1 lights and 
extinguishes to use all turns. Make certain that the TURN 

light- emitting diodes transfer smoothly. If they skip or jump 
turns, check debouncing components C5, R9, and C6. Be 
sure that LED41, the Loser indicator, is lit if your combina- 
tion is incorrect. 

Problems in this area can usually be tracked back to the EX- 
OR gate and the U20 -b conversion to a two input AND gate. 
Now press RESET. Position the four Combination Selector 
switches, S5 -S8, to the corresponding colors on the Com- 
bination display, LED1- LED16. Press the TEST switch. The 
green "Winner" indicator, LED40, should light. If it fails, 
check its polarity. 

If that's OK, make sure that each pin 6 on U13 -U16 is 
high. If any are not, there is a wiring error some between 
switches S5 -S8 and U13 -U16. When you come across a unit 
with a low output on pin 6, trace back to the switch to 
determine which is incorrectly wired. If all outputs from 
U13 -U16 are high and the green light- emitting diode doesn't 
light when S2 is pressed, trace back from LED40 to U21 -a, 
making sure all connections are correct. 

The last step in debugging is to make sure DISPI is 
showing the number of correct colors (or guesses). With S4 
(DISPLAY) closed, operate the Combination Selector (rotary) 
switches, until the correct colored light- emitting diode corre- 
sponding to that switch lights. Make one correction, then 
test. Make the second correction then test, and so on, until all 
four are correct. 

(Continued on page 105) 
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Rolling Along 
An unused 35 -mm plastic film con- 

tainer that comes in a factory -packed 
carton will make a handy benchtop or 
toolbox solder dispenser. The next time 
you shoot a roll of film, save the plastic 
container. Roll up several feet of solder on 
a 1/2-inch or 3/4-inch dowel (one layer only) 
and slip the dowel free. Place the rolled 

solder inside the can and poke one end out 
through asmall hole in the center of the 
cap. Now there is no need to grope for that 
elusive bit of solder. In fact, make a few 
solder dispensers so that as one runs out 
you have another to work with. 

-Evert Fruitman 

Slot Card 
Some edge -card connectors are polar- 

ized by small plastic inserts inside the 
connector. The polarized kind won't fit 
unslotted printed- circuit edge terminals 
unless a slot is cut in the board between 
two terminals. I found that the abrasive 

disk wheel for a hobbyist's hand grinder 
cuts a slot having exactly the required 
width for the polarizing insert in the 
matching connector. Make a practice cut 
on a piece of scrap printed- circuit board 
before you proceed. -H. Friedman 

YOU EARN $20 FOR EACH TIP 

Scraping Clean 
It was next to impossible for me to 

scrape enamel insulation from very fine 
wire, because the instant my knife 
touched the wire I cut through. To be 

honest, I have a "heavy" hand. But by 
folding and squeezing a small strip of 
common flint sandpaper over the wire and 
then pulling the paper straight off, I found 
that I can remove the insulation without 
damaging the wire. A few passes removes 
the enamel insulation. I have tried enamel 
removers and find that they always leave a 
fine film that requires scraping or sanding 
before the solder takes. This heavy hand 
now has a light touch! -T. Mann 

Summing Up Short 
In my service business, I frequently 

have to series- connect two resistors using 

The very next time you come up with a 
simple, but clever, idea that helps you 
build a better project, or do a better job 
of installing, or testing, a project, let us 
know about it. Put your idea on paper 
(typewrite it), spelling out the details 
on one sheet. Take a black- and -white 
photo of the idea in action and send it 
to the Editor. (Color photos lose too 
much contrast.) If your tip is used in 
this column, you will receive a check 
for $20. Sorry, we will be unable to 
return your tip or photo, and all entries 
become the property of Hands -on 
Electronics. Send all mail to Hands - 
on Electronics Testbench Tips, 
Room 1101, 200 Park Avenue South, 
New York, New York 10003. 

the smallest possible leads. I need a con- 
nection that's more reliable than tack -sol- 
dering. So I solder a thin wire to the stub 
of one resistor, then wrap it several times 
around both stubs. A squeeze with pliers 
holds the resistors firmly in position until 
I can flow solder over the connection. Use 
just enough heat to make a neat joint. 

-Sid Steit 

Bends and Holds 
The plastic see -through cover of my 

impact printer was typical of most units 

like it. The cover is not secured to the 
printer itself; it was constantly falling to 
the floor when raised for a closer look at 
the printed document. I cured the problem 
by using two short lengths of plastic elec- 
trical tape as hinges. The tape provides 
enough support to keep the cover where it 
belongs, and after several months of use 
showed no sign of cracking or tearing. 

-David Meagher 
(Continued on page 105) 
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By Ed Noll, W3FQJ 
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Getting covered by a multi -band umbrella dipole antenna! 

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN A CHEAP 
three- bander that requires no tuner, won't 
come down, has no guys, goes up easily, 
has one transmission line, is not compli- 
cated, and works? It is a standby antenna 
that is always there when others fall, are 
being replaced or experimented with, or 
require switching and retuning when 
changing bands. Such a simple dipole 
configuration is a fine stopgap antenna 
and one you can pack away for portable 
operations. You can set up that three - 
bander almost anywhere. 

The mast for the umbrella dipoles con- 
sists of two telescoping 10 -foot sections of 
PVC piping, or three shorter ones if you 
wish to break the length up into smaller 
lengths for hauling. Also required are ap- 
proximately 75 feet of 16 gauge vinyl - 
covered wire, six insulators, assorted nuts 
and bolts, coaxial line, rope, and a metal 
fence post. Previous issues of Hands -on 
Electronics have presented considerable 

TABLE 1- DIMENSION TABLE FOR 
10 -, 15, AND 20 -METER DIPOLES 

Band MHz 
x/4 

Length 

10- Meters 
Novice 28.15 8' 4" 
Sideband 28.6 8' 2" 
FM 29.5 8' 0" 
15- Meters 
CW 21.05 11' 2" 
Novice 21.15 11' 1" 
Sideband 21.30 11' 0" 
20- Meters 
CW 14.05 16' 8" 
Sideband 14.20 16' 6" 

details on the construction of PVC masts. 
Construction details are given in Fig. 1 

and a look -up view of the umbrella in Fig. 
2. The antenna terminals at the top of the 
mast are shown in Fig.3. Note that solder 
lugs are used to attach the aerial wires to 

Fig. 1 -3 -band umbrella dipole 
antenna for amateur operators. 

270° 

\ 

tio 

Q5 o 
<4, 

300° 

/ 

240° 

PVC 
MAST 

Fig. 2- Looking up at the umbrella 
aitenna -ant's eye view. 

the terminals. Shown are the three aerial 
wires on one side of the dipole configura- 
tion. Another set of three connect to the 
other terminal to complete the antenna. 
Space the three dipoles as shown in Fig. 1. 

Each set of three are spaced 30 degrees. 
Coaxial transmission line is fed up 

through the PVC mast, and the center 
conductor and braid is connected inter- 
nally to the terminals. On the very top is a 
weather -proof cap. At the base of the 
lower PVC mast, the coaxial line feeds 
through a hole drilled into the mast. As 
shown in Fig. 4, a coupler is used to con- 
nect the coaxial line plug to the plug of the 
transmission line that serves as a link to 
the radio room. 

Table 1 gives practical dimensions for 
the 10 -15 -20 meter dipoles according to 

(Continued on page 97) 

Fig. 3- Connecting the dipole seg- 
ments to the mast's top terminals. 

Note cap to keep inside of mast dry. 
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FRIEDMAN ON COMPUTERS 
(Continued from page 23) 

function, Schematic Drafting Processor 
is specifically intended for the preparation 
of electronics schematics. A library of 
conventional symbols such as transistors, 
diodes, integrated circuits, gates, re- 
sistors, capacitors and other commonly - 
used components are built into the pro- 
gram. You draw a schematic diagram by 
using the arrow keys or a joystick to place 
the cursor where you want a symbol to 
appear, press a key(s) to rotate the symbol 
to the desired direction, and then enter the 
symbol by pressing the symbol's key. 

Unlike high -performance drafting pro- 
grams whose library-if there is one -is 
extensive, but fixed, the hobbyist and 
technician oriented Schematic Drafting 
Processor provides only the most com- 
monly used symbols. However, it does 
permit the user to create 10 additional 
library symbols through a BASIC pro- 
gram. 

Symbolic Symbols 
Figures 1 and 2 show what you can 

expect from Schematic Drafting Pro- 
cessor (or a similar program). I have used 
the schematic diagram of the Telephone 
Hold project covered elsewhere in this is- 
sue so you can easily compare comput- 
erized drafting with a schematic diagram 
prepared using conventional templates. 

Figure 1 is a photograph of the comput- 
er screen made when the schematic di- 
agram was completed. (Using an erase 
function would allow any number of 
changes.) The finished version can be 
saved to disk and then modified or up- 
dated at a later time, or it can be printed. 

Figure 2 is the same schematic as 
printed by ari Epson MX80 with Graftrax. 
Notice that the print very closely resem- 
bles the screen display, although the 
characters don't appear to be entirely con- 
ventional. Also, take note of the ohm 
symbol after the resistance values. How 
did that get printed, because we know the 
MX80 printer's character set doesn't in- 
clude an Omega symbol? The reason for 
the unusual size characters and the 
Omega symbol is that drafting programs 
intended for use with conventional 
printers (as opposed to plotters) generate 
the entire hard -copy schematic -includ- 
ing characters- through dot -addressable 
graphics, what is often called bit -map- 
ping. That is, the printer prints a single 
dot for each pixel or picture element on 
the screen. 

If you could examine the screen's 
smallest picture elements with a magni- 
fier, you would see that each is repre- 
sented in the printout by a single dot. 
Unfortunately, you would also see some 
picture elements in the screen which don't 
exist as such in the print. For example, the 
top and bottom lines of the "E" character 

GREEN LI 1. 'TELEPHONE HOLD 
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Fig. 2 -This is how the schematic diagram appears when 
printed through the dot -addressable print mode. Each dot 

corresponds to one screen picture element (pixel). The 
actual worksheet area is 480 540 pixels. 

appear on the screen as solid lines, yet in 
the print they are formed by four horizon- 
tal dots. Actually, on the screen they are 
also four horizontal dots, but they are 
spaced so close together that they bleed 
into a solid line. 

Unlike conventional schematics, sym- 
bols generated by a computer using low - 
cost programs often don't have what we 
usually expect as conventional shapes, 
because to do so would simply take too 
much programming and/or memory. For 
example, look at the SCR symbol in Figs. 
1 and 2. Although an SCR's gate is gener- 
ally drawn on the left, the program's au- 
thor preferred the gate on the right. It 
would take considerable effort for the user 
to modify the position of the gate (unless 
he creates his own library symbol). Sim- 
ilarly, there is no circle around the LED 
symbol although one is commonly used. 
In this instance, however, a circle from the 
program's symbol library could easily be 
"pasted" over the LED's symbol. (As an 

example, the partial circle used for SCR1's 
bottom view is actually a cut -down circle 
from the library with the C, G and A termi- 
nals superimposed on it. The terminals are 
actually the symbols normally used to indi- 
cate wire connections, such as the junction 
of RI, SCRI, and PB1.) 

Go for It 
Even though we have barely scratched 

the surface of electronic drafting, you can 
see that it can be a lot of fun to do. It's 
certainly something that should be tried 
and learned if you intend to make a living 
in electronics, because in a few years, 
that's the way all schematics will be pre- 
pared. If you decide to get into it, make 
certain that you get software that's de- 
signed to prepare schematics, not some- 
thing for general drafting. It's hard to 
create resistors and capacitors from bits 
and pieces of lines and rectangles; it's 
easy to simply punch them in from a sym- 
bol library. 

YOU'RE 
BROKE 

' 



INSIDE THE OSCILLOSCOPE 
(C tinued from page 73) 
po lar. Figure 8 shows a simple block diagram of a dual - 
tra scope. That scope is similar to our single -trace scope 
except that the circuit uses two vertical preamplifiers. In 
addlition, there is an electronic "switch" that is used to 
corinect either of the preamplifiers to the main amplifier. The 
switch is controlled by the sync circuits, or by an internal 
oscillator, and operates in one of two modes: alternate or 
chopped. 

VERTICAL 
INPUT 2 

VERTICAL 
INPUT 1 

VERT 
AMPI 

VERT 
AMP2 

SYNC HORIZONTAL 

SYSTEM DEFLECTION 
CIRCUIT 

CRT 

Fig. 7 -Here is a block d agram of a dual -beam oscilloscope. 
Note that the box array shown in Fig. 2 has been altered 
here because there are two electron guns generating two 
electron beams to hit the oscilloscope screen. Both beams 
are sync'ed in the horizontal sweep section; however, each 
beam can be vertically manipulated to display two 
waveforms both time related to each other. 

In the alternate mode, the switch is changed from one 
preamplifier to the other (and hence from one input to the 
other) after each horizontal sweep. Thus, on the first sweep, 
iiput 1 is displayed; on the second sweep, input 2 is displayed; 
an the third sweep, the first input is displayed, and so on. 

The alternate mode works well for sufficiently fast sweep 
rates. At those speeds, the first trace will not have time to fade 
during the interval that the second one is being displayed. 

At slower speeds, however, a flicker problem may result. In 
those cases, the chopped mode is used. In the chopped mode, 
the switch is no longer changed after successive sweeps. 
Instead, its operation is controlled by an internal oscillator. 
The oscillator operates at a frequency of from 50 to 200 kHz. 

In the chopping mode, both channels are alternated at a 
sate equal to the oscillator frequency. In operation, the input 1 

signal is applied to the deflection platés for a very short 
interval, and then the input 2 signal. At, the frequencies 
involved, as long as the chopping rate is greater than the 
frequency of the input signals, it will appear as if two contin- 
uous traces are being displayed. 

Next time 
Take a look at any modern oscilloscope and you'll notice 

that there's a lot more there than the attenuator and time -base 
controls. What those controls are, what they do, and how they 
are used are just some of the topics we'll cover next time. 

VERTICAL 
INPUT 2 

VERTICAL 
INPUT 1 

VERT 
PREAMP 

1 

VERT 
PREAMP 

2 

VERT 
AMP 

Fig. 8 -This block diagram 
SYNC of a dual -trace oscilloscope 
SYSTEM 

shows two trace dots inside 

HORIZONTAL 
DEFLECTION 
CIRCUIT 

the boxed area of a con- 
ventional CRT. The action here is that one input is dis- 
played first and the other then follows. The switch shown 
is an electronic type deep inside the oscilloscope. 

DIGITAL DIAL 
(Continued from page 82) 
have the dial connected to a receiver, temporarily connect a 
jumper wire from pin 27 of Ul to ground. That will adjust 
your dial to the AM position and with no input from the 
receiver's oscillator, your readouts should be reading 1540. 
Actually, had you left the resolution pin (29) in the 1 -kHz 
position, the dial would be reading 1545. Since we have set 
up the chip to read on 10 kHz increments, it has been rounded 
off to the 1540 figure. 

Let's examine the reason for that figure. The specification 
sheets make no comments along that line. The "1540" repre- 
sents the offset that has been programmed into the MM5430. 
Since the readout is only 31/2 digits, that means that the 
highest reading to be used will be 1,999. If 1545 is pro- 
grammed into the counter at the start, the counter will read 
only to 1,999 and return to zero. You have already noted that 
1545 plus 455 equals 2,000. That effectively subtracts the IF 
from the oscillator signal and any further reading will be 
equivalent to the incoming frequency. The FM is exactly the 
same, except that the reading would be 189.3 when set up for 
10.7 MHz intermediate frequency. 

It is now time to inject a signal from an AM radio's local 
oscillator into the AM input, pin 26. A reading (other than 
the 1540) should now be evident indicating that your counter 
is working properly. Tune the radio's tuning dial and the 
Digital Dial reading should coincide with the frequency 
indicated on the linear dial. When tuned to a station, the 
reading should be steady and accurate. If not, recheck your 
wiring and make sure that the IF selection and those used in 
the receiver agree. If so, you are ready to test the FM mode, 
using the same outline as above. Be sure to change the jumper 
lead that was added to pin 27 from ground to the + 9 -volt DC 
supply. Note that the FM oscillator frequency will be applied 
to pin 7 on U2. (Continued on page 96) 
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DIGITAL DIAL 
(Continued from page 95) 

There may be some experimenting to be done to find out 
the best point in the receiver at which to pick -off the os- 
cillator voltage. Your choice should be at a point where the 
added lead has the least detuning effect on the receiver and 
also provides sufficient signal level to operate the counter 
IC's. In some cases, it has been the author's good fortune to 
place the input lead adjacent to the oscillator signal lead. 
Provided that some detuning does occur -and it would be 
impossible to prevent it in any case, after the Digital Dial has 
been installed -a slight touch -up of the trimmer capacitors 
can be made so that the receiver's dial tracks properly. 

There are many uses for the Digital Dial, even if only for 
cosmetics or for a conversation piece. For anyone who col- 
lects, restores, or enjoys antique receivers, the dial, con- 
structed around the prototype shown in the photos, can be 
attached to an old National Radio Company's HRO series 
receiver. That will allow the receiver to be used without a 

hard -to -read line graph to determine the frequency. Any 
collector will understand that advantage. The Digital Dial 
can be installed in any sort of a case and placed on top of the 
HRO. If that were to be considered for all -band sets such as 

HRO's, there would be a need to install a programmable 
divider ahead of the AM input pin to keep the oscillator 
frequency within the range of .5 -2.2 MHz. 

Pin 6 on the LED readout, DIS4, is used to illuminate the 
decimal point. (See Fig. 1 and 4.) When tuned to FM, it will 
be necessary to install a small wire from that pin to the FM 
band indicator lamp (LEDI) connected to pin 15 of Ul. That 
will cause the display to read the proper frequency (example 
102.3, 95.5, etc.). When in the AM mode, LED2 will come 
on indicating AM operation. 

Whatever use you may want to make of the Digital Dial, 
one thing is certain. The cost is very low compared to the 
enjoyment you will derive. 

COMPUTERIZED CAR 
(Continued from page 70) 
ing parameters to keep the car running until it can be ser- 

viced. Of course, fuel economy will suffer since those 
settings are much richer than normal, but the car will remain 
in operation. Also, timing will be advanced. Those settings 
are built into the firmware. The same is true of other key 
system failures, such as the throttle- positioning sensor. 

Anti -skid Braking 
Finally, µP's will have an important role in vehicular 

safety. Not only are they likely to adjust your car's traction to 
take into account varying road conditions, but they will also 
help slow you down in other situations. 

One safety function that is now controlled by a dedicated 
i.P is anti -skid braking. With that system, the µP interfaces 
with a sensor on the brake pedal and sensors at each wheel. 

In action, the µP senses a panic stop -the type which 
would require anti -skid braking -by the distance and force 
used to press the pedal down. If the sensor indicates that a 
panic stop has been initiated, the p,P issues instructions to an 
electronic module on the braking system. It begins to modu- 
late or engage the brakes to the point of lockup. 

As the brakes near lockup, the sensor determines that the 
wheels will begin to stop rolling and instructs the system to 
release the brakes and begin the process over again. That can 
happen as many as 12 to 15 times per second. That constant 
pumping action not only stops the car in shorter distances, 
but also allows you to retain control because the wheels don't 
stop turning completely. When wheels do lock up, you lose 
control of the vehicle. 

Automotive electronics have come a long way in a rela- 
tively short time. Twenty years ago, there were few solid -state 
devices; now cars are becoming more and more computer - 
controlled. It's an exciting prospect, one which will make the 
science -fiction writer's computerized car a reality. 
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NEW IDEAS is packed with 42 practical cir- 
cuits for the Electronics Experimenter and Proj- 
ect Builder. In addition to the headlight alarm, 
the voltage freezer, and the remote telephone 
ringer, you get complete plans for a simple Tesla 
coil project that can generate 25,000 -volts AC 
and draw one -inch sparks. Other interesting 
projects are: a sound- effects generator, a crys- 
tal tester, a stereo remote control, and much, 
much more! Each project was selected for its 
low cost of parts! 

WANT TO EXPAND your knowledge of elec- 
tronics? Build gadgets that only you can have on 
your block? Acquire a library of projects? NEW 
IDEAS is the gold mine of circuits you should 
own and read. You could start the first night 
building a project that will have others praising 
what it can do and admiring you for building it. 

THERE ARE PROJECTS for everyone -au- 
tomotive, household, test equipment, audio and 
hi -fi, and projects just for fun. 

NEW IDEAS -Circuits for Experimenters and Project 
Builders! 

Please send one copy of NEW IDEAS at $3.50. First Class postage and handling $1.00 (U.S. and 

Canada only). All other countries: $2.00 for sea mail, $3.00 for air mail. 

Please send copies of New Ideas. Total cost is sum of copy price and First Class postage 
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SHURE CELEBRATES 
60TH ANNIVERSARY 

Shure enjoyed its 60th anniversary. On 
Ap it 25, 1925 Shure began its corporate 
life and for 60 years its credo was and 
continues to be "Commitment to Excel - 
lence"-a philosophy that extends to 
every level of Shure's business and prod- 
ucts. Their products range from micro- 
phones to high -fidelity stereo, pho- 
nograph cartridges...from audio mixers 
to automatic microphone systems and 
teleconferencing circuitry. 

Shure's president, James H. Kogen 
said, "Dedication to our credo has re- 
sulted in two factors which directly under- 

The ubiquitous and 
famed Shure Model 556 
Unidyne microphone 
was the first single - 
unit cardioid dynamic 
type. It became an 
industry standard 
from 1938 to 1947. 

If a microphone could 
become legendary, the 

Shure Model SM 58 
cardioid dynamic 

microphone would head 
the list. It has been in 
continuous use from 
1963 to the present. 

score our worldwide reputation for 
quality. Those factors are (1) Shure's rec- 
ord of more industry firsts than any of our 
well- regarded competitors, and (2) 
Phure's record of more technical papers 
ublished in professional journals than 
4ny of our competitors." 

In reflecting on the Company's past, 
present, and future, Kogen stated: 
1`Through the years, Shure has been an 
Audio pioneer in such diverse fields as 
mobile and fixed -station communica- 
tions, stereo high -fidelity, public address 

and sound reinforcement, recording, and 
broadcasting. Currently, we are in the 
forefront of teleconferencing, and already 
have become a recognized industry leader 
in this important new area of communica- 
tions." 

This editor is delighted to see the Shure 
people continuing their work pausing 
only slightly in deference to their accom- 
plishments of the past -and then turn to 
the goals of the future. We look towards a 
steady stream of sophisticated yet prac- 
tical products that will continue to make 
our lives more enjoyable. 

In this age of rapid new model 
introductions, the Shure Model M3D 
Stereo -Dynetic phono cartridge has 
been contrary. It has seen use 
throughout the world for 25 years - 
1958 -1983. 

CALLING ALL HAMS 
(Continued from page 93) 

application. Our version was built for op- 
eration in the sideband segment of each 
band. Again, the dimensions given in the 
table bring you near a preferred frequency. 
The antenna's actual length is influenced 
by height above ground of the antenna 
ends, as well as the apex angle between 
the two quarter -wave segments of each 
dipole. 

In Table 1, dimensions are given for 
novice portions of the 10 and 15 meter 
bands. The umbrella configuration 
provides fine performance on each band 
with but a single transmission line. Add 
the 20 -meter dipole. In so doing you can 
practice code reception and study operat- 
ing techniques on the very active 20 -meter 
DX band. In fact you can bring up your 

Fig. 4- Coaxial cable exits at bottom 
of mast. It is coupled to the lead -in 

line to the receiver. 

code speed at the same time that you de- 
velop an understanding of DX operating 
practices. There is always some DX ac- 
tivity on 20 meters, especially on the CW 
band. Also become familiar with side - 
band DX procedures by listening on the 
phone segment of the 20 meter band. 

A similar construction can be used to 
erect a 40- to 80 -meter novice umbrella. 
In that case, only two dipoles are re- 
quired. Considerably more erection space 
is required because of the longer A/4 
lengths of the lower -frequency bands. Re- 
fer to Table 2. 

You might wish to space that second 
umbrella configuration a short distance 
from the higher -frequency one, Fig. 5. 
Perhaps you can arrange the positioning in 
such a manner that a single transmission 
line from the radio room can be ex- 

TABLE 2- DIMENSION TABLE FOR 
40- AND 80 -METER DIPOLES 

Band kHz 
x/4 

Length 

40- Meters 
CW 7050 33' 2" 
Novice 7125 32' 10" 
Sideband 7250 32' 3" 

80- Meters 
CW 3600 65' - 
Novice 3725 62' 10" 
Sideband 3900 60' - 

10 -15 -20 
METERS 

40 -80 
METERS 

Fig. 5 -Dual 
installation that 
covers five 
amateur -radio bands. 

COAXIAL CABLE 
TO RECEIVER 

changed between the base of one antenna 
mast and the other. You will then have a 
choice of using either the high- frequency 
umbrella dipole combination or the lower - 
frequency combination by making the 
changeover physically. Another pos- 
sibility is to run the two coaxial transmis- 
sion lines to the radio room and use a two - 
position coaxial switch to change over be- 
tween the two antennas. Such a plan 
would give you operating capability on all 
five novice bands. 

Keep tuned in. 

1 
"Cloudy! Twenty-six straight days!" 
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DIGITAL FUNDAMENTALS 
(Continued from page 64) 

9. The most popular form of TTL has high values of 

circuit resistors and uses diodes between the base 

and collectors of the transistors to prevent saturation. 

This kind of TTL is called 
10. The primary advantage of CMOS is: 

a. low cost b. low- propagation 

c. low -noise margin delay 
d. low -power 

consumption 

11. TTL is slower than CMOS. 

a. True b. False 

12. From the PC board wiring shown below, draw the 

logic diagram. Assume the use of the 4001 CMOS IC 

in Fig. 13A. Show all interconnections and pin num- 

bers. 

Radio - EIesIi'onics. BOOKSTORE 

Build Your Own Satellite TV Receiver 
8 -Ball Satellite TV Antenna 
Build Your Own Robot $12.00 
TV Descrambler (January, February 1981) 

Radio -Electronics back issues (1984) 
Radio -Electronics back issues (1983) 

$7.00 
$5.00 

$3.00 
$3.00 
$3.50 

Special Projects (Spring 1981) $4.50 
Special Projects #4 (Summer 1982) $4.50 
Special Projects #5 (Winter 1983)' $4.00 
Special Projects #6 (Spring 1983) $4.00 
Special Projects #7 (Summer 83) NOT AVAILABLE 
Special Projects #8 (Fall 83) ... NOT AVAILABLE 

(January, February 1983 not available) Special Projects #10 (Spring 84) $4.00 
Write in issues desired Radio -Electronics Annual 1983 $3.50 
Radio -Electronics back issues (1982) $3.50 Radio -Electronics Annual 1984 $2.50 
Write in issues desired How to Make PC Boards $2.00 
Radio -Electronics back issues (1981) $4.00 All About Kits $2.00 
(Jan., Feb., March, Dec. 1981 not available) Modern Electrics (Vol. 1. #1 $2.25 
Write in issues desired April 1908) 
Etch your own PC boards $3.00 Electro Importing Co. Catalog $4.95 
Hands On Electronics #1 $3.00 (1918) (176 pp) 
RE Annual '85 $2.50 Low Frequency Receiving Techniques $6.00 
VCR Repairs $3.00 Building and using VLF Antennas 
IBM Typewriter to New ideas - 42 circuits for experimenters .. $3.50 
Computer Interface $3.00 

To order any of the items indicated above, check off the 
ones you want. Complete the order form below, include 
your payment, check or money order (DO NOT SEND 

CASH), and mail to Radio- Electronics, Reprint Depart- 
ment, 200 Park Ave. South, New York, NY 10003. 
Please allow 4 -6 weeks for delivery. 

If you need a copy of an article that is in an issue we 

indicate is unavailable you can order it directly from us. 

We charge 50C per page. Indicate the issue (month & 

year), pages and article desired. Include payment in 

full, plus shipping and handling charge. 

ARTICLE 

PAGES MONTH YEAR 

TOTAL PAGES @50C each TOTAL PRICE 

MAIL TO: Radio -Electronics 
Reprint Department, 200 Park Ave. South, New York, NY 10003 All payments must be in U.S. funds 
Total price of order $ 

Sales Tax (New York State Residents only) $ 

Shipping & Handling (U.S. & Canada only) (Includes FIRST CLASS POSTAGE) $1.00 per item $ 

All other countries ($2.00 per item, sea mail) 5 

($4.00 per item, air mail) $ 

Total Enclosed $ 
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City State Zip 
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GROUND 

BOTTOM VIEW 
4001 

ANSWERS TO THE ABOVE QUESTIONS 

1. c- switch 
2. a short circuit (closed switch, etc.) 
3. MOSFET (metal oxide semiconductor field - 

effect transistor) 
4. b -NAND 
5. b- binary 1 

6. a -NMOS 
7. complementary (which is the C in CMOS) 
8. a -cut off 
9. low -power Shottky 

10. d -low -power consumption 
11. b -False 
12. See diagram below: 



THE PLASMA MACHINE 
(Continued from page 57) 

NUT FOR 

SECURING 

SEAL OF 

COVER 

BUSHING 

SOLDER 

.,AIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

COPI 

AUTOMOBILE 
VACUUM 
HOSE 

COMPRESSION 
FITTING TO 1/8" 
CAPILLARY 

VACUUM 
GAUGE 
0 -100 TORRS 

SOLDER 
END FOR 
SEALING 

SOLDER 

CRIMP 

1- TO 2 -STAGE VACUUM PUMP 

JAR 1 

PV3 

WHEN USING THE CAPILLARY METHOD TUBING 
MUST BE CRIMPED BEFORE REMOVING FROM 
VACUUM SYSTEM. FLATTEN IN VISE & 
IMMEDIATELY SOLDER END FOR SECURING SEAL 

COVER 
CV1 

Fig. 6. It is reasonable to assume that most 
electronics hobbyists do not have a vacuum 
source or pump at home that can go down to 
1 -mm of mercury (approximately 1 torr). Most 
Plasma Machine builders will obtain the dis- 
play jar direct from the supplier in the Parts 
List. In that case the display jar (JAR1), 
cover (CV1), and pet cock (PV1) come as an 
assembled unit with the Interior evacuated to 
the desired vacuum. However, for those few who 
do have a vacuum source available, the details 
in the drawings are important. The Plasma 
Machine may be powered with high voltage as 
the display jar is evacuated to 1 to 2 torrs. 
Ordinary automotive vacuum hoses may be used 
since they will provide adequate electrical 
insulation. Nevertheless, observe extreme 
caution in the vicinity of the Plasma Machine. 
and do not touch unless the power is turned 
off. Once the plasma tornado comes into view 
as the pressure drops, select the vacuum level 
that offers the brightest display with a well 
defined plasma column. Whenever you apply heat 
to the cover for soldering purposes, be sure 
not to damage the rubber or plastic seal 
on the covers' inside -top edge. 

INERT GAS SUPPLY 
ORTO ATMOSPHERE 

Fig. 7 -Here is a simple vacuum setup that can be used to 
evacuate the display jar. All the items for this setup may 
be sitting in your high school's or college's physics 
laboratory begging for use. Speak to the instructor in charge. 

Powering Up 

Plug the AC line cord into an outlet and set SI to on. Power 
is applied to step -down transformer (T1). An electrical arc of 
nearly I -inch may be drawn from the high -voltage lead of 
transformer T2. Use a long, clean glass rod to bring a 

grounded wire to the alligator clip (CL1). Have a second 
person ride the power switch so that power would be discon- 
nected immediately in case of smoke, overheating, or other 
disaster. Once an arc is drawn and proven to be stable, remove 
the lead and glass rod. Leave the power on for several min- 
utes, then turn it off. Immediately check for excessive heating 
of the transistors. If continuous use is anticipated, it will be 
necessary to cool the heat sink and components with a fan 
(FANI) as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The circuit does have a 

tendency to run hot. 
The human body acts as an antenna when in contact with 

any metal part of the Plasma Machine and an annoying 

burning sensation will occur. To avoid that effect, cover any 
and all metal parts including the toggle lever of switch Si 
with a piece of plastic tubing. Cover any exposed screw heads 
with high -voltage putty, or a dab of RTV cement. 

Fabricate the plastic enclosure (ENI) as shown in Fig. 5 to 
mate with power -supply assembly diagrammed in Fig. 4. 
Also shown is a method of mounting an optional muffin fan 

(FAN1) for cooling. Note: About ten 3/8- inch -diameter ven- 

tilation holes are punched or drilled in the lower base area. 
Another method to increase air circulation by the fan is to 
raise the base with rubber feet, keeping the housing about one 
inch above the tabletop. 

The enclosure shown and supplied with the kit is a large 
plastic planter available through most garden and florist 
shops. Obtain a #I0 standard plastic pot, or equivalent. 

Positioning of the high- voltage transformer is important 
(Continued on page 102) 
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RF TRANSISTORS 
FRESH STOCK - NOT SURPLUS 
TESTED - FULLY GUARANTEED 

MRF406 S14.50 

MRF412.IA 18.00 

MRF421 25.00 

MRF422 38.00 

MRF426.IA 18.00 

MRF433 12.00 

MRF449.IA 12.50 

MRF450.IA 14.00 

MRF453.IA 15.00 

MRF454.IA 16.00 

MRF455.IA 12.00 

MRF458 20.00 

MRF475 3.00 

MRF476 2.75 

MRF477 11.00 

MRF479 10.00 

MRF492 18.00 

SRF2072 15.00 

CD2545 23.00 

SD1076 17.00 

SD1451 15.00 

S10-12 15.50 

MRF237 S 3.00 

MRF288 12.00 

MRF239 15.00 

MRF240 18.00 

MRF245 28.00 

MRF247 27.00 

MRF260 7.00 

MRF261 9.00 

MRF262 9.00 

MRF264 13.00 

MRF641 22.00 

MRF644 24.00 

MRF646 26.50 

MRF648 33.00 

2N3866 1.25 

2N4427 1.25 

2N5591 13.50 

2N6080 6.25 

2N6081 7.50 

2N6082 8.90 

2N6083 9.30 

2N6084 11.75 

Matched Pairs and Quads Available 
Technical Assistance & Cross-reference 

information on CD. PT. RF. SD. ECG P-N s 
Paris Catalog - One year subscription $1.00 

WE SHIP SAME DAY C.O.D.IVISAIMC 

RF 
1320 Grand 
California 

PARTS 
COMPANY 

4'16 San Marcos 
92069 (619) 744 -0720 

Ever 
wish you 

could start 
your day 

over? 

Well, now you can! 
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds 
and Get Your Future 
off to a Good Start! t :,::É°'AÉ Sa. 

(Continued from page 101) 
for proper operation as the display jar (JAR1). That is why the 7 -inch length of PVC 
extender tube (EXT1) is important. When the alligator clip (CL1) connects to the 
cover (CVO, the high -voltage transformer (T2) should hang about one inch above 
the mounting bracket (BK1). 

Assembly of Display Container 
Proceed with the following steps very carefully. Read them carefully from 

beginning to end before beginning. 
1. Obtain a I- gallon, clear glass jar (JARI) with a metal cover (CVI) with rubber 

seal. Those are similar to jars used for pickles, peanut butter, etc., and will hold a 

medium vacuum when properly sealed. 
2. Fabricate the metal cap (CV1) as shown in Fig. 6. Note that two approaches 

are shown with a choice of the sealed capillary tubing (COPI) or the pet cock 
(PV1). The sealed capillary technique limits the builder from readily changing 
pressure and gas mixtures. That technique is suggested as an approach, once the 
desired pressure and mixtures are determined. A more flexible technique requires 
the use of a pet cock, which allows more convenient control of pressure and gas 
mixtures. 

3. Very carefully punch or drill an appropriate hole in the metal cap (CV1) 
without distorting it. When using the capillary tubing (COPT), the hole should be 
off center. When using the valve, the hole may be in the center. You will note a back 
up bushing or nut to provide surface area for soldering to the thin metal cap. Solder 
as shown (Fig. 6) and be careful not to burn the rubber or plastic seal. Solder must 
flow evenly and provide a vacuum -perfect seal. The kit listed in the Parts List is 

supplied with the more versatile pet cock. It also is necessary for the builder to 
provide the vacuum extension tubing and any compression fitting as shown in Fig. 
6. 

4. Connect to vacuum system (Fig. 7) and proceed to charge the display jar for 
desired effect. Experiment using various safe gases. Do not use explosive or 
poisonous gases! 

5. A very satisfactory plasma display can be obtained by simply pumping down 
to between 1 -3mm (torrs) and sealing the display jar. That provides an excellent 
display of a plasma tornado. That is the method used to prepare assembled display 
jar that is purchased assembled, evacuated, and tested. 

Now Have Fun 
All that work demands that you have a lot of fun demonstrating the Plasma 

Machine. First, assemble a group of friends and family. Act in a mystical style, 
indicating you have discovered a new physical phenomena that you can control. 
Keep them guessing and on their toes. Demonstrate the device in a darkened room 
in front of a large mirror. The plasma reflections will make the presentation eerier. 
Having practiced with the device before the demonstration, you will be able to go 
through a presentation that will be exciting to those assembled. Have the audience 
participate. When their interest is at its peak, tell them exactly what you have, and 
then see if you can get through the pack to play with your Plasma Machine. You 
may have to practice some crowd- control tactics. If that's your problem, we made 
your day! 

Realizing the amount of 
metal work that goes into 
this project, consider fol- 
lowing the author's layout 
to the letter. In fact, it 
is suggested that you ob- 
tain the parts in kit form. 
Refer to the Parts List. 



TELEPHONE HOLD 
(Continued from page 75) 

diode Dl has a normal voltage drop - 
called the breakover voltage -of 0.7 
volts, and the the LED has a forward 
drop of 2.0 volts. Excluding the voltage 
drop across R1 there is a maximum of 
2.3 volts available for SCR1, which is 

too low to maintain conduction; so 
SCR1 automatically opens the Tele- 
phone Hold circuit when any telephone 
goes off -hook. 

Construction 
The Telephone Hold is assembled on 

a small printed- circuit board for which 
a full -scale template is provided (see 
Fig. 2). The project could just as easily 
be built on a small piece of perforated 
board, or even air wired and encapsu- 
lated in plastic or silicon rubber. The 
printed- circuit board assembly is rec- 
ommended, because it provides an easy 
way to mount the device using a single 
nut threaded on SI's shaft. 

Take extreme care that SCR1 is in- 
stalled correctly. The flat side of its case 
should face the nearest edge of the 
printed- circuit board. Refer to Fig. 3. 
Install 51 and the light- emitting diode, 
LED1, after all other components have 
been soldered to the printed- circuit 
board. 

Switch S1 is a subminiature type 
whose terminals exactly fit the holes in 
the printed- circuit board if they are fan- 
ned outward slightly. But be careful; the 
switch terminals are delicate until sol- 
dered to the printed- circuit foils. Don't 
force the terminals with your fingers or 
a screwdriver; use longnose pliers to 
bend them outward slowly and gently. 
Similarly, use longnose pliers to 
slightly fan LED1's leads. 

Solder only one lead of switch S 1. 

Make certain that Si is at a right angle 
to the printed- circuit board, and then 
solder the remaining lead. Then install 
LED1 in a similar manner, but position 
it above the printed- circuit board so that 
the top of the LED just sticks up above 
the threaded shaft of the switch. For 
best viewing, LED1 should be a round, 
diffused lens type, the kind that's pack- 
aged 10 or 20- for -$1. Do not use mini- 
ature or subminiature light- emitting 
diodes. Keep in mind that the light - 
emitting diode must be rated for at least 
20 mA of current. 

Switch SI and LED1 are spaced ex- 
actly 1 -in. apart. To install the device 
in a telephone or in a cabinet, drill two 
1/4-in. holes a half -inch apart, slide the 

The project is shown attached to the side 
of a phone. If you do not own the phone, 
do not mount the project on the instru- 
ment so that it can damage the cover. 

switch and LED through the holes, then 
secure the assembly with SI's mounting 
nut. If the cabinet is plastic, the 
threaded shaft probably won't pass 
through the plastic panel if you attempt 
to use the lockwasher supplied with the 
switch; so simply discard the lock - 
washer. 

Checkout and Use 
Connect the Telephone Hold across 

the telephone's red -green wires, taking 
extra care to connect diode Dl's free 
end to the green wire. Press Sl. The 
LED should turn on. If it doesn't, use a 
DC voltmeter to check the polarity of 
the red -green wires, because it's possi- 
ble that the telephone installer reversed 
the red -green wires and your tele- 
phone's green wire is negative. The 
Telephone Hold won't work if the red - 
green polarity is reversed. 

If the line's polarity and unit's assem- 
bly is correct, pressing Si will cause 
LEDI to light. Lifting the phone or an 
extension off -hook will cause LED1 to 
go out. If the hold action is somewhat 
hairy, if LED1 is very dim or flickers, 
change RI to 1000 ohms. Changing the 
value of R1 normally isn't necessary, 
but there are unusual variations in tele- 
phone wiring which might require it be 
done. 

r 
PARTS LIST FOR 

TELEPHONE HOLD 

D1- 1N4002 through 1N4005 silicon 
rectifier, 100 -PIV or higher 

LED1- Light- emitting diode, 20 -30 
mA rating, diffused lens (see text) 

R1 -1500 -ohm, 1/2 -watt, 10% resistor 
R2 -1000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt, 10% resistor 
S1- Pushbutton switch, normally 

open (Radio Shack 275 -1571) 
SCR1- Silicon controlled rectifier, 100- 

PIV (RCA SK3638, GE -246, or 
equivalent) 

Misc.- Printed- circuit materials, wire, 
plastic case (optional), solder, etc. 

Jfi1V1 I 1 mow 
Even the Very Best Radar Detector 

C You from the Newest Radar 

o 

K... ... 

". 

à TIMATE IN RA t + 

Radar harmer: Compact under -dash unit causes speed 
radar gins to read out a percentage of your true speed, or 
whateve- speed you dial in. Or, new "SCRAMBLE" mode will 
prevent -adat from obtaining any reading. Activated by Whis- 
tler, Escort, or other detector. Best defense against instant on 
radar. Operates on both X and K bands. WARNING: This 
device ii not legal for use against police radar, and is not FCC 
approved. 

Transmitters: The heart of the jammer is the microwave os- 

cillator (traismitter). In the past, these were very expensive, 
and Iiraited to only about 100 milliwatts of power. We now 
have oar own Low Cost, High Power Transmitters up to 300 

milliw -sits or more. Please call for prices. 

Radar Detectors: We highly recommend using a remote de- 
tector that is mounted so that nothing is readily visabte to either 
the pdice, or thieves. (A dash mount detector is an invitation 
to thieves and an irritation to police') We agree with Motor 
Trenc and Autoweek that WHISTLER SPECTRUM is the 
best cetec' or available, and we know of no other remote de- 

recto: tha'. is even in the same LEAGUE as the SPECTRUM 
REMOTE. Order the best for yourself 'taw. (Our detectors are 

airea:ly modified for direct connection to the jammer.) 

ORDER TODAY -MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
El Complete Literature & Plans Pkg. S '14.95 

f Set of Circuit Boards 40.00 
Ell X and K -band Microwave Oscillators (Transmitters) Call 
Cì Whistler Spectrum (modified for use with Jammer) 259.00 

Whistler Spectrum Remote (modified) 259.00 
Modify your Spectrum for use w /jammer 55.00 

CALL or send the following information: 
Hems Ordered Name Shipping Address 
Iiaym -nt: Check, Money Order, VISA or MC (Include 
card cumber. expiration date, and signature) 

SEND TO: Oregon Microwave Inc.- 9513 SW. Barber Blvd. #I09H 
Portland, OR 97219 ORDER LINE: MN 6264764 

'Formerly Philips Instrument Design Co. 

CIRCLE 512 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

anazinc 
DEVICES 

PERSONAL DEFENSE AND PROPERTY PROTECTION 
UTILIZE SPACE AGE TECHNOLOGY. 
CAUTION THESE DEVICES CAN BE HAZARDOUS AND MAY SOON 

BE ILLEGAL. 
POCKET PAIN FIELD GENERATOR - IPG50 
Assembled $64 
IPG5 Plans $8.00IPG5K Kit/Plans $44 
PHASOR PAIN FIELD CROWD CONTROLLER - PPF1 0 
Assembled $250.00 
PPF1 Plans $15.00 PPF1K....Kit/Plans .... $175;00 
BLASTER - Provides a plasma discharge capable of puncturing 
a can. Produces a 100,000 WATT PULSE. 
BLS10 ASSEMBLED $89.50 
BLS1 . . PLANS .. $10.00 BLS1K .. 1(1.1/PLANS . $69.50 
PLASMA STUN GUN - Very intimidating and affective 5 to 10 

feet 100,000 VOLTS 
ITMIO ASSEMBLED 
DWI . . PLANS .. $10.00 ITM1K .. KIT /PLANS $69.50 

$99.50 

RUBY LASER RAY GUN - Intense visible red beam burns and 

welds hardest of metals. MAY BE HAZARDOUS. 
RUB3A11 Parts Available for Completing Device$15.00 
CARBON DIOXIDE BURNING, CUTTING LASER - Pro- 

duces a continuous beam of high energy. MAY BE HAZARDOUS. 
LC5..All Parts Available for Completing Device. .$15.00 
VISIBLE LASER LIGHT GUN - produces intense red beam for 

sighting, spotting. etc. Hand held complete. 
LGU3..Plans..$10.00 (Kit á Assembled Units Available) 
IR PULSED LASER RIFLE - Produces 15-30 watt infra -red 
pulses at 200 -2000 per sec. 
LRG3 All Parts á Diodes Available $10.00 
BEGINNERS LOW POWER VISIBLE LASER - Choice of 
red, yellow, green - provides an excellent source of monochromatic 
light. 
LHC2 Plans $5.00 LHC2K Kit $34.50 

SNOOPER PHONE - Allows user to call his premises and listen 

in without phone ever ringing 
SNP20 Assembled 
SNP2 Plans $9.00 SNP2K Plans/Kit 

$89 
$59..50 

50 

LONG RANGE WIRELESS MIKE - Miniature device clearly 
transmits well over one mile. Super sensitive, powerful. 
MFT1 Plans $7.00 MFT1K Plans/Kit $49.50 
WIRELESS TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER - Transmits both 
sides of phone conversation over one mile, shuts off automatically. 
VWPM5 Plans $8.00 VWPM5K...Plans/Kit ... $39.50 
TALK á TELL AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE RECORDING 
DEVICE - Great for monitoring telephone use. 

TAT20 Assembled $24.50 
TAT2 Plans $5.00 TAT2K Plans/Kit $14.50 

Our phone is open for orders anytime. Technicians are available 9 -11 

a.m., Mon -Thurs for those needing assistance or information. Send 

MOp for , hundreds 
MO, Visa, MC. COD to INFORMATION UNLIMITED 

DEPT RS . P 0 Box 716. Amherst. N H 03031 Tel 603- 673 -4730 

CIRCLE 526 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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HANDS -ON MARKETPLACE 
FOR SALE 

CONVERTERS all types for all systems. Lowest 
prices anywhere, quantity discounts, dealer inquir- 
ies accepted. Free catalog. PG VIDEO CORP, 61 
Gatchell St., Dept. HO, Buffalo, NY 14212. 

STUN GUN XR5000, 40,000 volts, $69.95. Viking 
"Power Zapper ", 46,000 volts, $59.95, mini zapper 
36,000 volts $49.95. Holster $14.95, battery and 
charger $19.50. AIRPORT SECURITY EQUIP- 
MENT, 109 Glengary Coraopolis, PA 15108. 

TUBES: Over 2000 types, including antique and 
hard -to -find. Discount prices! Send for free list. AN- 
TIQUE ELECTRONIC SUPPLY, 1725 W. University 
Dr., Tempe, AZ 85281. 

TUBES: "Oldies ", latest. Supplies, components, 
schematics. Catalog free. Send SASE. Steinmetz, 
7519 Maplewood, Hammond, Ind., 46324 

PLANS /KITS 
DIGITAL Klock Kit plays 1 -of -12 melodies each 
quarter hour. Displays time, date, and other fea- 
tores. Send $2.50 for assembly plans and pricing to 
KERBER KLOCK Ka. 313117 Hillcrest, Eastlake, 
OH 44094. 

CATALOG: Hobby, radio broadcasting, CB, lowfers. 
Transmitters, linears, active antennas, converters, 
scramblers, bugging devices, more! PANAXIS, Box 
130 -HO5, Paradise, CA 95969. 

ELECTRONICS /COMPUTERS 
FREE! ELECTRONICS & COMPUTERS catalog 
featuring practical handbooks for Engineers, Tech- 
nicians, Experimenters, Hobbyists. All books are 
available on a free -trial examination! PRENTICE- 
HALL, INC., B &P Division, Englewood Cliffs, NJ 
07632, Attn: Frank Roes. 

REEL -TO -REEL TAPES 
AMPEX professional series open reel tape, 1800 -or 
2400 -feet on 7 -inch reels, used once. Case of 40, 
$45.00. 10 /2 x 3600 feet and cassettes available. 
MasterCard /Visa. VALTECH ELECTRONICS, Box 
6 -HE, Richboro, PA 18954 (215) 322 -4866. 

EDUCATION /INSTRUCTION 
SURVIVAL ELECTRONICS - Computers/Pe- 
ripherals, energy, weapons, security, health, 
wealth, custom design service) By John 
WIl teme, M.S.E.E. (CBS "80 Minutes", etc. star- 
dom)},, Super-Survival Catalog, $1.00. CONSUM- 
ERTHONICS, 2011 -(HOE) Crescent, Alamogor- 
do, NM 88310, 

SATELLITE TV 
SATELLITE Handbook and Buyers Guide tells ev- 
erything you need to know. $10.00. SVS, Box 422, 
Seaford, NY 11783. 

Build Your Own Satellite TV Receiving System And 
Save! Instruction manuals, schematics, circuit 
boards, parts kits! Send stamped envelope for com- 
plete product listing: XANDI, 201 E Southern, Suite 
100, Tempe AZ 85282. 

ROBOTICS 
CATALOG- Hobby, educational, industrial 
Robotics. Kits, plans, arms, parts. Discounts on 
Heath and Androbot products. Wireless video links 
for VCR /camera. Touch -sensitive paint. Software 
and accessories, more! SKYE, 537 -F Olathe, Au- 
rora, CO 80011. (800) 621 -8385 EXT 901. 

CABLE -TV EQUIPMENT BUSINESS OPPORTUNTIES 
CABLE -TV equipment. Jerrold, Hamlin, Zenith - 
many others. Factory units /lowest dealer prices. 
Complete illustrated catalog, $2.00. PACIFIC CA- 
BLE CO., INC. 73251/2 Reseda Blvd., Dept. 403, 
Reseda, CA 91335. (818) 716 -5914. 

gUS$8.00 
including disk thousand name brand pro- 

rams fo 
r P.O. Box 36110, Sheungwan, Hong 

Kong. 

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM 

To run your own classified ad, put one word on each of the lines below and send this form along with your check to: 

Hands -on- Electronics Classified Ads, 200 Park Avenue South, N.Y., N.Y. 10003 

PLEASE INDICATE in which category of classified advertising you wish your ad to appear. For 
special headings, there is a surcharge of $10.00. 
( ) Plans /Kits ( ) Business Opportunities ( ) For Sale 
( 

) 

Education /Instruction ( ) Wanted ( ) Satellite Television 

Special Category: $10.00 

PLEASE PRINT EACH WORD SEPARATELY, IN BLOCK LETTERS. 
(No refunds or credits for typesetting errors can be made unless you clearly print or type your 
copy.) Rates indicated are for standard style classified ads only. See below for additional 
charges for special ads. Minimum: 15 words. 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 ($18.75) 

16 ($20.00) 17 ($21.25) 18 ($22.50) 19 ($23.75) 20 ($25.00) 

21 ($26.25) 22 ($27.50) 23 ($28.75) 24 ($30.00) 25 ($31.25) 

26 ($32.50) 27 ($33.75) 28 ($35.00) 29 ($36.25) 30 ($37.50) 

31 ($38.75) 32 ($44.00) 33 ($41.25) 34 ($42.50) 35 ($43.75) 

We accept MasterCard and Visa for payment of orders. If you wish to use your credit card to pay for your ad fill 
in the following additional information (Sorry, no telephone orders can be accepted.): 

Card Number Expiration Date 

PRINT NAME SIGNATURE 

IF YOU USE A BOX NUMBER YOU MUST INCLUDE YOUR PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE 
NUMBER FOR OUR FILES. ADS SUBMITTED WITHOUT THIS INFORMATION WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. 

CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE: (for firms or individuals offering commercial products or services) 
$1.25 per word prepaid (no charge for zip code)...MINIMUM 15 WORDS. 10% discount for same ad in 6 
issues within one year; if prepaid. NON -COMMERCIAL RATE: (for individuals who want to buy or sell a 
personal item) $1.00 per word, prepaid.... no minimum. ONLY FIRST WORD AND NAME set in bold caps at 
no extra charge. Additional bold face (not available as all caps) 250 per word additional (20% premium). 
Entire ad in boldface, add 20% premium to total price. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD: add 25% 
premium to total price. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD PLUS ALL BOLD FACE AD: add 45% 
premium to total price. EXPANDED TYPE AD: $1.85 per word prepaid. All other items same as for 
STANDARD COMMERCIAL RATE. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE EXPANDED TYPE AD: add 25% 
premium to total price. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE EXPANDED TYPE AD PLUS ALL BOLD FACE 
AD: add 45% premium to total price. DISPLAY ADS: 1" x 21/4"-$135.00; 2" x 21/4- $270.00; 3" x 2v< "- 
$405.00. General Information: Frequency rates and prepayment discounts are available. ALL COPY 
SUBJECT TO PUBLISHERS APPROVAL. ADVERTISEMENTS USING P.O. BOX ADDRESS WILL NOT 
BE ACCEPTED UNTIL ADVERTISER SUPPLIES PUBLISHER WITH PERMANENT ADDRESS AND 
PHONE NUMBER. H -O -E is published bi- monthly, therefore copy to be in our hands for #6, 8/5; and # 7, 
10,4: etc. 



MIND MASTER 
(Continued from page 91) 

If DISP1 shows the wrong number, 
the adding circuits are malfunctioning. 
To correct the problem, you'll have to 
check the wiring for correctness, in- 
chiding connections to the inputs of 
U22. Once you've debugged the circuit 
and have the unit working, move on to 
the power supply. 

Mount the power -supply components 
on a small piece of perfboard and wire 
according to the Fig. 3. Be sure to heat - 
sink the regulator, U25. After that, 
power -up the circuit and check for the 
presence of +5 volts at the output. 

Cabinet Preparations 
Now that everything's working, pre- 

pare the chassis for the circuit. The au- 
thor used a sloping -front cabinet with a 
base measurement of 101/2 X 8 inches. 
Before drilling any holes, measure the 
diameter of the chassis -mounted com- 
ponents to determine the necessary bit 
size. 

Armed with that information, drill 
the holes, according to the layout in the 
photos. The rectangular hole for DISPI 
can be made either by drilling suc- 
cessive holes and using tin snips or 
using a nibbling tool. Another, less fa- 
vorable, method is to drill a hole and 
with a small file shape and increase the 
size of the hole as needed. Make the 
hole slightly smaller than DISPI, but 
not so much so that it shorts the pins of 
the display. If deburring is needed, a 
larger bit or a small file may be used. 
After that, carefully paint the cover to 
hide any nicks or abrasions. 

Now wire the circuit board to the 
chassis components. Glue (or clip - 
mount) the light- emitting diodes to the 
cover. When complete, the cover and 
circuit board will be an integral unit. 
Now mount the power board with the 
transformer and power cord to the base 
as seen in the photo. Join the cover and 
main board to the base and secure. Wire 
the power -supply board to the main 
board and connect S9 to the power 
board. Now secure the cover to the 
base, and again power -up and verify 
that everything is working. 

The final step is the front -panel label- 
ing. Dry rub -on transfers may be used 
to label switches and indicators and to 
enhance the appearance of the project. 

Playing the Game 
Plug the Mind Master into a wall 

outlet and flip on the power. Turn S4 off 

so that the Combination light- emitting 
diodes are unlighted. Press and release 
the RESET switch. Now press and hold 
down the RANDOM switch for a few 
seconds. Using S5 S8, select a com- 
bination and then press TEST. The COR- 

RECT display, DISP1, will show how 
many you've guess correctly (as long as 
the TEST switch is held). 

Release TEST and you'll see the TURN 

advance one count. Keep trying until 
you either win or lose. After your game, 
flip S4 to DISPLAY and see what the 
secret code was. And oh yes -Have 
fun! 

TESTBENCH IDEAS 
(Continued from page 92) 

Sharpie Idea 
In time the paper labels pasted on my 

computer cables begin to fall off. I now 
get a truly permanent marking by writing 
directly on ribbon cable with a "Sharpie" 
marking pen. The ink actually dissolves 
into the plastic and becomes part of the 
insulation itself; water causes the mark- 
ings to neither smear nor wash off. Try it! 

-James Vaar 
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CIRCLE 518 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

ADVERTISING INDEX 
HANDS -ON ELECTRONICS magazine 
does not assume any responsibility for 
errors that may appear in the index below. 

Free Information No. 
Active Electronics 

51- 9 AF Publishers 
522 All Electronics 
518 AMC Sales 
521 American Design Components 
511 Bishop Graphics 
520 Caudill, Inc 

C.I.E. 
Command Productions 
Deltax 
Dick Smith Electronics 
Diehl Engineering 
Digi -Key 
Electronic Book Club 
ETT 

51- 3 Fluke 
526 Information Unlimited 
510 Jameco 
517 Keypro Circuit Systems 
516 Mouser 

NRI 
NTS 

512 Oregon Microwave 
523 OWI, Inc 
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514 

RE Bookstore 
RF Parts Co. 
Tektronix 
Windjammer 
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105 

19-21 
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100 
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r ELECTRONIC 
1COMPONENTSJ 

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

BATTERY CLIPS LS HOLDERS 

CABLE SETS CONNECTORS CAPACITORS 

DISPLAYS LEDs FUSES JACKS It PLUGS 

KNOBS LAMPS POTENTIOMETERS 

RF COILS RELAYS RESISTORS 

SWITCHES SEMICONDUCTORS SPEAKERS 

TEST EOUIPMENT TRANSFORMERS TOOLS 

WIRE S, CABLE 

OVER 15,000 DIFFERENT ITEMS IN STOCK! 

Sales and Ord, Desk Phone and Mad 
OPn Iron 6:00a.ns. (PST I 

Orders Welcome 

TERMS: C.O.D., Visa. Catalogs Mailed 
MaHrCha,R Outside USA 

(Open A,runts AoilaólI Snd $T 00 

MOUSER ELECTRONICS 
11433 WOODSIDE AVE.. SANTEE. CA 92071 

PHONE'. (619) 449-2222 TWX 910 -331 -1175 

CIRCLE 516 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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What's New at 
AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS? 

"The Source" of the 
electro- mechanical components 
for the hobbyist. 

We warehouse 60,000 
items at American 

Design Components - 
expensive, often hard -to -find 
components for sale at a 

fraction of their original cost! 
You'll find every part you 

need - either brand new, or 
removed from equipment 
(RFE) in excellent condition. 
But quantities are limited. 
Order from this ad, or visit 
our retail showroom and find 
exactly what you need from 
the thousands of items on 
display. 

Open Mon. - Sat., 9 -5 
THERE'S NO RISK. 
With our full 90 -day warranty, 

any purchase can be returned for 
any reason for full credit or refund. 

J. 19" COLOR X -Y 
DISPLAY 

Originally designed for use in Atari coin - 
operated games. Contains a 19VLUP22 
3 -gun color tube, focus and brightness con 
trots. Has electromagnetic deflection and 
solid state circuitry with three "Z" amp in- 

puts (red, green, blue). Ideal for arcade re- 

placement or, with the addition of external 
circuitry, for color graphics display. Manual 
included. $129.00 NEW 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

Partial Listing - 
Inquiries Invited 

MICROPROCESSOR 
64C10N 
6800 
68A09P 
MCM6810P 
68A21P 
68A45 
SY6521A/ 

SY68B21 
Z8OCTC 
P8216N 
P8255A-5 
8259A 
8279SC-5 
8877AP-G 
9216 
8835 
8272 
D765 

MEMORY 
2102L2PC 
SY2128 -4 
2148 -6 
2167 
2764 -250 
82S147 

$ 5.00 
2.50 
3.50 

.80 
1.25 
3.75 

1.75 
2.75 
1.25 
4.50 
3.25 
4.50 

20.00 
6.00 
3.00 

10.00 
8.00 

$1.00 
3.50 
3.50 
8.00 
5.50 
5.00 

A. 115 CFM 
MUFFIN FANS' 

Metal frame with 5 high- impact 
plastic blades. For cooling elec- 
tronic equipment, computers, 
etc. Mounts for intake or 
exhaust. 115 VAC, 60 Hz., 
Dim.: 4" Ge " x 1'/ "D. 

$7.95 RFE 

B. 85 CFM WHISPER 
MUFFIN FAN® 

11 5VAC /60 Hz., Sleeve bearing, 
5- blade, metal. Super quiet, ideal 
for use in computer and Hi -Fi 
equipment. Mfr: Rotron #030172 
Dim.: 4'Y,e" sq. x 1'/: " deep 

$12.95 NEW 

C. 35 CFM 
MINIATURE FAN 

Low noise level; intake or exhaust, 
Ideal for cooling electrical /elec- 
tronic equipment. 115V, 50/60 Hz 
Dim.: 3.14" sq. x 1.645" deep 
Mfr: Rotron #SU2E1 

$6.95 RFE 

D. 160 CFM 
CENTRIFUGAL 
BLOWER 

Finely 
balanced 
squirrel 
cage fan, 
easily adapted 
to a variety of uses. 
115V, 60 Hz., 3,000 RPM. 
Front flange mount. 4'/. " square. 
Fasco Type 721 

$9.95 RFE 

E. 5'/4 " TANDON 
DISC DRIVE 

F. TIMEX 48 KEY 
KEYBOARD 

Yz Ht. 96 T.P.I. 
TM55-4 DS/Quad 

$99.00 

Replace the membrane keyboard 
on your Timex /Sinclair 
Z-81/1000 with this brand new 
"big computer" keyboard from 
Texas Instruments. Simple 
to install -complete instructions 
and schematic included. 

$5.95 NEW 

G. 
OUTPUT: +24V @ 2.2 amps 

- 12V @.17amps 
+ 5V @ 3 amps 

INPUT: 11 5 /230VAC, 50/60 Hz 
Dim.: 7 %" x 6%. 

COMPUTER DISC DRIVE 
SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES 

$19.95 NEW 

H. 
Power supply regulator board for 
microcomputers and games. 
INPUT: 18- 24VAC, 
DC OUTPUT: + 12V @ .05A, 
+5V @.5A, -5V @.04A. 
On /off switch. TRANSFORMER 
INCLUDED! $4,95 NEW 

K. RELAY KIT 
15 Ass't. Relays 

Consisting of 15 asst'd. AC & 
DC Relays. 5V, 12V, 24V, & 
115V. All types. 

$9.95 NEW 

L. SWITCH KIT 
35 Ass't. Switches 

Consisting of 35 assorted: Dip, 
Toggle, Slide, and Sensitive Mini- 
ature and Standard Size Switches 

$9.95 NEW 

M. COMPONENTS 
PARTS KIT 

N. CONNECTOR KIT 

100s of components. Consisting 
of: Heat sinks, Capacitors, Trim - 
pots, Resistors and MORE! 

$15.00 NEW 

Consisting of 50 assorted 
Header, Edge, and DB connectors. 

$15.00 NEW 

PUMPS -COMPRESSORS-BLOWERS-MOTORS-POTENTIOMETERS- COUNTERS 
TIMERS- RELAYS - VOLTAGE REGULATORS -POWER SUPPLIES 

O. MOTOR 
ASSORTMENT 

16 Assorted 6 & 12 VDC & 

115 VAC Slow -Speed Timing & 

Display Motors. 

$14.95 RFE 

P. AUDIO & VIDEO 
MODULATOR 

Made for Texas Instruments. 
Lets you use your TV set as a 

monitor for video and audio 
signals produced by home com- 
puters, surveillance cameras, 
video games, etc. Complete with 
8 ", 5 -pin din cord, hook -up 
diagram. 

$4.95 NEW 

Q. 12V NICAD 
BATTERY 
BACK -UP PACK 

12V @ 450 Ma. 
Contains 10 AA cells. Recharge 
rate 45Ma, 16 -18 hours. Case 
with tab output connections. 
Dim.: 2' /,e" H x 1'I. " x 2's.,e" L. 

Mfr. GE #123233 or equiv. 

$5.95 RFE 

R. ROBOTICS KIT 
(Springs. Belts, Pulleys & Gears) 

Consists of: 
9 Timing Belts 17.5" to 13 "l 
2 Round Belts 112" to 15 "l 
15 Nylon & Plastic Spur & Drive Gears 
22 Torsion Springs 
6 Compression Pulleys 
19 Tension Springs 

All New $19.95 

AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS, 62 JOSEPH STREET, MOONACHIE, N.J. 07074 MINIMUM 
YES! Plese send me the following items: My check or money order is enclosed. ORDER 

A, B, C. How Charge my credit card. $15. 
etc. Many? Description Price Total Visa Ill Master Card HO -85 

Card No. 

Exp. Date 

Signature 

Telephone: Area Code Number 

Total Name 
Shipping & handling, we ship UPS unless 

otherwise specified. Add S3 plus 10% total. 
Canadian: S3 plus P.O. cost. Charge only. 

Sales Tax (N.J. residents only, 
please add 6% of total) 

ORDER TOTAL All inquiries and free catalog requests call 201- 939 -2710. 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

For all phone orders, call TOLL -FREE 800 -524 -0809. In New Jersey, 201 - 939 -2710. 

CIRCLE 521 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 



A place to live your fantasies. 
A place to free your soul. 

To cozy up to the Caribbean sun. 
To dance among a thousand stars 
to the rhythms of steel drums. 
To play on sparkling white and 
pink sand beaches. 
To discover the underwater 
paradise of the reefs. 
To find o new friend and share the 
intimacies of a sensuous night. 

To come alive and live. 
To remember foy o lifetime. 

6 days and 6 nights. From $425. 

Reservations toll! free 
1- 800 -327 -2600 
In Florida 305/373-2090. 

Post Office Box 120. 
Miami Beach, Florida 33119. 
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The bestDMM inns class 
just got better. 

The Fluke 80TK. 
One innovation leads to another. 

First there was the 70 Series, which set a 

new standard for low -cost, high -performance, 

Fluke- quality multimeters. 
And now, another first. The Fluke 80TK 

K -type Thermocouple Converter. A tempera- 

ture measurement device that adds instant 

temperature measurement capabilities to the 

70 Series DMMs. 
Or any DMM, for that matter. 

Feature for feature, the versatile 80TK is the 

most affordable unit of its kind. For quick 

comparison readings, it can measure °C or °F 

at the flick of a switch. It includes a built -in 
battery test. And the availability of 3 Fluke 

probes give you the flexibility to measure any 

form of temperature, from freezer to furnace, 

with just one base unit. 

No other thermocouple converter we know 

of offers DMM users so much for so little. 

Just $59, including a general -purpose bead 

probe. 

So even if you don't own a Fluke 70 Series 

multimeter, the 80TK will help the DMM 

you're now using measure up when things get 

hot. Or cold. 

For your nearest distributor, call toll -free 

1- 800 -227 -3800, ext. 229, day or night. 
Outside the U.S., call 1- 402 - 496 -1350, ext. 229. 

FROM THE WORLD LEADER 
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS. 

Surface. immersion and general -purpose probes with "mini" 
thermocouple connectors are available for the Fluke 80TK. 

80TK SPECIFICATIONS 
Temperature Measurement Range 

- 50 to 1000°C 

- 58 to 1832 °F 

Battery Life: 1600 Hours (9V) 

FLUKE 

IN THE U.S. AND NON- EUROPEAN COUNTRIES: John Fluke Mfg. Co, Inc. P0. Box C9090. M/S 250C, Everett, WA 98206. Sales. (206) 356 -5400. Other (206) 347 -6100 

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS: Fluke (Holland) BV. P0. Box 2269. 5600 CG Eindhoven, The Netherlands. (040) 458045. TLX: 51846. 

© Copyright 1985 John Fluke Mfg Co .. loc. All rights reserved Ad No 4709.70/80 

CIRCLE 513 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 


